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Foreword

HE tremendous research and development effort that went into the
development of radar and related techniques during World War II
resulted not only in hundreds of radar sets for military (and some for
possible peacetime) use but also in a great body of information and new
techniques in the electronics and high-frequency fields. Because this
basic material may be of great value to science and engineering, it seemed
most important to publish it aa soon as eecurity permitted.
The Radiation Laboratory of MIT, which operated under the supervision of the National Defense Reeearch Committee, undertook the great
task of preparing these volumes.
The work described herein, however,
is the collective result of work done at many laboratories, Army, Navy,
university, and industrial, both in this country and in England, Canada,
and other Dominions.
The Ftachation Laboratory, once its proposals were approved and
finances provided by the Office of Scientific Research and Development,
chose Louis N. Ridenour aa Editor-in-Chief to lead and direct the entire
project. An editorial staff was then selected of those best qualMed for
this type of task. Finally the authors for the various volumes or chapters or sections were chosen from among those experts who were intimately familiar with the various fields, and who were able and willing
to write the summaries of them. This entire staff agreed to remain at
work at MIT for six months or more after the work of the Radiation
Laboratory was complete.
These volumes stand as a monument to this
group.
These volumes serve as a memorial to the unnamed hundreds and
thousands of other scientists, engineers, and others who actually carried
on the research, development, and engineering work the results of which
are herein described.
There were so many involved in this work and they
worked so closely together even though often in widely separated laboratories that it is impossible to name or even to know those who contributed
to a particular idea or development.
Only certain ones who wrote
reports or articles have even been mentioned.
But to all those who
contributed in any way to this great cooperative development enterprise,
both in this country and in England, these volumes are dedicted.

T

L. A.
v

DUBRIDGE.

1
Prejace
I

W

HEN the plan for this book was made the authors hoped that it
would be possible to present a more or less complete account of the
experiments and the theoretical ideas pertaining to the problem of the
detectability of a signal in noise. However, because it became clear that
the literature on the subject waa so large and that we had no convenient
access to the results of a great deal of work in progress at other institutions, it soon appeared that we would be unable to realize our original
of the whole subject.
Accordingly we
plan of giving a critical account
decided to limit ourselves to describing ae completely aa possible the
work done at the Ra&ation Laboratory during the war, with sufficient
introductory material to make the account intelligible.
The authors
regret that this decision has necessitated the omission of many interesting
investigations and calculations.
Another aim of the authors was always to confront the theoretical
ideas with the experimental investigations and in this way achieve some
kind of unification of theory and experiment, which the authors felt was
We feel that we have done so
so often lacking in the existing literature.
with some success, particularly in Chaps. 8 and 10, though elsewhere we
may have fallen short of thk aim.
This book is the result of the cooperative effort of many people.
On
the experimental side many of the investigations were performed by
R. Meijer, S. G. Sydoriak, V. Josephson, and especially by R. H. Ashby,
L. B. Llnford, and A. M. Stone. The latter two have also helped considerably with the editing of the material in this book.
On the theoretical
side the authors wish to acknowledge the help given by H. Goldstein, A.
J. F. Siegert, and Ming Chen Wang.
The first two were responsible for
most of the work described in Chap. 6 and helped with the writing of that
chapter. The theory of the ideal observer described in Chap. 7 was
initiated by Dr. Siegert. The authors are especially grateful to Dr.
Ming Chen Wang who performed the work described in Chap. 13 and
who also helped with the calculations and the writing of nearly all the
other theoretical chapters.

JAMES L.

Cambridge, Mass.
November, 1949
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CHAPTER

I

1

INTRODUCTION
The fundamental process in the reception of electromagnetic signals
is to make perceptible to the human observer certain features of the
Since perception is the acquisition
incoming electromagnetic radiation.
of information, these features may be called “intelligence”
or “information.”
The electromagnetic wave may contain this information in many
ways; the particular method used to abstract it and make it perceptible
depends upon the structure of the original radiation.
Antenna

-

Indicator

—

Human
observer

FIG. l.l.—The receiving system.

b

A book of this length does not permit adequate discussion of all types
of radiation.
It is hoped, however, that most of the common types now
widely used—principally in the fields of radio, television, communications,
and radar—and the process. of reception applicable to each can be
presented.
To change the characteristics of the signal into a form suitable for
human perception, several events must usually take place. The complete
system in which this train of events occurs can be conveniently referred
to as the receiving system and can be subdivided into four fundamental
functional parts aa shown in Fig. 1-1.
The Antennu.-The
function of the antenna is to convert the electromagnetic energy falling upon it to electric voltages or currents, which
In some cases it is desirappear on the input terminals of the receiver.
able to consider the antenna as a part of the receiver, since some of the
receiver properties are determined by certain properties of the antenna
(radiation resistance, etc.).
The Receiver.—The function of the receiver is to select the incoming
signal rfindto change its electrical form in such a way that the output of
the receiver contains only the desired parts of the signal. In general,
these parts are only those frequencies suitable for human perception.
The frequencies perceptible to the ear have become known as audio
frequencies, and those visually perceptible as video frequencies.
Perhaps
20 kc/see represents the upper limit of audio frequencies, but video
frequencies may be as high as 10 or even 100 Me/see, depending upon the
indicator.
1
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In addition to frequency selection and frequency changing, the
The incoming radiation is
receiver must also provide amplification.
ordinarily feeble and must be greatly amplified in order to actuate the
indicator.
The total required power amplification in the receiver may for
some applications be as high as 1015. Noise and interference limitations
prevent its being made as high as one pleases.
The main purpose of this book is to discuss these fundamental
limitations and to determine the effect of the various parameters in the
receiving system on the detectability of signals.
The incoming signal may be of several types.
It therefore follows
that the characteristics of the receiver itself must be specialized and are
determined by the type of information required from the incoming signal.
Because of the general complexity of receivers, furthermore, there are
usually several types which perform essentially the same function but
which may differ in their limitations.
The various receiver types are
most conveniently discussed in conjunction with the kinds of signal for
which they are designed.
The Indicator.-The
output of the receiver consists of voltages or
currents containing those desired frequencies in the sigi~al that are suitable
for human perception.
The function of the indicator is to convert these
voltages or currents into audio sound waves or perhaps light patterns
Common forms of indicators are
that the human observer can perceive.
the loudspeaker for radio reception and the cathode-ray oscilloscope for
the reception of video signals. There are obviously many ways in which
this indication can be presented to the observer.
Several alternative
methods of indication are mentioned in Sec. 2.6.
The Human Observer.—Human perception of certain signal properties
depends not only on what is presented to the observer on the indicator
but also on what use he makes of that information.
Perception sensitivity will therefore depend on characteristics of the human observer that
are not always flexible. The ear, eye, and brain are subject to certain
limitations that in many cases restrict the assimilation of useful information. The signal information may, for example, be spread out over a
time so long that the human observer cannot integrate the information.
His memory is limited; hence he can effectively use information only
within a limited time. The human observer must therefore be considered
as part of the receiving system.
It is even sometimes convenient to
expres% human limitations in terms of certain indicator or receiver parameters. In the example just mentioned the human memory time can be
related to an equivalent time constant or bandwidth in the receiver.
Similarly, properties of the ear, such as its bandwidth or frequency
sensitivity, will be similar to the electrical properties of equivalent filters
in the receiver.
.
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2.1. Unmodulated Continuous-wave
Signal.-The
simplest form of
signal is the so-called unmodulated continuous wave. Thic io the name
given an electromagnetic wave in which the magnitude of the alternating
electric field strength is constant in time; for example,
I
I
I

1
~

r

& = &oCos zr(fot
Both 80 and the frequency f, are constant.
sero of the time scale, so that
& =

.SO
C0527rao

+

so).

(1)

The constant CXO
defines the

at time t = O.

The characteristics of a c-w signal are therefore constant amplitude, constant frequency, and particular phase at t = O. These conditions cannot
be met by any known electromagnetic radiation, since in such a case 80
must have existed throughout all time. Likewise, if &O is not constant,
there will be more than a single frequency associated with the wave.
This will be shown in Sec. 2.2. Therefore there is no such thing as a
monochromatic c-w signal. If 80 is only slowly varying with time, however, &will be very nearly monochromatic in frequency.
It is convenient
The carrier frequency is
to refer to &O as the signal-carrier amplitude.
essentially monochromatic or, more specifically, will contain a frequency
band small with respect to the lowest desired audio or video frequency.
The information that can be abstracted from this c-w carrier is very
meager. One can only inquire, does the carrier exist or not?
And to
obtain the answer even to this question may take a long time. To
improve the rate at which information can be transmitted, some parameter of the original c-w signal is varied with time or modulated.
In the
usual modulation of a c-w carrier, either a variation of the amplitude
(amplitude modulation), a variation of the frequency (frequency modulation), or a variation of the phase off, (phase modulation) may be made.
The modulating frequencies
These will be discussed in the next section.
are, for convenience, those which ultimately become the indicator frequencies, that is, audio or video frequencies, since the human observer
most easily abstracts information from them.
The modulating function may be represented by F(t).
For audio
3
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[SEC. 2.1

movulations one wishes to make F(t) correspond to the instantaneous
pressure of the modulating sound wave. Since this pressure is normally
1 atm in the absence of sound, it is necessary that F(t) be a constant
different from zero in the absence of modulation.
The sound pressure
For a single
may vary upward or downward with audio modulation.
audio tone, therefore, F(t) may be represented by
1 + c Cos 2T(pt + B),
where ~ < 1.
For a complex audio sound, F(t) may be represented
1+
2

C. cm 27(PJ + /3.),

,n

where the values of the c’s are such that F(t) never becomes negative.
If the original sound wave is feeble, the fluctuating part of F(t) may be
amplified but must not be made so great that F(t) becomes negative. I
This amplification is always desirable in practice, since one wishes to
make the part of F(t) that contains the intelligence as large as possible
with respect to the constant part or carrier that contains essentially no
information.
For a single audio tone where
F(t)

= 1 + c COS%@

+ ~),

(2)

it is convenient to refer to e as the fractional modulation or to 100~ as the
modulation percentage.
If the modulating wave is to represent some other desired characteristic, such as light intensity for television transmission, a constant carrier
Unlike the sound-wave case, where
amplitude may not be necessary.
within the wave itself the pressure can be less than that with no sound,
the light intensities reproduced by currents in a photoelectric cell are
never less than those produced with no light. In other words, it is never
necessary to modulate downward from the zero intensity case. Thus
F(t) can represent directly the light-intensity values when the photoelectric cell is scanned over the televised scene. A carrier is no longer
required to ensure that the complete modulating function be positive.
and “modulation perIn this case the terms “fractional modulation”
The function F(t) can be made as large as
centage” are meaningless.
one pleases by amplification, until the peak values exceed that which
can be supplied in transmission.
LThis restriction is necessary because, az will be shown later in the text, devices
designed for reproducing F(t) actually give the absolute value of F(t); therefore, in order
to reproduce F(t) without distortion, its sign must never reverse.
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2.2. Amplitude Modulation.-The
incoming wave maybe represented
by the equation
& = &#(t) Cos %r(jot + so),
(3)

k

where the carrier field strength 80 and the frequency jo are constants.
The function F(t) represents the modulating function, and aO is a phase
The amplitude of the r-f wave is observed to be modulated
constant.
by F(t).
In general, & contains none of the frequencies in F(t)but consists of a band of frequencies in the neighborhood of fo. ‘Ms band of

L_ LllL
Frequency

&

f-

(a) Modulating function (b) Radio-frequency spectrum
Fm. 2.1.-Sklebands producedby amplitude modulation.

frequencies will be spread over a frequency range just twice as large as
the modulating frequencies in F(t).
This can be easily shown in the
following way. Let

[z,

F(t) =

1 +

% WE ~(p.t

n

&=&ol+

[z

n

6. Cos %r(p.t + p.) Cos 2T(f0t + ~o) ,
1

and
& = &, Cos

*(jot

+

(4)

+ (3.) ;
1

ao) + ;

z
z

(5)

C. COS% [(jOt + Pn)t + ~0 + 8.1

n

+$
:

c. COS%[(jot

– p.)t

+ a, – /%].

(6)

n

The carrier term, it should be noted, remains unchanged at frequency jo
and amplitude &o. There are no terms at the modulating frequencies
zpn, but for each modulating frequency p. there are two terms in ●
whose frequencies are (jo f pJ, respective y. These are commonly
referred to as sidebands about the carrier of frequency jo. The amplitude of each sideband is i&ti..
This condition is illustrated in Fig. 2“1, where a modulating function
The sideband spectrum is similar
containing two frequencies is assumed.
to the spectrum of F(t).
For a single tone of 100 per cent modulation,
the sideband amplitude is ~&O. The two sidebands for a single tone,
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therefore, for any fractional modulation c contain a total power equal to
{2/2 times the carrier power.
A common example of the a-m wave is that used in ordinary broadcast
radio transmission.
In this case F(t) is simply the audio or speech wave.
The input to the receiver from the antenna is essentially an electric
voltage t% that is linearly proportional to the radio-wave field strength &.
The function of the receiver is to reproduce the modulating audio function
F(t) from the input voltage sti. The reproduction can be accomplished
I!;in
*

Radio-frequency<
amplifier

Detector

—

Audioor
videoamplifier —-Gout

FIG. 2.2.—Elementsof a single-detectionreceiver.

I

in a variety of ways. Three general types of receivers are used for this
purpose.
Singledetection
Receiwer.—In this type the frequency changing is
The essential parts of the receiver
accomplished by means of a detector.
are shown in Fig. 2“2.
The r-f amplifier is used to provide sufficient r-f signal to the detector
The purpose of the detector is to
for the latter to operate properly.
reproduce the audio-modulation
function.
It will, in general, provide
other frequencies that are not wanted.
The purpose of the audio or

(a) Carrier

(b) Modulated
r-fwave
(c) Modulating
function
Fm. 2.3.—Amplitude-modulatedwave.

video amplifier is to reject all unwanted frequencies and to amplify the
desired frequencies until they are of sufficient size to actuate the indicator.
A detector must be a nonlinear device; but as will be shown, nonlinearity is not a sufficient condition for detection.
A representation of the
a-m r-f wave is shown in Fig. 2.3, where for simplicity the modulating
function F(t) is assumed to be composed of a carrier plus a single a-f tone.
It has been shown that the analysis of an r-f wave of this type contains
only three frequencies: the carrier radio frequency and two sidebands
separated from the carrier frequency by the modulating frequency.
It
does not, in general, contain the modulating frequent y itself; this can be
seen by noticing that the average value of the wave, averaged over times
corresponding to the modulating function, is essentially zero. If, however, the negative r-f voltages are suppressed without altering the positive

I
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voltages, then the average value of the wave will vary according to the
modulating function, and detection will occur. Detection will therefore
result from a nonlinear device that amplifies negative voltages differently
from positive voltages.
If the input and output voltages of this nonlinear device are represented by the general power series
$&t .

z

(7)

gn&?.,

n

detection takes place only because of the presence of the even terms;
The odd terms do not contribute to detection,
thatis, n =2,4,”””.
since for these terms negative or positive input voltages produce negative
or positive output voltages, respectively.
Thus a pure cubic-law
nonlinear device will not be a detector.
Perhaps the simplest detector is the s~called squardaw
device in
which the output voltage is proportional to the square of the input
voltage;
(8)
.% = ge.
As shown previously, ~ and F(t) may “be generally represented by the
equations
(9)
& = &oF(t) Cos 2m(.fot+ so),
F(t) =

1 +
[z

n

(lo)

6. Cos 21r(p=t+ l%) ,
1

so that

&
or

&t=

[z

= gwvt)
c. Cos zr(pnt

g&; 1+

n

(11)

c@J22djot + a,),
+ /%)

2 1 + Cos 4r(f0t + a,)
7
(12)
2
1

1[

from which

“=g’’[1+2z’nc0s%
(pn’+~n)
n

+

n
n

CnqCos 2T(pnt + /9.) Cos %(pIt

+ /%)

1

I + COSzWd

[

2

1

+ ao) .

1

The frequencies

(13)

present in 8~, are, therefore, zero (d-c term), p., 2Pfl,
and
and,
incidentally, the terms 2p~, pm + PI, and p. — pt. These four general
p. + pl,
2f0 + (p.

2j0, 2.fo f p.,
2f0 f 2p.,
2j0 + (p. + pi),
p“ – pl,
– pJ.
The only terms of interest are the p. terms
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terms (apart from the d-c term) are the only ones that will fall in the pass
They have amplitude functions at
band of the audio or video amplifier.
the output of the square-law detector given by g&~c.,g&~(c~/4), g&3(c.cJ4),
Of these four terms the first is the desired
and g&~(c~ct/4), respectively.
one, the second represents second harmonic distortion, and the third and
fourth represent cross-modulation
products.
In general, detection
produces cross-modulation terms and harmonic distortion, but it will be
noticed in the preceding example that the amplitudes of these undesired
terms relative to the desired one are usually quite small. If the coefficients are small (small modulation percentage), these terms may be
neglected in comparison with the desired p. terms.
In principle the a-m wave can be detected without producing distortions in the modulating function even when the fractional modulation
is high. This is accomplished by means of the so-called linear detector,
which passes or amplifies all voltages of one polarity linearly but shows no
output at all for input voltages of the opposite polarity.
The average
output voltage is therefore linearly proportional to the envelope of the
r-f wave, which, of course, is related to the modulating function F(t)
itself. The envelope of the modulated wave is not strictly F(t) but
represents F(t) only if a sufficient carrier exists to ensure that F(t) is
always a positive function.
The envelope, in general, represents the
absolute value of F(t).
The significance of this will be brought out more
clearly in later chapters, but this fact ultimately leads to possibilities of
cross modulation even with the envelope detector.
Even though this linear, or envelope, detector reproduces F(t) properly, its characteristic curve is extremely nonlinear at zero voltage.
At
Practical detectors are limited in
this point the curvature is infinite.
thk curvature; therefore the region of small voltages is not similar to that
of an ideal linear detector.
For this reason practical linear detectors
always operate at high voltage levels and must therefore be preceded by
considerable r-f amplification.
Examples of such detectors are diode
detectors, infinite-impedance triodes, and high-level anode-bend detectors.
Because of limited curvature in characteristics, low-level detectors
are almost invariably square law; examples are crystal detectors, lowlevel diodes, etc. If desired, high-level detectors can be made square
law, but ordinarily linear detectors are preferred.
Few receivers in common use are of the simple type shown in Fig. 2.3.
The difficulties with the singl~detection receiver are usually associated
with the r-f amplification.
The r-f amplifier must generally be tuned
to the desired r-f signal and have considerable over-all gain.
It is usually
difficult to construct a tuned r-f amplifier of several stages with txoDer
stability, selectivity, and tuning range. In widespread ~se is a t;pi of
receiver, the superheterodyne, that overcomes these difficulties.
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Superhetemd~
Receiver.—The essential elements of a superheterodyne receiver are shown in Fig. 2“4. The r-f signal is fdd through an r-f
amplifier, whose function will be shortly discussed, to a mixer, converter,
or “first detector” as it is sometimes called.
Into this mixer is also
injected the unmodulated output of a local r-f oscillator, whose amplitude
at the mixer is made very large compared with that of the incoming r-f
signal. The mixer is a detector of one of the two varieties just described,
in whose output will be found many frequencies.
Besides the incoming

&i~

Mixeror
amphfier + 1stdetector+

‘-f

l-f
amplifwr * 2nddetector+

Videoor
audio

-8 w

A

I

Local
oscillatorI

I

I

~G. 2.4.—Elements of a superheterodynereceiver,

*

frequencies jo, the modulation sidebands, and the local-oscillator frequency
u, harmonics of these frequencies will be found and, most important,
cross terms between the signal frequencies and u. Either the frecan be set to a particular value by tuning the
quency fO + u or Ijo – COI
local-oscillator frequency ~. Thus any incoming r-f signal with its modulation sidebands can be converted to a particular intermediate frequency
This i-f signal is then amplified as
with similar modulation sidebands.
shown in Fig. 2“4 to a suitable level for proper detection; then the audio
or video frequencies are extracted as in the case of the simpler receiver
of Fig. 2.3.
Because the amplitude of the local oscillations is large compared with
the signal oscillations at the mixer, the amplitude conversion from radio
frequencies to intermediate frequencies is essentially linear. The signal
oscillations may be regarded as small perturbations on the strong local
oscillations.
Modulation sidebands are thus exactlv the same at the
intermediate frequency as they are at the radio frequency, since the system is essentially linear. Furthermore, the so-called conversion ejicienq
of the mixer from radio frequency to intermediate frequency can be very
good because of the strong local oscillator.
A detailed discussion of the
superheterodyne converter appears in the literature. 1
For a given local-oscillator frequency u, there are two possible radio
frequencies that will combine with w to form the intermediate frermenc~.
To ~uppress one of these possible r-f channels, it is customary to place in
front of the mixer a simple r-f amplifier tuned to the desired radio fr~
1&e, for example, K. R. Sturley,Radio Rec&er
man& Hall, London, 1943.

DeaigrJ,

Part 1, Chap. 5, Chap-
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quency (see Fig. 2.4).
This process is called radio-frequency preelection.
For some applications, however, this precaution is not essential.
The principal advantages of a superheterodyne receiver over the
simple type shown in Fig. 2’3 are the following:
1. Since most of the gain may be situated in the fixed i-f amplifier,
the selectivity and gain of the receiver are essentially independent
of the radio frequency.
2. The tuning control (essentially by the local-oscillator frequency)
is much simpler than for a gang-tuned series of r-f amplifiers.
3. For the reception of very-high-frequency
waves, high receiver
gain is much easier to obtain at the relatively low intermediate
frequency.
It is possible to extend the treatment to receiver systems that contain
several mixers. Each process of heterodyne detection or conversion, that
is, one involving the mixing of r-f signal with a local oscillator, will yield
a new i-f signal whose amplitude function is linearly proportional to the
amplitude function of the original r-f signal. Many superheterodyne
The r-f
receivers have been built involving two heterodyne detectors.
signal is first converted by means of the first local oscillator to a relatively
high first intermediate frequency, which is later converted to a second
lower intermediate frequency by a second fixed-tuned lo~al oscillator
before final detection takes place. The advantages claimed for the
double-superheterodyne receiver are twofold.
(1) The first intermediate
frequency can be made high with the result that the r-f preelection (pre(2) The high
ceding the first mixing) becomes much more effective.
over-all gain in the receiver can be divided between the two intermediate
frequencies; hence at no time is it necessary to construct an amplifier at
one frequency of extreme over-all gain. This process minimizes the
danger of feedback and instability in the amplifier.
The principal disadvantage of the double-heterodyne receiver is, of course, its relative
complexity.
No matter how many heterodyne detectors tire used in a receiver,
however, the over-all conversion from r-f voltage to final i-f voltage is
linear; if the pass band of the receiver is great enough, the signal amplification will be independent of the modulating frequency.
In other words,
if the original r-f signal voltage at the input of the receiver is represented
by
(14)
&h = &oF(t) Cos 27r(jd + so),
where, as before, F(t)is the modulating function and ~0 is the radio frequency, the voltage in the last i-f amplifier will be given by the expressiori
COS%(hd
&i-fa &~.fF(t)

+ T),

(15)

.
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where ho is the last intermediate frequency and Y is a phase constant
Because of this
determined by aO and the phases of the local oscillators.
completely linear relationship, all problems encountered in a superheterodyne receiver can usually be treated in terms of the i-f amplifier and some
simple conversion quantity representative of the mixer itself. For
example, in problems of noise this quantity, as will be shown in Chap. 5,
has to do essentially with the conversion
eficiency of the mixer and the noise fig~-f
R-f
Audio
ure of the i-f amplifier.
oscillator
input
output
Superregenerative
Receiver.-A
superregenerative receiver is one in which the
Oscuaa.
process of great amplification and the
switch
s
process of detection are accomplished
FIG. 2.5.—Elements of a superwithin one vacuum tube. The main
regenerative receiver.
purpose, therefore, is to provide a highgain sensitive receiver by the use of a minimum number of tubes.
The
chief drawbacks of such a receiver are (1) the dificulty of making and
maintaining proper adjustment
and (2) nonlinear reproduction or
distortion.
The method by which high gain and detection are accomplished is
shown in its essential form in Fig. 2.5. The r-f input is connected to a
tube whose circuits are tuned to the desired signal frequency.
An
oscillation control switch is used to put this tube into an oscillating condition. As soon as this switch makes a connection. the condition for
oscillation is established, but the oscillations themselves are not created.
They begin to build up, however, from the initial voltage found at the
oscillator input (signal voltage in general) and if allowed to proceed would
build up to a steady value determined by the power-output capabilities
of the oscillator tube.
If the gain of the oscillator is constant during the
buildup (which implies linear amplification), the oscillation buildup will
follow a rising exponential curve that will eventually flatten off at the
saturation output value.
In the superregenerative receiver, however, the oscillation control
switch is usually turned off before the oscillator reaches a steady value.
The final oscillating voltage at the output of the tube depends, therefore,
on the value of input voltage (signal) and on the length of time the
It is also clear that it depends
oscillation control switch is left connected.
upon the regenerative gain of the oscillator tube, that is, the regenerative
feedback.
As soon as the oscillator control switch is turned off, the oscillations
in the r-f input to the oscillator die out exponentially until they reach the
value of voltage supplied by the signal. At this point it is possible to
start the entire operation again. In practice the oscillation control switch
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is turned on and off successively at a high rate called the “quench”
or “interruption”
frequency.
The control switch is in actual practice a
quench oscillator that controls the feedback in the r-f oscillator.
The
quenching rate must be high, since the sampling of the signal voltage
at the start of oscillation buildup must be rapid compared with the
modulation frequency.
The input and output voltages in the superregenerative r-f oscillator are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2“6.

Input
voltage

FIG. 2.6.—Input and output voltages in

a superregenerativereceiver.

In the preceding description of the superregenerative receiver oscillator linearity has been assumed, and under these conditions no detection
takes place. If the oscillator tube is operated in a nonlinear region,
however, the average plate current being therefore dependent upon the
oscillation, amplitude detection will occur. The amplification possible
from the single tube can, in principle, be increased without limit, since it
depends only on how far the oscillations are allowed to increase.
It
is for this reason, however, that when the tube is operated at high amplification, the over-all gain is extremely sensitive to the circuit conditions,
such as r-f oscillator feedback or interruption frequency.
If these
circuit conditions are held constant, however, the output signal will be
linearly proportional to the input signal. For this reason it is common to
refer to this method of superregenerative operation as the linear mode of
operation.
In this case the buildup curve is a pure exponential.
In
general, however, linearity is not obtained, since the r-f feedback usually
varies during the buildup process.
The r-f oscillator may be operated in a slightly different fashion to
alleviate the critical gain adjustment.
This is done by quenching the
oscillator ajter it has reached a saturated value. The time necessary to
reach saturation clearly depends on signal size, hence the output voltage
The operation is illustrated in Fig.
will still contain signal intelligence.
2.7. Operation of the tube in a nonlinear region will result in detection,
yielding currents containing signal intelligence.
The properties of this
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method of superregenerative operation and those of the previously
described method are somewhat different, particularly with regard to the
~uestion of nonlinearity.
In the type shown in Fig. 26 the output
voltage increases essentially linearly with input simal, whereas in the tv~
show; in Fig. 2“7 the output vol~age is e~nti~ly
‘proportional
logarithm of the input voltage.

Outplli
Voltage
FIG.2.7.—Input and ontput voltages of a superregenerativereceiver.

I

C-w Signals.-In
the transmission of
2.3. Frequency-modulated
an f-m r-f signal the amplitude of the r-f signal is held constant. the radio
frequency it-mlf being varied in accordance-with some desired modulating
function F(t).
Such a signal may be represented by
& = &, Cos >

‘[1 + F(t)]j, dt.
/ f,

(16)

There are two important parameters of frequency modulation,
namely, the frequencies contained in F(t) itself and the total frequency
— f~.
excursion or deviation, fIt should be noted that if F(t) = O, the wave is represented by
& = E, Cos >(.fd

+ a,)

(17)

as before, but this is a correct representation only when the frequency is
constant. In general, the phase angle of 8 will be proportional to the
time integral of the frequency, whether or not the frequency itself is
constant. The unit constant put under the integral with F(t) plays the
same role as that of the carrier with amplitude modulation; that is, it
permits “downward”
as well as “upward”
modulation.
;t is still
necessary to make the quantity 1 + F(t) positive at all times. For
interference-suppression purposes the frequency excursion, aa will be
shown in Chap. 13, should be large. The excursion must be small,
however, compared with the center frequency f,, so that several channels
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may be available.
For these reasons jO is usually made as high as is
practicable.
As in the case of amplitude modulation, a modulating frequency p i;
F(t) produces a carrier and sidebands.
The relative numbers and amplitudes of these sidebands are, however, quite different.
A single modulating frequency p actually produces an infinite number of sidebands whose
frequency spacing is p and whose amplitudes are governed by the frequency excursion and by p itself. These amplitudes are given by Bessel
functions J. of ascending order. If the instantaneous frequency of the
modulated wave is represented by
jo(l + k cm %t),
the phase angle of .Sat any time t may be written as
27r ~ fo(l + k cos Z@) dt = 27rjot + ~
/

sin %@,

plus a constant determined by the angle at time t = O.
&o cos

& =

>jd

kjo

+ ~

Thus

sin 2rpt + aO ,

(

(18)

)

which may be written in the forml

,, I
& = 8,

{()

,kfo

Jo

~

+ J,
–

COS %rjot

()

J,

:

[Cos27r(fo + p) – Cos %Lfo

~

[COS fh(j,

+

Zp)

–

COS %(fo

!f!
p

[ ~ 0s 2T(jo

+

3p)

–

Cos %(fo

$

[COSti(jO + 4p) – cos ~(j,

–

p)]

–

Zp)]

()
+J,

–

3p)]

()
–

J,

– 4p)]

()

+

. . .

.

(19)

1

The factor lcjo/p is often called the modulation index and represents the
ratio of frequency excursion or deviation (from the carrier frequency fo)
to the modulating frequency.
In f-m radio practice the modulation
index is usually higher than 10.
Equation (19) shows that for each modulating frequency p an infinite
number of sidebands exist, separated from the carrier frequency fo by

I See, for example,B. van der Pol, “Frequency Modulation,” ~roc. ~W
July, 1930.
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harmonics of p. For a large index of modulation the important sidebands
are those lying within the frequency excursion interval; the Bessel functions of order higher than the argument (modulation index) approach
zero rapidly as the order becomes high. On the other hand, for a low
index of modulation few sidebands have an appreciable amplitude; the
first (J, term) is, apart from the carrier (JOterm), the only one of appreciable amplitude.
These qualitative effects are illustrated in Fig. 2%,
b

‘1

kfo
—=
P

~

(a) Amplitude spectra for f-m waves. The vertical lines representthe relative amplitudes of the carrier and sidebandcomponents,

i

~IG.

(b) Frequency-modulatedwave.
2.8.—Frequency modulation; typical waveform and spectra,

which shows amplitude spectra for three typical cases. In addition to
the effects just mentioned it can be seen that for large index of modulation, the density of sidebands is nearly uniform within the excursion
can
interval. Furthermore the carrier, which varies wit h Jo(k.fo/p),
vanish for certain values of the modulation index; this situation is quite
different from the a-m case. In Fig. 2.8 the sideband amplitudes are all
shown with positive coefficients; the diagrams indicate therefore the absm
lute values of sideband amplitudes.
This is, of course, the quantity that
would be measured by a linear receiver of bandwidth sufficiently marrow
to contain only one sideband.
The function of the receiver is to convert the f-m signal into m a-m
signal, where it may be converted in the usual manner to an audio or
video signal. In addition to the frequenry-to-amplitude
converter there
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is an amplitude limiter that removes amplitude fading from the incoming
signal; it is also helpful in reducing certain kinds of external interference
such as ignition or spark-generated interference.
The frequency-to-amplitude
converter ordinarily consists of a discriminator circuit whose output voltage changes linearly not only with
the amplitude of the incoming signal but also with its frequency.
Since
amplitude variations, which may occur in the incoming signal because of
fading, are essentially removed by the initial amplitude limiter, the only

8in-

Amplitude
limiter

Frequency-b
-

amplitude
converter

-

Amplitude
modulation
receiver

-V3M

~G. 2.9.—Frequeney-m0dulationreeeiver.

Input
voltageas a functionof time

Voltageafter amplitude limiter

I

Voltageafter frequency-to-amplitudefilter, as a funtiton of time

FIG. 2.10.—Voltage waveforms in f-m receiver.

thing that can produce amplitude variation of the output signal is the
frequency variation of the incoming wave. Once the a-m wave is produced, it is rectified or detected in the usual fashion.
A block diagram of
an f-m receiver is shown in Fig. 2“9. Typical voltage waveforms occurring at various places in the receiver are shown in Fig. 2.10.
It will be
noticed that incidental signal fading in amplitude is virtually eliminated.
Production of the a-m wave will of course involve changes in radio fr~
quency that will occupy a large frequency band.
The a-m receiver must
therefore be able to amplify this large band of frequencies before detection
takes place; otherwise distortion will occur: The linearity of over-all
response is governed almost completely by the linearity of the frequencyto-amplitude converter.
This converter, or slope filter as it is sometimes
called, can be made very nearly linear.
An ideal f-m receiver is therefore essentially insensitive to an incoming
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a-m signal. Likewise an a-m receiver is insensitive to an f-m wave, except
where the bandwidth of the a-m receiver is smaller than the frequency
excursion of the f-m signal. In this case, because of the slope of the
response curve, the frequency function is converted to an amplitude
function, usually in a nonlinear fashion, and the receiver will not be
insensitive to the f-m signal.
2.4. Phase-modulated
C-w Signals. —Phase modulation is in one
The total phase angle of
sense merely a type of frequency modulation.
&is made to vary in accordance with the modulating wave F(t).
A p-m
wave can therefore be represented by
8 = .5, Cos 27r~ot+ a, + ml’(f)],

(20)

where m is a constant representing the change in phase angle accompanying a unit change in F(t).
If F(t) is expressible in a Fourier series,
F(t)

an cos 27rpnt,

=

(21)

2
n
comparable p-m and f-m representations can be written
& = 80 cos

an cos 2rp.t

27r(fot + ao) + m

[

z

n

,
1
phase modulation;

& = 80 cos

2

2r(fot + 80) + /c.fO

[

n

(22)

1

~ sin 2mp.t ,

frequency modulation.

(23)

These expressions are similar, but they differ in one important respect.
The coefficients of the pmterms are independent of p. for phase modulation but are inversely proportional to p. for frequency modulation.
Phase modulation may therefore be converted to frequency modulation
by placing in the modulator a filter whose gain is inversely proportional
to frequency.
Similarly, frequency modulation may be converted to
phase modulation by placing in its modulator a filter whose gain is proportional to the modulating frequency.
Thus the essential difference
between frequency and phase modulation lies in the characteristic of the filter in the modulator.
The relative advantage of one system over the other
depends on the modulating function F(t) and on the frequent y spectrum
of undesired interference.
In actual practice it is customary to use
neither pure phase modulation nor pure frequency modulation.
The
lower audio frequencies are usually frequency modulated, and the higher
frequencies are phase modulated.
Appropriate. filters in the receiver
straighten out the frequent y characteristic.
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PULSED SIGNALS

2.5. Infinite Pulse Trains.-Systems
have been developed in which
the reception of a series or train of r-f pulses is of primary interest.
The
fields of radar and pulsed communication utilize such pulse trains. In
principle the pulsed function could be amplitude, frequency, or phase,
and methods for reception would follow lines suggested in the preceding
sections.
Because of the great use made of amplitude pulsing, however,
and the insignificant use made at present of frequency or phase pulsing,

Frequenq——

Frequency—

(b) Power spectrum

(a) Amplitude spectrum

FIG. 2.1I.—Frequency spectrumof infinite pulsetrain.

this book will treat only the case of amplitude pulsing.
The phase relations of the amplitude pulses may be important, of course, and this relationship will be considered where necessary, but the essential feature is
one of amplitude pulsing.
The amplitude pulses, it is assumed, are repeated at a rate denoted
here by the pulse repetition frequency, or PRF.
If the pulse train is
infinite in extent, the frequency spectrum can be computed by convenDenote the pulse train by F(t); then
tional methods in Fourier analysis.

I
In this expression, f, denotes the PRF, and,
development of Eq. (24) shows that

‘(t)

the pulse length.

A Fourier
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where the symbol ~.,0 is equal to unity when n = O; otherwise it equals
zero.
This equation is illustrated in Fig. 2“11 for a situation in which fO>> f,.
It can be seen that apart from the carrier frequency ~0, there are a host
of sideband frequencies separated from jo by multiples of f,; these are
the only frequencies present and have amplitudes determined by Eq. (26).’
A good deal of information is contained in such a train of pulses. The
PRF, phase of pulses, etc., could be ascertained if required.
If the
quantity to be determined is merely the existence of the pulse train, how=
ever, a complete analogy can be drawn to the c-w case of Sec. 2“1. The
amplitude pulse train is a kind of carrier, which in itself contains little
information.
It may, however, be modulated to increase the information
that can be transmitted and, as in previous cases, maybe modulated in
amplitude, radio frequency, or phase. In addition, it is possible to modulate it by varying the PRF or by varying the pulse length or width.
These methods of modulation as well as methods for detection will be
discussed in later sections.
2.6. Finite Pulse Trains.-In
radar applications a transmitter is made
to send out r-f energy in a succession of pulses. The frequency of the
radio wave itself may be extremely high, and the duration of a single
pulse may be only a few microseconds.
Occasionally a system is made
where the pulse duration, or length, is as small as 0.1 ~sec. The pulses
are repeated at an audio rate, that is, from perhaps 50 to 10,000 pps.
The pulses of r-f energy are sent out into space perhaps omnidirectionally
but more usually concentrated or focused in certain regions by a directional antenna system.
Objects in these regions will reflect or scatter
the radiation.
Some of this scattered energy is picked up by a receiving
The receiver must be
system usually located near the transmitter.
capable of passing to the indicator the video pulses, that is, the detected
r-f pulses that correspond to the scattered or reflected pulses of r-f energy.
One of the major difficulties in the radar problem is to make the receiving
system sufficient y sensitive to detect the scattered r-f energy of objects
several miles away.
The limitation in sensitivity is generally imposed
by noise of some sort generated within the receiver (see Chap. 5), or
governed by external interference (see Chap. 6).
The fundamental purpose of the radar set is to provide information
I This development requires that the successive pulses have a defined r-f phase, as
though they were determined from a master c-w oscillator of frequency j,. The
subsequentchapters of this book deal only with pulse trains in which the phase from
palm to pulse may or may not be random; it makes no difference in the reception
processfor amplitude pulses, since the output of any detector is insensitive to r-f
phsse. The mathematical specification for a train of r-f pulses having random phases
is different from Eq. (24), however; the sine term will contain, in addition, a random
phseeangle dependent upon the index k.
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that permits the human observer to locate objects of particular interest.
With a directional antenna system the azimuth and elevation of search
are known; and by the system of pulses, the range of or distance to a
reflecting object can be found.
This range is measured by the time difference between the transmitted pulse and the received echo pulse. Since
the angular location of the reflecting object requires a directional radiator,
a general search of the entire region requires some sort of scanning.
The
scanning or searching motion of the antenna system is usually reproduced
in some form within the indicator, so that easy correlation of the presence
of a particular echo with a particular azimuth or elevation can be made by
the observer.
Because of the scanning action, the return signal reflected
from an object consists of a finite train of r-f pulses. This train of pulses
is, of course, repeated at the next scan.
The scanning can be accomplished in many ways, and the pulse video
information at the output of the receiver can be presented on the indicator
in many ways. The method of scanning is dictated by both the function
of the radar set and mechanical considerations for moving the antenna
assembly.’
The method of indication is usually one that makes the radar
Some of the more common
information most intelligible to the observer.
indicators used are listed below for reference.
The Type A or Linear Time-base Oscilloscope .—This indicator consists of a cathode-ray oscilloscope in which the video signals from the
receiver are impressed upon the vertical deflection plates and a linear sawtooth sweep voltage is applied to the horizontal deflection plates. This
horizontal sweep is usually started by the initial impulse from the radar
transmitter and is made to move across the oscilloscope at a rate conThe next transmitted impulse
venient for radar range measurements.
starts the Sweep over again. Thus, near-by objects that scatter the r-f
energy will cause a visual vertical deflection, or “pip”
(also called
“blip” ), near the starting edge of the sweep; a reflecting object at a
distance will produce a pip at a horizontal position corresponding to the
range of the object.
Thus the linear time base provides a range measure
ment of objects scattering the r-f pulses. The amplitude of the video
deflection, or pip, is a measure of the effective scattering cross section of
the object in question.
It is also a function of the range of the object,
because of geometrical factors, and a function of the over-all sensitivity
of the radar set. The type A oscilloscope thus essentially provides
information about the range of an object and some information as to its
“radar” size. It does not give azimuth or elevation information, but
this can always be obtained from separate dials geared to represent the
antenna coordinates.
Because of the time necessary for the observer to
‘

See Radar Scanners and Radurnes, Vol. 26, Radiation Laboratory Series.

z See Cathode Ray Tube Displays,

Vol. 22, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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coordinate the A-scope range with elevation and azimuth? the system is
not well suited to rapid scanning or search. It is most useful in the
measurement of radar range on systems that have a broad antennaradiation pattern and eithe~ do not scan at all or scan relatively slowly.
This type of indication, however, is sensitive in the detection of weak
echoes.
In addition to other obvious advantages, a radar can give far more
precise range information than anoptical range finder. The radar range
error can, unlike the optical, be independent of the range itself and can be
made assmallasa
tenth of the equivalent range represented by the pulse
length. For high precision the sweep on the A-scope would have to be
extremely linear and well calibrated or some other marking device provided. It is customary to provide range marks, or a series of sharp
timing “pips,” to mark the sweep at convenient intervals.
If extreme
precision is required, a movable delayed-timing pip is provided whose
time delay is calibrated and accurately known.
It may be generated
This timing pip can be made to
from a crystal-controlled oscillator.
coincide with the desired radar echo, whose accurate range can thus be
determined.
Where the sweep length is very long in comparison with the
pulse length as presented, it is difficult to see the relative positions of the
echo pip and timing pip. For this purpose an especially fast horizontal
sweep may be provided.
Such an oscilloscope is known as an R-scope
(range).
It is merely an A-scope in which the start of the sweep may be
accurately delayed and the sweep speed made sufficiently great to
delineate the desired echo and timing pip. The R-scope is also useful in
examining the character of the returned echo pulse or pulses and is
generally more sensitive than the A-scope in the detection of extremely
feeble echoes.
The Type B Oscilloscope.—This indicator was initially developed to
add azimuth information to what was presented on the A-scope; this
was done by impressing the video signals from the receiver on the control
grid of the cathode-ray oscilloscope.
The video signals therefore modulate the beam current in the oscilloscope and consequently the intensity of
light output.
Under these conditions the vertical plates of the oscilloscope are left free. It is necessary only to impress on these plates a
voltage that corresponds to the azimuth of the radar antenna.
As the
antenna is made to scan in azimuth, the trace of the time-base sweep is
made to move up and down in synchronism with the antenna position.
This type B oscilloscope therefore produces on its screen a bright spot
whose position in range and azimuth on the oscilloscope face corresponds
to the actual range and azimuth of a reflecting object.
It is therefore a
radar map, differing from the usual map by a distortion caused only by
the particular coordinates chosen. Like the “deflection-modulated”
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type A oscilloscopes, “ intensity-modulated”
oscilloscopes such as type B
are very sensitive in the detection of weak echoes; but the intensitymodulated osulloscopes are much better adapted for scanning systems.
Because it is convenient to view the oscilloscope face like a map, ant]
because the radar-scanning frequencies are generally I)elow the flicker
frequency for the human eye, it is customary to use for the screen of the
cathode-ray tube a special material whose light output decays relatively
slowly with time.
The Plan-position Indicator,
or PPI.—This
is the name given an
intensity-modulated oscilloscope in which the time-base sweep is made to
start at the center of the tube and move radially outward.
The azimuth
of this radial sweep on the oscilloscope is made to correspond to the
azimuth of the radar antenna.
This type of sweep is usually provided by
a magnetic deflection yoke placed around the neck of the cathode-ray
tube. As the antenna is scanned in azimuth, the magnetic yoke is
synchronously rotated about the axis of the tube. This synchronization
is easily accomplished by driving the yoke by a synchro motor or some
Thus the PPI
other remote mechanical synchro-transmission device.
provides a map of all radar echoes, where the map scale factor is merely
the ratio of twice the velocity of the radio wave to the sweep speed.
Because of the ease with which a true map can be interpreted, the PPI
is an ideal indicator for use with radar sets searching continuously in
Intensity-modulated
range marks are generally provided for
azimuth.
calibration purposes.
They appear as concentric brightened rings at
regularly spaced radial intervals.
the type B oscilloscope
The Range-height, or RH, Indicator. -h’either
nor the PPI can present elevation information, and for radar sets whose
function is height-finding some other indicator is desirable.
Without
recourse to a three-dimensional intensity-modulated
indicator, which
has not yet been devised, the presentation of elevation information
requires the omission of either azimuth or range information.
If the
azimuth information is suppressed, an indicator presenting range and
height, or RH oscilloscope, can be provided.
The radar antenna is made
to nod or oscillate in elevation angle. The angle of the deflection yoke
in an oscilloscope of the PPI variety is made to follow the antenna elevation angle in such a way thht the indicator presents a true radar map of a
particular vertical section of space. Thus the RH indicator will present
true range and height of radar targets, neglecting, of course, the curvature
of the earth’s surface. The range and height scales can, if necessary,
be expanded or contracted to provide convenient values.
The Type C Indicator.—If
the range information is suppressed, an
indicator presenting azimuth and elevation information, or type C
indicator, can be provided.
Because the range information is suppressed,
the indicator will show a bright spot on its screen at an elevation and
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azimuth wherea radar-reflecting object exists at any range. This is the
radar presentation which most closely approximates a visual picture
of the surroundings.
It is probably one of the least useful radar presentations, however, since it does not utilize the one parameter, that is,
range, given best by the radar set. There are usually a tremendous
number of radar-reflecting objects at any prescribed azimuth and elevation, and it is useful to select preferentially particular ones for presentationofthe type Cindicator.
Thisselecting ismadepossible byavariable
range “gate,” or ‘(strobe, ” which sensitizes the indicator only for echoes
The gate may be set at any
occurring within a defined range interval.
range, and its length adjusted to correspond to any required range
interval. Gating not only is useful for type C indicators but is often
widely used where the video impulse from a single target is to be selected
and used to control other circuits, perhaps even the coordinates of the
radar antenna itself. The type C indicator is less sensitive to the detection of weak echoes than the PPI or type A or B oscilloscopes.
Aural Perception.—The
presence of the video pulses at the output of
the receiver may be indicated aurally to the human observer,
One way
of accomplishing this is to put the video signals into an audio loudspeaker,
then listen for the audio tone produced by the PRF.
When this method
of detection is used, all radar range information is lost unless the incoming
signals are gated in order to pass to the loudspeaker only those signals
which occur within a desired range interval.
This aural detection of the
PRF component is surprisingly sensitive and very useful in recognizing
signals from a particular radar set, since the PRF’s of various installations
may differ markedly.
The ear appears to be very sensitive to changes in
pitch or tone.
Meter Detection.—By still another method of perception, the aural
signals are rectified and impressed on an ordinary d-c meter and the
presence of a signal determined by the meter deflection.
If this method
is adopted, both radar range information and information about the PRF
are lost but, as in the case of aural detection, the video signals may be
gated. It might be argued that meter and aural detection methods are
equivalent, but this equivalence is not easy to show. The use of the
rectifier or detector in producing the meter deflection gives rise to possible
cross modulation.
This will be discussed in Chap. 9.
Types of Receivers Used.—The function of the radar receiver is to
provide pulsed video signals from the incoming series of r-f pulses. In
principle the three types of receivers mentioned in Sec. 2.2 may be used,
but some remarks on the usefulness of each type can be made. The
simple single-detection receiver is useful principally where the receiver is
In this case no r-f amplification
to be made sensitive to a large r-f band.
is used; detection is accomplished at low level and is thus necessarily
square law. Because of the low detection sensitivity of the square-law
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detector, most of the signal energy is lost, the remainder being forced to
For this reason this type
compete with noise produced after detection.
of receiver is not so sensitive as the superheterodyne for weak signals,
perhaps by a factor of 104 in power. However, the r-f bandwidth can be
made several hundred megacycles per second in extent.
The superheterodyne receiver is almost universally used in radar applications, because it has better sensitivity than the single-detection receiver
and better stability than the superregenerative receiver. At the very
high frequencies the r-f amplification, because of its limitations and
difficulties, is not customarily used, but the r-f signal is usually immediately converted into an i-f signal. The i-f amplifier therefore has a
relatively great voltage gain, perhaps as much as 10G,weak signals being,
This
as a result, made suitably large for linear detection or rectification.
amplification must be of such a nature that it has a satisfactory response
to the desired pulses. From Fig. 2.11 it can be seen that most of the
energy in the pulses is concentrated in a band of frequencies roughly
equal to the reciprocal of the pulse length. Therefore the r-f and i-f
bandwidths must each be of the order of magnitude of the reciprocal of
pulse length. Since the pulse lengths in use vary from 10–7 to 10–s see,
the bandwidths must be of the order of 105 to 107 CPS. This is the chief
difference between receivers made for radar pulses and those made for
radio transmission, the latter being designed to pass only audio frequencies.
Some superregenerative receivers have been constructed for pulse
reception.
The quench frequency must be high compared with the reciprocal of the pulse length to make sampling sufficiently frequent.
For
pulse lengths of less than 1 psec, this has been found difficult to do.
Furthermore the criticalness of adjustment has greatly restricted the
usefulness of such receivers. Nevertheless, certain of their properties,
such as high gain over satisfactory bandwidths, necessitate taking them
into consideration.
In all these methods of reception the main object of perception is to
become aware of the existence of the incoming r-f signal. The question
is not one involving the detailed analysis of the signal characteristics but
simply whether or not the signal exists. As pointed out in Sec. 2.5, it is
often useful to consider the detection of a series of pulses that are modulated in some manner at a slow rate. The information one wishes to
abstract from this type of signal is the relatively slow modulation function
appearing in the pulse train, in much the same way that one wishes to
abstract the modulating function from an a-m or f-m c-w signal.
2.7. Amplitude-modulated
Pulse Trains.-There
are two reasons
why it is useful to consider the perception of the modulation function of a
modulated pulse train. First of all, the echoes obtained in radar reception are indeed modulated by changes in the characteristics of the target
under surveillance,
The effective scattering cross section of the target
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may vary with time because of changes in the target aspect or position;
it may also vary in a way characteristic of the particular target itself.
For example, propeller rotation on an aircraft will give rise to aperiodic
Information conchange in its effective radar scattering cross section.
cerning the modulation of received pulsed echo trains may therefore be
helpful inderiving information concerning the nature of the target. As
another example, one can see that the phase of the returned radar echo
depends upon the total path length taken up by the radio wave and therefore changes markedly with target movement.
By a phase-detection
scheme a modulating function that depends on target speed can thus be
derived. The phase changes brought about by target movement can be
conveniently measured by one of two general methods.
The coherentpulse system mixes the incoming echoes with a strong local c-w generator
whose phase is reset to the phase of the transmitted pulse each time it is
produced.
The resulting echo amplitude will be constant from pulse to
pulse unless the target in question moves during this time interval by an
amount that is appreciable with respect to the wavelength of the r-f
signal. As the target moves, the echo will be seen to beat up and down
with a frequency given by the Doppler shift. By analyzing the phase
modulation of the return pulses, therefore, information concerning radial
target speed can be derived.
A second method of phase detection is possible.
Instead of utilizing
the local source of phased c-w oscillations, the echo from the moving
target is mixed with other strong echoes from fixed targets. Again beats
in the echo amplitude are obtained in the same way as for the coherentpulse system.
The presence of these beats depends, however, upon the
presence of local fixed echoes at the same range as the target.
Since this
condition is not under the observer’s control, the system has a limited
area of usefulness.
It is, however, much simpler than the coherent-pulse
system.
One of the main uses for modulated pulse trains, however, lies in their
application to specialized communication systems.
Such systems have
the advantage of highly directional propagation characteristics and a
high degree of security.
In these systems a continuous succession of
pulses modulated at speech frequencies is sent out. As pointed out in
Sec. 2.5, the modulation itself may be applied to the pulses in several different ways. Amplitude modulation will be discussed in this section,
and other types of modulation in Sec. 2.8.
The amplitudes of the continuously recurring pulses are assumed to
vary in accordance with the modulating function.
If the modulating
function is one that can take on both positive and negative values with
respect to its normal or quiescent value, there must be provided, as in
previous examples, a carrier term large enough to prevent the entire
amplitude function from reversing sign. The function of the receiver
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is to obtain the modulation function from the relatively complicated
train of incoming pulses. The first step in the chain of events is the
detection of the r-f signal to provide video pulses, just as in the case of
normal radar echo detection.
Since distortion of the modulating function is undesirable, linear detection is greatly preferred; and for the sake
of sensitivity, a superheterodyne receiver should be used. The amplitudes of the video pulses are still S1OW-1Y
modulated by the modulating
function.
The possibility of gating the pulses at this point makes this
type of communication system much more secure than the ordinary a-m
c-w signal. The proper video pulses can be selected by a gate whose
PRF is the same as that of the desired signal and whose timing is made
to coincide with the pulses either by a special timing pulse or by automatic locking voltages derived from the incoming pulses themselves.
The sensitivity of the receiver to weak signals in noise is affected by gating
and by the gate length itself. This point will be discussed in Chap. 10.
The spectrum of the pulses can be derived in a straightforward fashion.
Let us represent the modulating wave F(t) by the function
(27)

F(t) = 1 + Esin 27rp(t + 8),

where e is the fractional modulation and p is the modulating frequency.
This function is now to represent the amplitude of the pulse train, which
has a PRF denoted here by ~, and pulse lengths indicated by,.
For the
sake of simplicity it is supposed that the pulse amplitude at the start of
the pulse will assume the value of F(t) and that the pulse amplitude is
maintained constant throughout each pulse. That is, the signal function
will be given by
F.(t)

=

F
z

k
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It can be seen that, in general, many frequencies are present in F.(t),
namely, all the harmonics of the PRF f, and cross terms between these
harmonics and the modulating frequency p. The amplitude of any term
of frequency j is modified by the familiar (sin m.f) /mj because of the
pulse length T. A convenient chart for reading off all frequencies present
is shown in Fig. 2“12. Output frequencies are given on the abscissa scale
for any input modulating frequency chosen on the ordinate scale. The

Outputfrequencies

FIG. 2-12.—Outputfrequenciesfor a given modulating frequency.

output frequencies present are those which appear at the intersections of
a horizontal line, whose ordinate is the modulating frequency p, with the
array of diagonal lines and vertical lines shown in the diagram.
An
example is shown by the dotted line drawn for p = j,/4; the output frequencies are shown to be 2?lf, and z (2.., f f./4).
The diagram shown in Fig. 2.12 is not suitable for indicating the intensities of the various components.
A simple rule to remember is to
consider that all intersections with diagonal lines yield amplitudes which
are c times those of the vertical lines. ‘Furthermore, all in~ersections are
modified according to the individual pulse spectrum (sin mj)/mf
and
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therefore fall off with increasing frequency.
A typical spectrum is shown
in Fig. 2.13, where f,~ = 0.2 and p = f,/4 as shown in Fig. 2“12. The
frequencies shown with dotted lines are those caused by the modulation
itself.
It would be possible to put the video pulses directly into a loudspeaker and derive sound that contains the modulating function (see
Fig. 2.13).
It would also contain many undesired and extremely annoying frequencies.
These undesired frequencies are all higher than the
modulating frequencies provided p < f,/2 and can thus be filtered out
before going into the loudspeaker itself. Generally, the desired audio
component must be greatly amplified because of its small energy content.

FIG. 2.13.—V1deospectrumof modulatedpulsetrain.

The filtering and audio amplification may be greatly helped by the
so-called “boxcar”
generator, or demodulator.
This device consists of
an electrical circuit that clamps the potential of a storage element, such as
a capacitor, to the video pulse amplitude each time the pulse is received.
At all times between, the pulses the storage element maintains the potential of the preceding pulse and is altered only when a new video pulse is
produced whose amplitude differs from that of the previous one. The
name “boxcar generator” is derived from the flat steplike segments of the
voltage wave.
The output of the boxcar generator is given by Eq. (29) (by putting
7 = l/f,) and can also be obtained from Fig. 2.13. It can be seen that
none of the lf, terms remain except the d-c term. The output frequency
present at the modulating frequency p is also incidentally much amplified
because of the increased pulse length.
The output voltage, however,
still does contain at reduced amplitude the cross-modulation terms.
Nevertheless, the main body of interfering audio frequencies has been
removed, and therefore the problem of additional filtering is greatly
simplified.
The boxcar generator can be used only on gated systems,
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unfortunately, or at least on systems from which an accurately timed
clamping pulse is available.
If cross-modulation terms in the output must be avoided, the highest
modulation frequency must be substantially less than one-half of the
PRF f,. If a filter is used to separate the output frequencies, it will have
a cutoff or attenuation curve that is not infinitely sharp; therefore the
maximum value of p must be further restricted.
If p is limited to j,/3,
then one octave exists for the filter to achieve its cutoff value. This is
considered to be an acceptable value. It will be noticed that this restriction will apply to all of the pulsed communication schemes, since it follows
directly from the effect of sampling the signal voltage at discrete times.
Before proceeding to other forms of modulation, the part played by
various detection processes should be considered.
The first detection
process (actually the so-called “second detection” in a superheterodyne
receiver) reduces the r-f voltage to a video voltage.
This provides a
measure of the intensity of the r-f wave without regard to its exact r-f
structure. This video voltage still varies at a fairly high rate and may
An additional detection process, that is,
contain modulation intelligence.
boxcars with audio filtering, will bring out the modulation frequencies.
Still another, or fourth, detection can be provided.
This one measures
the average intensity of these audio voltages; that is, it measures the
fractional modulation c. Thus the detection process is one that principally provides a measure of the average intensity of a function.
Because
of this averaging process, the frequencies present in successive detections
become progressively lower.
One more point regarding the demodulated signal should be noted.
The video output is a measure of the signal size and can therefore be used
It is sometimes convenient to use
as a signal-actuated control voltage.
thk voltage to control the gain of the receiver. Thk control must clearly
be made of such a sign that an increase in video signal will reduce the
receiver gain; otherwise the system will be regenerative.
With this
degenerative system, the receiver gain tends to maintain the average
output signal constant in size regardless of input signal size. The action
of this type of automatic gain control, or AGC, will be described in
Chap. 11.
When the AGC does not need to be rapid, an ideal arrangement is to
use the output of the boxcar generator as the feedback control voltage.
This arrangement is shown in block form in Fig. 2.14, where all the parts
are self-explanatory with the exception of the filter between the third
detector and gain-control lead. The function of this filter is essentially
to pass only the d-c component to the gain control lead, thus effectively
removing the desired modulation frequencies.
In this fashion these
modulating frequencies themselves are not degenerated in th o receiver.
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If the filter passes the modulating frequencies, they will be degenerated
and greatly reduced in amplitude at the receiver output.
They are not,
in general, completely degenerated because of the finite change in output
signal required to cause a change in receiver gain. For some applications
this finite degeneration is not serious, since audio amplification will
restore the amplitude of the modulation signal. In addition, because of
the rapid feedback, the speed of AGC is greatly increased.
The filter,
however, must considerably attenuate the PRF, or oscillation will
develop because of the cross terms of Fig. 2.12.
Receiver r-f and
i-f amplifier

Eh —

-

.%cond +
detector

Single
selector

gate

Third
detector

Ewt

J
IGain-control lead
I

FIa.

l=]

I

I

low-pass
filter

2.14.—Audio-modulationreceiver with automatic gain control.

2.8. Other Types of Modulation.

Pulse-length

or Pulse-m.dth

Modula-

tion.—In this case the modulation is accomplished by variations in pulse
length.
The PRF and the pulse amplitude are held constant.
Reception consists of detecting the r-f pulses, then converting the length variaAs pointed out in Sec. 2.7, the PRF must
tions to amplitude variations.
be at least three times that of the highest modulating frequency, and a
low-pass filter must be used to exclude undesired cross terms.
The conversion from pulse length to amplitude is most easily accomplished by passing the signal through a filter of limited pass band.
Through such a filter, if its bandwidth is considerably less than the reciprocal of the maximum pulse length, the output response will have an amplitude proportional to the product of input pulse length and amplitude.
This operation can be accomplished in the r-f and i-f sections of the
receiver before detection takes place. It is most convenient, however,
the incoming signals (usually done most easily after detection)
to limit
before converting the pulses to amplitude-modulated
signals. The
limiter plays the same role as the limiter for f-m radio (see Sec. 2.3);
that is, it eliminates amplitude variations in received signals produced
by fading and reduces interference of a type in which peak voltages are
very high. The bandwidth of the receiver in front of the limiter should
be adequate to pass the shortest pulse properly.
From Fig. 2.11 it can
be seen that the bandwidth should exceed the reciprocal of the shortest
pulse length.
In addition to peak limiting, it is usually desirable to provide a lower
If the input signals fall below
limit below which no output signal occurs.
some defined minimum level, noise or interference in the receiver renders
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them useless. Therefore a lower limit, which excludes thk noise, is
beneficial.
The presence of both a lower and upper limiter constitutes
a “slicer,” so named because the output voltage is proportional to the
input voltage only within a narrow voltage range or slice. The sliced
output of the length-modulated pulses will consist of a series of relatively
“clean” constant-amplitude length-modulated pulses suitable for immediate conversion to a-m pulses.
As in the case of a-m pulses, gating can be employed within the limits
of pulse lengths used. A gate length as long as the longest pulse must
be used; this would appear to favor slightly the use of a-m pulses where
accurate gating of a size equal to the pulse length at all times is possible.
Frequency OTPhase Modulation.—In
this type of modulation one can
think first of an ordinary f-m or p-m continuous wave as described in
Sees 2.3 and 2“4. The pulses merely select short segments out of this
r-f wave; they therefore bear defined frequent y and/or phase changes
determined by the original modulation.
The process of reception consists of limiting the pulses, then passing them through a frequency-toamplitude slope filter. From this point they are handled like a-m pulses.
The pulse frequencies spread out over a band about equal in width to the
reciprocal of the pulse length. Therefore the frequency deviation should
be made large compared with this band of frequencies.
In the true
pulsed case, it is not really essential that the phase of the r-f signal which
is being frequency modulated be accurately defined at the start of each
pulse, since the frequency-t~amplitude
converter is itself insensitive to
phase. Unlike the case of f-m continuous waves, the starting phase of
each pulse may be made random because of the dead time between pulses;
no difficulties are caused thereby with f-m pulses, but phase-modulation
schemes are, of course, upset. Likewise schemes can be considered in
which the phase is modulated without changing the center frequency
during each pulse. ‘Such modulation is again made possible by the discontinuity between pulses; either frequency or phase can be arbitrarilyy
set. For the detection of the phase modulation, a scheme similar to that
discussed in Sec. 2.6 can be used. One may use a coherent local c-w
source whose frequency is that of the pulses and whose phase is in quadrature with the pulse phase in the absence of a modulating signal, that is,
carrier present only. As can be seen, variations in pulse phase caused by
modulation, for small phase changes, will cause amplitude changes
substantially proportional to these phase changes.
These a-m pulses
are then handled in the usual manner.
Modulation of PRF.—In
this scheme the variable that is modulated
is the PRF itself. The maximum range of variation is kept smaller than
one octave to prevent harmonics of the lowest PRF from interfering with
the highest frequency.
As in the other sampling schemes the average
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PRF must be about three times as high as the highest desired modulating
frequency.
Detection of the pulses is made in the usual way. The audio
output is obtained by putting the video signals into a filter designed to
It should be remembered that since
pass only the audio frequencies.
the incoming signal amplitude is constant, limiting and slicing can be
employed; but because of the variable PRF, gating is impossible.
Other Schemes.—Other schemes of modulation are possible, and
Among these may be mentioned
methods for their reception are obvious.
a double-pulse scheme in which the spacing between the two pulses is
modulated.
Clearly, this scheme is similar to pulse-length modulation.
Again frequency or phase differences between the two pulses can be used
if desired.

CHAPTER
THEORETICAL

3

INTRODUCTION

3.1. The Mathematical Description of Noise.—It is well known that
the output of a receiver when no signal is present is not always zero but
fluctuates more or less irregularly around some average value. On an
A-scope, for instance, these fluctuations produce the typical noise that
often prevents weak signals from being detected. This noise has several origins, to be
discussed in detail in the next chapters; the
question that concerns us here is how to describe quantitatively the noise output of a
receiver.
The answer is perhaps not obvious.
Merely observing the output y(t) of a receiver
over a period of time (y may be a voltage, a
current, or the deflection on an A-scope) does
not make it possible to predict the output for
any later time or to predict the output as a
function of time for another receiver identical
with the first. Then how can any theory at
all be formulated?
The answer is, of course,
by using the notion of probability.
As we
shall see, certain probability distributions can
be predicted and observed.
The noise output
of a receiver is a typical example of a random
(or stochastic) process. The systematic study
of such a process forms a recently developed
part of the theory of probabilityy. 1
. Let us assume that there are a great
number of microscopically identical receivers
(called an “ensemble”
of receivers) all
turned on simultaneously.
The noise outputs Y,(t), YZ(~), . . . , are then observed.
All these functions will be different.
At a definite time t it can be
observed for what fraction of the total number of cases y occurs in a
I Several aspects and applications of the general theory of random processes are
reviewed and extensive references to the literature given by S. O. R]ce, “ Mathematical
33
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given interval between y and y + Ay. This fraction will depend on y
and t and will be proportional to Ay when Ay is small. It is written
Next can be conW ,(y,t) dy and called the jirst probability distribution.
sidered all the pairs of values of y occurring at two given times t1 and t2.
The fraction of the total number of pairs in which y occurs in the range
(Y1, Y1 + @
at ~1 and in the range (YZ, YZ + AYJ at b is written
WZ(Y1, t 1; W, tz) dyI dyz and is called the second probability distribution.
We can continue in this manner, determining all the triples of values of
y at three given times to arrive at the third probabilityy distribution, etc.
The objection immediately occurs that observations of the noise
outputs on an ensemble of receivers can never be made. Such observations are not necessary, however, when the noise output is stationary.
This means that the influence of the transients (because of the switching
on of the receivers) has died down and that all tubes have warmed up
properly with the result that the receiver is in a stationary state. If one
observation is then made of the noise output y(t) of the receiver for a very
long time, all the information desired will be received.
The record can
be cut in pieces of length e (where e is long compared with all “periods”
occurring in the process), and the different pieces can then be considered
as the different records of an ensemble of observations from which the
different probability distributions can be determined.
Furthermore,
these distributions now become somewhat simpler. The first one, for
instance, will be independent of t;the second one will depend only on
the time difference tz– t1,etc.; hence the stationary noise output will be
described by the series of functions:
dy = probability of finding y between y and
y + dy;
dyl dyz = joint probability
of finding a pair of
values of y in the ranges (Y1, yl + dyl)
and (Y2, y2 + dy2), which are a time
interval t apart from each other;

W,(y)
W&I, YZ,t)

Analysis of Random Noise,” Bell System T..hn.

J., 23, 282 (1944);

26, 46 (1945);

S. Chandrasekhar, “Stochastic Problems in Physics and Astronomy,” Rev. Mod.
Phys., 15, No. 1, 1 (1943); Ming Chen Wang and G. E. Uhlenbeck, “On the Theory of
the Brownian Motion I I,” Rev. Mod. Phys., 17,322 (1945).
Discussion in this chapter

will be restricted to the minimum requirements for the understanding of noise problems
in radio receivers. It may be well to point out, however, that these problems form
only a small part of the general theory of random processes. Other application of
the theory are made in many branches of physics (as, for instance, in the theory of
Brownian motion and the theory of other fluctuation phenomena), in hydrodynamics
(especially in the theory of turbulence), in the theory of the errors in gunnery and
bombing, in economics (especially in the theory of time series), etc. Another application, the m-called “random walk” problem, will be treated in Chap. 6.

AVERAGE

S~c, 3.2]
lv3(u1jv2Jv3,~1,~2)
@I

>

I

=

t

I

probability of finding a triple of
values of y in the ranges dy,, dy~, dy3,
where dyl and dyz are the time interval LI
apart and dy, and dy~ the time interval
tz apart, etc.

dy2 dy3 = jOht

W. z O, because the Wnareprobability
densities,
li~n(yl, (1; y,, (2 . . Y., L) must be a symmetric function in the set of
variablesyl, tl; y?, /2, . . . , Ynj k, since W. is a joint probability, and
, yk, h)
Wk(yl, tl; “

1

~
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It should be emphasized that these probability distributions represent
everything that can be found out about the random process, and one
may therefore say that the random process is dejned by these distributions. Of course, the functions W. arc not arbitrary and unrelated to
each other; they must fulfill the three obvious conditions:

I

I

VALUES

J‘“ “ Jdy+
“ “ ‘ ‘yn’’’’n(yl;
’l;
“ “ ‘ ‘n’”)
‘1)

since each function W. must imply all the previous W~ with k < n.
The set of functions W= form therefore a kind of hierarchy; they describe
successively the random process in more and more detail. A complete
theory of the random m-ocess should make it possible to derive the general
distribution function W. from an analysis of the origins of the random
networks
process. For the noise produced in or ~assing through Iinear
this can actually be done (see Sec. 3.6).
However, the investigations
here will usually be restricted to the first two probability distributions.
3.2. Average Values.-From
the first probability distribution W,(y,t)
the average value of y can be found.
Q=

dy yW, (y,t).

(2)

/

I
I

(leady, this average value will in general depend on the time t. It can
he determined by averaging, at the time t, the noise outputs y,(t),
It will
Y2(t),
. . of the ensemble of receivers mentioned in Sec. 3.1.
be spoken of, therefore, as the ensemble average and indicated by a bar.
defined and denoted by
It must be distinguished from the time average,

(3)
This will be independent of the time, of course, but will, in general, differ
for the various functions y,(t), y,(~), .
of the ensemble.
We can still
average over the ensemble; then the same result will be obtained as the
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z=?

(4)

Only for a stationary process will the two ways of averaging give the same
result, since then v will be independent of the time and ~ will be the same
for the different functions y,(t) of the ensemble.
The same distinction must, of course, be made for the average values
of functions of y. Usually it will be clear from the context which kind of
averaging is meant.
Especially important are the different moments of
the distribution W,, defined by

J

mn=~=

(5]

dy ymwl.

From the fi.rat and second moments there is derived the fluctuation
variance
(Y –

‘o’ = 7 – (?3’ =

/

dY (Y – ti)’wl,

or

(6)

which is a measure of the width of the distribution W 1(Y) about the
average value j.
From the third moment can be obtained an idea of the
skewness of the probability distribution, more and more information
about W 1(y) being acquired as additional moments are known.
The
problem whether or not the knowledge of all moments determines the
probability distribution uniquely is a famous one, but it will not concern
us.’
In certain instances this is actually the case, as, for example, when
the m’s fulfill the relations
m’sk+l = (),

m2k=l

.3.5..-

(2k – I)(m,)k. I

(7a)

The W l(y) is then the Gaussian distribution

——
W,(y)

= *2

e ‘:’.

(7b)

Of special importance is the combination of the moments embodied in the
so-called characteristic junction

@l(s)

m
= z

(is)”
_ n! mn =

z= .

?l=o

1Cf., for instance, M. G. Kendall, Advanced
London, 1943, Chap. 4.

dy e~””W,(y).

(8)

Theory of Statistics,

Vol. 1, Griffin,

/

I

I
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rhe significance of the characteristic function lies especially in the follow,ng two theorems:
1. The characteristic function determines uniquely the probability
distribution.
In fact, from the Fourier integral theorem it follows’
that
(9)

2. If the characteristic functions of two independent random variables
y and z are r#I(.s)and x(s), then the characteristic function of the
distribution of the sum y + z is given by the product ~(s) . ~(s).’
Let us now turn to the second distribution function WZ(yl, t,;VZ,tz).
The most important average value derived from it is

iziz=

H

dy, dyz YW2WZ(Y1, t,; Y2, tz).

(lo)

In general, this will be a function of t, and t,. Letting 12 = t, + 7, we
can perform an additional time average over tl and then obtain a function
of ‘r

+;
R(r) =

Iim ~
0+.
/ –;

The same function R(,)
average of

—
tl + T) =

dtl ~(t,,

is obtained,

~z.

(11)

of course, by taking the ensemble

dt, u(t,)y(t,

+ r).

(12)

For a stationary process Eqs. (10) and (12) give the same result. The
function R(T) gives a measure for the correlation between successive
values of y and is therefore called the correlation function.
When y(t J
and y(t2) are independent of each other,
W,(y~, t,;
and

y2, t2) =

J’Vl(Yi,~J “ ~1(Y2,~2)

—
ylyz = gl “ .!72.

10ne might think that Eqs. (8) and (9) answer the previously mentioned question
of momente in the affirmative. In fact, it can be proved in this way that Eq. (7b)
follows from Eq. (7a). The general mathematical problem, however, is to find the
conditions that the m. have to fulfill so that .$1(s) exists and has a Fourier transform
that is always positive.
2For a proof and also many mamples and references, cf. Kendall, 10C.tint. For the
strict mathematical discussionof the notion of characteristic function, see H, Cramer,
Random Variables and Probability Distributions, Cambridge, London, 1937.
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For noise (without signal), this situation will occur when the time
interval tz — tl = T is sufficiently large. For T = O, it is obvious that

It is sometimes convenient to work with the functionl
~(,) = (Y1–fi)(Y2

-v),

(13)

(Y – 02
which will be called the normalized correlation function.
some properties of P(T):
1. p(o) = 1.

We may note

2. p(r) s p(o).
3. For noise without signal p(r) -+ O as T + w.
4. If P(T) = O for T z TO,thenz

~
()

s p(o) Cos *1)

Pn

where n is an integer.
As already mentioned in Sec. 3“1, W2 (yl, t,; y,, tz) gives more information about the random process than the first probability distribution
In fact, WI follows from JV2, since one has
W,(y,t).
w,(y,,tl)

=

Wz(yz,tz)

=

and

(14)

dyz W2(W1, t,; y,, tz)

[
J

dyl W2(Y1, tl; Y’, t’),
/

which is a special case of the general Eq. (1).
It is sometimes imporprobability
distribution
tant to introduce instead of W2 the conditional
P2(Y,,tl lY,,L2), which gives the probabilityy of finding y between
VZ and
y, + dyz at time t’,
given that y = y, at time tl.
W’(y,,

tl;

yz,

tz)

=

Of course,

w1(Y1,t1)~2(Y1) t11Y2,t2),

(15)

and P’ must fulfill the relations
dfh

P,(y,,t,

/
dy, W,(y,,t,)Pz(y,,
\

]y2,t2)

=

1,

(16)
t,lwz,~,) = Wl(?h,h),

I

I This function is written for a stationary process, with which we shall be con
cerned most often.
2For the proof, cj. R. P. Boas and M. Kac, “ Inequalities for Fourier Transforms of
Positive Functions,” Duke Math. J., 12, 189 (1945).
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conditional

4J2 l/2P2(?ht11v2,t2),
/

L

which is the average value of y at tzwhen one knows that y = yl at time
t,. For a stationary process, P, and, therefore, @l also will depend only
ont2—tl=T.
The notion of the characteristic function for W* can also be generalized by forming
dy, dyz e’fs’v’+”~’JW2(
y1,y2).

@Z(Sl,SJ = et(n,v,+~,u,)=

(17aj

//

We again have analogous theorems; in particular WZ is found from & by
w2(Y1,?/2) = *2

I

ds, ds, ei(jlv,+s,u,) I$2(s1,s2).

(17b)

H

3.3. The Relation between the Correlation Function and the Spec trum.-Of special significance for the applications to signal detectability
is the notion of the spectruml of a random process. Let us suppose that
a function y(t) is observed for a long time e. Assuming that y(t) = O
outside the time interval e, the resulting function can be developed in a
Fourier integral,
+.
y(t)
=
dj A (j)ezrij’,
(18)
/ —.
where if A*(f) denotes the complex conjugate, A(~) = A*( —f), since
y(t) is real. It is well known (Parseval theorem) that

+;

+/ —.

yz(t) dt =

/--

+-

~ y2(t) dt =
2

/

df ]A(f)]z.
—m

Using the fact that 1A(f) \2 is an even function of j and going to the limit
e + co, this equation can be written as

(19)
where

G(f) =

lim
e+.

~ \A(f)[*

(20)

I Cf. Rice, Bell System Tech. J., 23, 310 (1944); Wang and UMenbeck, Rev. Med.
Phys., 17, 326 (1945); further references are given in these papers.
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and will be called the spectral de?lsity or the power spectrum of the function y(t).
Let us consider next the average value,

By introducing the Fourier expansion [Eq. (18)] and using the Fourier
integral theorem, it is easily shown that

.
+
—----w

~(t)y(t

,) =

o

df G(j) COS2@,

(21a)

from which it follows by inversion that
(21b)
All this holds for any function y(t). Let us assume, now, that we have
a random process and that y(t) is a member of the ensemble of functions
Y1(O, !42(0, . - . , mentioned in Sec. 3.1. Each of these functions can
be developed in a Fourier integral, and the corresponding G(f) can be
averaged over the ensemble.
The resulting G(j) will be called the spectral
density or the power spectrum of the random process. From Eqs. (21a)
and (21b) it follows that the correlation function l?(r) and this spectrum
are each other’s Fourier cosine transform, or

This is the relation referred to in the title of this section.
The following additional remarks may be helpful.
1. Equation (19) can also be averaged over the ensemble, which gives

(23)
2. For a stationary process the averaging over the ensemble can be
omitted, since each member y;(t) will lead to the same spectral
density G(j).
3. The spectral density G(j) may contain singular peaks of the wellknown Dirac 6-function type.
This certainly occurs, for instance,
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when ~ is not zero or, in electrical language, when there is a d-c
term. Then
(24)
G(j) = 2(~)26(f) + G,(f),
where 6(f) is the Dirac &function.1
4. For pure noise the peak at f = O, corresponding to the d-c term
will usually be the only peak, so that Gl (j) will be a regular function, representing the really continuous spectrum.
From Eqs. (19)
and (24) it is apparent that the area under this continuous spectrum
is equal to the fluctuation or variance of y(t). In this case it is
sometimes convenient to introduce the normalized power spectrum

s(j)

al(f)

=
/

,-

(i
fG,(j);

it becomes apparent that S(f) and the normalized correlation function p(7) of Sec. 3.2 are each other’s Fourier cosine transform.
5. The relations [Eqs. (21a) and (21 b)] are perfectly general. They
hold, for example, when
y(t) = A + B sin 2T(fot + a).
We then have
~ = At + ~BZ,

t
&/(t)y(t

+

T)

=

A* + +B2 COS27TfLIT,

and from Eq. (21b) it follows that

.

G(f) = 2A2c$(f) + iB2J(f – ~o),
where the following relations have been made use of:

(25)

The spectrum therefore consists, as it should, of the two frequencies
f = O and j = j,, corresponding to the power in the d-c term A 2and
the power *B2 in the a-c term.
6. When there are noise and a signal, the spectral density G(f) will
consist (in addition to the d-c term) of a continuous spectrum and a
number of peaks at the discrete frequencies f, of the signal. The

.

1This function has the following properties: 3(z) = O for z # Oand 6(x) = m for
z = O in such a way that the integral,
.
a(z) dz = }.
/Q

+.
5(z) dx = 1; t(z) = ~( –z) so that
\ —.
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magnitudes of the peaks—or better, the area under the peaks—
correspond to the power spectrum of” the signal.
7. When a stationary random process with spectral density G,(j)
Passes through a linear device that is described by an impedance
function Z(f),’ then the output will again bea stationary random
process and the spectral density will be
(26)

Go(j) = [Z(f) 12Gi(f).

3.4. Examples of Spectra.—The importance of the relation in Eqs.
(21 ) or (22) between the correlation function and the spectrum lies in the
fact that itisoften
easier tocalculatethe
R(7) or p(~) by means of Eqs.
(10) and (ll)thanto
calculate the spectrum directly.
To elucidate the
relations in Eqs. (22), consider, for example, the case wherel
p(T) =

e–~’.

Then
s(f)
when

=

4B

(27)

(3’ + (2rrj)“

~(r) = ~–azr?,
S(j)

24;
=~e

-“+.

(28)

When p(,) is a monotonically decreasing function of T, S(j) is also a
monotonic decreasing function of f. The function S(f) will become
flatter and flatter as p(7) becomes narrower.
If p(~) drops to zero in a
very short time A, then h’(f) will be essentially constant upto avery high
frequency of the order of magnitude 1/A.
We call this a white spectrum.
The limiting case—where S(j) = constant for all f—would correspond
to no correlation at all between successive values of y; hence for all t,
W’(yl,

t,;

y,,

t’)

=

wl(!/l,fl)T’V1(

g/2,t2),

and we have what is called a purely random process. This is, of course, an
i Idealization that in actual cases can only be approximated.
When S’(j) has a maximum at some high frequency fO and is symmetrical around the maximum, so that
s(f) = F(f – j,),
F(x) = F’(-z),
then

.
p(T) = Cos 27rjoT.

dz ~(z)

/ —.

COS 21rxT,

(29)

1In these examples the normalized correlation function p(~) is used and the resulting spectrum is therefore also normalized; P(0) is always unity, and consequently the
total ~rea of the spectrum is

~ M S(j) df = 1.
/

~
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as long as the width of S(f) is small compared with fo. To illustrate,
when S(j) is constant over a band of frequencies of width B aroundjO,
then
1.
p(?) = cm 2rfo7 .— sm 7rB7,
(30)
7rBT
The correlation function will therefore be like a
as long as B <<.fo.
The smaller B is, the farther the
damped oscillation with frequency f,.
correlation goes out in time. A limiting case is when S(f) = ~(f – fo);
then p(r) is strictly given by cos 2mfw,
It is not necessary, of course, to calculate the power spectrum by
means of the correlation function.
Sometimes it is just as easy to derive
the spectrum directly.
I,et us consider, for example, the case where
al ------

a2

a3

a4

l.w-@o--L- @o-L-@ti-l ------

FIG. 3.2.—Seriesof pukes of random height but fixed repetition interval.

y(t) consists of a series of pulses that have identical shape and a constant
repetition frequency but whose heights vary according to some probabilityy dist ribut ion (see Fig. 3.2, where the shape of the pulse is assumed
to be rectangular).
Then
y(t) =

2

akF(t – keo),

(31)

k

where f30 is the repetition period and the ak are the heights that are distributed according to a probability distribution, say P(a).
From Eq.
(18) is obtained
+N

A(j~ =

‘“ o?ty(t)e-’”’j’
/ —.

ake–2.ikf

= B(j)
z

k=–

Ek
7

(32)

N

where
B(j)

= /_+aM dx F(x)e-2m’~Z,

and where it has been assumed that there are approximately (2N + I)
pulses between the times - N&to +N610. From Eq. (32) it follows that
the average power spectrum is given by
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The sum inside the braces will be (2N + 1) forj = n/130 when n is an
integer; hence in the limit G(f) will be infinite. For other values off the
sum will be oscillatory, and for Ns
M the limiting value will be zero.
Clearly, the limit has the character of a series of peaks, or &functions, at
the frequencies n/eo, and G(f) can be written

Therefore, a continuous spectrum is obtained that has the same shape as
the power spectrum of a single pulse. The total intensity is determined
by the fluctuation a= – (a) 2 of the pulse heights. There is, in addition,
a discrete spectrum at the frequencies n/(30, where the intensities are alSO
determined by the spectrum of the single pulse.

1
I I
[
.--4@o+qL--@o+E2

II

I
4@o+&k@o+E4#q

1

-----

FIci. 3.3.—Seriesof pulsesof tied height but variable repetition interval.
Let us consider

next a series of pulses that have identical

height but a repetition

period varying

around an average

to some probability y distribution

(see Fig. 3.3, where

again taken to be rectangular).

Now

y(t) =

shape and

value according

the pulse shape is

(34)

F(t – keo – C,),
2

k

where E). is the average repetition period and m is the deviation of the
kth spacing from eo, so that i = O. Let P(c) be the probabilityy distribution for ●, and let
r+.

d(f) =
Then the following

m

)_”md~ e’ri’’p(~).

expression

= &(fll’

for the power spectrum

[1 – I@(f)\’] + ‘@&()”
(

m

–D(f-a}”.=IJ

is obtained:

’35)

Here, the shape of the continuous spectrum and the intensities of the
discrete spectrum are no longer determined solely by the spectrum of the
single pulse but depend also on the function I#I(j).
Suppose that the function y(t) consists of pieces of the function
ezrifo’, the lengths li of these pieces being distributed according to the
probability distribution P(l) (see Fig. 3.4). Let us suppose further that

,
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at the end of each piece the phase changes and that these phase changes
are governed by the probability distribution Q(a).
Tbe normalized
power spectrum is given by’
~zxi(fot+q
---

11

k

tl

~2fi~(~t+a1+u2)
,
1.
12

~2fii(~t+u1+a2+a3)

t2

t3

I
-

13_

L--

t4

FIO. 3.4.—Series of piecesof the function ~tif~ of random lengths and with randomphase

changes.

s(j)

=

A(j
xl–z4+(A’

1
–jo)z
+B’-l)IW)–(
[1 –

Ad(j)

A’+B’–A)[W)+W)],

+ BW)I’

i=
Some special cases are of interest.
that A = – 1, B = O; this leads
to a step curve of height +1, in
which the lengths of the steps are
distributed according to the probability law P(l).
From Eq. (36a)
is obtained

+ [M(j)

/o

~36a)

+ BW)]’

m dl 1P(1).

Let fo = Oand Q(a) = IS(T11

la

1~

15

1,

a), so

1,

1~

FIG. 3.5.—Step curve of height * 1 with
random lengths of atepu.

(36b)
where now, of course,
1#1(~)+ W(j)

= Jo” dl P(l)e-2’U/.

For P(l) = f?e-dtthis becomes

which is analogous to Eq. (27).

For f, # O and P(l) = e ~,

Eq. (30a)

I This equation is a generalization of a result obtained by H. M. Foley, “An
Investigation in the General Theory of Prezsure Broadening and an Experimental
Study of pressure Effects in the 14P Band of Hydrogen Cyanide,” Ph.D. Thesis, U. of
Mich., 1942.
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reduces to
s(f)

=

46(1 –.4)
,8’(1 – A)’ + [27r(f – f,)’

+ BB]”

(36c)

which is the result obtained by Foley.
It gives the typical shape of a
pressure-broadened spectral line.
3.6. Some Properties of the Gaussian Distribution.-The
following
are some of the properties of the one-, two-, and multidimensional
Gaussian distribution that are of importance for future applications.
The One-dimensional
Gaussian
Distribution .-The
onedimensional
Gaussian distribution
(37a)
with the average value J = a and the variance (y — j) z = U2has for its
characteristic function
+@ ei’v~(y)
= @a-&YzW2J.
*(t)=
(376)
\ —.
From the second theorem on characteristic functions mentioned in Sec
3.2 it follows that the sum of two independent random variables, each of
which have a Gaussian distribution with means al, az and variances
a;, u;, will also have a Gaussian distribution with a mean a, + a, and a
variance u? + u;. Roughly speaking, this property is also characteristic
If two independent random variables are
for the Gaussian distribution.
distributed according to a distribution function W(y) that has a finite
variance, and if the sum is also distributed according to the same law,
then W must be the Gaussian distribution. 1
The significance of the Gaussian distribution law lies especially in
the so-called central limit theorem of the theory of probability.
The
following is a special case of this theorem: If xl, Zz,
, z. are n
independent random variables, which are distributed according to the
same probability distribution and which have a zero mean value and the
finite variance u, then the distribution of

will approach the Gaussian distribution for large n,

I For proofs and more precise formulation, see H. Cramer, Random Variables and
Distributions, Cambridge, London, 1936, Chap, VI, Theorems 17, 18, 19.
That the variance be finite is an essential condition.

Probability
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whatever the original distribution functionl of the xi. This independence
of the original distribution function is the surprising feature of the
Of course, how the Gaussian distribution law is approached
theorem.
will depend on further features of the distribution function of the z;. It
can be shown, 2 for instance, that asymptotically

w(y)

ah.(

= —

e

_llJ

2.,——— P
6 <n

~3 e-*+...

,

dy’

(38)

)

where p = ~ and where the further terms in the development contain
higher powers of n-~ and, also, the higher moments of the distribution
function of the xi. Usually the Gaussian distribution already becomes a
very good approximation once n is greater than 10.
The n-dimenw”onal Gaussian Distribution. —This can be written

15

B*WW

1
W(y,, y’z, “ “ “ , YJ = —
(2=)./2

1
q

‘%kJz~
e

Y

(39)

where we have already assumed, for simplicity, that the y,’s are measured
from their mean value, so that ~ = O. The matrix B is a symmetric
and positive definite matrix; the meaning of the elements l?~l and of the
constant b is connected with the quadratic averages

“+”-

b“===/ —.Iy’yw(y
“““‘n)dyl
““ “ ‘y’’40)
It can be shown that B~l is the cofactor of the element b~l in the matrix
b whereas b is the determinant of the matrix b. To do this, let us first
show that t,he characteristic function of the n-dimensional Gaussian
distribution is given by
—M
#(t,

. . - tn)

=

e

i

‘“=’

bh!hti

(41)

For this we must calculate the integral

*J

‘“”’
/dt
““-dt’f$t’~(’l
“““ ‘“)
—.

1For a proof and more precise formulation, see ibid., p. 52. The condition that
~ = Ois, of course, no restriction, since that z can always be measured from its mean
value. For the connection with the random-walk problem, see Sec. 3.6.
z This is a special case of Theorem 25 in ibid., p. 81. For a formal proof see
AC. 3.6.
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new variables

Uk

by means of

.h — u, —

Y,=’1

By using the well-known theorem

.

2

bT,B,j = 6ijb,

r-l
we find

‘Ztk+bk’t’”
=-:zbk’u’u’+z?y
k,l

k

k,l

k,l

Thus the integral becomes

‘AJB’’V”Y
‘“””
—.\du,‘Une-’’;u

(:)”e

–

“““

By transforming the quadratic form 2 bklukut to principal axes the last
integral is shown to be (27r)“’zb–~fi, so that we really get the Gaussian
distribution [Eq. (39)].
It remains to be shown that the b~~are really the quadratic averages
The simplest way is to use the characteristic function.
In fact,
G.
if F(yl . . . y.) is a polynomial in yl . . . y., it follows from the Fourier
integral theorem that

F’(?A “ “ “

‘“m”
Idy
-“‘dvfi(y]““““’)W(Y1
“““Yn)

‘n)=1

;;)
–x

*(t,

Therefore,

}4

—

J

ykyl=

–-e

az

u

“ “ “

L)

1,,=,,- . -,.-,.

buitii

) f,= . . +.=0

= b,[.

(42)
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This result could also have been proved directly by
integral in Eq. (40). Since the matrix b/b is the inverse
it follows that b wi!l also be a symmetric and positive
As a special case of Eq. (39), let us consider the
Gaussian distribution.
The matrix b is usually written

b=
calling ~
gives

K

= U2,y; = rz, @

Bll = 72;

BIZ =

so that the distribution
1

7}

21ruTv’”

calculating the
of the mat~x B,
definite matrix.
two-dimensional

T}’

= PUT;p is the correlation coefficient.
Bzz = Uz;

–PUT;

This

b = u% ’(1 – P2),

can be written
exp

w’(?/l,w) =

= [:
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1

2(1 –

pz)

~+$2*
(

U2

“

(43)

)1

The general theorems mentioned in connection with the one-dimensional Gaussian distribution can also be generalized to the n-dimensional
case. First of all one has again a central limit theorem.
Interpreting
yl . . . y. as the n components of a vector Y, and providing Yl, Y~, . . . ,
Y. are N independent random vectors, which are distributed according
to the same probability distribution and which have a zero mean value
and finite quadratic averages, then according to this theorem, the distribution of
~= Y,+ Y,+.
””+YN
+Y
will for large N approach the C,aussian distribution, regardless of the
original distribution functionl of the Y{. There is, furthermore, the
theorem that when YI and Yz are two independent random vectors, each
of which has a Gaussian distribution, the sum Y1 + Yz will also have a
Gaussian distribution.
This stability property is, with certain restrictions,
again typical of the Gaussian distribution.
Another aspect of the stability of the Gaussian distribution
is
expressed by the following theorem (needed in Sec. 3“7). Suppose the
variables zl, x2, . . . , X. are distributed according to

Let

YI, Y2, . “ “ , y,

(s s

n) be s linear combinations

1Cf. ibid., Chap. 10, Theorem 20u.

of the xi’s,
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n

yk

=

z

(ZkiG,

k=l,2,

..”,

s,

;G1

The y~’s will then be distributed according
where the ski’s are constants.
to an s-dimensional Gaussian distribution of the form in Eq. (39) (with n
replaced by s) and with
.
(45)

a~ialia~.
bkl = ykyl =
-2
;Z1
To prove this, there may be used the integral representation
Dirac &function
+.
6(z – z’) = &
_ ~ al et’(’-ti),
/

of the

(46)

which allows one to write for the distribution function P(v1 . . . y,) of
the yi the expression
P(y,

‘“m”‘znw(zl
““ ‘n)
‘fi’(y’-$aki’’)
=&aul-:un/
“+”””
[

“ .

0

‘s)‘/—.b

k=l

~=1

“““

“

—cc

Interchanging the integrations over the x, ~vith those over the t~,the
integrations over the z~ can easily be carried out, obtaining

P(y,

. . .

‘s)‘&d

‘“””
/d’l
“““d’~$”k
—.

where the bkl’S are given by Eq. (45).
Or, in other words, the characteristic function of P(YI
y,) is exp ( — $ ~b~t~t~),which is nothing but
Eq. (41).
Therefore P must be a Gaussian distribution of the form in
Eq. (39).
3.6. The Random-walk Problem. —Consider a point that can move
on a straight line with successive steps, either to the right or to the left.
The steps will not be of equal size, but there is a basic probability @(x) dz
that the point will make a step of length between z and z + dx.
What
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t$n(z)dz that aftern steps the displacement of the point

lies between z and z + dz?
This is the famous random-walk problem formulated for the onedimensions.1 case. Clearly it is intimately connected with the central
Iimittheorem of theprobability
theory, sincez = z, +x,+
. . . +x.,
But the
when the w’s are the successive displacements of the point.
problem occurs in many branches of physics; and especially for the twodimensional case, the problem can be interpreted as the problem of the
composition of n isoperiodic vibrations with given probability distribution for the amplitudes and for the phases. 1 The problem occurs in this
form, for instance, when one investigates the return of a radar signal
from a cloud.
having

different

The different
amplitude

water

drops produce

and phase.

What

scattered

we want

waves,

to known

probability for a certain amplitude and phase of the resultant
scattered waves.
The problem is of fundamental
importance
a brief solution

here.

For the detailed

application

radar ret urn from a number of independent
etc.),

see Chap.

of all these
and merits

to the problem

scatterers

(clouds,

each
is the

of the

“window,”

6.

Since the successive

steps are independent

fulfill the equation’

of each other,

o.(z)

will

+.
@n(z) =
/

_ ~

4.-1(2

– X)4(Z)

dz,

(47)

The solution of this equation follows immediately
with ~l(z) = o(z).
from the convolution theorem of the Fourier transform.
Let ~n(u)
be the Fourier transform of on(z); then we obtain from Eq. (47),
~.(u)
with #,(u)

= 4(u).

= *.-l(u) #(u),

Therefore #fi(u) = [Y(u)]”, and

+.
r#%(z) = :

/

_

du e’”z[v(u)]”,

.

(48a)

LThis was the formulation of J, W. S. Rayleigh, Scientific Papers, Cambridge,
London, 1899-1920, Vol. I, p. 491; Vol. IV, p. 370, who first gave a solution of the
problem for large n. For a complete discussion of the problem and for further references, cf. S, Chandrasekhar, “Stochastic Problems in Physics and Astronomy, ” Rev.
Mod. Ph~s,, 15, No. 1, 1 (1943).
2 The variables z and rJcan have all values between - m and + M. Of course,

/
since O(Z) is a probability density.

/

+.
_ ~ A(Z) dz = 1,
From Eq. (47) it follows that

+.
_ ~ +.(v) dv =

/

_+~M+.-,(z) dz,

so that the total probability remains 1, as it should.
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with
+-

+(u) =
/

—.

dx @(x) e-’UZ.

(48b)

Todiscuss the behavior forlargen and, especially, toseetheconnection with the central-limit theorem, let
Xl+xz”””+z.
‘=5=

and assume that

{n

-

;

‘=%

+-

$=

m$(z) dx = O.

\ —.

Developing Eq. (48b) in powers of v one obtains

I

Therefore,

I

calling ;* = UZand ~3 = p. This is Eq. (38); for large n, O(y) becomes
therefore the Gaussian distribution and the error is of order n–~ when the
thkd momentl p # O.
For the km-dimensional problem the treatment is similar.
One
obtains, for the probability that after n steps the point lies in the region
dx dy, the general expression

+.

Wdx,y)

=

&,H

du dv e’cUz+wvJ[~(u,v)]N,

—.

where

+*(U,V) =

//

dz dy e-{it”*W#Jw(x,~),

(49)

—.

1Note that the error is of order 1/n when +(z) is an even function of Z. It is also
easy to carry the development one step further; the next term in the parentheses is

1

En [

(7 –

w);, +W$q
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and W(Z,V) = Wl(X,g) is the probability density for one S~P. The
most important case for the applications to be discussed in Chap. 6 is the
one in which W(Z,Y) is isotropic, so that one can write> introducing polar
coordinates,
W(X,7J)

dx dy = + f(r) dr d+.

By a calculation similar to that in the one-dimensional
be shown that for large N,

~N(’Jy’=l’+a[--’l(%

+$)+”

problem, it can

””)w’-w’
(50)

where

.
~2 =

/o

drj(r)rz

.

~=

/0

dr f(r)r4,

and 10 = I@.
Except’ for z, y>> liI (where W. is small anyway),
W. can be replaced by the isotropix tw~dimensional
Gaussian
distribution
~ .*
(51)
W(Z,y) = ~, e
J
with an error of the order I/N.
distribution
~(~)

For I = X2 + yz this leads to the

dl = ~
10

e-:,

(52a)

from which follows
I = I,,

(1 – 10)’ = Ii.

(52ZI)

This is sometimes called the Rayleigh distribution.
3.7. The Gaussian Random Process.—Noise
problems in radio
receivers, at least up to the detector stage where nonlinear elements begin
to enter, involve a special type of random process (the Gaussian random
process), for which a complete theory can be given. These processes are
characterized by the fact that all the basic distribution functions W*,
mentioned in Sec. 3.1, are Gaussian distributions.
This fact could be
taken as the defining property of the process. But since, as we shall see,
the spectrum essentially determines everything, it is, from the physical
point of view, more natural to start with the Fourier development of the
Gaussian random function y(t).
Consider again, as in Sec. 33, the stationary random function y(t)
over a long time interval E). In contrast to what was done’ in Sec. 3.3,
1This is of course a special case of the central limit theorem for two dimensions.
2Where y(t) was taken zero outside the time interval E),and the rexaultingfunction
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let us assume now that y(t) is repeated periodically with the period e so
that y(t) can be developed in a Fourier series

y(t)

(ak cos %jkt

=

+

&

sin 27r~d),

(53)

z
k=l

where j~ = lc/e.

There

is no constant

term, since we shall assume that

the average value of y(t) is zero, an assumption that does not constitute a
restriction, of course. The different members of the ensemble of functions yi (t) will have clifferent Fourier coefficients a~, bt. These coefficients are therefore random variables, and we shall assume that they are
all independent of each other and have Gaussian distribution with average
values zero and with variances which may depend on the order k but
which are the same for the. a’s and the Vs. Or, in fyrmula,
Zii=iz=o,
—.
akal = bkbl = O?bkl
The probability that the
expressed as follows:

ak

;

a~l

=

(54)

O. I

and bz are in certain ranges da~, dbl can be
.

W(al, az, . “ . ; bl, bt, “ “ “ )=~&,

e

~~,+&,
——
ZCJZ2.

(55)

k=l

The variances u; are connected with the spectral density or power spectruml G(j); in fact,
(56)
since
y’(t)
–E

=

[;;

cos’27rfkt

+ ~ sin’2mfkt] =

IJi
2

(57)

‘iw

k

‘J3mG(f)df=”’

k

whene-+~.
This is identical with Eq. (12) or (23).
It follows from these assumptions that the basic distributions of Sec.
3.1 are all Gaussian.
The method is best explained by considering a few
examples.
was developed in a Fourier integral.
Of course, both methods are artifices to obtain
convergent expressions, Afterward one goes to the limit e ~ m; the two methods
will then give the same results, and 0 will drop out of all the final formulas.
1The bar is omitted since y(t) was assumed to be stationary.
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The Distribution Of yat Fi.xcd t.—According to ~q. (53), yis, fora
givent, a~il~[’arf~lnc’tionof tlleb:~sic ran(iom >’:~riablesak, bl. From the
theorem proved in Sec. 35 (see page M) we know that the probability
distribution will be Gaussian with a variance given by k~q. (57) and a
mean value zero. ‘Me time t has disappeared; this is as it should be,
since WI(Y) must be independent of t becuuse the process is stationary.
ofy(t,)
and y(t~).—Since y(t,)
and y(tJ are
The Joint~istrzbution
both linear funrtions of m, b,, one \vill obtain, xccording to the theorem of
and y2(tJ are
Sec. 3.5, a two-dimensional Gaussian distriblltion; y’(t,)
again given by l<:q. (57), and
Ye?/

=

H
k

.—
E

FI cos2Tf/, /, cos %rff,t?+ ij sin 2mj~tlsin 27r~ktz
)

u: (’0s 2n-fJf, — (?) =

A

The correlation
the process

depends

therefore

is stationary.

ll”2(y1jy2,T) =

1

2X.2 41

– p’

/

.

o

dj G(f)

fOS

only on ~ = ~z –

Tl~c distribution
exp

—
[

2Tf, = p(7)u2.

(58)

t,, as it should, since

function

(cj”. lZq.

1
2U’(1 – ~?)@? + Y? –

%?41Y2)

(43)]

is

1
(59)

The qwmtitv P(T) is the normalized correlation function, and Eq. (58)
expresses again the connection \\-iththe normalized spectrum,
S’(f) =

G(,f)

$ G(f) =
[

,“ djG(f)”

The Joint DisLrilmtion qf y(t,). y(tJ, and y(t,) .—We can go on in the
manner just described.
lVe can consider the third distribution function
lV,(Y1, tl; Y2, t’; Y,, t,), which Trill be a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution depending only on & – tland t~ – t2. And from the theorem
of Sec. 3.5 it follo!rs clearly that a[l the distributions W. will be Gaussian
and will depend only on U2and p(T).
Distribution Functions of the Lkioatives
of y.—In the same way there
can also be derived distribution functions in which the derivatives
y’(t),
y“(t),
. . . appear.
Since y’((), y“(t),
. .
are also linear functions of the random varia~)les a~, bl, it is clear that their distribution
functicns will also be (;aussian, and ~vefind, for instance, that

(60)
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etc. Wecanalso
consider joint distributions of g(t) and its derivatives,
as, for example, the distribution of yandy’
at a fixed t. This will bea
two-dimensional Gaussian distribution, which is especially simple, howOne gets, namely,
ever, since y and y’ at a given t are not correlated.

k

‘

It should still be pointed out that sometimes the distribution functions
derived in this way will have no meaning, since some of the integrals
For instance, when P(7) = e–~’ so
over the spectrum are divergent.
that G(f)al/[62 + (2m~)’] [see Eq. (27)], the distribution functions in
which the velocity y’(t) appears will have no meaning, since [see Eq.
(60)] ~ will not exist. In this case one may call the process nondiflerenThe degree of differentiability will be characteristic for the process
tiable.
and will depend on the behavior of G(f) for large f.
Finally, a few words should be said about the justification of the
assumptions, embodied in Eq. (5.5), made in the beginning of this section.
In the actual problems of the signal threshold in radio receivers the convenient fiction is always allowed that the signal, before it enters the
receiver, is accompanied by a certain amount of noise. This will be
called the primary noise and can be shown to be Gaussian, with a spectrum that is constant up to a very high frequent y, so that for all practical
purposes one can consider it a white spectrum (see Sec. 3.4).
It can
therefore be said that the pm”mary noise is a purely random, Gaussian
process. The proof of this statement must come from the analysis of
the origins of the primary noise. In Chap. 4 this analysis will be given
in deta~l for a few cases like thermal noise and shot noise. It is clear,
however, that when this primary noise goes through a linear device (as,
for instance, an i-f amplifier), which is characterized by an impedance
function Z(i), the output will again be Gaussian noise with a spectral
density DIZ(iu) [2, when D is the constant spectral density of the primary
noise source. In the next section we shall see what happens when
Gaussian noise passes through a nonlinear device.
3.8. Spectrum after a Nonlinear Device.
Method of North.—Let us
suppose we have an s-dimensional Gaussian process yl(~), yz(t),
. ,
y,(t), so that all the probability distributions are known, and let us
suppose that
(61)
z = F(yl, yz, “ “ “ , YS).
Tt is clear that in principle one can also find all the probability distributions for the random process z(t). For instance, WI(Z) dz would follow
from wI(Y, . . . y,) dyl . . . dy. by integrating over the y‘s with the
sondition that the function F(Y1 . . . y,) must lie between z and z + dz.
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It is also clear that only when the function F’ is linear will the resulting
In all other cases one obtains a nonprocess z(t) again be Gaussian.
Gaussian process. The great difficulty then
F (y)
is in finding out what happens when such
non-Gaussian noise passes through a linear
1
network like, for instance, a filter. This is
the reason why the main concentration has
r
been on the calculation of the spectral denw“ty,since this will give at least some idea of
the possible response of such a linear network. D. O. North’ has pointed out that T
for
thespectral density can recalculated by first “G” 3&#’&P~&ic
calculating the correlation function,

-=/”””/

dY, dY, F(Y,)F(Y2)W2(Y,,

Yz, h – LJ,

(62)

where YI is an abbreviation of yl(tJ, yz(tl), . . . , y,(tJ.
From the
correlation function the spectrum can be obtained by means of the

Fm. 3.7.—Effect of clipping on noise; large
bandwidth.

FIG.3%.-Effect of clippingon noise;small
bandwidth.

general formula of Sec. 3.3. Most calculations of spectra have been made
by this method, which we shall call the method of North.
The f ollowing
examples serve to illustrate the method.
Spectrum of Strongly Clipped Noise.2—Suppose that y(t) is a onedimensional Gaussian process and that F(y) = 1 for y >0 and = – 1 for
y <0 (see Fig. 3“6). The effect this has on the random function y(t) is
shown in Figs. 3“7 and 3.8; z(t) will be a step curve between + 1 and – 1,
which is more or less irregular depending on whether y(t) is more or less
sinusoidal. To find the spectrum of z(t) we must calculate the correlation
function [Eq. (62)]
1See for reference S. O. Rice, “ Mathematical Analysis of Random N“oise,” Bell
Syskm Techn. J., 26, 45 (1945).
z The spectrum of strongly and pnrtially clipped noise has been investigated in
detail by J. H. van Vleck, “The Spectrum of Clipped Noise,” RRL Report 51, JUIY 21,

1943. One special case will be discussedhere; some further results will be given in
SSC.12,5.
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+.
R(t)

=

1
—

dy, d.y, F(y,)F(y,)

27ru’til

.

– pz//
—.
exp

— 2r2(11_p,)(Yf

[

+!/:

–2P!J1!/2)

1

,

using the result of Eq. (59) for the second probability distribution.
Clearly, F(v,)F(YJ = +1 in the first and third quadrant and = –lin
By introducing polar coordinates and
the second and fourth quadrant.
integrating first over the radius vector, the integral can be easily evalu:Ltcd. One gets
R(t) =~sin-l

p(t).

(63)

To find the spectrum one must calculate the Fourier cosine transform of
R(t).
The discussion is complicated and depends, of course, on what one
assumes for p(t). Most interesting is the case in which the spectrum
S(f) of y(t) has a maximum at some high frequency jO and is symmetric
around jo [cf. Sec. 3.4, Eq. (29)]. Then p(t) = cos 2mj0@(t), where ~(t)
is the Fourier transform of the spectrum of y(t) with ja as origin; @(O) = 1,
since S(j) is assumed normalized to unity.
Developing the sin–l in a
power series

(

R(t)=:

P+;

$+;4:

2“
app2P+1
,
‘- T
p=o

)2

+”””

and using

we can write for the spectrum

of z(t)

.

G(j) = ;

N m
d,

o

S=o

COS
k

[j – (%+

l)jo]

24?9’’+1(’),
’64)

p-8

—

1

1

fo

\

A

A

2f.

3f.

Fm. 3.9.—Spectrumof clipped noise.

where we have neglected terms with cos 27r7[j + (2s + 1)fo], which is
consistent with the assumption that f~ is large compared with the bandThe
width of S(j).
The expression shows that there are overtones.
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spectrum will consist of bands around jo, 2~0, 3~0, . . . , each of approximately the same bandwidth as b’(j) (see Fig. 3“9). Of special interest
is the deformation of the band around jo from the original form S(j).
Taking s = O in Eq. (64) and making special assumptions for S(f), the
calculation can be carried out; for
1,)0
----S(f), a square band, the result
r
1
I o,~ .
I s(f)
is shown in Fig. 3.10, which is
I
/
taken from Van Vleck’s report.
I Owl The deformation is small. There
I
6.70
is, of course, less energy in t he fun0.60 damental, since we have the higher
0.50 harmonics also. From Eq. (64) it
can be proved that the area under
the fundamental is reduced from
1 to 8/r2, so that a fraction
1 – 8/r2 of the total energy is
converted into harmonics.
This
fraction and in fact the whole
distribution of energy over the
dMerent harmonics are the same
as for a square wave of frequency
~0, This conclusion is also Plau-

0.40
0.300.200,10-2.0

-1.0

0=$

1.0
2.0
(f-JJ—
FIG, 3.10,—Spectrum of clipped noise;
shape of the fundamental. The quantity
of the half bandwidthof
V –noise
/a) isbefore
in Units
the
clipping.

sible, since y(t) will be very much
like a sinusoidal curve, the bandwidth of S(~) being supposed small compared with j,.
Spectrum of Gaussian Noise after a Linear or Square-law Ddector.Suppose that the spectrum of the original Gaussian random process
V(t) is again concentrated around the high carrier frequency fo and that
it is again symmetric around .fO. It is often convenient to measure the
frequency from jO and to write the Fourier development of V(t)in the
form
l’(t)

= x(t)

cos

2rr~,t+

y(t)

sin 2TjOt,

(65)

where
+.
x(t)

=

(ak

cos

27rfkt + b, sin 2TfJ,

z

—m
+.

y(t)

=

(66)
(–a,

sin 27r~,t +- b, cos 27rjkf),

z

I

-.
and .f~ = k/e is measuredl

from

f~.

From the basic properties @qs. (54)

1The lower limit ln the sarnssho~llri,of course,be
be replaced by – cc.

—k~, whcn~~ = ko/~, bllt it may
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‘“

=v~=

Z(t)fc(t +7)

= ~

Z(t)y(t +7)

=

djG,(f)

/ —.

+=

+\ —.

= .2,
(67)

df Gv(j) COS2~f~,

\ —.

dfG,(f)sin2rj~

= O,

I

since GV(f ), the unnormalized spectrum of V(t+always
with j measured
From the theorem of
from fa—k supposed to be an even function off.
Sec. 35 it follows that all the distribution functions of the x(t), ~(t) will
be Gaussian, specifically,

&2e

—

WI(W)
“(z”

“;

“y’;

&

=

‘)

=

(2TC’)’;l

=
–

\ —.

“

(68a)

,

p’) ‘Xp

+.

+!

=Z+vz

G,(f)

df;

Utp(r) =

/ -.

df Gv(f) COS2ufT.

When noise of the general form [Eq. (65)] enters a linear detector, the
output, as explained in Chap. 2, will be linearly proportional to the
envelope of the r-f or carrier wave. That is, the output L(t) is given by
L(t) = <1’(t)

+ y’(t).

Analogously, for a square-law detector the output Q(t) is proportional
the square of the envelope, or
Q(t) = z’(t) + y’(t).

(69)
to

(70)

It will be important in these two caws to know what the probability
distributions and the spectra of the random functions L(t) and Q(t) are.
The first two probability distributions follow, of course, from Eqs.
(68a) and (68b) by introducing polar coordinates and integrating overt he
angles. One finds, for the first probability distributions,
1Note in the expression for p(r) that the lower limit of the integrrd is — m in contrast to 13q.(22) or (58); p(r) is the same as the ~(r) in our first example, since there
the spectrum of y(t) was assumed to be normalized.
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(71a)

WI(Q)

=

&,

.—Q

e

Q = 20’.

2“’,

(71b)
1

(See Figs. 3.11 and 3“12; note that for the square-law detector the most
probable value of Q is zero whereas in the linear case the most probable

FIG. 3.12.—First probability distribution
for the deflection; square-lawdetector.

FIG. 3.1l.—First probability distribution
for the deflection; linear detector.

value of L is u.)
The second probability distributions are more complicated and less important.
Only the result for the linear case is given,
namely,

W,(L1,L2,7) = ~,(:’:’pz)

e

-=)’L4H91’

’72)

where 10(z) is the Bessel function of order zero and imaginary argument. 1
To find the spectra the correlation functions are computed.
This
means, according to Eq. (62), that we have to calculate the integral (in the
squarelaw case)
dz, dy, dz, dy, (z? + g?) (z: + @
‘(C)Q(’+’)

= /11/

-.
W,(x,yl;

This can be done quite simply.2
Q(t)Q(t +7)

Z,y,;

T).

We find
=

(73)

4U4(1 + p’).

1~Kz) = JO(iZ);one has madeusein the derivationof M. (72) of the integral
2r
10(2) = ;
~ de e“ - ‘.
\
1h’ote that IV* according to Eq, (68b) can be considered
independent two-dimensional Gauseian distributions in ZL, zz
iaztance, the general formula [Eq, (42)] for the calculations
ezzily obtain
72.7
~
= ~
= u~(l +2p1);
z,y2 — Zld
from which Eq. (73) follows.

as the product of two
and vI, W. Using, fOr
of average values, w~
= e’.

,,
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For the linear detector the calculation is more involved.
lo~ving result is given here:
L(L)L(L +7)

=u’[2E(p)

,

Only the folI

– (1 –p’)K(p)]
2

4

—
— E ~z

(74)

i

where K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second
kind.
Finally the Fourier transform of Eqs. (73) and (74) must be determined to obtain the spectra of Q(t) and L(t),
Equations (73) and (74)
contain a constant term equal to (~) 2 and (~)z, respectively, and these

~
/

2

( 1+%+++”””

)‘

GQ(f)
L

Area 4B2D2

B
.-/,
~lG. 3,13.—Spectrum
of the videonoise-

f,

terms, of course, will give the d-c terms [cf. Eq. (24)].
P2, ac~ording

to

the

convolution

theorem

f

detector.
The terms with

of the Fourier transform, con-

tribute to the spectrum

+.
/ —.

U4P2(T)COS27r~7d7 =

+ m dj, GdjJGv(f
! —.

– fI).

(75)

By applying the convolution theorem over and over again we can find
the contribution of the higher powers of p in Eq. (74) and in this way
express the spectrum of Q(t) and L(t) completely in terms of the original
spectrum Gv(.f) of V(t).
Fortunately the convergence of the series
[Eq. (74)] is so rapid that it is usually possible to stop with the term in p’.
The precise shape of the spectra depends, of course, on the shape of
G.(f).
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 give the results when G,(f) is a square
band of height D and width B. These results represent the equations
G.(f)

= 8B2D2 ~(j) + 8D2(B – j),

G.(f)

= TBD b(j) + ‘~

(B – j) +

0.

!
!
~

. .

Besides the d-c peak there is a triangular continuous spectrum.

For the

,
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square-law case this is exact; note that the width is B and that the height
at the origin is proportional to B; the area is

as it should be. For the linear case, the triangle is only an approximation, though a very good one. The area of the triangle is

()
~

the true area is, of course,

BD = 0.39uZ;

‘- ‘z)’=[2-01”2=043”’
GL(f)

I
:~

I
/

+ G. (f )
D

B
FIG. 3.14.—Spectrum
of

!$.. ~~ --

the videonoise:~

~
—-. *
Jo

f

detector.

The height of the spectrum at the origin is (7r/4)D and therefore independent of the bandwidth’ B; this remains true for the exact spectrum;
the height, however, is not (T/4)D but about 6 per cent greater. The
width of the triangle is again B, whereas the true spectrum also contains
higher frequencies than B, with, however, very small intensities.
1This was pointed out by J, R. Ragazzini, “The ‘Effect of Fluctuation Voltage
on the Linear Detector,” Pm.. I. R. E., 30, 277 (1942).
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4.1. Statistical Derivation of the Thermal Noise Spectrurn.--Suppose
one has a conductor of resistance R at temperature T. Because of the
random motion of the electrons there will be small fluctuations of the
voltage across the ends of the conductor; the average value of the fluctuations is, of course, zero. Nyquist z showed that the spectrum of these
voltage fluctuations is ccnshnt up h very high fr~
3—s0 that
a ~1~ ~,l,_TWO

resistorsatthesame
temperatureT.

for all practical

consider It a white spectrum-and
‘Uencies” is given by the formula
density

purposes

one can

that the spectral

G,,(f) Af = 4RlcT A~,

(1)

where k is the Boltzxnann constant.
The proofs of this fundamental result are all based on the genera~
principles of statistical mechanics and especially on the theorem of the
equipartition of energy. The proof of Nyquist is outlined first.
Consider two conductors with resistances RI and Rz at the same
Suppose, furthertemperature T connected to each other (see Fig. 4.1).
more, that the resistances are independent of frequency and that their
self-capacitances and self-inductances are negligibly small for all fr~
quencies that are of interest. Nyquist first observes that for any
frequency range Aj the power transferred from R1 to R% must be the
same as the Dower transfemed back from RZ to RI. This must be so
because by interposing a suitable ideal filter that will pass only frequencies in the range A.f one can ensure that currents of these frequenices
are the only ones that can exchange energy between the two resistors.
And since they are at the same temperature, the second law of thermody1The authorswill attemptno morethan a summaryof the maintheoreticalrwulta
and of come of the experiments. The literatureon the subject k very large, and the
authoce feel that they may have overlooked some significantcontribution. They
resret ~mciaW that spce dom not Pefit a mom detafled account of the many
experimentalinvestigation. For thiz and for the literatureup to 193s, referenceis
made especially to E. B. Moullin, SponiuneouaFltiwat&m.Y of Voltage,Oxford, N(w
York, 1938.
~H. Nyquiet, Ph~u. %., M, 110 (192S).
~For the discumionof this upper limit, see See. 4%.
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namics (which is, of course, a consequence of statistical mechanics)
requires that, on the average, no energy is transferred from the one resistor
to the other. Now the spontaneous voltage fluctuations across each of
the two resistors may be represented by the electromotive forces EI and
E,, whose average values are zero and whose spectral densities G,,(j)
and G~,(.f) are still unknown functions off.
It follows then from simple
circuit theory that the average power transferred from RI to R2 in the
frequency range Af is given by
(2a)
and the average power transferred back from R2 to R, is
(2b)
Since these must be equal, one obtains
G~,(.f)Rz =

G.,(f)

‘l.

(3)

In particular, if RI = R*, it is clear that the spectral density of the fluctuating voltage must be a universal function of the resistance, temperature,
and frequency and that it must be independent of the nature of the two
resistors and of the mechanism of the conduction of electricity through
them.
To find the universal function, Nyquist imagines that the interchange
of energy between the two conductors 1takes place by means of a lossless
transmission line of characteristic impedance R, so that both resistors are
matched. There is then no reflection at either end of the line; all power
emitted by one resistor is absorbed by the other, and vice versa. When
equilibrium has been established there will be present in the line electromagnetic energy of an amountz
:kTAf
m the frequency range Aj. Here L is the length of the line and v the
veIocity of propagation of the waves. This expression follows from the
fact that there are (2L/v) Af modes of vibration in the range Aj and that
each mode, according to the equipartition law, has the energy kT (namely,
~kT electric and ~kT magnetic energy).
The energy density in the
range A~ is therefore (2k T/v) Aj; half of this is carried by waves going to
the right, and the energy that flows into the resistor on the right per

{

L

] Now supposed to have the same resistance R.
~This is the one-dimensional form of the well-known Rayleigh-Jeans law of radic
tion theory.

I
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second is therefore v(kZ’/v) A.f = k T A~. This is the average power
transferred from one resistor to the other, which, on the other hand,
according to Eqs. (2) (with RI = Rz) is equal to GE(f) Af/4R.
By
equating these two expressions for the power transfer, one obtains Eq. (1).
4.2. The Gaussian Character of Thermal Noise.—One can also connect the resistance R, possessing the fluctuating electromotive force E(t),
to an inductance or capacitance or, in general, to an
ideal network made up of inductances and capaciR
L
By applying the equipartition theorem to
tances.
the electric or magnetic energy of the network one may
~ E(t)
D
obtain another proof of the fundamental formula [Eq.
‘l~O~~~”–,~&~
(l)]; this method can also be generalized so that one
mid
connected to a selfinductance.
The simplest

(Fig. 42).

can prove
random
method

in addition

that

E(t)

must be a Gaussian

process. 1

of procedure

is to connect

R to an inductance L

The circuit equation’ is then

L:

+ Rz’ = E(t).

(4)

If for t = O the current is i,, then
R!
1 -;t
i(t) = iOe–Z + – e
L

t
/

o

d~ E(~)e+&.

(5)

Since ~ = O (the averaging is now over an ensemble),
R
– ~1
~) = ioe
.
The average current goes down exponentially.
taking the average gives

Squaring Eq. (5) and

We shall now assume that
E(t)E(q)
where az is an unknown constant.

= La(t

– Tl),

(7)

This assumption is, of course, equi-

1In this form the theory of thermal noise in linear networks becomes mathematically completely ‘analogous to the theory of the Brownian motion of a system of
coupled harmonic oscillators; cf. for instance, Ming Chen Wang and G. E. Ublenbeck,
“The Theory of the Brownian Motion, II” Re~. Mod. Phys., 17,323 (1945).
z This is completely analogous to the equation of motion of a free particle in Brownian motion, Cf. especially G. E. Uhlenbeck and L. S. Ornstein, “The Theory of the
Brownian Motion, I,” Phys. Rev., 36, 823, Sec. 2 (1930).
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valent to the assumption that the spectral density of E(t) is constant; in
fact, one can see that

.
G.(j)

= 4

\o

+ ,) = 2u’.

d, COS27f.E(t)E(t

(8)

If, in Eq. (6), we let L + q = v, ~ – q = w, the double integral becomes
h

~
w

so that

A’-T’L’’U’;T.”
‘w”’’(w)
‘d’-’-%’)
m

‘&+(’’

(9)

-&)’-%t

This equation shows that ~ starts from a value i; and for t ~ cc reaches
the constant value u2/2RL.
On the other hand it is known from the
equipartition theorem that in the equilibrium state

Therefore u’ must be 2RlcT; or according to Eq. (8), G.(f) = 4RlcT.
Equation (9) shows in detail, then, how the equipartition value is reached.
Of course, one could have reached the conclusion U2 = 2RkT more
directly by observing that as a consequence of Eq. (4) the spectral
densitv of the current is
(1OU)

“(~)= {R !%:;fL12”
With Eq. (8), this yields

m
;2

=

/o

m

df

dj G,( j) = 2u’

/

O

R’

+

u’

4r2~L’

= 2RL’

(lOb)

and Cz is again determined by the equipartition theorem.
It should be
pointed out that in this derivation the constancy of the spectral density
GE(j) is assumed, whereas in Nyquist’s proof of Sec. 4.1 it is derived.
With our method, however, we can now go a step further. In the
equilibrium state we know not only that L? = k T but also that the first
probability distribution W(i) for the current must be the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution
L~,
——
w(i) =
~
(11)
J– 2orkT ‘ 2kT”
This is equivalent [see Eq. (3.7a)] to
~m=()

~Tk=l’.3.5...(2~_l)

(~)k.
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The higher moments of z(t)
can be calculated from Eq. (5). If the foregoing requirements are to be fulfilled as t -+ cc, it is necessary and sufficient’ that E(t) fulfill, besides Eq. (7), the relations
E(t,)E(t,)

. “ “ E(t2,+1j

~)

=

=

(12a)

O;

z

E(t~)E(tj)

_ Eel

““. ,

(12b)

(all Pairs)

i

where the sum has to be taken over all the different ways in which one
can divide the 2k time p0ink3 tl, tz, . . . , t2k, into ~ Pairs.
It clearly follows from Eqs. (7) and (12) that E(t) is a Gaussian random process with the constant spectral density 2V2. First, from Eq.
(12a) it follows that the average values of all the odd powers of the Fourier
coefficients of E(t) in the time interval e,
2e
ak=6
are zero.

/o

dt Cos ‘21rfktE(t),

b,=:

/

oe dt sin 2uj@(t),

Furthermore, from Eq. (12b)

~=(w

“[d”“““““’cos%fkt’
“ ““cos%jk””

‘o

E(tJ

1

“ . . E(h)

“

E(t,)E(t,)
=1.3.5”.

. (2n -

1

l)(~)”,

since there are 1 .3 . . . (2n – 1) ways in which one can divide the 2n
time points h “ “ . t2n into n pairs. The distribution function for the
a~ is therefore Gaussian, and analogously one can show that the bl’s
have a Gaussian distribution and that the diflerent ak’s and bl’s are
independent of each other; hence the complete distribution function
W(al, at, . . . ; bl, bz, . . . ) is given by Eq. (355), with

I

I

(

This last fact follows from Eq. (7) and is equivalent to the statement that
the spectral density is 2U2A.f.
~See

-

G. E. Uhlenbeck and L. S. Omzteio, op. cd., Note 1,for details of the proof.
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4.3. Kinetic
Derivation of the Thermal Noise Spectrum.-Although
the fundamental result [Eq. (1)] is independent of the mechanism of the
conduction of electricity, it is of great interest to show how one can
obtain Eq. (1) from a definite model for the electric conduction through a
metal. 1
Consider a piece of metal of length L and cross section Q. We shall
assume the simplest possible picture of the electronic conduction through

*
Fm. 4.3.—Currentas a functionof the timefor oneelectron.
the metal, the s~called ‘‘ Drude model. ” All the electrons are inde.
pendent of each other, have the same speed v, and have the constant
mean free path A, so that there is also a constant time ~ = A/v between
successive collisions.
The velocity v is connected to the temperature T
by the equipartition theorem,
@v2

= $jkT.

(13)

If we follow one electron in the course of time, then it is clear’ that the
current produced will consist of blocks of height ev./L and of width r,
where VZis the component of the velocity along the metal (see Fig. 4.3).
The blocks will be assumed to be independent of each other, which
means that the v, before collision does not affect the probability of the v=
after collision.
The average value of i(f) is, of course, zero. Introducing
again a long periodicit y interval e (cf. Sec. 3.7), one can develop i(t) in
the Fourier series
.
(a, cos 2~j,t + b, sin 27rjJ).

i(t)=
z

k=O
1 This was performed by J. Bernamont, Ann, phys., 7, 71 (1937).
The authors
follow essentially the simple proof given by D. A. Bell, J. I. E. E., 82, 522, (1938).
Cj. also S. Goudsmit and P. Weiss, RL Report No. 43-20 (1943). More refined
analyseshave been attempted by C. J, Bakker and G. Heller, Physicu, 6, 262 (1939),
and by E. Spenke, Wiss. Vero~entl. Siemens-JVerken,18, 54 (1939). In the opinion
df the authors, however, a completely satisfactory kinetic proof of Eq. (1), based on
the modern theory of metals, is still 1acking.
z Consider the metal to be in the shape of a ring. If the electron always had the
velocity uZ,then the charge passing through any cross eection per second would be e
divided by the time L/o. neceseary to go around the conductor; the current would
therefore be cu./L. After each time r, however, this value changes, since o= changes
at each collision of the electron with an ion.
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For all frequencies jk that are small compared with 1/7, we obtain for the
Fourier coefficients

.
a~=—

2’3
e. /

eu=,
~ Cos %rf,ti,

dt i(t) Cos %.f,t = ;
z
i=l

where the t~’sare n = (e/r) time points spaced r apart from each other.
We must now calculate the ensemble average of a; (~k is, of course, zero,
since fiW= O). We have

z=–n
&?2T2

92L2

—
V.,V., COS %fkt, COS %fktj.

i]

Because of independence assumption X

= fi=,titj= O when i # j.

On

the other hand T, = ~v2 = kT/m because of the isotropy of the metal
and Eq. (13).

We therefore obtain

~ _ 4e2r2k T
ak — m0~L2

z

COS2 %fkti.

i

The sum can again be replaced by am integral, and it then becomes
apparent that the sum is equal to ~(9/r).
the same way, we finally find
7—7
ak—bk.

2e2rkT
—;
m0L2

Calculating ~ and a~b~in

&=o.

This is also the mean-square value of the component
frequency jk, since

of the current of

Since in a frequency range Af there are 9 Af of such components and
since there are, say, N electrons that are completely independent of each
other, one obtains, for the spectral density of the total current,
Gi(j) Aj = N~@ Af = 2~N

Af.

(14)

The value of the resistance for this model must now be calculated.
If an electric field F is applied along the metal, it is clear that between
two collisions each electron will gain eF7/m in velocity.
The average
drift velocity will clearly be half of this, and the average current density
is therefore
j=~fi’,

I
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where n is the electron density.
e?Lr/2m, and the resistance

$

Combining
voltage,

u is, therefore,

2=$;.

(15)

Eqs. (14) and (15) w-e find, for the spectral density of the
G.(j)

= R’G,(j)

= 4RkT,

which is the formula of Xyquist.
From the g,cnerd statistical arguments of Sees. 41 and 4.2 it follows
that the result should be independent of the many special assumptions
we made. Some of these can be removed quite easily. For instance,
the successive block do not have to be independent of each other; the
whole series of blocks can always be divided into groups that are independent and each group replaced by the average value of the blocks in
the group. It is more important and more difficult to take the velocity
distribution of the electrons into account.
These questions will not be
gone into, since a quite satisfactory analysis has not yet been given. It
should be pointod out, ho\veT’er,that the velocity distribution (or, better,
the fluctuation of the total energy of the electrons) must be taken into
account, since on the basis of the Drude model it is not possible to prove
‘--U1 ‘--’---‘-IJu Mlu}}
------ that
Illaballue,
the Gaussian character of the thermal noise. 1,

which is necessary

d
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The electric conductivity

l{=$=;$

I
J

TION,~

when the a~’s have a Gaussian distribution,

it is

which is not the case when the averages are taken over the different
directions of the constant speed r.
Theorems
of Nyquist
and ~1’illiams.-we
have
44. Generalizations.
seen that the voltage fluctuations across a resistance R at temperature T
can be accounted for by a fluctuating electromotive force E(t) of average
value zero and of constant spectral density 4Rk T. Of course, we could
G, (j) Af=

R (noiseless)

(~oisy)

GE(f)bf=4RkTAf

[l

i ‘t)

4+Af

E(t)

~oiseless)

0

FIG. 4.4,—Equivalent representationsof the noise in a resistor.
also have
;

current

4kT/R
I

said that

source

the voltage

of average

value

fluctuations
zero

are

due to a fluctuating

and of constant

spectral

density

(see Fig. 44 where the equivalent representations are presented).
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Inthksection
some generalizations of thetheory given in Sees. 4.1 and
4.2 will be discussed.
These generalizations are useful in practice and
further strengthen the representations made above.
1. Let us suppose that the resistance R k connected to a resonant
circuit (see Fig. 4“5). It will be shown that as a consequence of
G,(fl = 4RkT, both the average magnetic energy ~b= and the
average electric energy ~/2C
are equal to ik T, where Q is the
charge on the capacitor C. One finds [analogous to

~-jEq”~l~=2RLkT~mR2+,~_4Y

FIG. 4.5.—Thermal noise aourcs

connected to a
ssrise-resonantcircuit.

:~=%~rnu,[R2+{L-A)s]

where o = %J
It is merely an exercise in integral calculus to
show that the right-hand sides are independent of R and both equal
to ~lcT.
2. One can generalize the above result to an arbitrary linear network
of n meshes. This may be of interest, since the way in which the
resistance dropped out of the expression for the total energy may
seem rather accidental.
If associated with each resistance is a
noise emf, the circuit equations can be written 1

n

n

x

Lii ~

j=l

+ Rii ~

+ Siiyj

)2
=

Eii,

i=l,2,

. . ..n.

(16)

j=l

The term Eii k the fluctuating emf in that part of the resistance of
the ith mesh which is not in common with any other mesh. The
term Eij(i # j~ k the fluctuating emf in the resistance Rii. If in
Rii the positive directions chosen for the currents are in the same
direction, Eii = Eii; if they are opposite each other, then
Eii = – Eii. The Eii are again supposed to be Gaussian random
processes with a constant spectrum.
We assume especially
[Cf. Eq. (7)]
1For the precisedefinitionof the matrix elementsL;i, R; i, S; ~, see, for instance,
E. A. Guillemin, Cornmunicdon Networks, Vol. 1, Wiley, New York, 1931, Chap. 4.
Alf these matrices are symmetrical. Note, however, that Rii (i #j] does rwtneed to
be positive. It is negative, when, in the resistance common h the ith and jth meshes,
the positive directions chosen for the currents are opposite each other. The VI are
the mesh charges.
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EJlj=o,
E;j(.fl)EjL(t*) ‘2RijkT’b(t2-tl)l
E,, (t,)lli;(t,)

=

21R*,lkz’Nt2–

(17)
h), [

The electric energy and the magnetic energy are given, respectively,
by the quadratic forms (the primes indicate differentiation with
respect to the time)

Toprove

theequipartition

aude. _ ,au_
Y, ~
– Yr —~y;

t

theorem,l it must be shown
~T

.,

T=l,2,

. . ..n.

(18)

To do this, one calculates from the circuit Eqs. (16) for each
frequency jthe stationary values of the mesh charges w and of
themeshcurrentsy~.
With Eq. (17), itiseasily found, forinstance,
that
a Uehc
yr~=

z

s..=.

=

~

a

+.
/
—.

dw[SZ-’(ti)RZ-’&

o)],,,,,

(19)

where Z(p) is the matrix,
(20)

Z(p) = Lp2+Rp+S,

and L, R, and S are the inductance, resistance, and elastance
matrices.
Tocalculate theintegralin
Eq. (19), we observe that
Z(kr) –Z(–iW)
which follows from Eq. (20).
(19), one obtains

_T5U2Z_~

‘r

r3y,

=2iaR,
Substituting this value of R in Eq.

‘mdu
;

l-a \ —.

[Sz-’(iu)].,,

where the principal value of the integral has to be taken.

Use is

1For this formulation of the equipartition theorem cj., for example, R. Tolman,
Tlw Prim-plea of Statistical Mechanics, Oxford, New York, 1938,Chap. 4, Sec. 35,
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now made of the well-known fact that the determinant of Z(h)
has no zeros in the lower half of the complex a-plane.’
The value
of the integral, taken around the closed path shown in Fig. 4.6, is
therefore zero. In the limit the integral along the large half circle
goes to zero; therefore the integral along the real axis must be
equal to minus the integral along the small half circle around the
origin. This latter, in turn, is equal to mi times the residue of the
integrand at CJ= O. Since Z–I (0) = S–1, it is clear that this
residue is unity, and therefore the value of y,(d U~../dy,) is merely
kT.

to

~lxx

A

A

z(f)

z(f)=

.R(f) +jx(f)
(noisy)

R(.f)+jX(f)
(noiseless)

E(f)

B

FIG. 4.6.—Integrationpath in
the complex w-plane;crossesare
zerosof Det [Z(iu)].

3. A Theorem

B

GE(f)A@

4R(fikTAf

FIG. 4.7.—Equivalent representationsof the
noise in an arbitrary impedance.

of Nyquist.

Suppose one has an arbitrary two-pole
T; let the impedance between
the poles be Z = R + jX, where R and X are now, in general,
linear passive network

functions
density

at temperature

of the frequency

of the voltage

G,(f)

j.

N’yquist

fluctuations

has shown that the spectral

across the impedance

Af = 4R(j)kT

is given by

Af.

(21)

This is clearly a generalization of Eq. (1). It can also be said that
one must associate with the impedance Z a fluctuating emf E(t)
with average value zero and the spectral density given by Eq. (21).
Note that the spectrum of E(t) is no longer constant, so that successive instantaneous values of E(L) will now be correlated.
The proof Nyquist gave for Eq. (21) is a generalization of the
considerations presented in Sec. 4.1. Suppose one connects the
impedance Z to a pure resistance Rlj which is also at the temperature T and with which is associated the fluctuating emf E,(t).
By equating the average power transferred from Z to RI in the
frequency range Af to the average power transferred back from
R, to Z, one finds, in exactly the same way as Eq. (3) was derived
in Sec. 4.1,

GE(f)RI
1

= Ga(f)R(f).

(22)

This is an expression of the fact that we are dealing with a passive network,

-
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Since it is known that G.,(j) = 4RJT, one immediately obtains
Eq. (21).
It must, of course, be possible to derive
4, A Theorem of Williams.
Eq. (21) by associating with each of the constant resistances a
fluctuating emf having the constant spectrum of Eq. (I) [just as in
the general circuit equations (16) ], and then calculating the combined effect of all these fluctuating emf’s on the voltage across the
two poles of the network.
This proof was given by Williams.’
It is of special value, because one can also predict what will happen
when the different resistances are no longer at the same temperature.
In this “more general case it seems quite plausible still to associate
of average value
with each constant resistance Ri a fluctuating emf Ei(t)
zero and of spectral density 4Rik T~, where Ti is the temperature of the
resistante. In essence, this was first proposed by Ornstein’ in his
studies of how cooling the resistance influences the sensitivity of galThe first complete experimental confirmation of this
vanometers.
assumption 3 was first given by F. C. Williams, however.
Let Zi(j) be the transfer impedance between the resistance Ri (temperature T~) and the two poles A and B of the network.
This means
that a sinusoidal emf E of frequency $ in series with R~ will produce a
current E/Zi in a link short-circuiting .4 and B. Williams shows that
the spectral density of the voltage fluctuations across AB is given by
G,(f)

Af = 4121% A~

z
,

RiTi
—
12,1’

(23a)

and that the real part of the impedance Z is given by
(23b)

Clearly, when all the temperatures T, are the same, then Eq. (23a) reduces
to Nyquist’s result [Eq. (21)].
Finally it should be pointed out that in this way one can also see that
although the spectrum of the voltage across A B is no longer constant,
the voltage [or the emf E(t) in Fig. 4.7] is still a GausSan random process.
The reason for this is that the different fluctuating emf’s E,(t) in the
1F. C. Williams, J. I, E. E., 81,
Ornstein,Z. Physik, 41,
and W. Clarkaon, Proc. Roy. Sot.,
2 L. S.

751 (1937).
848 (1927); L. S.

Ornstein,H. C, Burger,J. Taylor,

115, 391 (1927).

3 One must call it an assumption, because no general statistical proof for this
extension of the original picture can be given. However, the kinetic proof makes the
assumption very plausible.

b
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resistances Ri are Gaussian processes, which are independent of each
other, and that the connection between the voltage across A B and the
E~(t) is linear.
Confirmations.
The Upper Limit of the There,
experimental investigations have confirmed the
basic Nyquist formula [Eq. (l)].
Besides the original
measurements of Johnson, 1 and those of Moullin and
I
I
1 Ellis, 2 the careful work of Wilbur3 should be menR,
R2
tioned. The voltage fluctuations across wire-wound
T,
T2
resistors up to about 2 megohms were amplified and
compared with the fluctuations due to pure “shot”
noise, which are known to obey precisely the theoretiIn this way Wilbur could
Fm. 4.8.—Two cal formula (see Sec. 4.6).
resistorsat different verify rather precisely the linear dependence of G,(f)
temperatures.
on R and T (from liquid-air temperature to about
380”K), and his measurements can almost be considered as a precision
measurement of the Boltzmann constant k.
It has also been shown4 that in metal resistors the voltage fluctuations
are independent of whether a current is flowing through the resistance or
not. This cannot be predicted on the basis of the general statistical
theory of Sees. 4.1 and 4.2, since, with a current, the metallic electrons
are, of course, no longer in a state of equilibrium.
On the basis of the
kinetic theory of Sec. 4.3 the independence of voltage fluctuations and
current flow becomes plausible, since the drift velocity of the electrons in
consequence of the outside constant emf is very small compared with the
In nonmetallic conductors, however,
thermal velocities of the electrons.
the fluctuations usually increase when a current is passing through,
producing the so-called “current noise” (see Sec. 4.11).
The most detailed verification of Eqs. (21) and (23a) has been made
by Williams. 6 In one series of experiments the voltage fluctuations
across two parallel resistances RI and R~ at temperatures TI and Tz were
measured. Equation (23a) gives, for this case,
4.6. Experimental

Noise

Spectrum. —Many

W

W~)

“R;%+a
‘4R1’T1(R*z)2(1
+$”Z)
= 4 (R, + R,),

1J. B. Johnson, Ph~s. Rev,, 32, 97 (1928).
~ E. B.

Moullinand H. D, M. Ellis, J. Z. E. E.,

.’ D. A. Wilbur, “Thermal

’74, 331 (1934).
Agitation of Electricity in Conductors,” Dissertation,

U. of Mich., 1932.
4Cj. E. B, Moullin, Spontaneous Fluctuations
Chap. L
6F. C. Williams, J. I, E, E,, 81, 751 (1937).

oj Voltage, Oxford, New York, 1933,
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The temperature Tz was varied from 20° to 470°C, while RI remained at
room temperature.
The linear dependence of G,(j) on T2/T, and the
Were well established.
absolute value of G.(f)
In a second series a capacitance and an inductance were introduced in
the two branches (see Fig. 4.9).
In this case Eq. (23a) becomes

Again the temperature T, could be varied and the measurements could
be made at three different frequencies j. The results again confirmed the
theory.
A
Finally, R,, Rz, and L were kept at room temperature, and the voltage fluctuations across AB were measured as a function of the temperature of the condenser.
c
L
The value of G,(j) did not change, confirming the

T

picture that the fluctuating emf’s must be associated
only with the resistances.

Q
R,

R2

T1

T2

Thk section is concluded with a discussion of the
B
upper limit oj the thermal noise spectrum. It is clear
Fm. 4.9.—Two
that the Nyquist formula must break down at some
impedancesat difmust
then
go
to
high frequency jO and that Gv(j)
ferenttemperatures.
zero. Otherwise (in the argument of Sec. 4“1) the
total power transferred from one resistance to the other would be infinite.
Various statements have been made in the literature about the value of
fo; they lead to several questions and difficulties, to be discussed briefly.
1. Nyquist pointed out that in his derivation (see Sec. 4.1) for very
high frequencies one should replace the equipartition value lcT for
the energy of each of the modes of the transmission line by the
Planck formula
hj
ehl/k T —

1“

This would lead to

I

G,(j)

Aj = 4R eh,,,~j_

(24)

~ Aj.

The spectrum would, therefore, vanish at a frequency of the order
of
jo=y

=241

x1010T

Cps,

(25)

.
~nd the total voltage fluctuation across the resistance R would be

\

~2Rl#T2

p=

“

/0

djGv(j)

=

~h

o
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On the other hand, from the kinetic proof given in Sec. 4.3, the
noise spectrum must be expected to drop to zero at a frequency of
the order of
jo =:=;

= 1013to 1014

Cps,

(26)

and this has been corroborated by Bakker and Heller. 1 Both
limits [Eqs. (25) and (26)] are, of course, much too high to be of any
practical significance.
However, the question still remains:
Which is the correct limit?
The essential difference between Eqs.
(25) and (26) is that Eq. (25) is universal whereas Eq. (26) would,
in principle, give different limits for different metals.
2. One might think that the transmission line (or waveguide) proof
of Nyquist shows that the limit must be universal, since otherwise
there would be a conflict with thermodynamics.
The authors
believe thk is not so. Essential in Nyquist’s proof is the assump
tion that the conductors have a constant resistance, independent of
frequency.
At high frequencies this will certainly no longer be
true, and the dependence on frequency will be different for different
conduct ors. The proof of Sec. 4.1 breaks down at very high
frequencies because the conductors will no longer match the line,
so that reflections will have to be taken into account.
3. The general argument of Nyquist leading to Eq. (21) makes it very
plausible that one always will find
G,(j)

= 4R(j)lcT.

(27)

It seems, however, that the function R(!) will usually not be
determined by the nature of the resistor [a supposition that would
lead to the limit expressed by Eq. (26)] but by the shape of the
resistor, since this will determine its self-capacitance and selfinductance.
Only when these are completely negligible will the
limit given by Eq. (26) begin to play a rble.
4. It is clear that at these high frequencies it is no longer permissible
to consider only networks with lumped constants.
The general
statistical theory should be generalized, using the Maxwell equations, to an arbitrary system of bodies in equilibrium with the
radiation field. Such an investigation would clarify the precise
meaning of Eq. (27) and would then presumably also determine the
function R(j).
It would also be of interest to see if a more general
kinetic investigation would justify Eq. (27).
5. A difficulty of Eq. (27) is that with a frequency-dependent resistance, the proofs of the equipartition theorem given in Sees. 4.2 and
6, 262 (1939).
1Ph@u,

DEli!IVA
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4.4 break down.
This difficulty is, however, only apparent, since
the impedance of the conductor must now necessarily also have a
complex part. Thus in the simple case of Sec. 4.2 (Fig. 4.2) the
magnetic energy of the circuit will not be ~L;~, for the resistance R
also will carry some magnetic and electric energy.
That we shall
again arrive at the equipartition law can be shown only by the
more general statistical investigation mentioned above.
NOISE

DUE TO DISCRETENESS

OF ‘THE ELECTRONIC

4.6. Derivation of the Schottky Formula.-Let
ture-limited diode connected to a resistance R.
Because of discreteness of the electronic charge,
the number of electrons emitted in equal time
intervals will fluctuate around an average value.
As a result of this fluctuating current the voltage
across the resistance will fluctuate too, and these
fluctuations can be amplified and measured.
This is the well known shot e~ect, first predicted
and treated theoretically
by Schottky.
He
showed that the spectral density of the current
is constant up to frequencies of the order of the
reciprocal

of the transit

perature-limited

time

CHARGE

us consider a tempera-

R

u
FIG. 410,-Diode
connectedto resistorR.

and that the spectral

density

(for the tem-

case) is given by the formula
G,(j) Af = 2eI

(28)

Aj,

where e is the electronic charge and 1 is the average current.
Since the electrons may be taken as independent in the temperatureIimited case, it is clear that the current through the resistance will consist
of a series of short pulses, each pulse corf (t-t;)
responding

from
will

k

ti ti+r

to the passage

cathode
therefore

to

anode.

have

,,=~,-k,,
Time-

F1o. 4.1I.—Current pulse correspending to the passage of one
electron.

of an electron
The

current

the form

29,

i

where the ti’s are the random and independent emission times of the successive electrons, and where j(t) is almost like a Dirac ~-function (since
the transit time 7 is very short) with area equal to the electronic charge e
(see Fig. 4.1 1).’
Introducing a long periodicity interval f3, l(t) – ~ can
be developed in the Fourier series
1The statistical properties of sums of the type in Eq, (29) have often been investi-

1
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.
I(t)

–

(a, cos %j,t

~ =

+

sin %j,t).

b,

z
k=O

For frequencies jk large compared with J/r, we obtain
N
2’3
dt [I(f) – fl c!OS%jkt = ~
Cos 2rjA,
ak=–
e. /
z
i-l

(30)’

where N is the total number of electrons passing from cathode to anode
The averaging has to h
in the time 9; N may be considered constant.
done over the random time points ~, for which a uniform distribution law
is assumed.
It is clear that
Xk=-i=O,
Cos

kk cos %jkt; = sln %jkfi sln %
cos

%jk~

kh

=

~b,

sin %jktj = O;

therefore
~k=~k=o,
a~.~k=@

z
4e’ -AN

= 2%%;

a~k = 0,

where n = N/e is the average number of electrons passing per second,
The average current ~ is therefore en, and we can write, for the mean
square value of the component of the current of frequency jk,

Since in the frequency range Aj there are e Aj of such components,
multiplication by this number yields the results given in Eq. (2$).
To prove that I(t)is a Gaussian random process requires a rather
It is clear that the mean values of all the odd
detailed investigation.
Furthermore,
powers of ak and h vanish.

@=G

os

COS‘hfkti COS%fktj

=ii;iF(zcos’~fktiY

alli

+zc0s4%fk’1=@Y(:
811i
gated.
J.,

COS %fkti

COS %fk&a

-’z(cos’~fk’”
alli

N’-:N+:N)

Cj. S. O. Rice, “ Mathematical Analysis of Random Noise,” Bell System Tezhw.

23, 282 (1944), Part I; see also for further references, For the most complete

and exact treatment see H. Hurwitz and M. Kac, “Statistical Analysis of CertQir
Types of Random Functions,” Arm. Math. Sfuti@., 16, 173 (1944).
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Since N can be chosen arbitrarily large, one might be inclined to conclude
that the terms linear in N can be neglected; this would lead to

2e2N 2

()

T;=3—

ez

= 3 (~) ‘.

In the same way the mean values of all the even powers of a~ could be
calculated; and keeping only the highest power of N, we should get

*=
which is characteristic

1 .3.5

for the Gaussian

is whether or not the different
other.

. . (2m – 1) (E;)’”,

Fourier

Here one gets into trouble.

distribution.

coefficients

The next question

are independent

of each

It can be shown that the coefficients

a, can be considered as independent (in the limit N ~ cc)
al, az, ...,
if, and only if, s/N approaches zero as N approaches infinity.
If we let
only @ approach infinity (keeping n = N/@ fixed), we shall have independence only providings is small compared with (1. Thus independence
of coefficients is obtained solely over narrow portions of the frequency
range. To get a Gaussian process, where all the Fourier coefficients are
independent, not only must N approach infinity (which can always be
achieved by taking @ large enough) but so must n also. The essential
condition for the Gaussian nature of the shot noise is that the average
number of electrons passing per second be very large. This conclusion
is confirmed by an analysis of the distribution of I(t) itself. Assuming,
as before, that the time points t, are distributed uniformly over the time
;.nterval e, we obtain

Strictly speaking, we should still average over all possible values of N
according to the Poisson distribution 1

with ~ = ne, where n is the average number of electrons passing per
second. We then get
+d~ f($).
(31)
~=n
/ —m
1WhenN is large,?V(N)can be approximatedby a Gaussiandistributionaround~
andw-itha varianceequalto ~; hencefor large ~ the variation of N may be neglected.
The formulas become simpler, however, by taking the variation of N into account.

I
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In the same way we get

‘/

72=:

_

=n

~tfi(t)

+ N(N – 1)

.
+.

e,

/ —.

“f(’)+

[.l:m”dtj(t)l’

n2[J:.-d’f(’)l”

and it follows that
(1 – 1)2 = n

‘m d~fi(~).
I —m

(32)

To find the distribution of 1 – ~ it is best to calculate the characteristic
function
for which we obtain
~(u) = exp

[

Thk is still exact.
u, leading to

– iun
For large n we may develop the exponent in powers of
(33b)
*(U) ‘exp[-nu’/-+m”fi(i)l’l’

consequently (for large n) the distribution of 1 — ~ will be Gaussian with
the variance given by Eq. (32). By a calculation similar to that. given
in See. 3.6, it can be shown that the error will be
I
A
of the order of magnitude of l/n~+.
Experimentally, the Schottky formula [Eq.
R
(28)] has been verified many times. In the
c
original experiments of Hull and Williamsl the
L
current of a temperatur~limited
diode was
passed through a lightly damped resonant cirB
E
cuit, End the fluctuation of the voltage between
FIG.4.12.—Diodeconnected
the poles A and B was measured (see Fig. 4.12).
to resonantcircuit.
To calculate this fluctuation from Eq. (28), the
current
source. The sDectral
diode must be considered as a fluctuating
density of the voltage is therefore, in general,
G“(j)

= [Z(ja) 12G,(j) = 2e~lZ(@) [‘,

when Z is the impedance between the poles A and B.
Gv(j)

2eI
= ~,u,

(34)
We therefore get

R2 + L2c#

‘R’+(L”-lV’
1A. W. Hull and N. H. Williams, “Determination of Elementary Charge E from
Measurements of Shot-effect,” Phys. Rev., 26, 147 (1925).
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which gives for the fluctuation of the voltage

In subsequent experiments by Williams and collaborators the current of
the diode was passed through a resistance R (see Fig. 4.10), and the
voltage fluctuations, whose spectral density for this case is simply 2eZR2,
were measured by a highly selective amplifier.
The best results are
probably those obtained by Williams and Huxford. 1 They can be
considered as almost precision
l,at-~l
measurements of the electronic
11
charge e.
4.7. Space Charge Depression
of the Shot Noise.—When
the
current through the diode is not
A
temperature limited, the electrons
Retarding~ Space-charge ~ Temperature
ceas~ to be independent, and the
field region ~ limited region \ limited region
Schottky formula [Eq. (28)] breaks
~lG. 4.13.—Current-v0lt
age relation for a
down. Many experimental and
diode.
theoretical investigations
have
been devoted to the question of how the Schottky formula should be modified. One can say that this problem has now, except for the h-f region
(see Sec. 4.8), been solved.
The theory is complicated, however; only a
short account of the main results will be attempted here.
It is necessary to recall, first, the well-known theory for the currentvoltage characteristic of a diode. 3 For a given temperature of the
cathode and for a given geometry, the characteristic has three distinct
regions (see Fig. 413).
When the voltage of the anode is sufficiently
negative, the potential distribution between cathode and anode will be a
monotonic decreasing function; the electrons will therefore always be in
a retarding field. The current is extremely small and is produced only
by those electrons which are emitted with such high velocities that they
can overcome the retarding field and reach the anode. All other electrons
will return to the cathode.
As a result of the Maxwell distribution in
1N. H. Williams and W. S. Huxford, “Determination of the Charge of Positive
Thermions from Nfeasurements of Shot Effect,” Phys. F&.,, 33,773 (1929).
2Cf. E. B. Moullin, Spontaneous F[uctuati”ons of Vottage, Chaps. 3 and 4, Oxford,
New York, 1938. The theory was developed independently by D. O. North, “ Fluctuations in Space-charge-limited Currents at filodcrately High Frequencies, Part II,
Diodes and N-egative-grid Triodes, ” Ii’(’A Rev., 4, 441 (1940); W. Schottky and E.
Spenke, Wiss. VerO~erztl. Sie,nens-W”erken,
16 (Xo. 2), 1, 19 (1937); A. J, ltack,
“Effect of Space Charge and Transit Time on the Shot Noise in Diodes, ” Bell Syste,n
Techn. J., 17, 592 (1938).
i Cf., for example, I. Langmuir, Phys. Reo., 21, 419 (1923).
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velocity, the relation between the current and voltage in the retardedfield region is given by

I = Zm,e’vlk’.

(35)

When the voltage of the anode increases the space-charge-limited region
is reached; here there is a minimum in the potential distribution between
cathode and anode.
Therefore part of the field is retarding and part
accelerating.
The relation between 1 and V k in this case complicated
Increasing the anode voltage
and cannot be presented in a closed form.
For high enough voltage the
shifts the minimum toward the cathode.
minimum will finally disappear, leaving only an accelerating field; one is
then in the temperature-limited
region. In this case the current is
constant and equal to the saturation current I-t.
The Schottky formula [Eq. (28)] is valid only in the temperature0 limited region; then the density of the voltage
1
I
fluctuations across an external resistance R (see
Fig. 4.10) is consequently given bjj

G,(f) Aj = 2eI~,R2 Af.
I

i

1

(36)

0

For the other regions of the characteristic, the first
FIG. 4.14.—Equiva- question that has to be considered is the part
lent circuit for a diode
connectedto a noiseless played by the differential resistance p = dV/dZ of
resistorR.
the diode.
It seems plausible and can also be
strictly justified that the diode must always be considered as a fluctuating
current source impressed on the resistances p and R in parallel (see Fig.
4.14).
Equation (36) is therefore generalized as follows:

‘( )

G,(j) Aj = 2e1r”

Rp

R7P

2

Aj,

I

I

(37)

where r is a dimensionless quantity, which may still depend on the
current 1. For dimensional reasons, r must have the form

()
epI

‘“Fro

’

(38)

The resistance p is, of course, also
where T. is the cathode temperature.
a function of 1, which can be determined from the characteristic.
In the
temperature-limited region p = cc, r = 1, and 1 = I-, so that Eq. (37)
Moullin’ has shown experimentally that Eq.
goes over into Eq. (36).
(37) gives the correct dependence on the resistance R. The point of view
that the diode may always be considered as a fluctuating current source
I E. B. Moullin, “ Mezaurement of Shot Voltage Used to Deduce the Magnitude of
‘Secondary Thermionic Emiesion.” Pmt. Rw. SW., 147, 109 (1934).
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has also been confirmed by a series of interesting experiments by Williams.’
Williams took into account the thermal noise of the resistance R, which
he represented by a fluctuating emf E(t) in series with the resistance R.
For the voltage fluctuations across All (see Fig. 4.15), we find

G,(j)

=()&p

2
a~(.f) + (R $ ~), a~(j)
2
2eII’2 + ~

‘(R?;(

,
)

(39)

using Eq. (37) and the Nyquist formula; T is the temperature of the
resistance R. The dependence on R and on
0
A
1
2’ was checked in detail.
I
There remains the problem of calculating the
% E(t)
function I’. The procedure may be roughly exI(t)p
plained as follows: Just as in the temperaturelimited case, it can be assumed here that the
R
electrons emitted by the cathode emerge indeD
pendent of each other and completely random in
U
Fm. 4.15.—Equivalent
time. The average number vemitted per second
circuitfor a diodeconnected
determines 1-,.
Let us suppose that in a time
to, ~Oi,Y,e,i~to, ~,
At, which is short compared with the period
I/j, more electrons than the average number v At are emitted by the cathode, and let the excess be An. Because of the exis~enze of a potential minimum, the number of electrons delivered at the anode in a time of the order
of the transit time 7 (which is also supposed to be small compared with 1/j)
will not exceed the average number by the same amount An. The excess
will be less, because the An electrons will have somewhat lowered the
potential minimum and will have thus prevented other electrons from
reaching the anode.
In the same way when fewer electrons than the
average number v At are emitted by the cathode, the raising of the
potential minimum will diminish this defect at the anode.
The fluctua~ions will consequently be cut down, and one must therefore expect r
to be less than unity.
For the precise calculation the velocity distribution of the emitted
electrons should of course be taken into account, since the effect on the.
potential minimum will depend strongly on the velocity of the group of
electrons under consideration.
Furthermore,
one must distinguish
between the rej2ectedelectrons (or electrons of Class a), which have insufficient energy to cross the potential minimum, and the transm ittcd clcrtrons
(or electrons of Class ~), which are the only ones contributing to the
1F. C. Williams, “ FluctuationVoltagein Diodes and in hlnlti-k-t rode valves, ”
Cf. also Moullin, op. cd., p. 74.

J. I. E. E., 79, 349 (1936).
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One finds that

plate current.

rz = r.a + rB2.

(40)

For the usual operating conditions, r.2 << r02; hence the effect of the
reflected electrons can often be neglected (cf. Table 4.1).
The calcula-

t

I
\
‘

TABLE4.1.—VALUESOFTHEREDUCTION
FACTORr
712=

e(V

— Vmi.)
IcT.

eIp
~=z

o
~

5
10
15

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
70
80
90
100

1
6.76
10.96
14.9
18.7
22.5
26.3
29.9
33.7
37.3
40.9

48.0
55.3
62.2
69.6
76.4

I

1
r=2

0’

,2 =

1

0.0282 1 0.1663
0.0167 0.1043
0,0115 0.0775
0.0086 0,0621
0.0068 0.0519
0.0056 0.0448
0.0047 0.0394
0.0040 0.0352
0,0035 0.0319
0.0031 0.0291
0.0025 0,0248
0.0020 0.0217
0.0017 0.0192
0.0015 0.0173
0.0013 0.0157

rat + rpz
1
0.1945
0.1210
0.0890

0.0707
0.0587
0.0504
0.0441
0.0392
0.0354
0,0322
0.0273
0.0237
0.0209
0,0188
0,0170

r
1
0.441
0.348
0.298
0.266
0.242
0.224
0.210
0.198
0.188
0,179
0.165
0,154
0145
0.137
0.130

0.500
0 66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.655
0.655
0.65
0.65
0.65
0,65

1

I
Lions are complicated and involve a great deal of numerical computation. I
The most complete calculations
1
are those carried out by E.
0.5
Spenke. Some of his results are
0.2
r
shown in Fig. 4.16. Only plane
0.1
diodes were considered; the geC.05
ometry and operating conditions
0.02
are characterized by the dimen0.01
sionless quantity
12
5 1020 501IN2W5W1OW
(V-vm,n
)
kTc
Fm. 4. 16.—Reductionfactor r as a funct.im of the potential difference between the
plate and the potential minimum:
A = 4

*
()

c

‘m!%u%

(41)

where I=, is in amperes per square centimeter and the cathode-anode
distance d is in centimeters.
Usually A will be a large number.
One
1In the theorythe effectof the excessor defect in the numberof emittedelectrons
m the positionand magnitudeof the potentialminimumis calculatedon the baais of
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sees from Fig. 4.16 that for different values of A, r as a function of the
plate voltage follows the curve for A = cc and then rapidly rises to the
value unit y when the temperature-limited
region is reached.
For most
A can be taken infinite. For this case the val~ws of r are
rmr~oses
. .
tabulated in Table 4.1 and shown in Fig. 4.17, both taken from R’orth’s

1,0

0.8
---

-.

I
,-.

.-

/

,?’w jTc

‘
,--

--

--

/

~0,6
fiw
:

100

1/-

—

3(1:;)

60

- T2

\ 1-r

0.4

80
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3=

40 “

/ ‘

L

0,2

#
~

-

m’
---

—

—
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. . --

0

20
.0

0

20

FIG.4.17.—Reductionfactor r,

40

~

60

80

100

e(V – V~~.) /kT,, mcf T.ff/T, as a funrtioll o
asymptoticbehavior. The quantity A (see I’ig.

7j2 =

~ = elp/k T.. Dotted lines show the
4. 16) is taken infinite.

In addition to r and r2 one finds in this table r.2 and rpz as a
paper.
function of the potential difference between the plate and the potential
minimum and as a function of the perhaps more significant quanti[y
~=g=ll.6T

G

1000

,

PI,

(12)

where T. is in degrees Kelvin, p in ohms, and I in amperes.
Strictly
speaking the results of the table can be used only when the current is
small compared with the satin ation current, although from Fig. 4.16 it
cm be seen that the results remain valid practically up to the saturation
point. It can further be shown that for large values of Vzz
the continuum theory of the space-charge cloud. This is really what makes the
calculations possible at all, since the equations of the Epstein-Langmuir theory ran
then be used. The method is juctified because the fluctuations in emission are smal!
sad becausethe interaction of an electron with its immediate neighbors is always small
compared with its interaction with the more distant electrons, which may be described
by a continuous charge-density function.
z A simplified proof for this asymptotic behavior of T, based on the assumption
that for large m only the transmitted electrons need be considered, is attempted by
C. J. Bakker, Phyti.a, 8, 23 (1941).
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(43)

These asymptotic formulas can be given an interesting interpretation
in terms of a pseudothermal voltage fluctuation across the diode resistance p. Equations (37) and (39) for the voltage fluctuations across a
resistance R may be interpreted in terms of a-fluctuating emf El(t) in
series with the resistance p if one assumes that the spectral density of
El(t) is given by
GE,(j)

Aj

=

(44a)

2eIrzp2 Aj.

Comparing this with the Nyquist formula, an “effective”
T.. can be introduced by means of the equation,
G.,(j)

Aj = 41cT.,P Aj,

temperature

(44b)

and
~_T.,_

eIPr~=~XT2
21cT,
2

T.

“

(45)

The temperature T.= will of course depend on the current; from Eq. (43)

()
()

it follows that, for large X, rz = 6

L9=~=3

1 — ~ /x; hence

1–:

c

=0.644.

(46)

It is surprising that for smaller currents 0 remains near this value (see
Table 4.1); hence for all practical purposes one can consoler thediode in the
space-charge region as a resistance p at a temperature that is about tw+thirds
of the cathode temperature.

This result breaks down, of course, in the temperature-limited region,
where one has the normal shot effect. It also breaks down in the
retarded-field region. In this region there is no potential minimum;
hence it must be expected that rz = 1. On the other hand from the
current-voltage relation, [Eq. (35)] it follows that
‘=
hence x = ePI/kT.
= 1.
retarded-field region

dV
Z=Z’

kTC,

From Eq. (45) it follows therefore that in the
Tes = ~TC.

This simple result, which has been checked experimentally

(47)
by Pearson
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and by Williams, 1 can also be understood by the following simple argument of Schottky.2
Suppose one has two identical diodes, of which the
anodes are made of a poorly emitting substance but the cathodes are
strong electron emitters.
Let the diodes be arranged in parallel, and
let the whole system be at the same temperature 2’.. There will then be
a potential difference between the cathodes and anodes, but the total
current will be zero. In each diode the current from cathode to anode,
which is in the retarded-field region, is balanced by the small but temperature-limited current from anode to cathode.
According to the
Nyquist formula, the voltage fluctuations across each diode must be
4kTCP. These fluctuations are produced by the normal shot-effect
fluctuations of the cathode-anode
and the anod~cathode
currents.
Therefore each of these currents must contribute hulj of the total fluctuation. Since the differential resistance p k due only,to the cathod+anode
current, the anode-cathode
current being temperature-limited,
it is
clear that in the retarded-field region the normal shot-effect fluctuations
must be equivalent to thermal fluctuations at a temperature that is hulf
of the cathode temperature.
4.8. Experimental Conti.rrnations; the Upper Limit of the Shot-noise
Spectrum.-North
and Jacoby and Kirchgeszner3 have compared the
theoretical results presented in Sec. 4.7 with experiment.
For diodes, 4
qualitative agreement has been found with regard to the dependence of
The measured values of r are, however,
1’ on V2 = e(V – V.ti)/kT..
always higher than the theoretical values. North has made it plausible
that this discrepancy is due to the effect of electrons that are reflected
elastically by the anode. Such electrons can return to the region of
minimum potential and thus influence drastically the passage of other
electrons.
Much better results are obtained for negative-grid triodes. The basic
formula [Eq. (37)] must first be adapted to this case. s This can be done
by introducing the familiar concept of the equivalent diode.
The anode
potential of the diode must be interpreted as the “effective” potential E“
of the grid plane, that is, that potential which, when applied to a solid
The voltage Ea
sheet in the grid plane, would draw the same current.
is related to the actual grid and plate potentials Ea and E= by
1G. L. Pearson, Physic+ 6, 6 (1935); F. C. Williams, J.I.E.E., 79, 349 (1936).
~ W. Schottky, Z. $. Phyw”k., 104, 248 (1937).
* D. O. North, “Fluctuations in Space-charge-limited Currents at Moderately
High Frequencies, Part II, Diodes and Negative-grid Triodes,” RCA Rw., 4, 441
(1940); H. Jacoby and L. Kirchgeszenr, Wiss. Vwoflentl. A’i.men*Wa-ken,
16, No. 2,
42 (1937).
~Or for triodes when operated as a diode, that is, when grid and anode are connected.
t Cf. North, op. ant.,p. 46S.
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‘a‘“(E,+:EJ
\rllere u and p (the amplification
from the geometry
usually is nearly

conductance

of the tube.
1.

factor)

can, in principle,

The factor u lies between

The plate current is a function

(48)

be calculated
0.5 and 1 and

of E., and hence the

of the equivalent diode is given by
(49)

when g~ is the mutual conductance of the triode.
Using Eqs. (44a),
(45), and (49), one obtains for the voltage fluctuations across a resistance
R in the plate circuit the formula
2

G,(f)

Aj = ;

kT,gm

()
~~R

Aj,

(50)

which replaces Eq. (37); TPis the plate resistance, which is related to g~
and P by the well-known relation
P

TP = ‘“
9m

(51)

Equation (50), with 8 = 0.66, has been thoroughly confirmed.’
In all results obtained so far the frequency j is supposed to be small
compared with the reciprocal of the transit time 7 of the electrons. All
the spectral densities are then independent of the frequency.
It is clear
that this will cease to be valid when the frequency becomes comparable
case it is easy
to see what will
with 1/,.
In the te?npeTatuTe-iimited
happen.
In the Fourier analyses of the series of random current pulses
(see Fig. 411) the shape of the pulses must now be taken into account.
Taking the shape, for the sake of simplicity, as a rectangular block of
height ev/d and width r = d/o, one gets, instead of Eq. (30),

As a result, the spectral density of the current fluctuations
G,(f) Aj = 2eI

sin 7rf7 2
—
Aj,
7rjT

()

becomes

(52)

Irhich, of course, goes over into the Schott ky formula [Eq. (28)] when
‘ Cf. ibid.
Since the effect of the electrons in the grid-plate space on the spacec},arge reduction factor r~ (or on the effective temperature L9T.of the cathOde-grid
region), has beenneglected,Eq, (t50)can be expected to hold only for high-ptubes.
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j<< l/T.
For higher frequencies GJf) is always less than the Schottky
value; and for j>> 1/r, G1(j) goes to zero. Spenke’ has refined this rough
calculation by taking into account the velocity distribution of the emitted
electrons and the acceleration of the electrons between cathode and anode.
Instead of Eq. (52), one then gets a completely monotonic decreasing
function of j.
In the space-charge-limited region the problem is much more difficult.
Rackz has given an analysis in which only the effect of the transmitted
electrons was taken into account.
He obtained for the spectral density
the expression

G.(j) Af = 12

()
1 – :

kTcPS(@ A~,

(53a)

where
S(@) =~(2+82–

2cosd–2dsin

6’)

(53b)

and o = %rfr is the transit angle. Equation (5%) is supposed to be a
refinement of Eq. (44a) with the value given in Eq. (46) for the effective
temperature of the cathode. 3 The function S(8) is a monotonic decreasing function of 0, starting from unity for small 8 and going to zero for
large 0. The space-charge reduction of the fluctuations would therefore
persist at high frequencies.
It is doubtful, however, if this result is
correct. Spenke4 has shown that in the retarded-field region, values for
1’1can be obtained which are much larger than unity when the frequency
is of the order of magnitude of 2/7.
The reason for this increase is that
the rejZectedelectrons then begin to contribute strongly to the fluctuations. It seems probable therefore that at high frequencies the effect of
the reflected electrons cannot be neglected, and it may be that rz rises
with increasing frequency and goes through a maximum before going to
sero for very high values of j. Further theoretical investigations
and experimental information, which we do not now have, are required
with regard to this question.
4.9. Partition Noise.—In tubes that have more than one collecting
electrode (tetrodes or pentodes) the random nature of the partition of the
total current over the different electrodes provides an additional cause of
fluctuations in current. The mean currents to the anode and to the
screen grid are determined essentially by the ratio of the free area of
U.
7 Spenke, Wiss. Verafentl. Siemens- Werkenj 16, No. 3, 127 (1937).
~ A. J. Rack, “ Effect of Space Charge and Transit Time on the Shot Noise in
Diodes,” Bell System Te.hn. J., 17, 592 (1938).
8 The p in Eq, (53) is the diode resistance at tow frequency and is therefore inde-

pendent off.
i Op. cit., 17, No. 3, 85 (1938).
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the grid to its total area; the discrete nature of the electronic charge wili
give rise to fluctuations around these mean values.
Let us consider first the temperature-limited case. Since the electrons
are completely independent of each other, and since the capture of an
electron by the grid is a matter of pure chance, the times of arrival of the
electrons at the anode will still be entirely random, just as for the diode
in the temperature-limited case. The sole effect of the screen grid will
be to diminish the average anode current. The density of the anodecurrent fluctuations will therefore be given by the Schottky formula

G,.(f) Af = 2eIa Af,

(54)

Where I. is the average anode current.
Let us imagine, on the other hand, the case where the electrons would
be emitted by the cathode with absolute regularity in time, the time
intervals between successive electrons being constant as a result. In a
diode there would then be no mu-rent fluctuations at all; in other words,
the shot fluctuations would have been completely suppressed.
For
FLmulticollector tube, however, the random nature of the capture of
electrons by the grid would produce random gaps in the regular series of
current pulses arriving at the anode; hence, there would again be some
fluctuations in the current. What the spectrum will be is easily seen.
Developing the anode current in a Fourier series in the usual fashion,

we obtain

The time points tiare now supposed to be spaced regularly with the
constant interval A. The random variables are the charges ei, which can
have only two values, namely, e and zero with the probabilities p and
Therefore,
l–p.

t?i=pt?

— = t?i
‘- ej = pzez,
e,~j
;: = pe2,

and we get

a; =

—2

n

~i COS2Ufkti COS2Xj~14

ii

=

~,
‘[

cm 27rfdi 2 + p(l –

p’e’
($

)

p)ez

Zcos’zkfk

I

!
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or, again replacing the sums by integrals,

I

~~ = ~A p(l – p)ez.
Since A represents the spacing between successive electrons, it is clear
that e/A is the sum of the average anode and grid current and that
pe
—.
A

10 (

1 – p)c
A
= 1.,.

We can therefore write
~ _ 2e IJ.,
‘k – G 1= + 1,,”
The same result is found for ~; and since 1/(3 = Aj, we get for the spectral
density of the anode current
G,.(j) Aj = 2e —
I:PIg,

‘j”

(55)

Comparing Eqs. (54) and (55), it can be seen that the complete
suppression of the shot-effect fluctuation before the partition of the
current reduces the fluctuations in the anode current by the factor
~,,/(~. + ~,,).
In the actual case when the initial current is space-charge
limited, the shot-effect fluctuations are only partially suppressed; hence
the fluctuations in the anode current must be expected to lie between the
values given by Eqs. (54) and (55). A more precise analysisl shows that
in the general case
G,a(~) Aj = 2eIa ~f ~ ;z~ Aj,
Llg

(56)

where 1’2 is the space-charge reduction factor that was discussed in Sec.
4“7. For I’z = 1 (no space-charge suppression, temperature-limited
case) Eq. (56) becomes Eq. (54), whereas for 172= O (complete spacecharge suppression) Eq. (56) becomes Eq. (55).
In exactly the same way, we find, for the spectral density of the screen~“d current,

I,, Aj.
G,,,(j) Af = 2eIw ~“~a++ ‘21’”

(57)

Northz tested Eqs. (56) and (57) and found excellent agreement with
experiment.
401O. Tramsit-time Effects in Triodes and MulticoUector Tubes;
Induced Grid Noise .—Equations (56) and (57) of Sec. 4.9, for the spectral
I Cf. D. O. North, “ Fluctuations in Space-chargdmited Currentsat Moderately
HighFrequencies,”RCA Rev., 6,244 (1940).
2L@& Cf”t.
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densities of the plate and screen-grid current, hold only for frequencies
that are small compared with the reciprocal of the transit time. Because
of our lack of knowledge about the frequency dependence of the spacecharge reduction factor r (cf. Sec. 4.8), nothing can be said at present
about the h-f end of thespectra G,a(j) and G,.(j).
There is one effect, however, for which an approximate theoretical
treatment can bedeviled.
It is clear that every time an electron passes
through a grid, a current pulse will be induced (see Fig. 4.18).
The
current will rise rapidly from zero to a maxi(
mum value during the period in which the
1
electron approaches the grid. When the electron goes through the grid the current drops
to a negative value; finally, while the electron
recedes from the grid, the current passes
through a minimum and subsequently goes
back to zero. The total current is, of course,
zero, since the electron is not captured.
The
duration of the pulse is of the order of the
Fm. 4.18.—Current pulse transit time.
It is clear that these current
in a grid when one electron
pulses
will
contribute
to the h-f part of the
passesthrough.
noise spectrum.
For the case of the negative-grid triode this effect has been investigated, both experimentally
and theoretically, by North and Ferrisl and by Bakker. Z In this case we
speak of induced grid noise. Since the grid does not capture any electrons, the spectral density of the grid current will have no l-f components
arising from the partition of the current, and for low frequencies it can be
expected that
G~,(j) = ~G~a(j),
since each induced current pulse in the grid is like the derivative of the
current pulse arriving at the anode. A more detailed analysis shows that
G,.(j)

= : (W7,)2GIa(j),

(58)

where a = 27r~is the angular frequency and TOis the transit time between
cathode and grid.
Equation (58) can be further transformed by introducing the concept
of the electronic load conductance of the grid circuit.
It is clear that the
induced grid currents will give rise to an addition to the input conductance of the tube, and it can be easily seen3 that this addition, called the
1D. O. North and W. R. Ferris,F%oc.Z.R. E.,

29, 49 (1941).

2 C. J. Bakker, Ph~m”ca,8, 23 (1941).

3For a simple qualitative theoretical consideration (proposed by B. J. Thomson),
see W. R. Ferris, Proc. I. R. E., 24, 82 (1936),
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“electronic load conductance,”’
is proportional to the square of the
frequency and to the grid-plate transconductance
g~ of the triode.
More detailed calculations of go have been made by Bakker and
deVries’ and by North. 3 From these calculations it follows that, for high
–A tubes, operating under such conditions that the grid-plate transit
time is negligible compared with the cathode-grid transit time,

1

(59)

4

1’

For the spectral density of the anode current we can use the results
derived in Sec. 4“8 [see Eq. (50)1. Taking u = 1, we have

Gr.n(f) = 12

()

1 – ~

kTcgnv

(60)

Introducing this expression in Eq. (58) and by means of Eq. (59) expressing mu in terms of g,, and g~, we obtain
(61)

I
1

The limitations of this formula should be kept in mind. Besides
high-~ and negligible grid-plate transit time, the main assumption is that
the transit angle u-q is so small that the space-charge reduction factor II
can still be considered to be independent of the frequency.
It should be further emphasized that the fluctuation in the grid
current is coherent with the fluctuation in the plate current. In general,
therefore, these fluctuations cannot be compounded in the usual fashion
by adding the mean square values. Since for small transit angles the
phase angle is obviously nearly 90°, the addition of the mean square
values is correct if the input impedance is a pure resistance.
It is
incorrect if the input impedance has an inductive part. By making use
of this fact we can cancel part of the induced grid noise (see Sec. 5.5).
ADDITIONAL

SOURCES OF NOISE

4.11.
Current Noise; Flicker Effect; Positive Ion Fluctuations.—
Thermal noise and shot noise are the two sources of noise that have been
rather well investigated, both experimentally and theoretically.
Usually
they are also the most important sources of noise that occur in practice
and that have to be considered in the construction of tubes and in the
design of amplifiers and detectors.
This does not imp] y that thermal
noise and shot noise are the only sources of noise. There are other
1D. O.”North, Proc. Z.R. E., 24, 108 (1936).
and G. de Vries, Physicu, 2, 683 (1935).
$Lot. d.

; C. J. Bakker
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sources, not so well investigated and understood, that may involve other
fluctuation “ mechanisms. ” Here only some of these additional sources
of noise will be mentioned; more detailed discussion can be found in the
literature.
In semiconductors, in thin metallic films, 1 and in resistance elements
of the granular type (e.g., carbon microphone, commercial grid leaks)2
the voltage fluctuations depend strongly on the current passing through
the element. 3 Of course, when there is no current flowing, the spectrum
If a
of,the voltage fluctuations G.(.f) is given by the Nyquist formula.
d-c current is passing through the resistance, the voltage fluctuations
across the resistance increase by an amount that for small currents is
approximately proportional to 12 and for higher currents becomes proportional to 1. Because of the dependence on 1 the additional noise is
The proportionality to 12 suggests that
noise.
sometimes called current
the origin lies in a fluctuation of the resistance, either because the number
of conduction electrons varies or because of random changes in the contact areas between the different granules that make up the resistance.
The frequency dependence of the current noise has also been investigated. In the a-f range it is found that G.(j) is inversely proportional to
j; and above 10 kc/see, G.(j) usually becomes small. A proposed
explanation is that the cause of the fluctuations is connected with the
presence of ions, which would affect the number of conduction electrons
or the contact resistances.
If we assume further that these ions have a
certain lifetime, it may be expected that the current will consist of a
random series of bursts of the form e–ai, where a is the reciprocal of the
lifetime of the ion. This assumption leads to a spectrum of the form

G.(f)

=

a

az + (2mj) 2

(62)

For large j, G.(j) will be =j-’, whereas f or small j, G.(j) will be constant.
one might think, therefore, that the experimental data may be represented by Eq. (62). For the current noise, nevertheless, this possibilityy
seems unlikely. 4
Additional sources of noise have also been found in electron tubes.
In the a-f range the current fluctuations are much larger than would be
This increase is called the
expected from the shot-effect fluctuations.
“flicker effect”” , it has been investigated experimentally by Johnson, s
1Cf. J. Bemamont,

Ann. Phys,, 7, 71 (1937); Proc. Phgs. Sot., 49, 138 (1937).
2 E. Meyer and H. Thiede, E. N. T., 12, 237 (1935); C. J. Christensen and G. L.

Pearson, Bell Syskrn Te.hn. J., 15, 197 (1936).
3 This is in contrast to the thermal voltage fluctuations across a metallic resistance,
which are indcpcndcnt of the current (see Sec. 4.5).
~For a discussionof the crystal noise, which belongs in this category, see $ec. 5.3.
bJ. B. Johnson, Phys. Rsu., 26, 71 (1925).
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who found that the increase is proportional to the square of the average
current and that it is strongly frequency-dependent.
For frequencies
above 5 kc/see, the flicker effect disappears.
A theory proposed by
Schottkyl attributes the ilicker effect to random changes in the emissivity
of the cathode produced by the presence of foreign atoms on the surface.
Let us suppose that one foreign atom causes an additional current cI,
where 1 is the average current and c a constant; let the average number of
foreign atoms per square centimeter of the surface be N and the lifetime
of a foreign atom be I/a.
Then the spectrum of the current fluctuations
is given by the formula
G,(f) Aj = 2eI Af + 4Nc21Z

a? + y%f)z

(63)

‘j

The second term represents the flicker effect and is in qualitative agreeThe order of magnitude
ment with the observations of Johnson.
of the flicker effect is usually expressed in terms of an apparent electronic
charge. For low frequencies apparent charges of the order 100e are
common. For oxide-coated filaments the flicker effect is much more
pronounced than for pure tungsten filaments, again in accord with the
ideas of Schottky.
At higher frequencies (100 to 1000 kc/see) increases of the current
fluctuations have been observed when the tube is operated in the spacecharge-limited region.z These increases (the apparent electronic charge
can be of the order 10e) are caused by the presence of positive ions trapped
The slow motion of these ions releases
in the potential minimum.
random bursts of electrons.
The positive ions are produced by evaporation from the cathode or by collision ionization of the residual gas atoms
in the tube. This positive-ion effect disappears if the plate voltage is
raised, and the current becomes temperature limited.
The frequency
dependence of the effect has not been investigated.
1W. Schottky, Phys. Rev., 28, 74 (1926).
2 H. N. Kozanowski and N. H. Williams, Phys.
theoretical development and more recent experiments,
North, RCA Rev., 5,371 (1941).

i

Rev., 36, 1314

(1930).

see B. J. Thompson
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NOISE

Separation
of Noise Contributions.—The noise
6.1. Introduction.
voltage appearing at the output terminals of a receiver actually arises
from many sources. Some noise is generated by the antenna itself,
which, as we shall see in Sec. 5.2, is due to incoming electromagnetic
disturbances.
In addition to this antenna noise there are several sources
of noise within the receiver; chief among these noise contributions are the
(crystal) converter noise, the local-oscillator noise, and the noise generHere it need be noted only that these noise
ated within the i-f amplifier.
contributions are essentially independent.
This fact assures that in a
linear system the total noise power is the sum of the powers of the individual noise contributions.
Furthermore this independence makes it
possible to break the receiver into hypothetical pieces in each of which the
detailed behaviors of signal and noise are studied, with a view toward
ultimately synthesizing the over-all signal and noise contributions.
Friis’ has presented a method by which this analysis can be effected.
The following analysis utilizes extensively the methods of Friis, with
modifications devised by Roberts. 2
The superheterodyn~ converter is essentially linear (see Sec. 2.2), and
the i-f amplifier stages (at least at low level) are linear; let us thus assume
that the over-all superheterodyne receiver consists of a series of linear
networks; each of these networks is characterized by an input and output
impedance and a gain that will shortly be defined. These three paramIt is not
eters are generally complex and depend upon frequency.
essential that the input and output signal frequencies be identical; it is
necessary only that the network be linear, i.e., that the output signal
voltage be linearly related to the input signal voltage.
Each of these linear networks serves to amplify (or to attenuate) the
signal as well as any noise produced either in the device generating the
In addition to this, the network in
signal or in preceding networks.
general adds some extra noise; this extra noise is the only quantity that
prevents the network (or over-all receiver) from being ‘‘ theoretically
ideal. ” The attempt will be made therefore to specify the characteristics

1H. T. Friis, “ Noise Figuresof Radio Receivers,” Proc. I. 7?.E., 33, 458 (1945).
2S. Roberts, “Same considerations GoverningNoise Measurementson Crystal
Lfixcrs,” Pro.. Z,R. E., 35, 257 (1947).
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of the over-all receiver in terms of this ideal receiver; this specification, to
be definite, must assume certain properties of the input-signal generating
device. [Since the properties of the antenna depend upon external
radiation, which may be quite different under different conditions (see
Sec. 5.2), it is customary to measure the properties of a receiver by means
of a signal generator connected to its input terminals.]
This signal
generator is any device which can be represented, according to Tht%enin’s
theorem, as a constant voltage source e, in series with an impedance
R. -t- jxo.
Available Power.-The
available power from the signal generator or a
linear network is simply the maximum power that can be taken from the
network by a suitably adjusted load. In the case of the signal generator
mentioned previously the available signal power So is
s, =

-$.

(1)

0

In addition to the available signal power from the generator, there is a
noise fluctuation voltage due to R~. The open-circuit mean-square noise
voltage from the generator within a narrow frequency interval dj (see
Sec. 3.1) is
(2)
G,(f) df = 41cTR, dj,
The
where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature of R.,
quantity Gv is the power spectrum expressed in mean-square volts per
unit frequency interval.
Therefore, the available noise power dN, from
the signal generator is
dNg = Gv:~
—

‘j

= ~T dj,

9

t.

(3)

which does not depend upon the generator impedance but does depend
upon the temperature of the generator resistance and the bandwidth dj.
To standardize the performance of the generator it is necessary to choose
some standard temperature !!’o; it is customary to choose To as 292°K,
since this is a reasonable approximation to the ambient temperature at
which measurements are made, and since for this value of temperature
there is obtained the simple relation
kTo

e

=

~

40

volt,

(4)

where e represents the electronic charge.
The Gain oj a Network.—The power gain G of a network will be defined
here as the ratio of available output signal power to the available input
signal power delivered either by the signal generator or by a preceding
network. C)n the basis of this definition the gain is seen to depend upon

-—
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the impedance of the generator but not upon the impedance of the load.
It does not represent the actual power gain unless suitable matching lossless networks preinserted between thegenerator and load. The over-all
gain of a series of cascaded networks is the product of the gain factors of
the individual networks.
The actual measured output power of the network is not necessarily
the available output power. The quantity with which we are ultimately
concerned, however, is the ratio of signal to noise power, i.e., the ratio
of gain to noise power. The ratio of measured output power to available
output power when the network is connected to a mismatched load will be
identical for both signal and noise; hence only available gain need be
dealt with in the analysis that follows.
Noise Figure.—As the noise and signal proceed from the signal
generator through the various networks, the ratio of noise power to
signal power increases. The reason for this increase is the extra noise
contributions from the networks themselves.
Let us consider the ratio
of output noise to signal power (available) dN~/&, where the output
noise power dN~ is measured in a frequency band df centered at the signal
frequency.
Thk quantity is larger than the corresponding quantity at
the signal generator by a factor 1’, which is called the noise figure of the
network.
(5)
In this definition of noise figure the two signal frequencies can be different,
but the noise at each point must be measured in a narrow band of given
width df centered at the signal frequency.
Furthermore, it is assumed
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between input and output
frequencies.
This last assumption is not generally fulfilled in a superheterodyne converter; but if the image response is suppressed by preelection or by other means (see Sec. 2.2), Eq. (5) is valid.
If the image
response is not suppressed, extra noise will be found in the output of the
network. Therefore, presupposing good converter design, it will be
assumed (in those cases where it matters) that the image response is
properly suppressed.
The expression for the noise figure F may be written in a slightly
different way. The increase of F over unity is explained by extra output
noise dikf. generated within the network.
dNo _ GkTo df

A’. –

GSQ

dM.
+aqg=F

kT, df
so ‘

(6)

or
F–1=

‘M”
.
GkTo df

(7)
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Integrated Noise Figure.—The noise figure is in general, as just defined,
aiunctionof
frequency.
It is useful, however, tospeak of the integrated
noise figure Fi of a network which represents the increase of the ratio of
toti noise to signal power by the network.
From Eq. (5) we may write
dNO =

FG dNO = FGkT, df

(8)

and
N. =

“ FGkT,

dj.

(9)

/ o
The noise that would have appeared at the output from an ideal network
is

/o

“

(X-TO dj;

hence we may write

F,=om

I “ FGkT,

dj
(lo)

GkT, dj

Io

If the bandwidth of the network Aj is defined as
Af=&

/

(11)

o“ G df,

where G- is the maximum of the gain vs. frequency characteristic, ~ve
may write

F, =

‘0
GmkT,

(12)

Af”

Cascaded Networks. —When two networks in series follow the signal
generator, an expression for the over-all noise figure of the combination
may be derived in terms of the noise figures of each section.
The over-all output noise power dNo,, within a narrow band df centered at the signal frequency is made up of two parts. The first part is
the output noise from the first section dN. amplified by the second net.
.
work according to Its gam Gz, and the second part is the cxt,ra noise
This second contribution can be
contributed by the second section.
derived from Eq. (7). We may write

dN.,, = dNo,G, + (F, – l)G,kTo

df

(13)

or

F,KAG,kTo df = F,G,G,kTo dj + (F, – l)C,kTO df,
where F12 is the over-all noise figure.
F,2=F,

(14)

From Eq. (14),

F,–1
+--G,

~

(15)
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Thus the over-all noise figure can be expressed in terms of the noise
This expression is especially useful
figures of the individual net works.
in deriving the noise figure of the first network by measuring Fj, Flz, and
G,; this procedure is currently used in connection with crystal converters
(see Sec. 5.3).
One can proceed from two to three networks byconsidering the first
twonetworks asasingle network andthenapplying
Eq. (15).
F,–1
F123

=F12+=

(16)

.F1+F~+F~-

If one proceeds in this way the over-all noise figure of n sections will be

It can be seen (and a little reflection makes it obvious) that after any
high-gain network the over-all noise figure is not markedly influenced by
additional networks even though their individual noise figures are relatively high. Thus in the superheterodyne receiver one need be concerned
only with the r-f amplifier, the converter-which
in the microwave field
generally has a gain less than unity—and with the first stage or two of the
i-f amplifier.
An expression analogous to Eq. (17) can be derived for the over-all
integrated noise figure of cascaded networks, but only if the bandwidth
of the final network is narrow compared with the bandwidth of any
preceding section.
By analogy with Eq. (10) the following equation may be written:

Since the bandwidth of the nth section is assumed narrow compared with
that of any preceding network, the only quantities in Eq. (18) that depend
upon the frequency are F. and G.. From Eqs. (10), (11), (17), and (18),
we may write

Fin – 1
——
G,G, . . G,,_,

‘

(19)

The form of this equation is similar to that of Eq. (17); it should be noted,
ho~rever, that for the intermediate net,\vorksthe noise figures themselves
are used instead of the corresponding integrated noise figures.

-..
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Connection
between
Blo&body
Radiation
and Electrical
Noise .—Let us
consider the hypothetical system shown in Fig. 5.1. An antenna is
connected to a resistor by a transmission line. Both the antenna and
resistor are assumed to be matched to the transmission line. The
antenna is completely surrounded by the enclosure S, whose inside walls
The temperature of
are assumed to be “black”
at radio frequencies.
this black-body and of the resistor are assumed to be equal to T on the
Kelvin scale. It is clear that the system is in thermal equilibrium and
that the black-body radiation intercepted by the antenna must balance
that lost by the resistor as a result of noise fluctuations in the resistor.
It has been shown (Sec. 4.1) that, because of thermal fluctuations, the
power PI that can be abstracted from the resistor by the matched antenna
Therefore, in thermal equilibis simply k 2’ per unit frequent y interval.
rium, the power Pz absorbed by the antenna and delivered to the resistor
We may calculate P,
is ako equal to kT per unit frequency interval.
The
specifically in terms of the electrical properties of the antenna.
black-body radiation intensity per unit frequency interval and unit

I K. G. Jansky,Proc. Z.R.E., 25, 1517 (1937); G. Reber, ibid.,

1

——

——-

30, 367 (1942).
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solid angle is, according to the Rayleigh-Jeans

law,
(20)

The antenna is usually capable of absorbing only one of two orthogonal
polarizations.
Therefore,

P, =

/ .2

z
u–dq

(21)
Since I is inde-

where u is the effective receiving area of the antenna.
pendent of the angle Q,

(22)
where u..g is the average receiving area of the antenna for all directions.
Since P2 is also equal to kT per unit frequency interval,
(23)

kT = 4XU..=$ kT,
AZ
“V’ = G“

(24)

This is the well-known expression for the effective receiving area for any
antenna (see Vol. 12 of the Radiation Laboratory Series).
The antenna, in so far as the generation of noise power is concerned,
may therefore be viewed as a resistor whose value is the radiation resistance of the antenna at a temperature equal to the temperature of the
.“

. .’

‘w
G

Z.

~

Temperature 2’

‘\

‘..

FI~.5.1.—Thermalequilibriumbetweena resistorand a black-body,
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antenna’s surroundings.
If the surroundings of the antenna are not all
at the same temperature, an average temperature may be defined.
This
average temperature will be called the antenna temperature and may be
defined as the temperature which a black-bed y (see Fig. 5.1) must have
in order to duplicate the antenna noise.
Antennu Temperature of Sky. —Since the antenna temperature of a
highly directive microwave antenna depends upon the direction in which
the antenna is pointed, the antenna temperature must be investigated
under a variety of conditions.
First let us consider the temperature of

—[

—- -_--—-

.-—

Black body
temperature T

Top of
atmosphere
-- ——--—

+

1>

—-———
,7----

Fra~ional

“.

ahr~on

:?

Air temperature 2’

.,.
‘)
{ -----+-–---:-iii-ii

Antenna temperature=7T

T
_,-----,
}]

[
“mospheric T
temperature

!–.1/

“ra~’Jna’
absorption 7
I z+ T(l-7)=T
(z=7T)

(a)

(b)

FIG.5.2.—Atmospheric
absorptionas a sourceof thermalradiation,
a highly directive antenna pointed at the zenith. An experimental
investigation has shown that with the exception of the sun and moon,
radiation from astronomical bodies is negligibly small at wavelengths of
the order of 1 cm. In particular, stellar radiation has been found
experimentally to contribute less than 20”C to the antenna temperature
for wavelengths of approximately 1 cm, and it can be easily calculated to
contribute less than 10-80C. Thus it seems plausible that thermal
radiation external to the solar system is completely negligible as a cause
of antenna noise at microwave frequencies; hence it is necessary to
examine the earth’s atmosphere for sources of thermal radiation.
The atmosphere cannot radiate unless it absorbs at microwave frequencies. Figure 5.2a and b illustrates how the antenna temperature can
be calculated in the case of a partially absorbing atmosphere.
In Fig.
5t2b the earth’s atmosphere is surrounded by an imaginary black-body
The radiation x arising in
at the same temperature as the atmosphere.
the atmosphere must just compensate for the partial absorption of the
black-body radiation in the atmosphere.
This fact leads to the result

for the antenna temperature, where ~ is the fractional absorption of the
atmosphere. Because of absorption in water vapor, the antenna tem-
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perature can, in the l-cm region, become as great as 70”K.
At wavelengths of 2 to 10 cm the atmospheric absorption is so small that the
antenna temperature of an antenna directed at the zenith ought to be
extremely small.
W-hen the antenna is directed at an angle 0 from the zenith, the
increased path length through theatmosphere produces a greater amount
of absorption and hence a higher antenna temperature than for the
antenna pointed at the zenith. If To is the antenna temperature at an
angle 0 from the zenith and T is the atmospheric temperature, then

(26)

The ionosphere can play a part in the effective antenna temperature,
but experimental measurements have indicated that at wavelengths of
1 cm contributions are less than 5°C. The effective temperature of the
ionosphere itself may be high, but apparently the negligible absorption
tit microwa~-e frequencies accounts for the negligible radiation emitted
by the ionosphere.
Antenna
Temperature of Ground Objects.—When the antenna is
pointed at surrounding ground objects, the antenna temperature can vary
\Yidely,depending upon the nature of the object.
The amount of thermal
radiation from a body depends upon the degree of blackness of the body.
If the object at which the antenna is directed is not a black-body, it
reflects partially, and the total radiation from the object depends not
only on the temperature of the object but also on the temperatures of
reflected objects.
For example, a metal does not emit at microwave
frequencies but merely acts as a mirror to reflect the radiation from other
objects or from the sky. A metallic object may appear very cold if it is
oriented in such a ~vay as to reflect the radiation from the sky to the
antenna.
Figure 53 shows the antenna temperatures at a wavelength of 1 cm
The curves are
resulting from pointing an antenna at ground objects.
measured antenna temperatures as a function of azimuth angle for various
declination angles. Se~-eral features merit special mention.
(1) As the
declination angle was increased, the average antenna temperature
increased until at an angle of 91° the a~.erage antenna temperature
(2) The presence
~vas approximately equal to the air temperature.
The electroof the chimney A is indicated by its thermal radiation.
static-generator housing F is a metallic structure capped by a hemispherical dome.
It should also be noted that, at a declination angle of 91°,
the antenna temperature falls very low when the antenna is pointed at

SEC.5.2]
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This fact indicates that the sky is reflected by the dome to the

antenna.
Role of Antcnnu Noise in Receiver Perjormancr.—l
f T, the temperature
of the antenna, differs from To, the effective receiver noise figure must be
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FIG.53.-OpticaI and microwaveradiometerpanoramaof the Cambridge,Mass.,
skylinefroma pointon Building20, MIT. The labels on the curvesof the upper diagram
arethe antennaanglesmeasuredfrom the vert]cal. Similarly,the anglesindicatedon the
left side of the lower figure are measuredfrom the vert]cal,
(E) Lever Brothers Company chimney
(A) Chimney of MIT powerhouse
(F) Electrostatic accelerator, MIT
(B) Radiation Laboratory, Building 24
(C) and (D) Shedson Building 20

modified. Let us denote the modified noise figure by F*.
to Eq. (6),

Analogously
(27)

where Sa refers to the signal power available from the antenna.

Rut
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from Eq. (7),

(28)
Therefore,

‘*=F+

()

T
E–l”

(29)

This expression assumes, as in the case for normal noise figures discussed
in Sec. 5.1, that only one r-f sideband is effective in cent ribut ing noise,
If this condition is not met, more noise will be experienced in the receiver
and Eq. (29) will have to be correspondingly modified.
It can be seen that if T is very low, the effective noise figure F* can be
substantially lower than unity.
This curious result is explained by the
arbitrary way in which the “standard” temperature TO was chosen; it in
no way violates fundamental noise principles.
5.3. Converter Noise.
Introduction.—It is now generally recognized
that the superhetercdyne receiver has one of the lowest noise figures; it
If the
is universally used where weak signals are to be encountered.
receiver is equipped with r-f amplification, the over-all noise figure is
determined almost entirely by the noise figure of the r-f amplifier itself
[see Eq. (17)].
The important characteristics of the r-f amplifier are the
same, generally, as the corresponding characteristics of the i-f amplifier
to be discussed in Sec. 5.5; the essential difference is the higher frequency
of the r-f amplifier, causing transit-time effects to be relatively more
important.
If the receiver is not equipped with a high-gain r-f amplifier,
the over-all noise figure will be greatly influenced by the properties of the
mixer or converter.
There are many types of converters in common use.
In the microwave region a small crystal rectifier is now almost universally
used; therefore such a mixer will be assumed in the following discussion. 1
The two important properties of a crystal converter that affect the
over-all noise figure are its conversion gain (or loss) from radio frequency
to intermediate frequency and the effective temperature of its i-f resistance viewed at the i-f terminals of the mixer. The importance of these
two quantities is shown by Eq. (15), which can be rewritten in a form
containing the effective i-f temperature and the conversion gain. The
noise figure of the converter F1 is, specifically, the ratio of its noise output
to that of an “ideal” convert er, i.e., one that has an available noise
output equal to GlkTO dj. If we write the effective i-f temperature of the
converter as t, i.e., the ratio of actual available i-f noise power to the
available noise power from an equivalent pure resistor, we may relate
1For vacuum-tube mixers, the reader is referred h W, A. Harris, “Fluctuations in
Vacuum Tube Amplifiers and Input Systems,” RCA Reu., 5, April 1941.
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and t in the following way:
(30)

and so, from Eq. (15),

F,2 =

t+

F2–1.

~1

(31)

I

1

‘This equation shows how the crystal i-f temperature and gain influence
the over-all receiver noise figure. In most cases G, is actually less than
unity; i.e., the conversion gain is really a loss. Since G, is a factor that
influences FIZ in inverse fashion, it has been customary to express I@.
(31) logarithmically:
10 log10 FIZ = 10 loglci (t + F2 – 1) – 10 loglo Gl,

I

(32)

where ( —10 loglo GJ is the conversion loss of the crystal expressed in
decibels and (10 log10 FJ is the over-all noise figure also expressed in
decibels. Thus an over-all noise figure of 3.01 db really means an overalf noise figure F,, of 2; likewise a conversion 10SSof 6.02 db really means a
value for GI of +. The advantage of this loose way of expressing conversion loss and noise figures is that a change in loss of n db results in a
change in over-all noise figure of just n db.
Crystal mixers in common use show an effective i-f temperature t
ranging between 1.0 and very large numbers; the conversion loss is
usually between 5 and 10 db. Since the i-f noise figure F, can usually be
made less than 2 (see Sec. 5.5), the crystal characteristics play an
extremely important part in the over-all noise figure. In the following
discussion there will be given the important experimental observations,
together with a brief explanation of current theories of crystal performance.
For a complete treatment of this field the reader is referred
to Vol. 15 of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
Experimental Observations.—A
crystal rectifier consists of a small
semiconducting block, such as germanium or silicon, embedded in a
suitable case. On one exposed surface of the semiconductor a contact is
made with a fine, pointed, metallic wire. The whole assembly is a twoterminal device, which acts much like a diode rectifier.
1. When crystal rectifiers are unexcited by direct or alternating
current, the noise power available from them is just that given by
the Nyquist formula, i.e., kT d.f. This is an experimental result
and is in accord with the requirements of thermodynamics.
2. A crystal excited by either direct or alternating current puts out
more noise in general than an equivalent resistor. This does not
violate the laws of thermodynamics, since the system is not in

I
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thermodynamic
equilibrium.
In a superheterodyne
mixer or
converter the quantity of interest is the effective i-f noise temperature t when the crystal is excited by local-oscillator power of
the order of 1 mw. The corresponding rectified current ranges
from 0.5 to 1.5 ma. It is found experimentally that t has values in
the range from 1.0 to 3.0. In no authentic cases have values less
than 1.0 been measured, although such values cannot be excluded
Values of t < 1.0 have been
on the basis of current theories.
For burned-out crystals
obtained with d-c excitation, however.
t may become very large (10 to 20).
Miller et at.’ have measured the noise temperature of crystals
(excited either by d-c or microwave currents) for frequencies
between 30 cps and 1 Me/see.
They find that at low frequencies the
noise temperature is inversely proportional to the frequency; this
phenomenon appears to be independent of the means of excitation.
The fact that this law holds down to a frequency of 30 cps indicates
that the mechanism responsible has a very long time constant.
In many ways this effect is like the “ flicker” effect in thermionic
tubes (see Sec. 4.11).
At the moderately high frequencies especially useful in i-f
amplifiers, the noise temperature is essentially independent of
frequency.
It has been found, however, that there is a close
correlation between audio noise temperatures and 30 Me/see
noise temperatures; this suggests that the same mechanism may be
responsible in both frequent y regions.
The noise temperature ( – 1) is approximately proportional to
rectified current up to 2 or 3 ma. At higher currents the curve
departs from linearity, in the direction of smaller t.
The noise temperature and conversion loss of a crystal rectifier is
a function of the termination of the two noise sidebands generated
by the crystal.
These sidebands, for an intermediate frequency $
and local oscillator frequency fo, occur at .fO+ f. R. Beringerz
has shown that the conversion loss and noise temperature t go in
However, the
opposite directions with image sideband tuning.
changes in loss are much greater than those of t; hence for minimum
noise figure the sideband should be tuned for minimum loss.
With local-oscillator excitation the noise temperature is influenced
by d-c bias; it changes very little for bias in the forward direction
but may increase by a considerable amount for even a small back

1p, H. lfillrr, hf. N, I,ewis, L. I. Schiff, and D. E. Stephens, “Noise Spectrum of
Silicon Rectifiers, ” NDRC 14-256,U, of Pa., ilfar, 20, 1944; P. H. Miller and hf. H,
(lrreublat, “ Crystal Audio Noise,” NDRC 14-387,U. of Pa,, Jan. 5, 1945.
2Private communication.
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bias (self-bias).
I?or example, aback bias of 0.1 volt maycauset
This effect is especially marked in
to incrcasc by more than unity.
those crystals ~vhich are alrcfidy somewhat noisy at zero bias.
7. A. l,awxon d al.l have mctisllrcd tas afurwtio no fthetemperature
of the rectifier. Changes in t ~vwc observed, but they ~vere as
Iikcly to have one sign as the other.
8. In addition

to the influence

freql[ency

and image frequency,
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Theoretical Ideas. —Weisskopf’ has examined the problem of crystal
noise and has suggested three sources of noise: (1) thermal noise of the
spreading (scmicomluctor) resistance, (2) shot noise caused by electrons
flying over the barrier, und (3) ‘‘ fluctuat ion” noise caused by motion of
charges on the contact surface. The effective noise temperature can be
easily calculated if “ fluctuation” noise is assumed negligible; the result is

(33)
where r is the spreading resistance, R is the dynamic resistance of the
barrier, T is the physical temperature of the semiconductor, and 1 is the
sum (arithmetic) of the electron currents from metal to semiconductor
and from semiconductor to metal, since both of these currents are equally
effective in producing shot noise. For a voltage V such that IVI > kT/e,
1 ean be taken to be the actual direct current through the rectifier;
howe~”er, for V = O and T = To, I becomes equal to e/2kT&.
R. XT.Smith3 has measured the noise temperature with d-c excitation
as a function of voltage and, comparing his result with Eq. (33), has
found that the measured temperature generally exceeds the predicted
temperature, although in a fe}~ inst anccs the observed noise was less
than predicted.
In at least three instances observed noise temperatures
I .4. W’.Lzwwn, P. H. lfillrr, and D. E. Stcphcms,“ IToisc in Silicon Rectifiers at
Low Tcmprratllres, ” NDRC 14-189,L-. of Pa., Oct. 1, 1%!3.
2V. F, N-cisskopf, “On the Theory oi’ Noise in Conductors, Semiconductors and
Crystal Rcrtifkrs,” NDILC 14-133,Jlay 12, 1943.
s (( Cryst:ll ~oi~e as a Function of D-c Bias, “ XDRC 14-167,Purdue U., June 25,
1943.
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were less than unity at a for~vard bias of 0.1 volt.
In each of these
instances 13q. (33) correctly predicted the observed value.
It should be emphasized that Eq. (33) is}-slid only ford-c excitation;
no useful formula for crystal noise with a-c excitation has yet been
derived.
observed noise in excess of the thermal and shot noises just mentioned
has never been satisfactorily explained.
Most of the mechanisms that
have been suggested have not led to useful expressions, nor have they
properly predicted the frequency dependence of audio noise. It is
likely that most of this excess noise is caused by surface contamination of
the contact; if this is true, it is not difficult to see why a quantitative
formula is not yet available.
5.4. Imcal-oscillator Noise.
Introduction.—In the preceding section
the conversion gain and temperature of a crystal mixer was seen to depend
upon many factors.
Nevertheless one important source of noise appearing in the mixer was not mentioned for the reason that this noise has its
Furthermore, it is
origin not in the mixer but in the local oscillator.
possible, by methods to be described, virtually to eliminate this localoscillator noise. Even so, it is still important to understand the origin
of local-oscillator noise.
The mixer has been considered as a (nonlinear) network upon which
is impressed the r-f signal and the local-oscillator voltage and from which
the i-f signal is taken. The local-oscillator voltage is generally assumed
to be a pure sinusoid; but as we shall see, this assumption may not be
valid.
In fact the r-f terminals of the mixer may contain, besides the
signal and local-oscillator sinusoid, r-f noise voltages generated within the
local oscillator itself. These noise voltages, to be sure, are very small
compared with the c-w local-oscillator voltage, but they may easily
exceed a small signal voltage.
It is clear that the only local-oscillator
noise with which we shall be concerned is the noise appearing at the signal
frequency and at the image frequency; these two noise sidebands,
separated from the local-oscillator frequency -fOby approximately the
intermediate frequency j, are the only noise frequencies that will contribute to the mixer i-f noise temperature.
In conventional oscillators, noise is generated in the r-f resonant
circuit principally because of shot and partition noise in the anode circuit;
the spectral density in the resonant element simply follows the resonant
response curve. In more complicated oscillators, such as the reflex
variety, however, the spectral density is not so simple. Since this type of
oscillator is of great importance in the microwa~e field, a brief account
of its noise characteristics }vill be gi~~en.1
1For a completediscussion,seeVol. 7 of the RadiationLaboratorySeries.
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Experiments on Noise from Refix Oscillators. —Kuper and Waltz’
have investigated the noise output of reflex oscillators operating at wavelengths of approximately 3 and 1 cm. ‘Their method was essentially a
determination of the increase in i-f temperature of a crystal mixer resulting from the local oscillator noise. This increase in temperature At is
simply
. .
GP
‘t = kT, Aj’

(34)

where G is the crystal gain, Aj is the bandwidth of noise measured, and P
is the noise power from the local oscillator appearing within the frequency interval Aj. In their experiments Kuper and Waltz used a bandwidth of 2.5 Me/see located either 30, 60, or 90 Me/see away from the
local-oscillator frequency.
Their results show many interesting features.
1. The total noise power in the 30-Mc/sec sidebands within a 2.5Mc/sec bandwidth interval for the 3-cm oscillator varied between
10–” and 10-” watt.
This is easily enough power to increase the
effective crystal temperature by several units.
2. The noise power fell off rapidly with increasing intermediate
frequency (larger sideband spacing).
At an intermediate frequency of 90 Me/see the effective crystal temperatures were not
seriously affected by local-oscillator noise.
3. The variation of total noise power with electrical tuning (reflectorThis phenomenon
was
voltage variation) was asymmetrical.
definitely established even though the r-f circuits were insensitive
to frequent y, i.e., the sidebands as well as the local-oscillator
frequency were matched.
Tuning to a higher frequency increased
At.
4. The individual contributions of both sidebands were measured by
means of r-f filters tuned to the appropriate frequencies; these
contributions were, in general, unequal and influenced differently
by the reflector-voltage electrical tuning.
In particular, there
appeared to be a crossover point, lying on the h-f side of the center
of the tuning range, at which these two contributions were equal.
.Below this crossover point the h-f sideband contributed more
noise, whereas above it the l-f sideband contributed
more.
Extreme values of the noise from the l-f sideband differed by as
much as a factor of 10; extreme values from the h-f sideband
differed by a factor of about 2.
5. The variation of total noise power with the impedance presented
to the oscillator is different from the corresponding variation of
1J. B. H. Kuper and M. C. Waltz, “ Measurementson Noise from Reflex Oscillators,” RL Report No. 872, Dec. 21, 1945,
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c-w power. In general, the ratio of noise to c-w power increase~
with admittance; hence for a given c-w- power the noise can be
minimized by presenting a low admittance to the oscillator.
Theoretical Ideas. —Pierce’ has presented a theory of reflex-oscillator
noise that includes the effects from (1) shot and partition noise in the
electron beam coupled out through the cavity, (2) amplitude modulation
of the oscillator by i-f noise components in the beam, and (3) frequency
modulation of the oscillator at i-f rates caused by fluctuations in the phase
of returning electrons.
Kuper and 1$’altz’ have found experimentally
that with adequate bypassing of theoscillator leads the last twomechaKnipp3 has extended Pierce’s calcunisms are relatil-ely unimportant.
lations in two important directions: (1) Reconsiders the noise produced
by the mixing of various electron-beam noise components ~rith harmonics
of the oscillator current; (2) he takes into account the coherence, i.e.,
phase relationship, of the returning current with the incident current.
This coherence causes a marked difference in individual sideband contribution and also an asymmetry in noise output as a function of electrical
tuning,
In its final form Knipp’s theory appears to account correctly for all
the important experimental facts discovered by Kuper and Waltz, not
only as to functional form but also as to magnitude.
iVoise.--Mthough
the local oscillator
Suppression of Local-oscillator
has for a long time been knovm to be an important source of receiver
noise, it has also been recognized that this noise can be relatively easily
removed or suppressed.
The most straightf orw-ard may of accomplishing
its elimination is by means of a tuned r-f filter inserted betm-cen the mixer
and local oscillator.
If this filter is tuned to the local-oscillator frequency
and has a band)vidth small compared with the intermediate frequency
itself, the noise sidebands with which \ve are concerned ~vill not be
transmitted through the filter to the mixer. For some oscillators ~vemay
consider the resonant property of the oscillator cavity itself to constitute
such a filter; this is the usual reason why oscillator noise is relatively
In any case,
unimportant for very high intermediate frequencies.
however, it is al~vays possible to add a new filter in the local-oscillator
coupling that is sufficiently narrow (high-Q) to suppress local-oscillator
noise. The only flaw in this procedure is the necessity for continually
tuning the filter to the oscillator frequency; this disadvantage can be
1J. A. Pierce, “ X-oise Calculations for RCfICX oscillators, ” BTL Report ~f \I-44140-4,,Jan.29, 1944.
2 Kuper and Waltz, 10C.cit.
3J. K. Knipp, “ Theory of Noise from the Reflex Oscillator,” RL Report 873,
Jan. 10, 1946.
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overcome if a so-called “magic T” mixer is used, described in detail in
Vol. 16 of the Radiation Laboratory Series. This form of mixer constitutes a sort of r-f bridge circuit in which the local-oscillator and signal
voltages are applied to two crystal rectifiers. The connection is so made,
however, that the r-f signal voltages applied to each of two crystals are in
phase, the local-oscillator voltage being out-of-phase; therefore the cross
products of the two voltage pairs (i.e., the i-f signals) are out of phase
with respect to each other. The i-f connection is made in such a way
that in-phase i-f contributions from the two crystals are canceled, and
therefore only out-of-phase contributions (namely, i-f signals) are amplified. The principal local-oscillator contribution to the i-f noise comes
from beats between the local-oscillator carrier and those components of
its noise which are separated from it by the intermediate frequency.
,Since the intermediate frequency is small compared with the carrier
frequency, the phase relationship between a noise component and the
local-oscillator carrier at one crystal is virtually the same as that at the
other crystal, even though the carrier itself is m radians out of phase.
Therefore the i-f noise outputs from the local oscillator are in phase with
respect to each other and cancel, whereas, as stated, the signal outputs
add.
It is clear that there are other equally satisfactory ways of arranging
the bridge so that LO noise is canceled and signal components properly
handled. The fundamental reason why it is possible to suppress localoscillator noise without at the same time suppressing desired signals is
that the sources are different; this fact makes it possible to build circuits
that discriminate in favor of the desired signals (see also Sec. 56).
5.5. Intermediate-frequency
Noise.
Introduction.—In
a superheterodyne

receiver

the output

voltage

from

the mixer

is connected

to

of an i-f amplifier.
We have seen from Eq. (17) that
if the gain of the first i-f stage is large, the over-all i-f noise figure depends
only on the first stage itself; furthermore we have seen from Eq. (31)
that if we use a crystal converter whose temperature is low (t = 1), the
over-all receiver noise figure is approximately proportional to the noise
figure of the i-f amplifier.
Therefore the i-f amplifier noise is a very
important matter.
A great deaf of effort has been expended in designing
amplifiers with low noise figures.
Tubes used in i-f amplifiers have generally been of two kinds, pent odes
and triodes. A pentode would appear to be more satisfactory since the
plate-t o-grid feedback (Miller effect ) is so low; triodes, however, if
properly used lead to lower noise figures because of the absence of partition noise. Circuits that have been found useful for triodes are of two
kinds.
the input terminals

I
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1. The grounded-grid triode, which does not need to be neutralized
(out-of-phase feedback introduced that nullifies the output-toinput capacitance) but it can be used only where the relatively
high input conductance can be tolerated.
This input conductance
is, in fact, simply the mutual conductance g- of the triode.
2. Thegroutied<athode
triode(the conventional arrangement) would
be very desirable because of its high input resistance; unfortunately, however, if the voltage gain of the tube is high, the
necessary neutralization is extremely critical.
Forthis reason this
type of triode connection has been virtually abandoned.
Nevertheless a very ingenious circuit arrangement has been suggested
that completely eliminates this difficulty.
In this new circuit a groundedcathode triode is immediately followed by a grounded-grid triode.
If the
triodes are alike, the voltage gain of the first triode is unity (its load conductance is essentially g~); and since its current flows directly to the anode
of the second triode (none is captured by the grid of the second triode),
the over-all mutual conductance of the two tubes is just g~. Wallman
has shown that the noise contribution of the second triode is negligible;
hence the over-all noise figure is essentially that of the grounded-cathode
triode. Neutralization of the first triode is extremely easy, however,
since its voltage gain is only unity; failure to neutralize at all results in no
instability and in only a slight increase in noise figure.
Representation
of Noise Generators.—It has been shown in Chap. 4
that the fundamental sources of i-f noise contributing to anode noise in a
triode are (1) thermal noise in the signal generator, (2) thermal noise in
circuit elements (such as transformer losses, tube glass losses, etc.), (3)
shot noise in the anode, and (4) induced grid noise. For a pent ode a
fifth source of noise was mentioned, namely, partition noise caused by
random current collection by the screen grid. In determining the noise
figure of the i-f stage in terms of these noise contributions it is most
convenient to introduce a hypothetical circuit whose over-all gain and
noise out put is in every way just the same as that of the actual i-f circuit.
Such an equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 5.4, in which it is assumed that
a completely noiseless tube of the same mutual conductance as that of the
These resistor
actual tube is preceded by particular resistor elements.
elements are so chosen that their noise contributions correspond to the
various noise contributions in the actual tube. The noise in the grid
circuit will be properly represented by the three load conductance
g,
g[, g, shown in Fig. 5“4; these symbols represent the conductance
of the
signal generator (applied directly to the grid), the conductance caused by
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grid-circuit losses, and the effective grid conductance caused by grid
transit-time electronic loading. 1 The conductance g and gl can usually
be taken to be at standard room temperature 1’o, but it has been shown
[cf. Eq. (4.61)] that the effective temperature of g, is several times 2’..
The quantity g. will be considered noiseless, but let us associate with it
the proper (noise) current generator i, as shown in Fig. 5.4.
The three conductance
g, gl, and g,, together with the current
generator i,, can therefore represent the noise contributions in the grid
circuit; there remains ordy the
question of the contributions by
R_
shot and partition noise appearo
ing in the anode circuit.
It is
convenient to int reduce a fictitious
resistor R.q in series with the grid
of the noiseless tube shown in
Fig. 5.4; the thermal noise voltFIG.5.4,—Equivalent input circuit.
age of R,q at temperature TO
produces noise currents in the tube just equal to the combined shot and
partition noise in the actual tube. With this equivalent representation
of actual tube noise we are in a position to calculate the noise figure and to
examine the way in which the noise figure depends upon the various
circuit parameters.
Calculation of Noise Figure.—The noise figure of the circuit shown in
Fig. 54 can be easily calculated if one remembers that the noise figure is
the ratio of the actual noise power output to that noise power coming
from the signal generator resistance at a temperature T, (see Sec. 5.1).
The total mean-square noise voltage at the grid terminal is clearly

G,(f) Af =

[

4kT0(g + gt) + 4kTtimg,
+ 4kToR.a
Af,
(g + 92 + 9.)2
1

(35)

where m is the ratio of the effective temperature of go (because of induced
grid noise) to 2’0 [see Eq. (4.59)].
The noise that would appear at the
grid in an “ideal” condition, i.e., if the effective temperature of gl and ga
and R~ were zero. is
4kT,g Af
G,(f) Af = (g + 91 + 9,)2;
(36)
hence the noise figure F is given by
F=l+f+~+

~(g+gl+go)2.

(37)

1These quantities are, in general, complex; however, for the sake of simplicity,
they will be assumed to be pure conductance.
Residual susceptances can nlways be
tuned out with lumped reactive elements.
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The first constant (unity) comes from the thermal noise in the signal
generator itself; the remaining three terms, representing “excess” noise,
come from circuit losses (usually small), induced grid noise, and shot (and
Equation (37) can be written in a slightly
partition) noise, respectively.
different way:

.
F–

1 = [g, +mgO+R.q(g,

+g,)’]:

+2Re.(g~+

g,) +R.cQ.

(38)

This expression shows that asa function of signal-generator conductance
g, the noise figure (minus unity) has one independent term, one hyperbolic term, and one linear term. It is clear that (for small F) there is an
optimum signal-generator conductance; for this value of conductance the
first and third contributions are equal.
(39)

It is clear from Eq. (38) that a measurement of F as a function of g permits
evaluation of all the quantities involved, namely, R ~q, g~, g~, and m.
J. L. Lawson and R. R. Nelson’ have used this method with partial
success. The quantity R.q can be obtained with good accuracy, but the
other quantities cannot usually be determined with adequate precision.
If circuit losses are small, gl can be neglected; this fact helps somewhat in
the determination of m and g,. It is usually more satisfactory, however,
to determine g. by direct measurement.
In practice, gl can usually be neglected.
Furthermore, the contribution from the constant term in Eq. (38) is ordinarily negligible.
L’nder
these conditions the optimum noise figure (– 1) depends linearly on the
square root of the grid electronic loading conductance g, [see Eq. (40)].
We saw in Sec. 4.10, however, that the electronic loading conductance is
(for small transit angles) directly proportional to the square of the
frequency; therefore it would be expected that
F.,, = 1 + kj,

(41)

where k is a function characteristic of the particular i-f tube. This
relationship has been roughly verified by J, L. Lawson and R. R. Nelson,
using a triode-connected 6AK5.
They measured the noise figures at
6, 30, and 60 Me/see and found values of 1.06, 1.3, and 1.7, respectively,
for F.D,.
Role of I-f Input Coupling Transformer.—It
seldom happens that a
signal generator (or the i-f terminals of a converter) has the optimum
I Unpublished.
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conductance given by Eq. (39); a transformer is generally used, theref ore,
to change the effective generator impedance to the most suitable value.
If the transforming network is lossless, we may simply view g as the transformed generator impedance.
Losses in the transformer must be lumped
with gl; if this is done, the preceding development is valid and noise
figures are easily calculated.
It is obvious that the optimum (for
optimum noise figure) transformed generator impedance is not generally
equal to its load; i.e., impedance matching is not generally desirable.
In spite of the fact that the input coupling transformer is used for
‘proper impedance transfer, it sometimes happens that, because of the
input shunt capacitance of the tube, the circuit bandwidth is insufficient
for the intended use. In this case a compromise between bandwidth
and noise figure must be made; this compromise, however, is not usually
serious. For instance, in the example just mentioned, i.e., triode.connected 6AK5, the optimum noise figure occurs when the circuit band~ridth is approximateely 0.25 the center (intermediatee) frequency.
A
larger band!vidth would hardly be useful in view of the difficult problem
of adequately separating i-f and video voltage at the second detector.
Experimental
Measurement
of Noise Figures.—The
noise figure of a
receiver can be measured in many ~vays; however, the straightforward
methods involving a direct comparison of the total equivalent noise power
with a minute c-w signal power involve the difficult task of knowing
accurately the power of the extremely minute signal. This task becomes
especially difficult at high frequencies, where good attenuators are
difficult to construct.
There is a method of measuring noise figures
which does not involve c-w signals and attenuators; it consists essentially
of a comparison of ‘‘ normal” noise (generator at temperature TO) with
the noise occurring when the generator is artificially changed to a new
temperature. This change in temperature is most easily effected by
impressing diode shot noise (temperature-limited)
on the generator
resistance. 1 Let us consider the case where a measurement is made of the
d-c diode current I that just doubles the original receiver noise.
The original receiver (available) noise power is simply F (the noise
figure) times the noise contribution arising in the generator resistance
itself [see Eq. (5)], which is now to be set equal to the contribution of
The
noise from the test diode operating into the generator resistance R..
available shot noise power W, (per unit frequency interval) will be given
by the Schottky formula [Eq. (4.28)], together with the generator
resistance RQ:

W, = ~

Af,

(42)

I E. J, Schremp showed (in December 1942) the validity of measuring noise figures
by means of diodes.
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which must be set equal to the original receiver noise power, i.e., F’kZ’OA~.
Therefore,

F =

(43)

“J

2kT0

which, if TO is set equal to the “standard”
simple expression

figure of 29201<, reduces to the

F = 201R,,

(44)

where Z is that d-c diode current in amperes which just doubles the output
In this fashion the noise
noise and RO is the generator resistance in ohms.
figure is easily and accurately
attenuators

and complicated

The only precaution
of noise from
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methods

without
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by the Schottky
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or thoriated-

geometry.

Diodes

having

unreliable,

for what

precise

reason is not yet known.
Another
physically

(and

less accurate)

to change

method

the temperature

of measuring

of the generator

noise

figures

resistance

is

R, and

to plot the over-all noise power as a function of temperature.
The
thermal noise from R, should be linearly proportional to the temperature,
whereas the excess noise contributing to (1’ – 1) [see Eq. (7)] is independent of the temperature.
The zero-temperature (extrapolated) noise
is the excess noise power, which can be divided by the thermal noise at
temperature TO to yield the quantity (F – 1). An experimental plot
showing noise power as a function of temperature is reproduced in Fig. 5.5.
The data were taken by R. R. Nelson and J. L. Lawson at an intermediate
frequency of 6 Me/see using a triode-connected 6AK5 at approximately
opt imum generator resistance [see Eq. (39)]. The noise figure determined
by the plot is 1.o7, which substantially agrees with the value of 1.06
determined by a diode measurement.
PentOde vs. Triode Ampli@rs.—We
have seen [Eq. (40)] that the best
noise figure available depends upon several factors that are functions of
the particular tube used. We may ask how these quantities differ in a
triode and pentode; indeed, we may ask how the optimum noise figure
depends upon operating a given tube as a pentode or as a triode.
With a
given tube the only quantity appearing in Eq. (40) that differs with
pentode and triode connection is Rw; the equivalent noise resistance is
always higher in a pentode because of screen-grid partition noise. It is
We have seen from Eq. (4.50) that the
easy to calculate R- for a triode.
shot-noise voltage fluctuation in the plate is exactly equivalent to a
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voltage fluctuation in the grid circuit (of a noiseless tube) equal to
(45)
which is also equal to the equivalent
Therefore,
4kTOR_ Af.
~

m

voltage

generated by R-,

=~”~1 —.
u TOg~

If appropriate values for an oxide-coated
and T., we obtain the simple formula

i.e.,

(46)
cathode are assigned to O, a,

2.5

R,. = ~.

(47)

In a similar fashion the equivalent noise resistance R.q can be calculated
for a pentode connection,
Rq(p)

=

(

1 + 8.7u —
19 ~

g~ T. )

R..(t),

(48)

4’1

where R-(L) is the equivalent resistance of a triode-connected tub~
operating with identical space current.
It will be noticed that becaus{
12

1.0

z 0.8
=
i
.-~ 0,6
2
.-%
5
~ 0.4

/

(

0.2

0
0

100

200
Absolute temperature

WI

WI

m ‘K

I’1~.5.5,—Relativenoisepoweroutput,
of the screen-grid collector current l@, the pentode noise always exceeds
the triode noise. For this reason amplifiers that are to have a very low
noise figure should be constructed with an input triode stage.
Equations (47) and (48) are given, together with a number of other

~
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He has verified them experimentally

in a

Suppression of Induced Grid Noise.—It has been assumed hitherto in
the discussion that the various sources of noise that have been considered
are independent.
This asmmption, however, is not valid; the same
electrons that produce fluctuations in anode current (shot noise) induce
noise currents in the grid. It ~~asshown in Sec. 410 from the form of the
current pulses produced by a given electron at the grid and anode that
thet~~'o noise contributions aresubstantially in quadrature, provided the
effective load attached to the grid is resistive. In this case the noise
powers from the two sources can be added as though they were independent.
If the grid load is reactive, however, the grid-current pulse
will produce a grid-voltage change having components in phase or out of
phase with the anode-current pulse. It is natural to ask whether or not
this circumstance can be used to cancel out part of the shot noise with
part of the grid noise. From an analysis of the phases involved, this
cancellation might be expected to occur when the grid reactance is
capacitive or, in other words, when the resonant frequency of the grid
circuit is lower than the intermediate frequency chosen for measurement.
Experiments by R. R. Nelson and J. L. Lawson have shown that at 30
Me/see, the noise figure of a triode-connected 6AK5, measured with a
fairly high-resistance generator (making induced grid noise evident)
is best when the grid circuit is tuned to a somewhat lower frequency
This observation corroborates
than the noise measurement frequency.
the cancellation picture.
Unfortunately these experiments were discontinued before it was ascertained how much cancellation could be
effected.
In a similar manner simple analysis indicated that reactive feedback
from anode to grid could accomplish the same type of result. It was
expected that inductive feedback would accomplish some cancellation;
this was experimentally verified by R. R. Nelson and J. L. Lawson.
However, more experimental evidence is needed to establish the degree to
which these noise contributions can be canceled.
5.6. Noise CanceUation Schemes.—We have seen in two cases, i.e.,
local-oscillator noise and induced grid noise, how noise normally present
in a receiver can be reduced or eliminated by circuit ingenuity without
at the same time proportionally reducing the desired signal. It is of
great importance to learn when noise cancellation is possible and when
impossible.
The elimination of local-oscillator noise appears to be possible only
1W. A. Harris, “Fluctuations in Vacuum Tube Amplifiers and Input Systems, ”
April 1941.
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because one can operate on the local-oscillator noise energy independently
of the signal energy. In other words, the source of noise does not cause
it to appear initially on the same two terminals as the signal. Likewise,
in the case of induced grid noise, the noise behavior at grid and anode
(from the same source) is substantially
different from the signal
contribution.
It seems, on the other hand, that cancellation is not possible if the
extra noise is generated at the same terminals as is the signal. In this
case any noise cancellation scheme should also and to the same degree
cancel the signal. This consideration will apply, therefore, to signalcircuit losses, tryst al-mixer losses, etc. For these effects, the only hope
for lower noise lies in improved methods of construction,
lower
temperatures, etc.
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CLUTTER

6.1. Origin and Description of “Clutter.’’—The
term “clutter”
is
used to describe signals reflected from such objects as rain, “window” or
{(chaff,~~l vegetation, and the surface of the sea. The inclusion of clutter
in a discussion of noise is justified by the similarity, though superficial,
between the appearance of clutter on an A-scope and that of noise on an
extended A-scope and by the close similarity of their mathematical
treatment.
The chief difference between clutter and noise is that whereas
there is correlation in clutter received during a number of consecutive
pulses, noise is completely independent from pulse to pulse.
The mathematical description of clutter is based on the assumption
that it is caused by reflections from a large number of independent and
independent y moving scatterers, (e.g., strips of window, raindrops).
With this model statistical predictions can be made of the power receiv.wf
as a function I(r) of rangez when the pulse travels through rain or window,
etc. These considerations have led to predictions concerning the appearance of individual traces on the A-scope. 3 Furthermore, the power I(t)
returned from a region at fixed range can be considered as a random
function of time. This function is actually observed only for a discrete
set of values of the time variable, that is, once for each pulse. Experimentally the function I(t) is obtained from these discrete observations by
interpolation using a “boxcar”
device (cf. Sec. 2.7) and a low-pass filter.
With the commonly used PRF’s the function I(t) thus obtained is
sufficiently well represented for comparison
with the theoretical
predictions.
Both I(r) and I(t) are random functions.
Even if the average number
and cross section of the scatterers do not depend on range, I(r) fluctuates
because the phase relations between the scatterers contributing to the
return are different in different regions of space.
Fluctuations in l(t) occur because the phase relations of one assembly
1These termshave been used to describea largecollectionof thin metallic strips,
used as a jamming device.
aExperimentally,the function of range is obtained as a function of time on a
microsecondscalewith range = c/2 X time.
3A. J. F, Siegert, “On the Appearanceof the A-scope When a Pulse Travels
througha HomogeneousDktributionof Scatterers,” RL Report No. 466, Nov. 9, 1943.
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of scatterers change with time because of the random motion of the
scatterers. The changes of intensity arising from the statistical fluctuations of the number of scatterers can be neglected, since they are small
compared with the fluctuations due to changing relative phases when the
average number of scatterers contributing to the clutter is large. Clutter
is therefore considered as the return from N scatterers where N is merely
the average number of scatterers and not a random variable.’
The
r-f signal received from the kth individual scatterer is denoted by

where JOis the carrier frequency.
The signal intensity xi + y: depends on the field strength at the
scatterer and on the distance from the scatterer to the receiver. The
total power received is given by I(t) = X2(t) + Y2(t), where X = ZXA.,
and Y = Zy,. The phase tan-’(~k/~~) depends mainly on thedistance
from the scatterer to the receiver. The z~ and y~ may be functions of
time for the following reasons: (1) The field strength at the point where
the scatterer is located may change, for example, if the scatterer moves
out of the illuminated area; (2). the scatterer may change its cross section
(“chaff,” sea return); and (3) the distance between transmitter and
scatterer may change. The first cause will be disregarded, since the
number of scatterers entering and leaving the beam is usually small during
The
a continuous series of observations (several thousand pulses).
second cause will also be neglected, since the rotating motion of the
“chaff” is slow and does not affect the phase. In sea return, too little is
known about the scatterers to make reasonable assumptions for the
purposes of calculation.
The third cause has been studied extensively
as far as phase changes go. Intensity changes brought about by changes
of distance are so small and so slow that they can be neglected.
Besides assuming N to be large, it will be essential to assume that the
amplitudes received from the scatterers are independent of mch other.
This assumption will be discussed in more detail along with the derivations of the first two probability distributions lT’,(1) and lJ’,(I,,Z,,().
6.2. Derivation of tie First Two Probability Distributions.-l’o
obtain
the first probability distribution WI(I), the distribution lJ’,s(X, }“) is first
calculated for the components
1For distances r from the transmitter that arc large compared \vith the ptllsr
length,

N=n

()~e’;I

where n is the average number of scnttcrcrs pm unit volumr, d the lw:l])l wi{it h, r tIw
pulseduration, md c the velocity of light.

I
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N

Y=

k=l

z

y,

k=l

of thetotal field received from N scatterers, assuming a given probability
distribution w(z~,y~) for the field received from the kth scatterer.
The
assumption of one distribution for all scatterers can be justified, even if
there are several classes of scatterers, e.g., raindrops of various sizes.
It is assumed further that the return amplitudes from different scatterers
are independent, that is, that the probability of receiving x~, yk from the
kth scatterer and zt, yt from the lth scatterer is given by the expression

This assumption is justified if the N scatterers represent a sample containing large numbers of scatterers of each class. 1
It is clear that under these assumptions the problem of finding
W N(X, Y) is nothing but the two-dimentiomd ratiom-walk problem,
treated in Sec. 36.
With the additional assumption that W(xjy) is
isotropic, and hence
,
W(XJJ) dx dy = ; j(T) dr d@,
we obtain, within an error of the order of magnitude 1/N, the Rayleigh
distribution
WI(Z) dI = ~e-~,

(1)

where IO = N~ is the average power returned by the N scatterers.
To derive the joint probabilityy of obtaining return signals of power
I(t,) = 1, and I(h) = 12 a time t = h – tI apart, the probability
W(XI, Y,,x,, Y,) is again first derived for the components of the total
field received from all N scatterers at the times tl and ta. It is assumed
that the return signals from all N scatterers are received simultaneously
at both instances of time. As long as 1, and In are observed at the same
range and without turning the antenna, this assumption is justified,
since the number of scatterers drifting into and out of the region from
which the signals are received during the time t is small compared with N.
The probability of receiving amplitudes x~k),y~~)at time t, and z~k),
y~~)at time tl from the kth scatterer is denoted by 7(zf~J,y~~);x~~),y~~)).2
The scatterers have been assumed to be independent; that is, the proba1If there were, for instance, only a few scatterersof large cross section among
many of smallcrosssection,the knowledgethat thereturnsignalfrom the lcthscatterer
is large would diminish the probability of observing a large signal from another
scatterer.
2The probability
y w(z~~),y~~))used above is relatedh this function by
rd$;k’, Yi’)) = ~fr(z$’), Y;’); zj’) Y;”) dz$’ dyz!’).
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bilit y of receiving the field Xjk), y~kl;x~k),yzw from the kth scatterer and
(2) ~$, ~2
(Ofrom the lth scatterer is assumed to be 7(@), ~i~);Xjk),vi~))
~!)) VI ,
T(xy], yf) ; zf~, yy) .
The fact that a ~vhole cloud of chaff, for instance, may be carried by
the wind so that the average velocity of the particles is the same does not
contradict the assumption of independence.
The probabilityy for the initial phase +, = tan-l (y,/x,) is assumed to be
independent of @,. The unconditional probability for d, = tan-’ (y,/z,)
is also assumed independent of ~j, whereas the conditional probability
———
for o!, with given ~1, depends on @ = ~z – @l. The averages xl, y,, z,,
~ are therefore all equal to zero.
Assuming that u, the velocity component of the scatterers parallel
to the line of sight, does not change during a time t, which in the experiments is less than about llK see, we have @ = (4m/k)ut.
is
The absolute value of the field received at tz,TZ= v’assumedl to be the same as the value for tl, rl = -.
Under these assumptions the joint probability for the amplitudes may
be found by the method explained in Sec. 3.6 or by Chandrasekhar;2 and
omitting terms vanishing for N ~ m, we obtain J
W,(x,,

Y,, x,,

&/// ~,,d[,dq2q2

Y,, t) =

I
ew

[

WI(I

+

Ylm

+

X2t2

+

Y2T2) –

~

(xltl +

Wm

+

$2<2 +

V2q2)2

1
(2)

with
(X1.51 +

y,ql

+

z2t2

+

V2712)2

h,

dyI

dZ2 dyz (~1~1 + Vlql +

zzgz

+

?/2q2)2

‘////
T(z,,y,,z2,y2)

1

(3)

1For window, these assumptions mean that changes of return power and phase
causedby rotation of the strips during the time G – t, have been neglected. According to the expressions derived by F. Bloch, M, Hamermesh, and M. Philips (“ Return
Cross Sections from Random Oriented Resonant Half-wave Length Chaff ,“ RRL
Report 411-TM-127, June 19, 1944), the phase of the returned field is actually independent of the orientation of the strip. Since the time intervals over which the
experiments extend are small compared with the rotation time of window strips,
neglect of the intensity changes brought about by changes of orientation during the
time t is justified. The dependence of return power on the initial orientation is taken
care of in the probability distribution, of course.
1S. Cbandrasekhar, “Stochastic Problems in Physics and Astronomy,” Rsrr. Mod.
Phys. 15, 1-89 (January 1943).
~For further details of the derivation see A. J. F. Siegert, “On tbe Fluctuations in
Signals Returned by Many Independent Scatterers,” RL Re~rt No. 465, Nov. 12,
1943, The fact that assumptions made in this report are more special than those
above does not affect the expression for W2.
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,

where
r(xljyl,zj,yz)

dxl dyl dxz dyz

A

with u = — (42 — @l).
47rt
O S r1,r2 g ~,

=

w(rl,u)

drl ~

d@(r?

–

ri)2T2

drz’~

(4)

The ranges of the variables are
—msl$~+ai,

Osq$,

s%r,

In the foregoing expression, w(r,,u) dr, du is the probability that a
scatterer returns a field between r ~ and r 1 + drl, and its velocity com-

1
;

~j~nent away from the transmitter lies between u and u + du.
Straightforward calculation leads to the expression

+ YI(–XZ

sin ~ + Y2 cos ~)])~,

(5)

with

10 = Nfi,
‘=

l“r’~r~-”m~(’~)~~
%

ge’’=$k*r’dr1/-”mw’r1u)’4”i”Adu,u,

‘

where g is real and positive.
For the distribution of intensities ZI = X; + Y?, I, = X; + Y; we
obtain

where g is given by

and JO is the Bessel function of zero order. It is noteworthy that g cannot
become negative and that only g appears in the final result; the phase
angle # has dropped out.
The relation between W, and W, is easily verified:

/ o

mdl, W,(~,,~,,t)

= w,(~,).

For the average product there is obtained
r. r.

i
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which, for t = O, leads to the result ~ = 2Z~derived above, since g(0) = 1.
The result for ~
can be used to determine g’ experimentally from
observed values of I(t), since
1,12 – If
9’=z2_
z:’

i’

(9)

The following special cases, though not realized experimentally, may
give some insight into the qualitative behavior of the correlation function
gz(t), especially into its dependence upon the velocity distribution of the
scattering centers. If it is assumed that all scatterers return a field of
the same absolute value r, = p, that all directions of motion are equally
probable, and that the speed distribution is q(u) do, Eq. (7) yields

.
—

sin
q(v) dv

H

47rvt
A

4vt
() T

/ o
+

129

“

(10)

If all horizontal directions are equally probable, if the speed distribution
is again q(v) dv, and if the radar cross section of a strip is not correlated
with its direction of motion, we obtain

g=+ll”q(”)dord+
e(’”’’’’);l-;l
.
1/ ( )1
.

o

q(v) dv JO

47rvt
~
.

(lOa)

If in addition all particles move with the same speed vO,we get

101

g=J04~d.

i

I
1
!

(lOb)

Correlation between r, and u could occur, for example, if the strips
glided through the air in a direction perpendicular to their long axes,
since rl depends on the orientation of the strip. The correct formula for
this dependence leads to a rather involved integral.
It can be seen
qualitatively, however, what will happen if the above hypothesis is
correct: The particles moving in the line of sight contribute most, and the
picture is essentially equivalent to two clouds, one moving away from
and one moving toward the transmitter, with velocity distributions
centered about ~ vO. If an equal number of particles move in both
directions, we may write w(u) = ~~(u – vO) + j(u + 00)] and we obtain
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.
9=;

/

_ .

[f(u –

Vo)

+

f(u + v~)]e(’’’’k)’”du

=;

(e(4Ti/A).o+ e-(4=i/h)!o) J m f(U)e(Am~lk)uL
dv ,
—.
4Tvot
m f(v)e’~l(O dv
g=cos
—
A / —m

(11)

The normalized spectrum F(w) of 1 – Io is obtained from the WienerKintchine relation
.
F(u) = :
g’ COSat dt.
\o
It should be noted that for all values of u,

F((AI) s F(o),

(12)

since g’(t) is always positive.
This inequality does not exclude the
possibilityy of F’(u) having maxima as long as these maxima are not larger
than F(O). The spectrum can also be expressed by means of W(T,U) as
follows :

since g2 is an even function.

F(u)=:

Substituting for g we find

/

.
_m du S(U)S

u + ~

()

,

(13)

where
.
s(u)

r2 dr W(r,U)

= $
\

(14)

o

and
7=

\--.duk”drw”u)u)

Thus S(u) du is that fraction of the received power that is returned by
scatterers whose velocity component away from the transmitter lies
between u – (du/2) and u + (du/2).
6.3. The Probability Distributions When a Constant Signal Is Present.
Although the theory developed up to this point adequately describes
the clutter caused by window and rain, it has to be modified for
vegetation.
Here there is usually a constant signal returned from
motionless objects such as rocks. tree trunks, and cliffs together with the
This disclutter from moving objects such as ieaves and branches.

I

tinction is, of course, somewhat dependent on wmd velocity, and the type
of return received from the same wooded slope has been observed to var.v

I
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from a nearly steady signal on a windless day to clutter with small
constant signal on a stormy day.
In the presence of a constant return, the voltage in the r-f or i-f stage
is given by X, cos W + Y. sin W = (X + S) cos W + Y sin W, where S
cos W is the fixed signal, X cos W + Y sin W the random signal, and X
The probaand Y are Gaussian random functions as described above.
bility distribution for the total amplitudes at a chosen time is, therefore,
given by the expression

where 10 is the average power of the clutter, 10 = X2 + Y2. By introducing polar coordinates X, = I, cos +, Y, = I, sin $ and integrating
over the polar angle O, we obtain, for the probability distribution of the
power 1, = X: + Y:,
d18 -~

‘1(1*)
‘z’
=z e

‘0(2’%3”

(15)

The average power is given by

IS=(X+S)’
= 10 + s’,

+Y’=I+2XS+JW
(16)

since 1 = O.
The joint probabilityy distribution for the total amplitudes X.1, Y.1,
X.2, Y.j observed at two instances t,and h = t, + t is given by the
expression

WJX,I,

Y.l; X,2, Y,2; i) dX,l dXa2 =

— (X*,–S)’+

Y:, +(X*, –S)2+

{

dX,, dY,, dX,, dY.2 exp
7rPo(l — gz)

Y:z –2g[(x*,–s)(x,,
10(1 – Q2)

–s)+Y81Y821

,
}
(17)

where g is the correlation function of the clutter amplitudes defined in
the preceding section.
The joint probability for the power 1.1 = I,(t,),
1,2 = I,(tJ has not been obtained in closed form. The average product

IJ.Z

can

manner:
m,

be found, however, without explicit integrations in the following
We have
+ S’)(I2 + 2X,S + s’)
——
= (1 + 92)1; + 2S(XJ, + XJJ + 210s’ + 2gIos’ + s’,

= (1, + 2XS’

since ~ = O, X1X1 = gIO/2.
we have XJZ

= ~.

Since the clutter is symmetrical

We write

in time:
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[x; + Y;]

and note that since X2 – gXl is independent of
X, and Y,,

We therefore have
1.1P, = (1 + g’)I;

+ 2(1 + g)IOs’ + s’.

For the special case that h = LZ,this becomes
~ = 213 + 410S” + s’,
and the correlation coefficient is found to be

when the signal-to-clutter ratio increases from O
to cc, the correlation coefficient increases from g’
to g and not to unity as might at first be expected.
6.4. Experimental Techniques for C 1ut t e r
Measurements.—The
main features of clutter that
are of interest are the spatial distribution of scatterers and the rate at which the total reflecting
power of these scatterers varies. A technique for
measuring these quantities by photographing successive sweeps on an A-scope has been used successfully by the Wave Propagation
Group,
Radiation Laboratory. 1 A photograph of a single
trace on an A-scope yields information concerning
the spatial reflection of objects provided a simple
calibration of the deflection sensitivity of the Ascope is made. Successive photographs of sweeps
that recur after short intervals show the time variation of reflected intensity at any point.
Figure
6.1 reproduces a strip from a typical film showing
sea echoes recorded on a 9.2-cm radar system.
The interval between traces is 3 msec, and the
sweep length is 1500 yd. For convenience in
reference each frame area is provided with an identification number obtained by photographing a
1For complete details of this method see Vol. 13 of
the Radiation LaboratorySeries.
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synchronized counter.
The prominent pulse on the right isasaturatcd
Fig.
artificial echo pulse, 1 ~sec long, obtained from a signal generator.
ure 6.2 shows some typical calibration curves for the A-scope deflection
in percentage of saturation plotted logarithmically against signal level
in decibels.
Thehorizontal scale foreach receiver gain scttinghasi}een
shifted so that the values all coincident deflections of 0.6saturaticm.
At
high-gain settings the deflection calibration is influenced by noise; the

, , I ,
I
I
1 “,
-17–16–15-14 –13–12-11–10-9 -8 –7 -6 –5 –4 –3 -2 -1
R-f input in db abovearbitary level

I
0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

FIG.6,2.—Detlectioncalibrationcurves.
convention has been made to measure the deflection to the average value of
the echo (or signal) plus noise.
The first probability distribution is obtained by dividing the intensity
scale into a number of adjoining intervals and recording the number of
rates
are
measurements falling within each interval.
The fluctuation
obtained from the correlation function, which has been defined for an
infinite sampleas [qf. Eq. (9)]
p(T) =

P(t)P(t+ ,) – (P) 2
_
P(t)’

– (P)’

(19a)

“

For a finite sample (N traces) an observed correlation function can be

(19b)
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convenient

2’ is the time

It will be noticec!

of p... requires n measurements outside of the N
samples; however, in a practical case these “excess” measurements can
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FIG. 6.3.—Typical correlation function.

In obtaining p.b, from actual film data certain peculiarities are noticeable. For example, Fig. 6.3 shows a typical correlation function P.~
plotted against r or, equivalently, n. The true correlation function p
should, of course, be identically unity for r = O; however, in Fig. 6.3
extrapolation of the curve back to7 = O gives a value substantially less
than unity.
This discontinuity at the origin is caused by the presence
of a small amount of receiver noise, which of course is completely random
from sweep to sweep. The effect of thenoise is easily calculated.
The
first probability distributions for noise alone and for clutter alone are
If one remembers that the noise is
similar and are given by Eq. (l).
uncorrelated, one can easily calculate the combined power and correlation
functions of the clutter plus noise. These are
~C~. = ~, + ~N,
representing simple addition of power, and by Eq. (19a)
P.+. =

(Pc)’
P. ~PC +

~N)~

The fact tha~ the correlation function in the presence of noise is related
to the correlation function in the absence of noise by a simple known
factor makes the determination of the correct p. extremely simple.
Another peculiarity of Fig. 6.3 is indicated by the very slow approach
to zero for large values of r. This indicates slow secular changes in the
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average power P..
This fluctuation is nearly always very slow compared
with the fast Doppler beat arising from the velocity distribution of the
scatterers. A rigorous treatment of this case would appear to be quite
difficult, since it is no longer a stationary process.
However, a first
approximation can be obtained as follows: Divide the sample of N
values into groups each containing m measurements, each separatd by
a time interval r. The quantity m, is long compared with the periods of
Doppler fluctuations but small compared with the period of the secular
variation in power. We may now define correlation coefficients for the
various subgroups; for example, by analogy with Eq. (19a),

J

m
1
—
m z P“P’+’-($”Y
(~]).b, =
‘=1 ~

+

&

i=l
m

Zp”
- (:2P”J
,=1

,=1

These correlation coefficients are presumably independent of the average
The over-all PO,.can be computed
power and of the particular subgroup.
by Eq. ( 19b); and if the Doppler fluctuations are Gaussian, one can relate
the OVer-all p.,. tO the (/)~).b.as fOllOWS:
p.,. =

[1 + (pj).b,]~
2~

– (F,)’

7

– (PO)2

where the curly line denotes an average of the subgroup power . jOover
the various groups. It is seen that as pi approaches zero, p~~ approaches
a value different from zero, which can be written

where 6 is the standard deviation of the distribution for Po. It should be
mentioned that in addition to the correlation function the first probability distribution will also be affected by the secular variation of PO.
The standard deviation for P is no longer unity but ~~.
Even though the corrections are made for receiver noise and secular
clutter variations the observed corrected correlation coefficients usually
fluctuate erratically for large values of 7. This difficulty is usually
caused by statistical fluctuations produced by the finite size of the sample.
In order to tell if experimentally observed deviations from theoretical
distributions are significant, it is important to know the magnitude of the
experimental errors involved.
Three types of errors may be distin-
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Wished: the fluctuations due to the finite size of the sample, the errors in
reading the film, and the errors in calibration.
The fluctuations in the number of measurements falling within a
given intensity range are distributed according to the well-known Poisson
distribution.
The rms fractional deviation is l/v’~,
where n is the
expectation value of the number of measurements, providing n is small

horrnalized

sigrial power

P/P.

FIG.6.4.—ExperimentaI
andtheoreticalfirstprobabilitydistributions(for chaff).
compared with the size of the sample N. It must be remembered that
this assumes independent trials. Normally there is correlation between
successive measurements, and n must be replaced by n’, the number of
independent measurements.
Errors in the reading of the film may be either systematic or random.
It is difficult to estimate a systematic error. However, a known source
Depending upon the computer and
of random error is usually present.
the nature of the trace, there is an error in measuring the deflection,
ranging from 0.05 cm to several millimeters, but usually around 1 mm.
Consider now an interval equal to the minimum measurable difference,
centered about the deflection corresponding to the boundary between
two deflection groups. Of the pulses falling in this interval zone, some,
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by chance, will be assigned to one group and some to the other. Therms
fluctuation of the number in a group, due to such an “uncertainty zone”

h

at one boundary, is given by $ -v’% where m is the total number of
measurements falling in the uncertainty zone. 1 Note that m includes all
measurements falling in the interval, since all trials are independent.
6.5. Experimental Results.
Chafl.-Since
chaff, or “window,”
is
composed of a large number of randomly moving dipoles, it is ideal to
use for comparing experiment with theory.
Figure 6“4 compares a
typical experimental first probability distribution, taken at a wavelength
of 9 cm, with the theoretical exponential curve. The histogram represents the analysis of 1000 pulses, and the straight line corresponding to
the theoretical clmve uses the value of the measured average intensity of
the sample analyzed.
The deviations between the two plots are random
and do not indicate any significant differences.
TABLE6.1.—DEWATIONS
BETWEEN
THEOEETIC.AL
ANDEXPERIMENTAL
FIMT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Chaff

k = 9.2 cm

10QOpulses
I

Interval of
P
F,

No. of pulses in interval
Difference

Experimentally

Theoretically

(2)

(3)

Fluctuation
Expected
rms due to n No. border
error
I linite sample

b

(1)

1

-0.34
o
0.34-0.68
0.68-1. O1
1.01-1.35
1.35-1.69
1.6%2.03
2,03-2.36
2,36-2.70
2.7(F3.38
3.384.05
4.05-5.40
5.4CP8.43

275
205
143
136
79
47
32
21
35
14
9
4

292
206
146
103
72
54
37
26
31
16
12
4

1

(4)

(5)

(6)

– 17
–1
–3
+33
+7
–7
–5
–5
+4
–2
+3

14
13
11
9
8
7
6
5
5
4
3

0

2

3
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1

1

Table 6.1 compares the magnitude of the deviations in each interval
with the expected rms fluctuations due to the finite size of the sample and
“border error” as discussed in Sec. 6.4. In Column 5 it has been assumed
that all the measured
is actually

pulses are independent

considerable

correlation

between

of each other.
neighboring

Since there
pulses,

the

I The reasoning employed is as follows: It is equally likely that a measurement will
b assigned to eit~er group. The average number going ~ any one group is m/2.
[

L--

The rms fluctuationin this numberis <?n/2(1 – +) = ; v%.

—
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figures in Column 5 represent minimum values. The “border error”
calculation assumes that differences in the pulse height of less than 1 mm
were not measurable, which is likewise a minimum figure. It is seen that
the actual deviations are, with one exception, well inside the expected
statistical fluctuations.
Equally good results have been obtained in all
measurements of chaff cut for A = 10 cm and observed on k = 9.2 and
k = 3.2 cm. The first probability distribution of the echo on 515
Me/see of chaff cut for the “ Wurzburg” band (k = 50 c~l) has been
measured at Radio Research Laboratory and good agreement was likewise
obtained with theory. L

v in

CPS

FIG.6.5.—Frequency spectra for chaff,
The shapes of the frequency spectra of the fluctuations of chaff echo
have always been found to be roughly similar, resembling error curves
centered at the origin. The widths of the spectra, however, are quite
For example, Fig. 6.5 shows the spectra
variable even at one wavelength.
for the echo of chaff cut for X = 10 cm, as measured on h = 9.2 cm on
four occasions.
It is significant that the widest spectrum D was obtained
with gusty winds up to 25 mph while wind speed was 10 mph or less for
the other cases. The width of the spectrum depends upon the relative
velocity of the chaff dipoles, i.e., the so-called “horizontal dispersal
rate, ” and it is to be expected that this rate depends on the speed and
gustiness of the wind.
The narrowest spectrum, Curve A, was obtained with chaff of the
same electrical properties as used for the other curves but with slightly
different mechanical and aerodynamical properties.
In addition the
1G. P Kuiper, “A
December 1943.

Study of Chaff Echoes at 515 MC,’) RRL Report 411-73,

4,
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chaff was dispensed from a slow-moving blimp instead of into the relatively turbulent slip stream of an airplane.
It is not believed that there is any significant dependence of the
spectrum on the “age” of the chaff, i.e., the length of time between the
The ages for the four curves A, B, C,
initial drop and the measurement.
D of Fig. 6.5 are 3 rein, 20 see, 6 rein, and 10 rein, respectively.
If the fluctuation arises solely from the Doppler beats of the moving
chaff dipoles, then it is seen from Sec. 6.2 that the correlation function is
a function of the quantity v/h, that is, the dispersal velocity divided by
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Fm. 6.6.—Spectrumof chaff for 2 wavelengths.

the wavelength.
Hence the width of the frequency spectrum of the
fluctuation should be proportional to the radar wavelength for the same
velocity distribution.
More exactly, if simultaneous measurements of the
frequency spectra are made on several wavelengths, the curves should
coincide when plotted as functions of the product of the fluctuation
frequency and radar wavelength.
Accordingly in Fig. 6.6 the experimental frequency spectra for chaff measured simultaneously on X = 3.2
and 9.2 cm is plotted against the product of frequency and radar wavelength. The small discrepancy between the two curves is well within
experimental error.
The frequency spectrum of chaff has also been measured at 515
Me/see’, and the maximum frequency present to an appreciable extent
was found to be 4 cps on horizontal polarization.
When “scaled”
to
h = 9 mm this value roughly corresponds to Curve A of Fig. 6.5. Considering that the chaff size was different, the wavelength dependence
(The frequency of fluctuation on
is at least qualitatively verified.
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vertical polarization was found to be somewhat slower, with a maximum
of 3 cps, whereas all the microwave measurements were made with horizontal polarization. )
Mention must also be made of some results obtained in England on
the frequency of fluctuation that are not in agreement with the above
conclusions. 1 Pulse-to-pulse photographs of chaff echoes were madeon
212and 3000 Me/see.
A statistical analysis was not carried out, but it
is stated that there was qualitative evidence of fluctuation frequencies
in the range 10 to 25 cps on both frequencies.
If the spectrum and velocity distribution have Gaussian shapes, some
information about average speeds can be easily obtained.
Let i be
defined such that one-half of the scatterers have relative velocities in the
direction of the radar set that lie between – J and + Z. Then it is easily
shown that
o = o.2xj>4,
(20)
where x is the wavelength and j}fi is the frequency at which the power
frequency spectrum is down to one-half of its original value. Applying
this formula to the curves of Fig. 6.5 (although they are not exactly
Gaussian in shape) values of u are obtained ranging between 0.6 and 2.o
ft/sec.
These results are of the same order of magnitude as the horizontal dispersal rate as actually measured from motion pictures of chaff
dipoles.
Precipitation. Echo.—The scatterers responsible for precipitation
echoes are undoubtedly either raindrops or water particles in solid form.
One would therefore expect that the conditions for treating the target
as an assembly of random scatterers are well satisfied. Figure 6.7 shows
a typical experimental first probability distribution as obtained from the
anal ysis of 1000 pulses at A = 3.2 cm of the echo from a shower. The
deviations of the histogram from the theoretical curve (plotted as a
An analysis of the deviations,
straight line on this scale) are random.
similar to that made for chaff echo, shows that they are within the
expected statistical fluctuations.
Unfortunately, only a small amount of data is available on the frequency spectrum of the fluctuations of precipitation echo. Three films
were measured on k = 9.2 cm, and one on A = 3.2 cm, all for the echo
from shower or thunderstorms.
The rate fluctuation appears to be
several times that for chaff. Figure 6.8 is a plot of the power frequency
spectrum for the three cases measured on 9.2 cm. The shapes of the
spectra are roughly Gaussian except one case, where there is a pronounced
tail above 80 cps. It is doubtful, however, if this tail is _significant.
1~~
Final Report on ADRDE Window Trials,” ADRDE Report No. 2W, Awd
1944.
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The widths of the three spectra, given by j}$, differ by as much asa
factor of2.
hinthecase
ofchaff itistherefore notpossible tospeakof
the fluctuation frequency spectrum, but one must expect to find the
spectrum depending on the particular storm, probably varying even
within the storm region and changing with time. Additional evidence
forthis variability is furnished byan attempted experiment on the waveTwo films were taken of the echo
Iength dependence of the fluctuation.
from arain shower on X = 9.2 and3.2 cm, respectively, separated bya
time interval of a few minutes and a range interval of a few thousand
yards. The fluctuation spectra, instead of being inversely proportional
to wavelength, were practically identical both in shape and width.
It
is concluded that the rate of fluctuations can change by a factor of 3 even
over short intervals of time and space.
An average figure for the speeds of the drops relative to each other
may be obtained from Eq. (20), but one must use greater caution than for
Figure
chaff because of possible deviations from a Gaussian spectrum.
6.7 yields values of v between 3 and 5 ft/sec.
These relative velocities
should be connected with the turbulence existing in the regions of precipitation, and in this light the values seem low. It must be remembered,
however, that the turbulence in a storm is mostly vertical and the
fluctuation depends on the horizontal velocities.
Furthermore the
velocity distribution is quite broad and extends far beyond V.
Sea Echo.—A striking feature of the radar echo from sea is the presence-of a secular variation to a much more marked degree than in the
case of chaff or precipitation echoes. However, if a time interval is
chosen in which the “average” intensity is sensibly constant, then the
first probability distribution agrees with the theoretical exponential
Cuwe.
The power frequency spectrum of the fluctuations of sea echo is again
roughly Gaussian in shape and about the same width as the spectra for
chaff. The range of widths encountered appears to be much smaller;
values of ~%between 25 and 35 cps occur for k = 9.2 cm. No dependence
of the spectrum on pulse length has been found.
A comparison of the
fluctuation spectra at two wavelengths show that the value of f}~ is
approximately inversely proportional to wavelength.
This indicates
that these fast fluctuations are probably caused by moving random
From the value of ~}t it appears that the median relative
scatterers.
velocity u is of the order of 1 or 2 ft/sec.
Ground Clutter.—The previously discussed targets could all be closely
approximated by assemblies of random, independent, moving scatterers.
Targets responsible for ground clutter also include such assemblies, consisting of leaves, branches, etc., that move in the wind.
However, in
addition there are scatterers with fixed phases, for example, tree trunks,
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rocks, etc. Thetotal echo isthesum
of theechoes from both classes of
targets.
Se}-eral first probability distributions for ground clutter have been
Eq. (15) if suitable values are
measured. They are found toagreewith
inserted for the reflected power from the fixed and moving scatterers
respectively.
Ata\vavelength of9.2cm aheavily \vooded hill subjected
to gusty winds of 50 mph shows almost no fixed contribution, while a
sparsely vegetated rocky terrain shows almost no random contribution.
One would expect the ratio of fixed to random power to increase with
wavelength; this has been qualitatively confirmed by experiment.
The shape of the spectrum appears to be roughly similar to those of
the chaff or sea echo, although the differences from the Gaussian shape
The widths of the spectra, however,
are somewhat more pronounced.
are smaller by an order of magnitude than those of the other clutter
echoes. These widths naturally increase with wind speed and in addition
depend to some extent on the terrain. They also appear to be essentially
proportional to frequency.
Representative values of j}j for a wavelength
of 10 cm are from 1 to 5 cps. This indicates very small relative velocities
of the moving scatterers.
6.6. Classification of Interference.-Examples
of electronic interference are legion. A common one is the static in radio reception.
To
understand the principles involved in the perception of signals in interference it is well to know the various types of electronic interference that
may be encountered.
Electronic interference reduces the desired signal
visibility, either because of saturation within the receiver or because of
unavoidable mixing of the interference with the desired signal. In the
mixing process the identity of the signal will be destroyed if the electronic interference is sufficiently strong. In general, the interference is
more serious when its characteristics correspond to those of the desired
signal. This correspondence may consist of similarities in either power
Likewise, methods for reducing the delespectra or time distributions.
terious effects of interference are based upon the differences between the
If the interference spectrum is
desired signal and the interference.
similar to that of the desired signal, then, in general, the differences in
time dependence are utilized.
If, however, the time dependence is
similar to that of the signal, it is often feasible to take advantage of
differences in the spectra in finding suitable filters for the separation of the
These matters will be discussed
desired signal from the interference.
in detail in Chap. 12.
It is important to note, however, that the power spectrum of the
One
interference is not by itself an adequate criterion of its behavior.
can appreciate this fact by observing that the spectrum of thermal noise,
such as was discussed in Chap. 4, is uniform throughout the frequency
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scale. The spectrum of a single, discrete, extremely short pulse is also
uniform and continuous throughout the frequency scale. The time
dependence of the thermal noise and the discrete pulse are entirely
different, however, and it is obvious how one can utilize this difference to
True, if one uses the term “spectrum”
distinguish the two phenomena.
in its exact sense, that is, including the phase factors between the various
frequency components, then the spectrum will be an exact description of
the phenomenon.
It is usually customary, however, to speak of the
This
“spectrum “ in terms of the power per unit jrequenzy interval.
neglects the phase factors, and therefore the spectrum is not a complete
description of the phenomenon.
As was stated above, the electronic interference may mix with and
cover up the desired signal. It is important to note, however, that the
The interference, if
signal may be lost through still another mechanism.
sufficiently large, can cause the receiver to operate in such a region that it
Under these conditions the signal will be supis essentially saturated.
pressed just because the receiver no longer responds to incremental input
voltages.
A more complete discussion of the saturation characteristics of
the receiver will be found in Chap. 12.
Interference may be variously classified, of course. For the purposes
of this book electronic interference can be conveniently put into only two
general categories.
The first category comprises the simple forms of
interference; the second, the complex forms.
Of the simple forms of
interference only two varieties will be discussed: c-w interference and
pulsed interference, that is, interference caused by a succession. of short
r-f pulses similar to the radar pulses discussed in Chap. 2. There are
obviously many types of complex interference, but only four gereral
varieties will be trested here. Three of these are forms of noise-modulated r-f power, and the fourth variety is a series of “randomized”
pulses, that is, pulses that occur at random time intervals.
It is hoped
that other types of interference can be understood by interpolation,
superposition, and extension.
6.7. Simple Types of Interference.
Continuous-wave
InteTjerence.—
Continuous-wave r-f energy has a spectrum that is essentially monochromatic.
Its characteristics are similar to those of the c-w signal
described in Chap. 2, for example, a constant-amplitude r-f wave.
One reason for the deleterious effect of c-w r-f interference is that it
mixes with the signal in random phase. This arbitrary phase relationship
between the interference and the signal causes the signal contribution in
the receiver to vary randomly in time. In addition to this phenomenon
the c-w interference may possibly saturate the receiver in such a way
that the response of the receiver to incremental signals is essentially zero.
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Under this condition no signal will be seen in the receiver output regardless of the size of the input signal.
Pulsed Interference.—Because it is now easy to produce a series of
intense r-f pulses, it is important to consider the interference effects they
may produce.
Any modern radar set usually causes interference of this
type in near-by receiving equipment.
One may assume that the interference consists of a series of very intense r-f pulses repeated at intervals
corresponding to the PRF of the interfering set. The length of these
pulses will be that commonly used in radar practice, perhaps a few
microseconds; therefore, the spectrum of the interference will be similar
to that described in Chap. 2 for pulse signals. Equation (2.24) shows that
the main energy content will be contained within a frequency band
approximately equal to twice the reciprocal of the interfering pulse
length.
The deleterious effects of pulsed interference depend considerably
upon the type of desired signal with which the interference competes.
If
the signal is a weak radar echo, the power spectrum of the pulsed interference will be similar to that of the desired signal; hence the interference
is relati!~ely serious. The intensity of the interference is generally considerably greater than the intensity of the radar signal. The chance
that the interfering signal occursat the same instant of time, i.e., at the
same radar range, as the desired signal, however, is ordinarily very small.
Because of this, the pulsed interference is not usually troublesome; the
desired signal is simply seen during the time when the interfering pulses
are not present.
It is interesting to note that receiver saturation in the
presence of pulsed interference reduces the deleterious effect of the
interference whereas it increases the deleterious effect of c-w interference
as previously discussed.
Receiver saturation simply eliminates the
major portion of the incoming pulsed interference as seen in the output of
the receiver. Even though pulsed interference does not necessarily
prevent the observation of the desired signal, it is nevertheless extremely
Methods for its elimination have been
fatiguing to an observer.
developed and are discussed in Chap. 12.
6s8. Complex Types of Interference.-There
are many ways in which
interference may be made more complex.
Almost all of these methods
depend upon making some parameter of the interference random in time.
Randomizing amounts to making the interference “noisy”
in some
respect.
Amplijied R-j Noise.—It is possible to obtain “noisy” r-f energy by
simply amplifying thermal noise. It is true that the total amplification
must be enormous, but amplifiers for this purpose can easily be made.
The spectrum and time distributions of the emitted radiation may, cf
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course, be almost exactly like those of the thermal noise itself. Thermal
noise is discussed in Chaps. 4 and 5, where it is pointed out that its
spectrum is uniform throughout the frequency range and no correlation
exists between the voltages at one instant and the next. The amplitude
distribution of the r-f voltage is, of course, Gaussian.
The difficulties in the production of such amplified r-f noise appear if
it is desired to obtain a wide band of r-f energy. Although such devices
are relatively easy and straightforward to construct, wideband amplifiers
Where
are clumsy, expensive, and consist of a great many components.
the noise bandwidth of the radio frequency must be large, one of the
following alternative methods is desirable.
Continuous-wave
Interference
Amplitude-modulated
by Noise.—It is
possible to modulate a c-w carrier by audio or video noise. The r-f
output consists of a strong carrier and noise sidebands.
The total band
of frequencies occupied by these noise sidebands is, in general, just twice
the bandwidth of the modulating noise. The effect of the carrier itself
cannot be neglected; its action is similar to ordinary c-w interference.
The carrier can be modulated by several types of noise. It is common
to use a noise voltage derived from thermal noise in the video system
itself. In this case the video noise has a Gaussian amplitude distribution.
One of the properties of this distribution is that it has no well-defined
upper or lower limit.
It therefore follows that when this amplitude
function is used to modulate the carrier, the upper or positive noise peaks
will be limited at some point because of the finite power-handling capaLikewise the lower end will be limited at
bilities of the transmitter.
some point because of the original finite strength of the carrier itself.
The original carrier amplitude is customarily located at one-half the
In this fashion,
maximum value that can be supplied by the transmitter.
as it is sometimes called, is symmetrical for
the limiting, or “clipping,”
the positive and negative noise peaks.
The degree of clipping depends on the amplitude of the modulating
video noise compared with the carrier level.
If the noise amplitude is
small, the clipping will be relatively unimportant and the r-f sidebands
due to the noise will be uniformly distributed on each side of the carrier
up to frequency limits determined by the video bandwidth of the noise
itself. As the modulating noise amplitude is increased, clipping becomes
more and more important, with the effect of slightly modifying the r-f
noise spectrum.
This modification is discussed in Sec. 12.7.
The clipped noise in interference of this type differs from the unclipped
noise in its relationship to signal visibility.
Clipping produces a ceiling
to the interference, above which the signal may be easily seen and therefore always increases signal visibility for the same total noise power. The
ceiling effect will be more pronounced if the modulation percentage is
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high. It will also be more pronounced if the bandwidth of the receiver
subject to the interference is large compared with the bandwidth of the
modulating noise. Both these effects are brought out more clearly in
Chap. 12.
Continuous-wave Interference Frequency-modulated by Noise.—If the
video noise function is used to modulate the frequency of c-w radiation,
the essential advantage to be gained by modulation of this form is that a
relatively large r-f band can be covered by a given interfering station.
In interference of this form, therefore, the total frequency excursion is
customarily made several times as large as in the c-w a-m case. It is
usual, however, to make the frequencies contained in the original videomodulating function similar to those of the case just discussed.
Effects of the f-m interference are somewhat different from those of
a-m interference.
Thenoise amplitude inthereceiver
is determinedly
the excursions of the interference signal across the r-f or i-f acceptance
band of the receiver.
If one assumes that the total frequency excursion is
large compared with the bandwidth of the receiver but that the frequencies contained in the noise producing the modulation are small compared with the bandwidth of the receiver, then the receiver output will
contain a number of pulses whose shape in time is similar to the shape of
the i-f or r-f bandwidth in frequency and whose amplitudes are relatively
constant.
These pulses will be repeated at random times. Because of
the relatively constant amplitude of these pulses, the effect of the interference is similar to that of highly limited, or clipped, a-m noise. A
“ceiling” effect occurs but for quite a different reason from that in the
a-m case.
The effectiveness of interference of this type clearly depends upon
obtaining a noise function such that an excursion across the receiver band
occurs within a time p approximately equal to the receiver response time,
that is, a time equal to the reciprocal of its bandwidth.
If such an
excursion does not occur, the interference will lose its effectiveness
because of the constant-amplitude pulses produced and because of the
time spaces between them.
Within these spaces the desired signal can be
found without any accompanying interference.
In actual practice it is not usually possible to obtain either pure
amplitude modulation or pure frequency modulation.
The effectiveness
of both types of interference, however, is about the same provided the
bandwidths, excursion, and fractional modulation are properly apportioned. Thereforej if both phenomena occur, they can be treated by
addition of the separate effects.
Random Pulses.—It
is possible to obtain “noisy” r-f interference by a
series of pulses that have constant amplitudes and pulse length but
random occurrence.
The “randomizing “ itself can be done in a number
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of ways. One possibility is to produce the pulses from the impulses
generated by the disintegrations of a radioactive source. If the average
spacing between these pulses is long, interference of this type will
clearly have exactly the effect of the simple pulsed interference discussed
in Sec. 6.7. If the average spacing between the pulses becomes of the
order of magnitude of the reciprocal of the receiver bandwidth, however,
the output of the receiver will contain a series of superimposed pulsesin
The output of the receiver,
which the degree of overlapping is random.
therefore, contains random amplitude fluctuations, or noise, and this
noise interferes with signal visibility in a way similar to that described
for thermal noise. Only the two extreme spacing conditions can usually
be treated adequately: (1) when the spacing between pulses is very large
and (2) when the average spacing bet ween pulses becomes very short.
Chapter 12 treats these questions in detail.

CHAPTER
THE DETECTABILITY

7

OF SIGNALS IN THE PRESENCE

OF NOISE

THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION
7.1. Definition of the Signal Threshold.—The
problem of determining
how far “noise” limits the detection of a “signal” is a complex one and is
Since in the last
only partially amenable to a theoretical analysis.
analysis a human observer must judge, either visually or aurally, whether
the signal is present or not, it is clear that some of the psychophysiological
properties of the eye or the ear will influence the signal threshold.
For
instance, in the visual observation of a radar signal on an A-scope or PPI,
enough light must be produced on the screen to make the display visible.
In other words there is a brightness limit for the detection of a signal.
Furthermore, the contrast between the image of the signal and that of the
noise background must be great enough for the signal to be seen; hence
there is also a contrast limitation for the detection of a signal. Such
limitations are sometimes of practical importance, and some experimental
studies (especially of contrast limitation) have been made. 1 It is obvious,
however, that little can be said theoretically about these limitations.
or couxting
Only when the function of the observer is reduced to measuring
will the question of the minimum detectable signal become a definite
statistical problem for which a theoretical analysis can be attempted.z
The success of such an analysis has shown that for a rather wide range of
experimental conditions, the essential limitation for the detectability of a
signal is due to the statistical nature of the problem. 3 In this chapter
the discussion will be restricted therefore to what may be called the
statistical limit for the detection of a signal.
1J. Fairbairn and R. G. Hopkinson, “Visibility of PPI Traces on C’atboclc Ray
Tubes. Traces on Uniform Backgrounds,” Report No. 8506 of the Research Latmratories of the General Electric Company, Ltd., Wembley, Middlesex, England, July 7,
1944.
For further remarks on contrast, see Sec. 8.8.
z Among tbe theoretical reports, see especially S. A. Goudsmit, “ Tbc Comparison
between Signal and Noise, ” RL Report No. 43-21, January 1943; D. O. North,
“Analysis of the Factors Which Determine Signal/Noise Discrimination in Radar, ”
RCA Technical Report PTR 6-C, June 1943; J. H. van Vlcck and D. h1iddleton,
“Theory of the Visual vs. Aural or kfeter Reception of Radar Signals in the Presen{,c
of Noise, ” RRL Report No. 411-86, May 1944.
3It should be emphasized that not all the expcrimr.ntal ohservntions can be
explained by the statistical theory. To explain the deviations, assumptions must bo
made about the human observer. For examples, see Sees. 8.7 and 8$.
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The first question that arises is how to define the minimum detectable
signal, or the signal threshold; here it is important to emphasize that one
can speak of a minimum
detectable signal only (1) when the number of
observations is limited or (2) when the time of observation is limited.
The simple case of the detection of a small cur,,
rent by means of a sensitive galvanometers may
help explain this. Because of thermal agita.-E
IJ
tion the mirror of the galvanometers will have
~
an unavoidable Brownian motion around its
to
n
Time_
equilibrium position.
It might seem, thereFIG. 7.1.—Brownian motion fore, that when a current or si&al (introduced
of a galvanometers
mirror.
at t = to; see Fig. 7.1) produces a deflection
of the mirror, such a current
small compared with the mean “jitter”
could not be detected.
This is true, however, only when the number of
observations is limited.
When there is unlimited time, the average position and therefore also a change of the average position of the mirror can
be determined as accurately as desired.
Strictly speaking, therefore, the noise or the thermal motion does not
limit the detectability of a signal. 1 It is only when there is a limited
observation time that for small signals one can make a guess or a bet as to
whether the signal is present or not, and there is then a definite probability
that the guess is right. Of course, for increasing signal strength this
probability will rapidly increase and approach unity.
A plot of the
probabilityy of success vs. signal strength will be referred to as the betting
detectable
signal
can then be defined as that signal
curve.
The minimum
strength for which the probability of guessing right is, let us say, 90 per
cent; this means that, on the average, the guess will have proved right in

1

k-

nine out of ten cases.

The

minimum

detectable

manner will decrease when the observation
will approach

zero when this time goes to infinity.

of course, that the time of observation

signal

defined

in this

time increases and, in principle,

be actually

It is not necessary,
the time during which

the human observer looks at or listens to the simal and remembers the
It is often possible to let the detecting system
results of his observations.
perform automatically a great number of observations and present a
suitable average to the human observer.
North’ calls this ‘‘ integration
of the signal before detection, “ in contrast to the effect of the human
observation time, which he calls “integration after detection. ”a It is
1Excluded here are all systematicvariations (for instance, of the zero position of
the galvanometers), which in practice will always put a limit on the detectability of a
signal.
aLot. cit.
3 Similarly a distinction will be made between the integration
time of the detecting
system and the observation time, which is the human integration time.
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advisable to make this distinction because only the human observation,
and not the recording apparatus, is influenced by physiological and
psychological factors that often defy a strict theoretical analysis.
In
principle, however, the humtin element can always be reduced to a
measuring or a counting, and then the distinction between the integration
and the observation time ~vill disappear.
The idea that the determination of the minimum detectable signal is
essentially a game of chance (Ivhen only a finite time is available) is
cleally recognized in the experiments carried out at the Radiation
In these experiments, ~vhich
Laboratory by ,J.L. Lawson and co;vorkers.
will be discussed in detail in Chap. 8, a
100 ––––––or–--–radar signal could be produced and shown
E
“j ~
on a A-scope at six different positions.
~s
The noise was usually visible all the time.
~~
Every 3 see, let us say, the position of the m ~ Ifi
‘“
~
.
-‘sml”
signal was changed in a random fashion,
Signalstrengih
— and the observer had to guess Ivhere the ~1~.7.2. —Scher, ~atic betting curve.
signal was. The number of successes
(above the number of pure chance successes) was recorded, and in this
way by varying the signal strength, there ~vas obtained a betting curve
(see Fig, 7.2) from which the signa! threshold P., could be defined.’
A careful study has been made of the dependence of P,, on all kinds of
parameters (for an enumeration, see Sec. 8.4), and in (’hap, 8 the experimental results will be discussed in detail.
For the development of the
theory it is first necessary to obtain some information about the prol]ability distributions and about the spectrum of the output of a superheterodyne receiver when both signal and noise are present.
7.2. Probability Distributions and Spectra.—In Sec. 3.8 there was
discussed the problem of finding the probability distributions and the
spectra of Gaussian noise after it has gone through a linear or square-law
detector.
In this section the results of Sec. 3.8 ~vill be extended to the
case where a signal is also present. 2 The whole analysis will start from
the i-f stage of the receiver.
The convenient fiction will be used that
1It would be best to agree on a definite pcrccntagc (say 90 pm cent) and dcfinr 1’~,,(1
as the signal strength for which this percentage is reached. Hovrcvcr, it is of trn mom
convenient to define Ps graphically, as indicated in Fig. 72 (see also Sec. %3).
2Only an outline of the calculations will be presented. The problcm has bcrn
discussed often, and several methods have been used. IIcrc the method of .North
will be used, which was explained in Sec. 3.8, For the so-called “direct method”
and further references, see S. 0, Rim, BPI1System Z’echn.J., 25, 45 (1945), I’art IV,
and also W. R, Bennett, J. Acoust. Sot. Ant., 15, 164 (1944).
Cf. also the report of
J. H. van Vleck and D. illiddleton, “Theory of the Visual vs. Aural or Met~r I{cception of Radar Signals in the Presence of Noise, ” RRL Report No, 411-86, hfay 1944,
J. Applied Phys., 11, 940 (1946),
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the input of the i-f amplifier is connected to a signal generator and to a
source of Gaussian noise that has a constant spectrum and given power
per unit frequency interval.
The problem is to find the probability
distributions and the spectrum ajter the signal-plus-noise has gone through
the i-f amplifier and a linear or square-law detector.
Fourier Analysis of Signal and Noise.—The
initial signal amplitude
will be represented by the formula
L%(t) = m(t) cos 2TfCt+ @,(t) sin 27r~ct,

(1)

where ~, is the i-f carrier. The quantities a, and ~o are either constant
In the
(for a c-w signal) or periodic functions of t (for a pulsed signal).
latter case the periodicity interval is the pulse
.
repetition period (3., and aO(t), ~O(t) describe
l%”)
the shape of the pulse. Usually the pulse will
be assumed to be rectangular in shape and of
duration ,.
When the pulse is not rectanguB
lar, the pulse length 7 will always be defined as
A
f—
the distance between half-power p o i n ts.
FIG. 7,3.—General shape of

the i-f pa~sband.

Since the pulses ordinarily
is usually not necessary

of the signal into account

from the middle

the signal hfis gone through

shown that the amplitude

S(t)

it

(but see Chap. 9), and so(t), @o(t) can represent

one pulse, where ~ is measured
After

do not overlap,

to take the pcriodicity

of the pulse.

the i-f amplifier,

it can easily

be

becomes

= a(t) cos 2mf,t + p(t) sin 27rjCt,

(2)

where
+.

~—~~=

/ —.
G,(f)

=

d~G,(j)Z(~)eZ~;~~,

‘m dt (aO – ipO)e-2mif”,
/ —.

(3)
(4)

The frequency f is
of the i-f amplifier.
and Z(f) is the sy,strrn junction
The function Z(f) will,
always measured from the carrier frequency j..
of course, in general be complex; let us write
Z(f)

= A (j)e<$cj).

(5)

The quantity A(j) represents the amplitude function, and @(f) the phase
function; A ‘(f) v7ill Usuallyz be an even function of f and will have a
maximum at ~ = O. Then the i-f bandwidth B (see Fig. 7,3) will always
1In the foilow’ing the terms “signal amplitude” and “noise amplitude 1) will be
used. To fix the physical interpretation of these quantities it will always be under.
stood that these quantities have tlLc physical climmsions of the square root of power.
2 This is not always the case, but in what follows it will nevertheless always be
assumed, since the formulas then become simpler. Only in Chap. 13 will a case be
met where ii ‘(f) is not an cyen function of j,
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mean the distance between half-power points, that is, points lvhem
A’(f) is half of the value at ~ = O.
Let us now consider the noise amplitude.
We may assume it to lm
periodic }vith a period G that is very long compared ~vith all perio(ls
occurring in the system and that afterward we shall let approach infinity.
Initially the noise amplitude can be developed in a Fourier series
.
N,. (t) =

(G)

(m, cos 27rjkJ + b,., sin 27rj_A4),
z
kg-o

The quantities a~, and b~, are random variables, and
where f~, = k’/8.
it will be assumed, as in Sec. 3.7, that
—
a~, = ~t = 0,
1.
——
(i)
u’
—
ak,bl, = O.
ak”alr= b~,bl, = — &l,;
9
)
2. The a~, and b,, are Gaussianly distributed.
The quantity a’ in
Eq. (7) is a constant with the physical dimension of energy; in fact,
U2 = kTF,

(8)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute (room) temperature, and F the over-all noise figure of the receiver (see
Chap. 5).
After the noise amplitude [Eq. (6)] has gone through the i-f amplifier,
the amplitude becomes

N(t) = ‘s A~,[a;,, COS (2~fLd – ~~,) + bti,sin (2mfd –

@k’)],

y

Since AH will be a maximum for f~, = f., it is convenient again to measure the frequencies from the carrier frequency f, as zero point by putting
j, = f., – f.
The sum of signal and noise amplitude can then be written in the form
[cf. Eq. (2)]
S(t) + N(t) = X(t) cos 2rf, t + Y(t) sin 2rf,f,,
where

(9)

L.
!—

x(t) = a(t) +

z

Ak[a, cos (2rf,t – o,) + b, sin (2rf,t – Ok)],
)

k=–.

(lo)

+.
Y(t)

=

B(t)

+

fik[

–

ak

sin (2~fkt –

@k)

+

bk cos

(Zm.fkt

2
k=–.

-This amplitude is then applied to the second detector.

–

o~)l.

1
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First Probability
Distribution
after the Second Detector.-With
input as given by Eq. (9), the detector output will be

r(t)= dx*(t)

the

+ Y*(t)

The
when the detector is linear and rz(t) when the detector is quodratic.
first question that arises is the probability distribution of r at a definite
time instant t. This can be found by first determining the joint disSince X and Y are linear functions of
tribution for X and Y together.
the random variables a~ and bl [see Eq. (10)I, which are Gaussianly distributed, it follows that X and Y are also Gaussianly distributed.
Now
it is easily found from Eqs. (7) and (10) that

x = a(t),

F = p(t),

\

x“+”2/::
‘fA’(’)
=

p)’=:

(x–a)’=(Y–

‘]

k=–(x

-

a)(Y

– f?) = o.

Therefore the distribution function for X and Y must be
PI(X,

Y) dx dy

dX dY
= ~

~-[(x-u)2+(Y-8)

21/lw,

1

’11)
(12)

By introducing polar coordinates r and O instead of X and Y, and by
integrating over 6, there is finally found for the distribution of r
(13a)
where IO(Z) is the Bessel function of
zero order and purely imaginary argument.
A rough graph of Pi(r) for different values of z, where

1.0

0.8

z = (CZZ+ &)/2w,
0.2
0

0123456

.

FIG. 7.4.—First probabJity distributions for different values of the
signal-to-noiseratio.

is shown in Fig. 74.
For large values of z, the form of PI(T) becomes
nearly Gaussian and may then be approximated by
1
“(r)

= <-We

_(r–%GTF)S
2W

“

(13b)

From Eq. (13b) the average values can be calculated’
1Cf. Sec. 7.6, where will also be found some of the propertiesof the confluent
hypergeometricfunctionF(a,b;z) that occurs in Ea. (14a).
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~z + LV

—~

,

(14a)

)

2W.

Equation (14b) also follows immediately
from Eq. (11); it shows that lVith regard
to mean-square values, the signal and the
noise are simply additive (see Fig. 75); 2W
is the constant noise power, and az + @z
has the shape of the pulse after it has gone
through

1

—211;

-YF

\ II
~z =

‘I’IOA’S

the i-f amplifier.

(14b)

~

“k

tFIG. 75.-Mean-square

deflection as a function of the time.

Second Probability
Distribution.—To
find the spectrum of r(t) and
p(t), there must first be calculated the average values rlrz and ~,
where
For this, we
the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to two time instants t,and b
need the joint probability of finding X and Y between Xl and Xl + dXl
and YI and YI + dYl at time tland between X2 and Xa + dXa and Yz
and Yz + dYz at time t2. Since Xl, Y,, X2, Yz are all linear functions
of the random variables a~, bl [see Eq. (10)], the probability distribution
PZ(XI, Y,; X2, Yz) will be a four-dimensional Gaussian distribution,
which can be written in the form
PZ(X,,

Y,; X,,

Yz) dX, dY, dXZ dYz

_ dX, dY, dXz dYZ

—

47r2w(l – pz)
(x2 – a’)’
+

1
{[(xl
–
%)2+
2W(1
– p’)
(
+ (Y2 – @2)2] –2P[(X1 – %)(x,

‘Xp

–

+ (Y, – @,)(Y,

(y,

–

p,)’

– a2)

)

– /32)])

(15)

In Eq. (15) the subscripts on” a and @ again refer to the two times t,and
defined by
tz; p is a function of r = t’– t,,
1
(16)
and it may be called the normalized
For the quadratic
easily find

correlation

junction of the noise

alone.

detector we must calculate r%; using Eq. (15) we

I

--
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For the linear detector we have to find the average value ~%
This
cannot be calculated exactly; however, for most purposes it is sufficient
to find an approximate value by developing Eq. (15) in powers of p
The successive terms can
[from Eq. (16) we see that p s 1] up to p’.’
then be integrated and we find

+.

—
rlr2

‘dX, dY, dX,dY,

=

<(X;+

Y;) (X:+

~)P2(X1,

Yl; X2, Y2)

////

—.

= 11(1)1,(1)
+ [I,(Y)

+,+

{[I,(X)

– @,I,(l)][I,(Y)

+(a; –w)I,(l)][I,(x’)

– C2,1,(1)][I,(X)
– @,I,(l)]]

–2a,I,(x)

+ (i% – ~)~l(l)l[~z(y’)
+ aJ3,11(l) – a,l,(X)

– a,I,(l)]

+*2

([1,(X’)

+(a:–w)I,(l)]+[z,

– 2a,11(x)
(Y’) –2p,I,(Y)

– 2B2Z2(Y) + (B; – W) I,(l)] + 2[Z,(XY)
– 19,1,(Y)][1,(XY)
+ a2J?z12(l) – a,lz(X)
– /32~2(Y)ll,

(18)

where Z(O) is defined by the integral

In particular, we find (X = r cos 0, Y = r sin @
,(,)

=g+;d;-z),

%l=ww’’-z)
:$:;l=~@[wF(-:Jl;-’)+~(a’-”2)F:-;’’)lJlJ
,(xY)

=:&xPF(-~,3;

-z),

with z = (az + fI’9/2W.
The subscripts 1 and 2 on the 1’s in Eq. (18)
indicate that the a and o involved should have the corresponding subscripts (for some of the integrals involved, see Sec. 7.6).
The result is
1When there is no signal, ~~ can be computed exactly in terms of the complete
elliptic integrals E(p) and K(p), as was mentioned in Sec. 3.8:
r;

= w[2E(p)

.—Uw l+~’
2 (

–

(1 – p2)K(p)]
+$+...

)

.

This shows that at least in this case the series development in powers of p converges
rapidly.
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still so complicated that for the further discussion, it is convenient to
consider separately thecaseswhemz
<< 1 and z>> 1. Using the developmentsfor theconflucnt hypergeometric functions~ (see Seq. 7.6) ~~ethen
ratios
find forsrnali signal-to-noise

—
rl’r~

‘m
==

—
~2}V[(a?

+6?

+4w)(a~

+6!

+4W)

+4wp(a1a2+P@2)
+41 V2p2],

(20a)

which haspractically thesameformas~q.
(17), the latter being the exact
expression for the quadratic detector; and for large signal-to-noise ratios

Determination of the Spectrum—Example .—The average values ~
and =, as given by Eqs. (17) and (18) are still functions of the tlro time
they may be considered functions of
instants tl and b; or with r = h — tl,
t*and T. To obtain the spectrum we must still average over t,.’ From
the resulting functions R~(7) and l?.(~) we then find the spectrum G(f) by
the relation
G(f)

= 4

/ o

“ R(,) COS27r~7d,.

An example will demonstrate this procedure.
let us take an a-m c-w signal

s(t) = (s +

so

Cos

(21)

Instead of a pulsed signal,

(22)

27rf0t)Cos 27rjct.

The pass band of the i-f amplifier will be taken to be rectangular of
width B; hence
=1
for Ifl < *B,
z(f)
(23)
for [f{ > +B.
{ =0
We then obtain [see Eqs. (3) and (11)]
a(t) ==s +

so

Cos 2irf0t,

p(t) = o,

W = U2B.

Substituting these values in Eq. (17) and averaging over

tl,

(24)
we

obtain

1 Cf. SeC, 3.3.
The signal and noise together form a nonstationaryrandom process;
and in order to obtain the correlation function, we have to perform both an ensemble
and a time average. At this point we should remember that the signal functions
a(t) and L?(t)are periodic functions of t.

--
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(
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Cos 47rjo7

)

S’ + :

cm 27rjoT + 4u4B’p’(T).

(25)

In Eq. (25) P(T) is, of course, completely determined by Eq. (23); in fact
we find from Eqs. (17) and (23) that
2
B,
P(T) = ~~ sin ~.
However, in determining the spectrum from h?~(,) by means of the basic
Eq. (21), it is not necessary to first calculate P(7). We can make use of
the following general equations [cj. Eqs. (3.25) and (3.75)]:

*
2

.
4

= a(f),

dr COS %fr

/o

dr COS2~fT COS27rf,7 = b(f – f,),

/0

/

.
4
4

/ o
*
/ o

d,p(,)

(26)

COS%rf, = 2Q(f),

+d,pz(,)

Cos 27rf, =2

\ —.

Q(fJQ(f

+ jJ dfl, I

where Q(j) is the normalized i-f spectrum; hence

Q(f) =

+ j’(j)
/

.

(27)

_ ~ df A2(f)

Using these results there is finally obtained for the spectrum, in the
case of the quadratic detectoT,
2

Gc(j)

= 2

(

LS2+ :

+ 2u’B

a(j)

)

+ 2s’s36

(j – f,) + :

a(f – 2jo)

for O<j<~–fO,
for~–jo<j<~,
for~<j<~+fO,
for f>~+fO,
+

~a,
1

(B – j),
o,

for O< f<B,
for j > B.
—

(28)
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This result is shown in Fig. 7.6 and can be understood in simple terms.
The spectrum consists of four parts:
OD-C component
P
\

O

~~Signal

peaks
Continuous spectrum

.

GQ (f)

spectrum due to
cross modulation
of signal and noise

~

& 24

;-~

;

;+&

B

f—
F1~. 76.-3 pectrum of a modulatedc-w signal plusnoiseaftera square-law
seconddetector.

1. Direct-current term, shown by the peak at j = O. Both the signal
and the noise contribute to this term. The signal part is simply
the square of the mean signal power; the noise part is 4aiB2 or
4W2, which, according to Eq. (14 b), is just (~) z for noise alone;
finally there is a cross term, which represents the average value of
the beats between the signal and the noise.
2. Signal pealc.s. They are self-evident; that with the single modulating frequency fo we get two peaks (at ~0 and 2j0) is, of course, a
consequence of the fact that we have a quadratic detector.
3. Continuous spectrum due 10 cross modulation of signal and noise.
The beats between the three discrete frequencies j,, j. i .fo, which
are contained in the signal before the second detector, with all the
noise frequencies in the band B will lead clearly to a continuous
spectrum, which consists of three blocks between the frequencies
(O, B/2), [0, (B/2) – ~iI], [0, (B/2) + j,].
It is also easily seen
that the height of the first block will be proportional to flzd,
whereas for the other two it will be proportional to ~S&r2. Adding
the three blocks leads, then, to the complete continuous spectrum
as shown in Fig. 7.6.
4. continuous
This spectrum is caused by
spectrum of noise alone.
the beats between any two noise frequencies.
Since the number of
pairs of noise components with a certain frequency difference will
decrease as the difference increases, it is clear that the spectrum will
decrease with increasing j, and for a rectangular i-f pass band
it is easy to see that the triangle will be as shown in Fig. 7.6 (cf.
also Sec. 3“8).
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For the linear detector there are some important differences in the
spectrum.
To understand these it is best to consider separately the
cases of a small and a large signal.
Using the formula of 13q. (20a), substituting Eq. (24) and averaging
over t 1, We obtain for small n“gnal-to-noise ratios

ItL(T)

=

s’

~&

+

:

+

4U’B 2 + 2s%S; Cos 2mjoT

K

)

+ ~ cos 47rfOT+ 4U4BZP2

(29a)

1
The term that is proportional to p may be neglected, since the continuous
spectrum due to the cross modulation of signal and noise will no~v be
Equation (29a) leads
negligible compared with the pure noise spectrum.
to the spectrum
2

G.(j)

= ~E

K

s’ + :

+ 4U’B

+: J(j–

)

8(f) + 2s’s3a(f

2fo) + 8.’(B

– j)

– j,)

1
,

0<

j < B.

(29b)

This result is similar to the case of the quadratic detector; it should be
noted especially that, although the detector is linear, we still get the
double frequency 2j, in the discrete spectrum.
The continuous spectrum
is still triangular in this approximation, but the height of the triangle
(which for the quadratic detector was 8U4B) is now (7r/4)u’ and, therefore
independent of the bandwidth.
Starting from I?q. (w~”’and now neglecting the term proportional to
P2, we obtain

for large signal-~o-noise ratios
R,(r)

= S2 + ~ cos

27rj0T +

1
2U2,

G,(f)

= SW(f)

+ $

Mf –

fo)

+

(30a)

U2BP,
for O<~<~,

(30b)

o

for f > ~.

Now one gets only a signal peak at j~ and the continuous spectrum consists of one block between f = O and j = B/2.
the general case the results
Genmal Discussion of theSpectrum. -In
will be similar.
One always starts from 13q. (17) or (18).
The signal
function az + /32 must be developed in a Fourier series, and we must
average over the time tl. The parts in Ilqs. (17) and (18) that are independent of p will give terms of the form C, cos 2~f,.r, and these will lead
to the d-c part and the signal peaks in the spectrum,

Of course, for a

1

I

t

/

4
~

)
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pulsed signal with repetition period e, the peaks will be spaced l/e
apart. Thepartsin Eqs. (17) and (18) that areproportional to plead to
the continuous cross-modulation
spectra, whereas those which are
The shapes of these
proportional to P2 lead to the pure noise spectra.
spectra will, in general, not besosimpleas
in Fig. 7“6; the noise spectrum,
for instance, will betriangular only forarectangular
i-f pass band.
It
remains true, however, that for a quadratic detector the initial value of
the noise spectrum is proportional to B and the area is proportional to B2,
whereas for a linear detector the initial value is independent of B and the
area is proportional to 1?.
The De$ection Criterion.-Let
us return
7.3. Detectability Criteria.
now to the problem of determining the signal threshold.
Most of the
theoretical analysis available at present is based on a more or less plausible, but in principle arbitrary, choice of a detectability criterion. For
instance, let us consider again the simple example of measuring a small
current with a galvanometers (see Fig. 7.1) and suppose that only one
measurement can be made of the deflection r. The average value of the
deflection will be a little different when the current (or signal) is present,
and it is plausible to assume that in one measurement the current is just
detectable if the shift of the average value is of the same order of magnitude as the standard deviation of r (whether with or without current
makes little difference, since the currents to be detected are small).
Or
in a formula
(31a)

\
+

where the subscripts S and N refer to signal and noise and where k is a
constant that is of the order of magnitude of 1 if only one observation is
made. The criterion [Eq. (3 la)] will be called the “deflection criterion.”
It can also be used for the visual detection of one radar signal pulse on an
A-scope in the presence of noise; in this way the dependence of the signal
threshold on parameters like pulse length, i-f and video bandwidths can
be satisfactorily explained.
A detailed discussion will be found in Chap.
8 (especially Sees. 8.6 and 8“7); here only the following more general
observations are made.
1. The detectability

criterion

[Eq.

(31a)] might

3s+N – 3N = ~
‘
[7?/– (TJ2P’

be generalized to
(31b)

where j(r) is some function of the deflection still at our disposal.
By choosing the proper function j(r) we can try to make the signal
threshold as small as possible.
Or by choosing a function j(r)
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that emphasizes the large deflections, we can try to express the
tendency of some observers to look mainly at the tops of the noise
fluctuations.

The

simplest

and most natural

choice,

however,

is

the actual deflection on the A-scope; hence, with
the notation of Sec. 7“2, j(r) = r if a linear detector is used, and
f(r) = r’ if a square-law detector is used. The signal threshold
will then depend on the kind of second detector used. It turns
out, however, that for small signal-t o-noise rat ios, the difference
in threshold between a linear and quadratic detector is so small
that it is unobservable. 1 Therefore, the usual practice will be to
take j(r) = rz, since all formulas are then simpler.
It is unprofitable to speculate on what feature of the fluctuating A-scope picture
the observer bases his judgment.
Only for a so-called “ideal”
observer (see Sec. 7“5) does the question of the choice of the
function f(r) have a precise sense.
2. The deflection criterion [Eq. (31a) or (31 b)] applied tothe detection
of a radar signal pulse considers only the deflection produced by the
pulse at one instant of time. This time point is chosen, of course,
to be the time corresponding to the maximum of the pulse after it
has passed through the i-f and video amplifiers.
The shape of the
pulse is not taken into account except in so far as it affects the
maximum value.
In the evaluation of the average values occurring
in the detectability criterion [Eq. (31a) or (31 b)] only the first
probability distribution of the random process describing the signal
and noise is required.
The theory based on this criterion may
theory.
It is not difficult to devise
therefore be called a one-point
criteria in which the deflection at two time points would enter and
that would lead to a two-point theory; the latter would use the
second probability distribution and would be more sensitive to the
shape of the pulse. And in this way we can go on. It seems,
however, that most of the experimental observations can be understood on the basis of the simple one-point theory, and therefore
the more refined two- or n-point theories will not be considered.
3. The influence of the time of observation or of the total number of
observations, the importance of which was stressed in Sec. 7.1, can
be taken into account by the following simple and natural generalization of the deflection criterion [Eq. (31a) or (31b)]. Let us
suppose that instead of one observation, ii independent observato take

for j(r)

1The reason is that for small signal-to-noise ratios the linear and square-law
detectors act in about the same way, as we see from the correlation functions and
spectra [cj. Eqs. (28) and (29b)]. For the proof, see Van Vleck and Middleton,
“Theory of the Visual vs. Aural or Meter Reception of Radar Slgnale in the Presence
of Noise,” RRL Report No. 411-86, May 1944, and Sec. 8.6.
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tionsl are made with the signal and N observations
signal.
It seems natural, then, to use in the detectability
deflection ~ or ~(T), but the average value

without the

criterion, not the

N
~=;

j(r,),

(32)

s
icl
where T1,rz, . . . , r.v are theN observations of the deflection.
We shall
therefore assume that the signal is just detectable if the shift of the
average value of y due to the signal is of the same order of magnitude as
thestandard deviation of ywhenonly noise is present. 0rinaformula2
fis+N

–

GN
=

[ii$

–

(33)

k.

(jN)’]}’

Now it follows easily from Eq. (32) that, if the Ti’S are independent,
g=f,

~

= ~

[NT + N(N – 1)(]) 21.

Hence,
~S~N– ~N = fS+N – 3N,
d

–

(Ii.)’

= *[R

–

(34)

(.G)’1.
)

The shift of the average value is, therefore, the same as before, whereas
the fluctuation decreases and goes to zero for N - m. The signal will
therefore be the more easily detectable the larger N is. Substituting Eq.
(34) into Eq. (33) we obtain
f.,.

– ~.v

k

[E – (3N)’1)* = W@

(35)

This equation is the generalization of the deflection criterion [Eq. (31 b)]
for the case of N observations.
(For further discussion and for the comparison with experiment, see Sees. 8.8 and 8.9.)
The Power Criterion. -In connection with other methods of observing
a radar signal it is sometimes simpler to use a different type of detectabllit y criterion. Let us consider, for instance, the so-called “aural
I In the example of the measurementof a small current with a galvanometers,
“independent” means that the time intervals between the observations must be
largecomparedwith the correlationtime. For radarsignalpulsesthis independence
is always assured, since the repetition period is always large compared with the
correlationtime of the noise.
sThe subscript h’ (for “noise”) should not be confused with N the number of
observations.
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method” of detection.
In Sec. 7.2 it was mentioned that the spectrum
of the output of the video amplifier consists of a continuous part and a
“signal”

series of discrete

the power spectrum
spaced

l/eo

apart

with a bandwidth
frequencies

peaks.

of the periodic

These

discrete

if eO is the pulse repetition
that is small compared

(for instance,

frequencies

represent

series of signal pulses and are therefore
with

the fundamental

period.
l/eo,

By using a filter
one of the discrete

frequency

l/eO)

can be iso-

lated, and we can try to listen to the output of the filter with an earphone.
This is the aural method
signal peak has to compete
noise spectrum

that

of detection.

It is clear that the power

in the

with the power in the section of the continuous

is cut out by the filter.

assume that the signal peak is detectable

order of magnitude as the power
band.
Or in a formula

PN

Therefore

if its power

it is natural

to

P.s is of the same

in the segment of the continuous noise

P,
= k’,
F.

(36)

where k’ is of the order of unity.
This criterion will be called the power
criterion.
On the basis of the power criterion [Eq. (36)], Van Vleck and Middletonl have analyzed the aural and also the meter method of detection.
A
short account of their work will be given in Chap. 9. The main point to
be emphasized here is that the analysis of these methods of detection
gives essentially the same result for the signal threshold.
By the word
“essentially” is meant that in the different methods, the dependence of
the signal threshold on the parameters of the signal, such as pulse length,
PRF’, and total number of ~ulses,
will be the same. They can still differ
.,
numerically, which may sometimes be significant, but the difference
cannot be made so large as one pleases by changing some parameter of the
signal. This fact will be discussed in detail in Chap. 9; the main distinction between the different methods is fundamentally a difference of
the ratio of integration time to observation time. or in other words, we
let the detecting system do more or less integration before the human
observation begins.
Of course, ~he different methods of detection are equivalent only if
each method is pushed to the limit of its capacity.
In practice this will
almost never be done, and therefore the different methods will usually
give different signal thresholds.
Furthermore, in actual practice it will
make a lot of difference at which point the human observation begins and
whether it is visual or aural.
‘ Lot. cit. In the meter method ~f detection the output of the filter that selects the
signal peak is rectified and recorded by some kind of meter. The change of the
average value of the meter deflection when the signal is present provides the method
for detecting the signal.
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The power criterion [Eq. (36)] is also used in the analysis of the noise
The following distinction can be
limitation in communication systems.
In a detection
made between a detection and a communication system.
system only the presence or absence of a signal has to be determined;
therefore a c-w signal or a series of constant pulses can be used. In
a communication system more than just a yes-or-no answer is required,
and some sort of modulation must therefore be applied to the c-w signal
or to the series of pulses. The frequencies and amplitudes of this
modulation of the signal are the quantities to be detected.
These will
appear as a discrete line spectrum superposed on the spectrum of the
noise and the unmodulated signal. For a sinusoidal modulation there
will be only one such peak, and the detectability of this peak will depend
on the ratio of its power to the continuous noise power with which it has
to compete.
The power criterion [Eq. (36)] is again applicable, and the
theory is therefore similar to the theory for the aural method of detecting
a radar signal. There is one important difference, however.
The main
result of the theory now will not be the determination of the minimum
detectable signal power, but the dependence of the minimum detectable
modulation ~ti on the ratio z of the unmodulated signal power to the
noise power. It is clear that ~mi. will be a monotonic decreasing function
of z, and it can be shown that for large z, c~ti = 1/z, whereas for small z,
cfi = l/z2.
Explicit expressions for ,~,. as a function of z will be derived
in Chap. 10 for some pulse modulation schemes and in Chap. 13 for the
well-known a-m and f-m communication systems.
7.4. What Is the Best Method for Detecting a Radar Signal.-In
the
previous section we mentioned that the visual and the aural methods of
detection are essentially equivalent if each method is pushed to the limit
of its capacity.
The question arises whether or not with these methods
of detection an absolute limit has been reached. In this section we shall
show that this is not the case, so that there is still room for an essential
improvement of the present detection methods.
Suppose that one has a train of signal pulses which persists over a
time 8. Let the repetition period again be 00, so that there are altogether N = O/eO pulses. Now it can be shown that under the best
possible circumstances an average signal power ~~m can be detected, given
by the formula

JR,

P.. = —

r

SIGNAL

0’.

(37]

Here k is a numerical factor of order of magnitude 1, and U2is the average
This noise energy is due to many
noise energy before the i-f amplifier.
causes but can always be considered as thermal noise with an effective
temperature T *, so that U2 = lcT*, where k is the Boltzmann constant.
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For the derivation of Eq. (37) we refer to Sec. 8“6 (visual observation
method) and Sec. 9“6 (aural and meter detection methods).
Here we
only want to point out that Eq. (37) follows from the fact that the detectability of the signal depends for small signal strengths on the square of the
signal

amplitude.

With

the deflection

criterion

[Eq.

(31b)], for instance,

the detectability

of the signal depends

on the shift of the average

of some function

j(r)

r, which

From

the probability

immediately

of the deflection
distribution

deflection

of the deflection

that for small signals the shift of f(r)

S’2 if S is the signal amplitude.
criterion

As a consequence

for the signal threshold

s,
~.x,

const.

value

is caused by the signal.
[Eq.

(13)]

it follows

will be proportional
one obtains

an equation

to

from the

of the form
(38)

where the constant is of the order of unity and depends slightly on the
type of second detector and on the shapes of the pulse and i-f pass band;
“W is the noise power after the i-f amplifier. Since ~~ti m S2./130,
w c BU2, N = O/E), and since for best performance B, must be of order
unit y, 1 Eq. (37) follows immediately from Eq. (38).
From Eq, (37) follows that the minimum detectable energy of the
whole train of signal pulses is given by

.
(39)

Clearly Eti is usually much larger than .2 = k T*, since N is usually a
large number.
It seems unlikely that this is the best one can do. The
detection system may be considered as an energy-measuring device,
which has itself an uncertain y in energy of the order k T*.
The detection
of the whole train of signal pulses can now be considered as one observation of the energy E, and one must expect that the detection can be done
This gives a limit
with almost certainty as soon as E is a few times kT*.
for E that is much lower than Eq. (3) and in the authors’ opinion the
absolute limit which one may ever hope to reach.
The reason why with the present detection systems this absolute
limit has not been reached can be traced to the fact that the present
methods do not measure the total energy of the noise and of the series of
pulses. To the authors’ knowledge only one system of detection has so
far been proposed that really measures the received energy. Emslie2
has shown how this can be done in principle by letting the signal beat
with a continuous wave, which is introduced into the receiver at the same
1 Cf. Sec. 8.6.
~ A. G. Emslie,

“Coherent

Integration, ” RL Report No. 103-5, May 16, 1944.
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time as the signal pulses and which has always the same phase relation
with the successive signal pulses.1 If the amplitude of the coherent
continuous wave is large compared with the rms noise amplitude, then the
probability distribution of the deflection r will be Gaussian [13q. (13b)]
with a variance 2W and with an average value

~=

(~z

(72 + 2SC

+

Cos

@)}$,

(40)

*
where C is the amplitude of the coherent continuous wave and @ the
constant phase angle between the continuous wave and the signal. Of
course, C >> S, and therefore it is clear that the shift of the average value
In
which is caused by the signal is porportional to the signal amplitude.
fact, from Eq.

(40) follows

t

FS+N— F,v= s Cos@

(41)

In contrast to Eq. (38) we now obtain from the deflection criterion for the
signal threshold the equation
s Cos C#l const.
~m
= ~.

4

Clearly, if the phase angle @ can be kept constant and equal to zero, Eq.
(6) leads to a minimum detectable energy of the pulse train that is of the
order kT *.
7.6. Theory of the Ideal Observer.—The theoretical analysis based on
the detectability criteria discussed in Sec. 7.3 leads to a formula for the
signal threshold that contains a numerical factor k of order of magnitude
The reason for this
unity which has to be found from experiment.
indeterminacy is, of course, that the minimum detectable signal is not
defined strictly on the basis of a “ betting curve. ” It seems desirable
therefore
remove

,.

to try

to formulate

the ambiguity

we know the probability

fundamental

of detectability

distribution

theory,

which

criterion

there is a current

we have

to decide

question

then arises how to make

possible

way,

namely,

whether

of the deflection

and when there is noise alone.

that we do not know whether

~——---

a more

of the choice

will

and which

will explain the betting curve and in this way determine the value of the
numerical constant k.
Referring again to our galvanometers example (Sec. 7.1), suppose that
current is present

+

(42)

this question

so that

present

or not and that

use of these observations

is present

we draw

from

the

furthermore,

on the basis of N observations.

the conclusion

the current

r both when

Suppose,

these

The

in the best
observations,

or not, will have the best chance

I For further details about the coherent continuous wave, which forms an essmtid
feature of the so-called MTI system, cj. Chap. 12,
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to be right.
We shall say that the ideal observer always makes use of the
observations in this way, and we shall speak of the ideal observer criterion.
Of course, even the ideal observer can make only a bet, but it is the best
possible bet that can be made. The betting curve for the ideal observer
will be completely determined by the probability distributions for the
deflection r, so that the numerical value of the constant k can be deter-

mined.

To illustrate

this we shall now consider

a few examples. 1

Experiment. +uppose
that in a long series of trials a
signal of given strength is presented to the observer on the average during
half of the time. The observer does not know for any given trial whether
the signal is present or not, and he has to decide this on the basis of N
observations, which he is allowed to make during each trial. We shall
assume that the time intervals between the observations are long enough
to make the N observations of the deflection r,, rt, . . . , r~ independent
of each other. The problem is to find the criterion that in the long run
will lead to the smallest number of errors.
Let P(o,r) and F’(s,r) be the probabilityy distributions for a deflection
r without and with the signal. The functions P(o,r) and P(s,r-) are
supposed to be known.
The set of N observations r,, r~, . . . , r~ during
one trial may be represented by one point in a N-dimensional ‘‘ observation space. ” Since the observations are independent, the probability of
finding a definite set rl, T2, . . . , r,~ is given by
. The “Off-on”

P(o,r1)P(o,r2)

“ “ “

F’(o,r~)

(43a)

or
P(s,rl)P(s,r2)

“ . - P(s,r~),

(43b)

depending on whether the signal is off or on. A detectability criterion is
a division of the N-dimensional observation space in two regions, which
If the point representing
may be called the off-region and the on-region.
the N observations in one trial falls in the off-region, the observer will
decide that no signal is present; whereas if the point falls in the on-region,
he will make the opposite decision.
Clearly the probability for obtaining
the right answer is given by

‘l(S)
‘W “(on)“ “b

“““‘rNp(sJT1)
““~‘(srN)

‘/“““Jar,
--“‘rNp(OT1)
““~‘(orN)]
’44)
(OK)

1It should be pointed out that the ideal observer theory is practically identical
with the Ncyman-Pearson theory of the best criterion for testing a statistical hypothesis, Cj., for instance, J, h’eyman, “ Basic Ideas and Theory of Testing Statistical
Hypotheses, ” J. Roy. Stat. ,$’oc.,106, 292 (1942).
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where the symbols-( on) and (off) under the integral signs mean that the
integrations are to be taken over the on- and off- region. The factor ~ is
the a priori probability, which represents the fact that the observer knows
that in half of the total number of trials the signal is present. The ideal
observer will choose the off- and on-regions in such a way that the probability WI is a maximum.
Writing Eq. (44) in the form:

One sees that since the common

factor

~ P(o,r~)

is positive

lVl will be a

k

maximum if in the on–region ~ P(s,rJ/P(o,rJ

~

P(S,Ti)/P(O,~i)

<1.

> 1 and in the off-region

Or in other words, for the ideal observer criterion

tie surface in the observation space, which divides the off-region from
the on-region, is given by the equation
N

P(s,r,) = ~
P(O,’r,)
“

11

(46)

i=l

Introducing the functions,

l’”g~%w
izl
‘(s,)
=/‘~/F1
‘(OI’’)
’’’’[’-ilO%%l’
1 ’47)

Q(sy)=/~Jll ‘(s’’’)
’”’’[’
-

i=l

k=l

o

4

where IS(Z)is again the Dirac ~-function, the probabilityy of success for the
ideal observer can be written in the form

u

m

w,, -=(s) = ;

o

o dy Q(s,v) +

J

—.

dy R(s,y)

1
.

(48)

We shall postpone the further evaluations of this expression until we have
Clearly
considered some other examples.
+.

+Q

!

—.

dy Q(s,y)

=
/

—.

dy R(s,y)

Q(o,Y) = R(o,?J),

I

= 1,

(49)
1
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For s = O, W,, ~.(s) is therefore equal to ~ as it should be. For s ~ m,
Q(s,y) will be different from zero only for large positive y, where as R(s,y)
will only have appreciable values for large negative values of y. For
s ~ cc the integrals in Eq. (6) can therefore be extended to the complete
range from — m to + m ; and because of Eq. (49) WI ~.,(s) will then
become 1.
The ‘‘ Two-positions”
Experiment .—Suppose that in a long series of
trials a signal of given strength is presented to the observer on either of
two positions with equal a priori probabilityy. 1 For any given trial the
observer does not know in which position the signal is, and he has to
decide this on the basis of the observations that he is allowed to make
during each trial. Call the two positions a and b, and suppose that the
observer makes N observations of the deflection at each position.
A
detectability criterion is a division of the 2N-dimensional observation
If the point representing the 2N observaspace in an (a)- and (b)-region.
tions r-al, Tmz,. . . , raN, ~bl, rb2, . . . , ~bN falls in the (a)-region, the
observer will decide that the signal was in the position a; whereas if the
point falls in the @)-region, he will decide in favor of position b. Since
:dl observations are supposed to be independent, it can easily be seen that
ihe probability for obtaining the right answer is given by

.

~z(s’) =;/

~~~
o

N

/r-l~(o~Jp(oJ~J
K=l
N
p(S,Tai)
/rl

x drak drkk
<

P(o,Tai)

for region (a)

;X1

\fi

(50)
;(s,~bi)

for region (b)

(o,rb,)

i=l
The ideal observer will choose the (a)- and (b)-regions in such a way that
W, is a maximum.
From Eq. (8) it follows that this can be done by
taking
A’
N
P(s,r,i)
P(s,rai) =
11 P(O,T=;)
n P(o,rbJ
i=l

i-l

as the equation of the surface, which divides the (a)- from the (b)-region,
and the probability of success for the ideal observer can then be written

I This means of course that in the average the signal appears an equal number of
times on either of the two positiom,

i
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where the functions Q and R are defined by Eq. (47).
R(o,y) = Q(o,Y); putting
fl=

1
w,, -(0)

I

+
)

=

d~~=~

/ o

it should. For s -+ m the upper limit y in Eq. (9) can be replaced by
+ m, and because of Eq. (49) it is clear that for s ~ cc, Wa, ~.,(s)
approaches unity.
The “m-positions”
Experiment .—If the signal can appear on any one
of m positions with equal a priori probability, an easy generalization of
the reasoning for the two-positions experiment leads to the equation
as

for the probability of success for the ideal observer.
It can be easily
seen that for s + m, W~, m. approaches unity; whereas for s + o,
w m,mar~ l/m, which is the a priori probability for finding the signal on
any one of the m positions.
Calculation of the Betting Curve.—For the further evaluation of the
functions W~, ~.=(s), which represent the betting curves for the ideal
observer in the different experiments, the functions R(s,y) and Q(s,y)
must first be calculated.
According to Eq. (13) one has’
,2 +.y
——

P(.s,T) = +
P(0,7-) = ~

i-

For s = O,

“
dyl R(s,Y1),
/ o

Eq. (51) becomes

t
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e

2’;.

()

I

(53)

With these functions it does not seem feasible to calculate 0 and R from
Eq. (47) exactly.
However, since we are mainly interested in the part of
the betting curve for which the signal is small compared with noise, we
can rmt

1

()

10” $
Therefore

.l+g.

er,sz,~w%
.

N

y=

N
P(S,T;) ~ _ NS2 + S2
~:.
10g P(0,7,)
2W
4W2
x
–2
i=l
i=l

(54)

1JSn= az + ~~. The time chosen must correspond, of course, to the maximum of
the deformed pulse. The shape of the pulse is not taken into account, l?quation
(52) refers to the one-point ideal observer theory (sec. 7.3).
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Calling
~=zw+x
Eq.

Nf32 y,

(47) can be written

‘/fip(sr)d,k~

Q(@q=@/

~

fi(q)dq=q
:
o

Jfip(.),k)dTk’(Q
iz=l

Ic=l

=

Q(o,q)

d,.

In this approximation the ideal observer bases his judgment therefore on
the distribution functions of the mean-square values of the N deflections
.
TN with and without
the signal.
r,, ?“2,
Using Eqs. (53) the
integrals in (55) can be calculated exactly, and one obtains

Q(w)

=

R(q)

~

N -“-($)(”-’’’2’4%

=(N!

l)!

from which follows

“

q=
/o

‘-’

N
me

(-)
Nq
2W

-$

,

(5,,

d, Q(s,q) = S2 + 2w,
(57)
dq (q – q) ’Q(s,q) = ~

(@’=:o-

I

e

(S2 + W).
1

\

If N is sufficiently large, Q(s,q) can be replaced by a Gaussian distribution
with the mean value and variance given by Eq. (57), and the integrals
involved in the expressions (48), (51), and (52) for the betting curves in
the different experiments can then be expressed in terms of the error
function

Erf (z) = ~
du

z dt e-”.

/o

The final results are (z = S’/2W):
1. Off-on experiment:

“-(z)‘V+E%W
2. Two-positions

(58a)

experiment:
W,,=(z)

= ~ [, 1 + Erf
‘L

( )]
VT

—
,22,

”

(58b)
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3. m-positions experiment:

These expressions may be compared with the experimental betting
curves. In these curves the quantity plotted against the signal strength
is usually not W~, _ but

Pm(z) =

A

(mw”)m’

- ‘)”

(59)

Clearly Pm(z) will be zero for z = O and approach unity for z + m.
Defining the minimum detectable signal as the signal strength for the
90 per cent point on the betting curve Pm(z), it is clear from Eqs. (58) that
S,

“0 =

cm .
,0 = @v

(-)
2W

(60)

The signal threshold is therefore inversely proportional to the square root
of the number of observations.
The constant cm increases slightly with
the number of positions.
Since each point on the betting curve decreases
in the same way with increasing N, it is clear that the width of the betting
curve which can be measured by the ratio of the z values corresponding
to the 90 and the 10 per cent point will be independent of the number of
observations.
The width depends on the number of positions; it decreases
if m increases, or in other words the betting curve becomes steeper if the
number of positions increases. For a more detailed comparison with the
experimental betting curves, compare Sec. 8“9. It should be emphasized
that Eqs. (58) and their consequences hold only if the two approximations
(a, z <<1, even at the 90 per cent point of the betting curve, and b, N
sufficiently large, so that the Gaussian distribution can be used) are valid.
Especially the WN-law expressed by Eq. (60) depends essentially on the
Gaussian approximation.
For the tw~positions
experiment we have
made a detailed investigation of the errors cauyxl by the two approximations. For N greater than 20 we found that the error in the signal
threshold (defined by the 90 per cent point on the betting curve) is
probably less than 10 per cent, so that under usual circumstances the
error will be inappreciable.
7.6. Mathematical Appendix. -We
shall collect here a number of
mathematical results, which are needed in different places throughout
the book.
The integrals occurring in Sec. 7“2 can all be performed by means of
the general formula
2W

/o

dtl cos nOe-° C- e =

2r( – I)”I”(a),

(61)
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.
\

d

t~–ll.(at)e–@”

o

‘(+(%
)e2,4p*F(
—

_

~+1,

2p~r(V + 1)

u+l;

–4$.

(62)

)

Here I.(z) is the Bessel function of purely imaginary argument, and
F(a, b; z) is the conlluent hypergeometric function, 1 which is defined by
a(a + 1) Z2
b(b+l)~+

F(a, b;z)=l+~z+
The asymptotic

series for F(a, b;
(-2)-’[1

F(a, b; z) = ~(~(~)a)

Z)

l)(a + 2) Zs
b(b+l)(b+2)
~+””””

a(a +

for large negatioe values of z is

- ‘(U -:+

1,

+a(a+l)(a–b+l)(a–b

+2)

+-..

22
I

Often needed are the relations

~F(a,

t

(61)

1

e–zF(a, b; z) = F(b – a, b; –z),

I

(63)

b;z)

l,b+

=~F(a+

(65)
l;z),

(66)

and the recurrence relations
ZFI,l =
aFl,l =
abFl, O =
aFl,O =
(b – a)zF,,l =

bFl, O — bFO,O,
(a — b)FO,l + bFO,O,
b(a + z)FO,O — z(b — a) FO,l,
(z + 2a — b)FO,O+ (b — a) F–1,0,
b(.z + b – l)FO,, + b(l – b)FO,-1,
.1

where the symbol F~,t is an abbreviation

(67)

defined by

F~,l = F(a + k, b + l;z).
If a is a negative integer, F(a, b; z) reduces to a polynomial in z. If both a
and b are positive integers, F(~, b; z) can be expressed in exponential
functions and polynomials in z. If a is a half integer and b is an integer,
I’(a, b; z) can be expressed in Bessel functions I.(z) and exponential
functions of z. Since in the literature the results are often expressed in
this way, we shall give here a list of some of these identities:
1Tbe usualnotationk
of Bessel Functions,

,F, (a, b; z).
For the integral (62) see C,. N. Watson, Theory
Cambridge University Press, 1944, p. 394.
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F(;,,;_z)
I

)

-.)

=e-i[Io(;)+Il(;)]!

F(;,l;

-z)

=,-:[(,

F(;,2;

-z)

=e-i[Io(;)

-.)

=e-i[(l+z,Io(;)

F(-;Jl;-2)=e-i[(;
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Tables of I’(a, b; z) for half-integer values of a and integer values of b can
be found in the Report of the British Association for the Advancement of
Science, 1927.
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IN INTERNAL

NOISE

This chapter will present experimental and theoretical results dealing
with the determination of threshold power for a signal consisting of a
train of pulses. A superheterodyne receiver will be assumed in which the
noise is of the variety discussed in Chaps. 4 and 5; for threshold signals in
external noise the reader is referred to Chaps. 11 and 12. Furthermore,
in the interests of simplicity, only the results obtained in using a deflection-modulated, or type A, oscilloscope will be considered here. The
intensity-modulated display is discussed in Chap. 9.
8.1. Standards for the Measurement of Signal Power.—The comparison between signal and noise power is most conveniently drawn in the i-f
anplifier after the restriction in i-f bandwidth is made. At this point, the
signal-to-noise power ratio is affected by both the i-f bandwidth and the
noise figure of the receiver; therefore, both these quantities must be
This
accurately known in order to calculate the input power ratio.
calculation, however, is very simple. As pointed out in Sec. 5.1 the
noise power P.v in the receiver at any point is given by the relation

where G is the total power gain of the receiver up to the point in question,

F, is the noise figure of the receiver expressed for a particular temperature
T, and k is Boltzmann’s constant.
Although G is a function of the
frequency, a mid-frequency value will suffice here. To be absolutely
correct, the bandwidth Aj must be measured in a particular way; it is,
in fact, calculated from the relation
Af =

\o

“ A; dj,

(2)

where A~ is the amplitude response of the receiver at a particular freqllency j, normalized to unity at midband.
Equation (2) is introduced
because the various noise components in the receiver are independent,
hence add in power or in the squares of the amplitude functions.
This
assumes (nearly always validly) that the original noise is uniformly distributed throughout the frequency range.
The measurement of bandwidth by means of Eq. (2) is tedious and
usually difficult.
It is much more convenient to measure the bandwidth
176
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simply by the frequency interval between points at which the receiver
power response is one-half its maximum value or its amplitude response
i: @/2
times its maximum value; this half-power bandwidth is denoted
by B. Thedifference between B and Af depends upon the shape of the
response curve; this in turn depends upon the type of receiver and type of
interstage coupling.
Because of the linear relationship between r-f
and i-f voitages in the superheterodyne receiver (see Sec. 2.2) we may
assume the bandwidth limitation tooccur ineitherthe r-f or i-f amplifier.
It is customary in either case touse a number of simple networks that
restrict the bandwidth; these networks are usually single-tuned, that is, a
single inductance-capacitance-resistance
mesh, or they are multiply
tuned, that is, a number of coupled resonant meshes.
The coupling
adjustment on multiply tuned circuits is often made so that the response
is constant to the highest possible order in the neighborhood of midband;
this has several advantages besides giving a reproducible and calculable
response curve. For a number of arrangements the differences between
half-power bandwidths B and bandwidths Aj determined from Eq. (2)
are shown in Table 8.1, taken from St one’s report. 1
TABLE

t

SIGNAL

81]
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1.—COMPARISONOF NOISE 13ANDWIDTHS AND 3-DB BANDWIDTHS

Type of coupling
circuit
Singly tuned

No. of stages

1

A’oise bandwidth Af

3db bandwidth W

Ratio, db

3
4

0.985

2.000*
1.286
1,02
0.868

Doubly tuned

1
2

2.221
1.67

2.000*
1.604

0.46
0.2

Triply tuned

1

2.096

2.000*

0.2

Quadruply tuned

1

2.038

2.000*

0.08

Quintuply tuned

1

2.020

2.000*

0.04

2

●

3.14
1.57
1,18

1.95

0.8.5
0.64
c 55

Takenby definition.

It can be seen that the two types of bandwidth determinations are nearly
aliice. Since the half-power bandwidth is so much easier to measure, only
the half-power bandwidths B will be used in this chapter.
Throughout the following discussion one further assumption will be
made regarding the bandwidth B, namely, that it applies equally well to
both signal and noise. This assumption is completely justified if the
I A. M. Stone, RL Report No, 708, June 22, 1945,
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filter that 1s substantially responsible for B jollows the source of noise.
This condition prevails in nearly all microwave receivers and in nearly all
For receivers in
well-designed receivers employing r-f amplification.
which this is not true, i.e., where the signal bandwidth is less than the
noise bandwidth, a reduction in noise, without an accompanying loss in
signal response, can be brought about by the use of a final i-f filter. For
best results this final filter should be made to restrict the noise bandwidth
to the same value as the signal bandwidth.
If we now measure the signal-to-noise power at some point in the
receiver, we can calculate the input noise power by means of Eq. (1),
noting first that the gain G is the ratio of signal power Ps in the receiver
to the available input signal power Psti. Thus,
P..

= ::

FJcT

Aj;

(3)

and as before, Aj can be replaced by the approximate half-power
bandwidth B.
The advantage in using Eq. (3) to calculate input signal power is
considerable.
The noise figure is measurable by methods that do not
involve large amounts of attenuation; one of these methods, which is
quite accurate, simply compares receiver noise with noise of known power
generated by a diode (see Chap. 5). The measurement of receiver bandwidth is straightforward; the comparison of signal and noise power is also
usually straightforward, although certain precautions may be necessary.
These precautions will be discussed when a complete experimental system
for determining threshold signals is presented.
The input power can
thus be measured with good accuracy even though it is in the neighborhood of 10-’5 watt; this measurement would be difficult to make directly
by means of a signal generator and a long-range calibrated attenuator.
Furthermore, the ratio P,s/P.v, together with the bandwidth, determines
the signal perceptibility.
Two receivers having the same bandwidth and
same shape response curves but different noise figures will have different
signal threshold powers measured at their input terminals but, in the
Therefore,
in
threshold condition, will show the same values of P./P,v.
order

that

desirable
receiver

results
to

may

express

be universally

threshold

after the bandwidth

Up to this point

restriction

a method

signal power may be computed
and a universal
ratio.

parameter,

It has been tacitly

signals

applicable
in terms

from the receiver

assumed

power

it is
in the

has occurred.

has been outlined

which

to all receivers,
of noise

is, in fact,
that

whereby

the threshold

noise figure, bandwidth,
the signal-to-noise

the signal is a train

power

of pulses,

which is finite in length because of the limited time in which an observation must be made or because of scanning limitations.
Scanning has
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been discussed in Chap. 2 and is of special importance when the intensitymodulated display is used. It has not yet been stated, however, how
the signal power can be measured or, more important, how it can be
compared with receiver noise power. Furthermore, it has not yet been
pointed out how the signal power can be adjusted to correspond to the
threshold condition.
These questions will be answered in the following
sections.
8.2. A (Synthetic) System for Experimental Purposes.-Since
it will
be useful in the discussion of experimental results to be presented in the
following sections, a block diagram of a (synthetic) system is shown in
Fig. 8.1. This system has been used at one time or another by Stone’
and Ashby, Meij er, Stone, Sydoriak, and Lawsonz to investigate the
factors involved in signal discernibility for an A-scope display.
It contains a pulse generator and synchronization circuit so that a series of
pulses of controllable length, spacing, and number can be produced and
the pulse power can be accurately compared with receiver noise power.
In addition, the receiver, though a conventional superheterodyne, is
arranged so that the i-f bandwidth is variable (in steps) over a wide
range. A description of the various components and their functions
fOllows.
The production of a series of r-f pulses having all the characteristics
of a mathematically perfect series of pulses is a goal yet to be achieved.
Usually the emitted r-f energy has frequency modulation associated with
it, and the pulse shape is not rectangular.
Furthermore, it is usually
found that the r-f pulse power is affected by the duty ratio or fraction of
time during which the oscillator is energized, even though the voltages of
the oscillator power supply are held constant.
This effect is usually due
to internal heating of the oscillator elements; variations in average heat
cause variations in electrode spacing with consequent change in oscillator
efficiency.
The difficulty of frequency modulation mentioned above can
be solved by taking extreme care with the shape of the modulator pulse
used to excite the oscillator; the difficulty regarding the duty ratio was
solved in the system shown in Fig. 8.1 by actually maintaining the duty
This condition is achieved
ratio of the oscillator itself constant.
essentially by operating the signal generator at the highest PRF that is
to be used and by operating the A-scope sweep at an equal or lower
repetition frequency.
Thus the information presented on the A-scope
recurs at any desired sweep repetition frequency, or SRF; at the same
time it is certain that the pulse power from the signal generator is independent of the SRF.
The variation in duty ratio brought about by a
change in pulse length, however, still exists in this system; hence for each
1A, M. Stone, RL Report No. 708, June 22, 1945.
z Unpublished.
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FIQ. 8.1 .—Block diagram of synthetic system. The parameters controlled in each component are shown in parentheses.
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pulse length a calibration between pulse power and receiver noise power
must be made.
additional
the A-scope

The independent

advantage
sweep

that

control

of the PRF

for some experiments

more often

than the signal

and SRF

it is useful
pulse.

has the

to operate

In this way

the

pulse may appear on every other, every fourth, etc., sweep. This form
of operation is useful in determining one of the effects of mixing the video
signals of two or more systems.
More will be said about this point later.
There is therefore found in the top left-hand corner of Fig. 8.1 a synchronization unit that produces timing pulses determining both the PRF
and SRF; these frequencies must be harmonically related to fulfill the
functions described above.
For convenience, the unit actually built for
tests contains a 100-kc/sec crystal oscillator to provide initial stable
pulses. A series of frequencydividing
stages is then used to halve each
successive frequency.
The resulting unit has available output trigger
pulses with repetition frequencies from about 1 cps up to 100 kc/see;
all these frequencies are harmonically related and can be used independently to form the PRF and the SRF.
It has been noted that the signal is to consist of a finite train of pulses;
the length of the train is determined by various factors, often chiefly
connected with scanning.
As we shall see in the following sections, the
length of the pulse train, which will be called the signal presentation
time e, has a profound influence on signal threshold power; therefore, for
experimental purposes it must be controllable over a considerable range
of values.
To prevent the oscillator duty ratio from being affected by 0
The signal position, or range, on the
the following scheme was devised.
A-scope is adjusted so that the signal normally does not appear; i.e., it is
displaced outside the limits of the A-scope sweep. During the interval o
the signal range is changed to bring it into the visible region on the
A-scope.
This procedure does not affect the duty ratio yet presents the
signal on the A-scope only during the desired interval.
The apparent
signal range is, of course, fixed by the time delay between the timing
pulse operating the A-scope sweep and the timing pulse operating the
signal generator.
The device controlling the signal presentation time is
shown in the upper right-hand corner of Fig. 8.1. In addition to controlling this parameter it also functions, if desired, to provide a warning
signal to the observer just prior to the signal presentation interval O.
Since the function of this unit is to set the length of a train of pulses,
accomplished in a scanning system by azimuth selection caused by the
rotating antenna beam width, the unit is labeled ‘f azimuth select or.”
Indeed, for experiments with the PPI, to be discussed in Chap. 9, it
becomes an actual azimuth selector.
In addition to presenting the signal on the A-scope for an interval d
it is desirable to present it at one of a number of defined range positions,
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This is a necessary part of the method by which threshold signals are
determined.
It has been pointed out in Chap. 7 that a theoretical
“betting”
curve exists; there is also an experimental betting curve with
similar characteristics.
To determine this experimental betting curve it
has been found most desirable to obtain correlation results between the
observer’s estimate of signal range and the actual signal range. So that
the observer may be unaware of the actual signal position, it is necessary
for the signal to occur at one of several designated range positions.
The
chosen position must be independent of previous selections and must be
selected by chance.
More will be said about this procedure below, but
it is pertinent to remark here that a synchronization unit is necessary to
perform this random range selection and that control of the number and
This unit is shown in schematic
spacing of the positions is also required.
notation at the top of Fig. 8.1.
One other synchronization unit shown near the top left -hand corner
of Fig. 8.1 needs explanation.
It has been found that, when very small
values of o are used, the total number of A-scope sweeps of noise, with
which the signal competes, extends beyond the interval 0. To test this
point a commutator was used that allows the A-scope to be triggered only
during the given interval o; under these conditions the signal presentation
time is still O, and only during this interval is anything shown on the
A-scope.
The significance of this commutator will be discussed in
subsequent sections.
The receiver used in the system of Fig. 8.1 is a conventional microwave
To the r-f input terminals of
superheterodyne using a crystal converter.
this converter are coupled the output of the local oscillator, the pulsed
signal generator, and a c-w r-f generator, which is used in the comparison
of pulsed signal and noise power by a method to be described below. The
CLWgenerator and pulsed signal generator have associated with them
respective attenuators in their output lines. These attenuators, of the
waveguide-beyond-cutoff
variety, have extremely good relative accuracy,
but the absolute values of the attenuation are not easily measurable:
Both the signal and c-w generators are well shielded; this precaution is
essential in making any measurements at levels approaching receiver
noise. The part of the receiver following the converter is of the greatest
importance in the experimental work; it is here that there are many parameters to adjust in the determination of optimum design. Some of the
receiver parameters that may be expected to have an effect on signal
threshold power are
1. I-f bandwidth.
2. Shape of i-f bandwidth.
3. Type of second detector,
4. Video bandwidth.
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5. Shape of video bancflvidth.
6. Video nonlinearity such us that caused by saturation or limiting.
Presumably only the most important of these variables were, for
It ~vas expected that the shapes of i-f
simplicity’s sake, investigated.
and video band~ridths would not greatly affect threshold signals, provided
theshapes ~verethose characterized byproperly adjusted filters. Therefore, in the receiver shown in block-diagram form in Fig. 81, the i-f and
video bandwidths weredeterrnined by filters of types that are commonly
used but are intermediate in complexity between the simple single-tuned
The i-f
circuit and the highly complicated multiply tuned circuits.
bandwidth is determined essentially by a single double-tuned stage,’
whereas the video bandwidth is determined by a single shunt-peaked
section. In addition to fixing these parameters a type of second detector
was chosen and not thereafter varied.
It is of the linear, or envelope,
type, which in receivers is almost universally used to the exclusion of
other types.
Occasionally a parabolic, orsquare-law, detector is found;
however, there is now some evidence that the type of second detector has
only a slight effect on the signal threshold power. This will be brought
out in Sec. 8.7. Therefore, in summary, the receiver consists of a converter,

an i-f amplifier

\vhose gain

and bandwidth

are controllable,

a

linear second detector with an output meter to record the average video

level, and a video amplifier ~vhose bandwidth and limit level are controllable.
The output line of the video amplifier is connected directly
to the A-scope or, for intensity-modulated
measurements, through an
additional limiting stage to the PPI.
The additional limiting stage is
desirable so that the A-scope and PPI can be operated at different limit
levels.
The description of the (synthetic) system is now complete except
that the method by which the signal power is compared with noise power
has not yet been explained.
It might be thought that the signal power
could be measured relative to noise by the contribution each makes in the
output of the second detector, account being taken of the signal duty
ratio. This is not the usual case; where the duty ratio is small, the
contribution of a signal compared with that of the noise is unnoticeable.
As the signal is increased in size to produce a measurable contribution,
the signal pulses in the i-f amplifier become large enough to saturate the
amplifier, thereby invalidating any measurement of the power. To
overcome this diflicult y the system shown in Fig. 8“1 was devised; the
pulsed signal is first compared in power with a c-w generator, which, in
turn, is compared with receiver noise. This latter comparison is easily
made because the duty ratio of the c-w generator is unity.
The pro1A. hf. Stone and J. L. Lawson, “ Theory and Design of Double-tuned Circuits,”
ElectronicInd., April 1946,p. 62.
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cedure is to adjust the receiver gain so that the second-detector output
meter reads some fiducial value due to receiver noise only. The c-w
generator attenuator is next adjusted so that the output meter increases
At this point the power in
its reading to @
times the fiducial reading.
the i-f amplifier, produced by the c-w generator, is just equal to the noise
power in the i-f amplifier.
The factor’ W comes about because of the
linear detector; a doubling of input power results in a change in output
This procedure is valid only when there is a really
amplitude of <2.
linear second detector; this point can be checked experimentally by
calibration against the attenuator associated with the c-w generator.
To
make the determination valid, receiver noise is made negligible by reducing the gain of the i-f amplifier.
The method by which the c-w generator power is made equal to
receiver noise power has just been outlined, but the way in which the c-w
power is compared with the signal power has not yet been mentioned.
This comparison can be made by the following procedure.
With the
receiver gain reduced to the point that noise is negligible the signal is
The c-w
adjusted to an easily measurable amplitude on the A-scope.
generator power (tu~ed to the mid-frequency of the signal) is then
increased S1OW1
y until a flutter or ‘‘ beating” effect in the signal is
observed.
This phenomenon is due to the addition of signal and c-w
voltages in random phase from pulse to pulse. When the c-w and pulse
voltages are in phase, the resulting video signals “ beat” up to the
maximum value; when they are out of phase, the video signals beat down
to their lowest value. As the c-w power is increased, the signal on the
A-scope is observed to beat lower and lower until it just beats down to
The c-w power that just produces this effect is easily reprothe baseline.
ducible, since the visual extension of the baseline can be estimated with
great accuracy.

A c-w power

signal to beat below

greater

the baseline.

at first, but it must be remembered

than this critical

This statement

value

I

I

t
~

b

‘‘

causes the

may seem surprising

that the baseline

does not represent

zero video voltage but actually represents the steady rectified voltage
Let us, therefore, examine the condiproduced by the c-w generator.
tions under which the signal “ beats” just to the baseline; this is clearly a
i
I Strictly speaking, this factor is not entirely correct because of the difference in
the probability distributions of the amplitudes of noise and c-w signal. The output
of the linear detector records the average rectified amplitude, which is proportional to
the square root of power only for voltages that have similar amplitude distributions.
The @ factor would apply strictly only to the case where rms voltages are recorded;
therefore a correction factor should be applied that comes in because of the difference
between rms and average voltages. For noise, this factor has been evaluated; to
equalize c-w and noise power the fiducial reading of the output meter should be
increased by a factor of 1.45 with the addition of c-w power instead of by the stated
“factor of 42.
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condition in which the difference between signal and c-w voltage during
the pulse is just equal to the c-w voltage represented by the A-scope baseline. This observation leads to the obvious conclusion that the signal
pulse voltage is just twice the c-w voltage or that the signal power is just
four times the c-w power. This condition, incidentally, is independent
of the detector linearity; it requires only that the detector response be
independent of i-f signal phase. The procedure, therefore, affords a
high-precision method by which the signal power can be compared with
the c-w generator power. In the use of the beating technique one important precaution must be observed, however.
The i-f and video amplifier
must have adequate bandwidth, enough properly to delineate the signal;
otherwise the transient effect at the beginning and end of the signal
arising from inevitable
phase changes in the i-f voltage will cause a false
reading.
This effect is unimportant
as soon as the i-f bandwidth is larger
than about twice the reciprocal
should likewise
reading

between

connection

of the pulse length;

be correspondingly

large.

signal and c-w voltages

the video

Therefore,

bandwidth

in the comparison

only the wide-band

i-f amplifier

should be used.

8.3. The Determination of Threshold-signal
Setting.-A
system has
been described in which, once the attenuator setting is chosen for a
threshold signal, the signal power can be measured in convenient units.
This process is straightforward and requires no further refinements.
However, the procedure by which the threshold signal is established is one
in which considerable

latitude

exists;

each investigator

has usually

seen

fit to use a new procedure that generally has yielded slightly different
Apparently
the process first used was to ask a number of
results.

observers to estimate the minimum detectable signal; the threshold signal
was then assumed to be the average of their answers. It was found that
the individual estimates differed by large factors, indeed so large that it
Furthermore, a given
was nearly impossible to obtain reliable averages.
observer would usually change his estimate considerably from day to day,
depending on such factors as A-scope trace intensity, focus conditions,
and his own state of mind.
His estimate of minimum detectable signal
wauld also be greatly affected by such factors as his previous training and
by the degree of certainty that was required of his answer. Because
of this sort of difficulty a method was sought that did not depend on the
observer’s opinion.
The type of answer required of the observer and the
consistency with which his determinations were found to be repeated at a
subsequent date indicate that the procedure outlined here constitutes
Furthermore, different observers, when
such an objective method.
properly trained, all obtain virtually the same results. The method is
essentially one in which the observers’ answers are correlated with some
desired parameter of the signal.
Tn the case of the A-scope such a param-

8.3

I

eter is the range position of the signal; in the case of the PPI azimuth
position could also be used. In the former case the signal is made to
appear at one of several definite range positions, and the observer is
His guesses are then correlated with
asked to guess the correct position.
theactual known positions inorder to find out whether or not the signal
is perceptible.
This procedure minimizes the judgment required from
the observer; he is not required to judge whether or not the signal is
visible but only which of several given positions is most likely to contain
the signal. Since this type of correlations
statistical in nature, a number of observations must be made; in order that each guess be independent
of preceding observations, the range position of the signal must be randomly selected.
It is expected theoretically, and found experimentally,
that the signal threshold power depends upon the number and spacing of
these range positions.
A large number of positions increases the threshold
power slightly; a small number of positions complicates the analysis
because of chance lucky guesses. For most of the experiments to be
described in the next two sections six positions have been used; where the
effect of number of positions is studied, however, this restriction obviously
does not apply.
It is found experimentally that there is a “twilight” region where the
signal can be detected only part of the time. The fraction of time in
which the signal is seen can be obtained ~om the correlation between
guessed position and actual position as outlined above; this fraction
increases continuously with increasing signal. The result is analogous to
curve of the theoretically ideal observer described in
the “betting”
Chap. 7 and indeed appears to differ from it in only two respects; viz.,
the actual observer appears to require a slightly higher value of signal
power than the ideal observer, and the betting curve seems to have a
different width (where the width is defined by the relative signal power
The width of the twilight
change from 10 to 90 per cent correlation).
rsgion is usually smaller than that of the ideal observer, although if
conditions of severe video limiting are experienced, the experimental
twilight zone becomes very large. These two general observations are
not at all surprising.
For example, the first amounts to saying that a
human observer is not so efficient as the theoretically ideal observer.
The
second observation is expected when due allowance is made for the effects
of contrast limitation in the human observer and for saturation effects
in the video system.
These points will be considered in later sections.
A typical experimental betting curve is shown in Fig. 8.2 in which the
correlation fraction, after the theoretical number of chance lucky guesses
is subtracted, is plotted against relative signal power.
The signal power
is expressed in decibels relative to the noise power in the receiver with a
1.O-Mc/sec i-f bandwidth; and as can be seen, the conditions .in the
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experiment were chosen so that the entire betting curve occurs for signals
smaller than noise power. Each experimental point on the curve was
obtained from 20 observations (guesses); hence there is still considerable
statistical scatter in the points.
A
1.0
reasonably smooth curve, however,
can be drawn through the points,
0.8
and it is not”diffimdt to specify the
signal power for a given correlation
fraction.
This specification can be
made to within 1 or possibly 0.5 db
in relative signal power. As can be
seen from Fig. 8.2, however, such
a specification requires about 100
0.2
individual observations;
unfortunately this is the price that must be
0
-14
-12
-lo
-6
-8
paid to achieve a quantitative
Sk@ powarindb relativeto noise
measurement of threshold signal.
powarina bandequalto %
The total time spent in obtaining
FIG. S2.-Experimental “ betting” curve.
experimental data for threshold
signals is therefore considerable; yet it is felt that the final results can be
trusted only when such pains are taken.
So that the reader can appreciate the type of measurement jqst
described, a series of photographs typical of an actual experiment have
been made of an A-scope with six possible signal range positions.
These
are shown in Fig. 8.3 with the six possible positions shown below each
picture as a row of tiny white dots. The conditions under which these
photographs were made are unimportant in the present discussion.
In
Fig. 83a one photograph is shown where the signal occurs at randomly
selected positions but in which the signal-to-noise power ratio was set at
6 db. In Fig. 8.3b the same conditions apply except that the signal-tonoise power ratio was set at O db. Likewise, for each of the series shown
in Fig. 8.3 a different signal power was used. It can be seen that as the
signal is reduced in size, more and more difficulty is experienced in
locating it. The reader is invited to try his hand at guessing the correct
positions for all the photographs in order to construct ajbetting curve; the
correct answers are given on page 188.1 A sample betting curve, derived
from Fig. 8.3, is shown in Fig. 8.4, in which the correct number in each
category is plotted against the relative signal power. This number is
plotted directly, without first subtracting the chance lucky guesses; the
procedure gives a slightly distorted betting curve but is simpler to use in
illustrating the results. The coded points shown in this figure are those
obtained by four independent skilled observers.
1Signalposition answersto Fig. 8.3:
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Because of the existence of a twilight region for signal threshold power
it is not possible to speak of a threshold signal without referring to the
entire betting curve. This is an extremely tedious procedure; it is
ordinarily sufficient to refer to some characteristic region of the betting
curve. As an example we may refer to the signal power required to give
a correlation of 50 per cent; this can be used as a criterion of threshold
Photograph
8.3a
8.3b
8.3b
8,3b
8.3b
8.3b

8.3c
8.3c
8.3c
8.3c
8.3c

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Position
6
4
5
1
2
4
5
4
1
3
1

Photograph
8.3d
8.3d
8.3d
8.3d
8.3d

8.3e
8.3e
8.3.
8.3e
8.3.

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Position
4
3
6
5
3
1
6
2
:

Photograph
8.3j
83j2
8.3j
8.3j
8.3j
8.3g
8.3g
8.3g
8.3g
8.3g

Position

1
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

1
4
5
2
3
3
5
2
2
6

power. An objection to the use of the 50 per cent point, however, is that
it is far from the point at which the observer thinks he can see the signal;
the latter signal strength is probably nearer the one operationally useful.
For this reason it is usually more desirable to specify the signal required

(a) Signal = noise + 6 db
FIm S.3.—Oscil1oscopephotographswith signal in random positions.

to give a large correlation; a figure of 100 per cent would be nearly ideal
were it not for the extreme difficulty of finding it.
It seems from Fig.
82 that a correlation of 100 per cent is reached rather abruptly, yet the
shape of the betting curve between 80 and 100 per cent correlation is not
well defined by the experimental points; indeed the statistical fluctuations
in this neighborhood are so large that the shape of the curve as drawn is
not necessarily correct.
Strictly speaking, it is likely that a correlation
of 100 per cent is never quite achieved, analogous to the situation in the
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(c) Signal =noise – ldb
sign~in randOmpositions. (Continued.)
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(e) Signal =noise – 3db
;h , nalin random positions. (Continued.)
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I
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I

(n Signal =noise -4db
(g) Signal =noise -5db
FIG. 8.3.—Oscilloscopephotographswitllsignal in random position.. (Continued.)
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betting cur~'eof theideal observer described in Sec. 7"4. Forall practical
purposes, however, the correlation becomes 100 per cent very abruptly.
I$evertheless, because of the statistical difficulty of determining apractieallOOper cent point, itisfelt that acorrelation of Wper cent represents
a more useful figure. At this correlation askilled observer can feel that
he really sees the signal at least a significant part of the time. It will be
convenient to refer to the sigmd power required to yield 90 per cent
correlation as PSOO,which will also be considered to be the threshold signal
unleps explicitly stated otherwise.
The second subscript will always refer
to the percentage correlation, so that if other correlation criteria are
temporarily used, their meaning will be obvious.
m

5

~

:
‘

i

IE1-1

4

;f,
g=
0.Y2
. .
f~
z

m

Ii,

10.
-8

-6
-4
-2
Signal
powar
indbrelative
tonoisepower

ina frequency
bandaqualto l/T

l:IG. 8.4.—Sample bettingcurvederivedfromphotographsof Fig. 8.3.
“tiystem parameters:
Key:
B7 = 1.1
A Observer A
m = :Lpproxirnatelyoptimum
❑ Observer B
PIW = 400 pps
O ObserverC
Exposuretime = 0.1 sec.
● Observer D

It is desirable at this time to reiterate the point of view that is taken
in setting up the procedure for determining threshold signals. The aim is
to establish accurate criteria by which the effect of various system parameters on threshold signal can be studied.
It is not desired to study the
observer himself, especially as to methods of training or methods that
would make his job easier or less tiring. It is true, however, that certain
characteristics

of the observer

eters

system,

studied

of

the

by means

and

become inextricably
these

of the suggested

characteristics
correlation

entangled
can

be

technique.

with parammost
Most

;
.!

(

readily
impor-

has been made to, study the observer’s reactions
to different situations.
We must recognize that an observer searching
for a weak signal will not report such a signal unless he is psychologically
sure of its existence.
The strength of signal required for psychological
tant of all, no real attempt

!
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certainty depends upon many factors.
Some of them are (1) the importance of correctly reporting the signal, (2) the number of mistakes that
have been previously made, (3) the observer’s state of alertness, (4)
previous amount and type of training and practice, etc. These factors
are extremely important in any operational situation; however, they are
that affect threshold
not pertinent to a discussion of the system parameters
signals.
8.4. System Parameters and Scaling.-Let
us list the various system
parameters that are expected to have an effect on signal threshold power.
It is not intended to be a complete list, but it probably contains most of
the important quantities that pertain to a relatively straightforward
receiving system containing an A-scope indicator.
For more complicated
systems, such as the MTI system described in Sec. 11.5, it is obvious that
additional parameters will be introduced.
In Table 8.2 there is listed
beside some of the parameters a symbol that will represent that parameter. The variables are listed in groups, each group generally being
associated with some part of the receiving system.
The scanning variable is of special importance in the discussion of
intensity-modulated indicators presented in Chap. 9. For the A-scope,
however, matters will be simplified by neglecting the shaping of the
pulse train resulting from the antenna beam pattern.
The pulse train
will be assumed to be of constant amplitude but of length o as is listed in
Item 5 of Table 8.2.
A blind investigation of the effect of each variable for various conditions of all the other parameters would assume prodigious proportions
indeed, but a rough estimate of the number of observations required to
complete the problem can be made. Assuming that each parameter is to
be set to each of five values and that a single determination for threshold
signal requires about 100 observations (see Fig. 8“2), we arrive at the
astonishing result that about 1016 observations need to be made. This
fact is convincing evidence that every effort must be made to simplify
the problem and to investigate only those parameters which are expected
to have a relatively pronounced effect on threshold signals. This
simplification will be carried on to a large extent, and the justification for
The numbers preceding the
such simplification is indicated below.
following paragraphs correspond to items in Table 8.2.
1. The pulse power P~ is, in fact, the dependent variable
to find. It is affected, of course, by the definition
signal made in the preceding section as well as by
system parameters.
3. The pulse shape is relatively unimportant.
Almost
common use have a rectangular shape; for this reason
will not be considered.

that we wish
of threshold
all the other
all pulses in
other shapes

,
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6. The receiver noise figure F has been disposed of in Sec. 8“1, although
a knowledge of its value is required to compute final signal
threshold power in absolute units.
8. The shape of the i-f bandpass curve has already been discussed in
Sec. 8.2; it is believed that its effect is minor as long as it arises from
an ‘‘ approved” type of i-f coupling circuit.
TABLE82.-PARAMETERS.4FFECTING
SIGNALVISIBILITY
Parameter
The signal:
l. Pulse pOwer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Pulse length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. Shape of pulse
4, Pulse repetition frequency.
5. Duration of pulse train.
The receiver:
6.iYoisc figure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7. I-f bandwidth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. Shape of i-f bandpass curve
9. Type of second detector.
10, Video band\vidth
11. Shape of video bandpass curv(
12. Video limiting or saturation
13. Receiver po}ver gain.

,

The indicator:
14, Trace brightness
15. Focus conditions
16. Direction of sweep.
17. Sweep rate or speed
18. Deflection sensitivity.
19. Screen material . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$ymbol

Remarks

Ps
T
.fr
!3

Abbreviated PRF
Signal presentation time

F
B

Abbreviated A-F

Linear, quadratic, etc.
b

G

Affects output noise (and signal)
level

Vertical or horizontal
s
Pl; ‘P7

Jfeasured perpendicular to sweep
Rate of decay-P 1 fast (or instantaneous), P7 slow (few seconds)

20. Number of possible signal posi
tions
21. Spacing of signal positions
The human observer . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Video mixing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Scanning. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

...

No properties listed here, although
they will be stated and discussed
later
X’O specific property listed here,
although the outputs of several
systems can be mixed in various
ways; this has an effect on threshold signals in each system
It is assumed the pulse train is of
constant amplitude for a duration 0.
Scanning actually ca.usesa variation in pulse amplitude during the
pulse train
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The type of second detector also has been mentioned in Sec. 8.2;
only thelinear detector wasexperirnentally investigated, although
in this chapter the quadratic detector is considered from the
theoretical point of view. If the signal is smaller than noise
power—a condition generally experienced in threshold determinations—the linear and quadratic detectors are very nearly alike in
signal perception sensitivity.
11. Analogous to the case of the i-f bandpass curve shape, it is
expected that the shape of video bandpass curve has little effect
on threshold signals. To be explicit, the shape of the video
bandpass curve will be assumed to be that of a single shuntpeaked stage. This means a power-response law proportional
to 1/(1 + j4), where j is the frequency.
9.

I

I
I

Of the remaining quantities it is possible to combine terms 6, 12, 13,
The noise figure (6),
and 18 into two useful and suitable variables.
receiver gain (13), and video limiting voltage (12) essentially fix the
fraction of the video noise distribution that is lost in the limiting process.
It is therefore more useful to express the limit level directly in terms of
the average noise voltage (before limiting); this ratio will be denoted by
the symbol L.
Limiting is important only when a substantial fraction of the noise
probability distribution is affected.
Such limiting needs to be introduced
only when an intensity-modulated display, such as the PPI, is used; it is
necessary to prevent defocusing of the beam spot on the tube face for
large noise fluctuations.
For this reason the discussion of limiting will
be deferred until the next chapter, which deals with results obtained from
intensity-modulated display systems.
The noise figure (6), receiver gain (13), and A-scope deflection sensitivity (18) fix the average ampiitude of noise as seen on the A-scope.
It
is more convenient to refer directly to this parameter than to the combination of system characteristics from which it is derived.
Let us consider a particular set of conditions where we examine in
detail the geometrical picture on the face of the A-scope.
This geometrical picture is composed of a number of overlaid traces; each trace
for the purpose of visual inspection may be considered “laid onto” the
screen instantaneously.
There is a certain noise fluctuation in each trace
whose spatial appearance is influenced by the receiver bandwidths B and
b, by the average noise deflection,
and by the A-scope sweep speed s.
The actual appearance of the signal may be regarded as caused by pulse
length ~, the receiver bandwidths B and b, and the signal-to-noise power
ratio. Now let us consider the effect of an increase in pulse length by a
factors and inquire if there are similar changes that can be made in other
parameters so that the geometrical picture on the A-scope may be left
essentially unchanged.
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If the pulse shape as viewed on the A-scope is to remain unchanged,
the receiver bandwidths must be scaled down by a factor P and the sweep
speed must also be scaled down by ~. Since the total i-f noise power in
the receiver is proportional to the i-f bandwidth, the receiver gain G must
be increased by the factor P. This reasoning leads to the conclusion that
for a given signal deflection the input signal power must be reduced by p.
There is in addition one minor change that is necessary to keep the total
trace intensity constant; because of the reduced sweep speed a reduction
in the cathode-ray-tube beam current must be made, again by a factor p.
It is clear that, when all these scale changes are made, the appearance of
We may write the old and the new
the A-scope face will be unchanged.
TABLE 83.-VArUOUS
Old parameter
Pulse length r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I-f bandwidth B . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vldeobandwidth b. . . . . . . . . . .
Sweep speed s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Threshold signal power P,s,O.

SCALING PAItAMETErtS

I Scaled parameter lInvariant parameter
~.

B/~
b/fl

s/6
ps,o/B

scaled parameters as shown in Table 8“3. Also shown in this table is a
list of combinations of the scaled parameters that are invariant to the
scaling; these quantities are therefore much more suit able for ultimate
use. The quantities B~ and b7 are dimensionless and usually have values
The quantity sr is
within one or two orders of magnitude of unity.
simply the geometrical length of the signal as it appears on the A-scope,
It will be noticed that only four
and PS,Or is the threshold signal energy.
variables now exist in place of five; this reduction has been effected by the
scaling argument.
We are therefore left with the following parameters:
1. Trace brightness, average noise deflection; sweep parameters.
2. Product of i-f bandwidth and pulse length B,.
3. Product of video bandwidth and pulse length br, product of sweep
speed and pulse length sr, focus.
4. Pulse repetition frequency, PRF; sweep repetition frequency SRF.
5. Signal presentation time d, screen material.
6. Attention interval 8*, number and spacing of possible signal
positions.
7. Video mixing.
These parameters are discussed in the following sections, where both
experimental results and corresponding theoretical considerations are
presented together.
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8.5. Muence
of Trace Brightness, Average Noise Deflection, Sweep
Direction.-Before
proceeding with the discussion, it is necessary to
describe how the results are to be interpreted.
When we speak of the
effect of a single variable, we should like to mean the effect upon signal
threshold power of changes in that variable when all other parameters are
The difficulty is now apparent—just
fixed at their most suitable values.
how are we to know a priori the most suitable values of these parameters?
Trace
barely
visible

Trace obscured
by &l-watt light
30 cm from screen

Trace
uncomfortably
bright

o
n
u
,~
u

A
-lfJ

30

z
~

(@ Same vertical and horizontal scales

~ -4
~
,~
m
al
.->
% -6
z

\

\

\
‘A-.

a

-8
-40 (est.) -30

---

-20

---

-lo

---

0

--

io

‘-A
20

30

Trace intensity in db
(b) Expanded vertical scale
Fm. 8.6.—Signalthreshold US.trace intensity.
System parameters:
Key:
B,
= 1.2
A PI screen
m = 1.7 mm
O P7 screen
PRF = 3200PPS
6’=3sec

Fortunately this question is not vital, since it is found that the effect of
one ,variable is not strongly dependent upon the values of the other parameters. In some cases the “most suitable” value of a parameter will
not always be its value for maximum signal sensitivity; this situation
arises when the desired operating conditions prevent the use of the most
sensitive value of the parameter.
Throughout the following discussion,
therefore, parameters will generally be fixed at values that have been
found through experience to be reasonably close to the most useful ones.
Dependence on Trace Brightnas.—An experiment has been performed
in which the trace intensity was varied over a factor of 10°. Only a
slight change in threshold signal was observed over the entire range. The
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results are shown in Fig. 8“5, and the pertinent system parameters are
stated inthe figure legend.
Unfortuna~elyno absolute measure of trace
intensity was available, but indicated on the abscissa are marks denoting
theobserver’s reaction.
Itisobvious
that the effect oftrace intensity is
This
minor, although one remark of importance should be made.
experiment was performed in a darkened room; it is expected that the
effect of background illumination will greatly disturb the low-intensity
part of the curve shown in Fig. 8.5. It appears, however, that as long
as the observer can see the trace clearly, the signal threshold dependence
noise ampliiude
Average
0.02
0.2

+30 ~

in mm
2

(

gs
co
“-* ~ +20
%m :
La!
~
t Ii

~m
~ .E
2!$
==
j;
.2 ~
m

+10
()
o

Y L

-10.
-50

-40

()

-20

-30

-lo

0

Relative receiver gain in db

FIG. S.6.—Signal threshold power VS.receiver gain. The average noise amplitude
is based on an estimate that this amplitude was 2 mm when the receiver gain was set at
O db.
System parameters
= P1
BT = 1.2
Screen
m = 0.7 mm
Viewing distance = 30 cm
PRF = 200 PPS
Vertical dimension
0 = 3.4 sec
of focused spot = 0.5 mm
on trace brightness
and

P7

figure

(long

may

expressed

seem

i.e.,

This applies to both the PI (short persistence)
screens.

confusing;

in decibels

is a function
width;

is nil.

afterglow)

relative

it

The

represents

ordinate
the

to the noise power.

of the i-f bandwidth,

it is evaluated

scale

signal

shown

threshold

in this
power

Since the noise power
for a particular

band-

B = 1/7.

Dependence on Average Noise Deflection. -This
dependence has been
established by specifically determining the signal threshold power as a
function of the relative receiver gain. The results are shown in Fig. 8.6,
where the ordinate again represents signal power in decibels relative to
The abscissa represents relative
the noise power in a band equal to 1/r.
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receiver gain in decibels above an arbitrary level. For a relative receiver
gain of O db, the estimated average noise deflection on the A-scope is 2
mm; since the second detector is linear, the average noise deflection for
other gain settings can be calculated; this is shown on the top abscissa
scale.
The pertinent system parameters for this experiment are indicated
in the figure legend. As long as the average noise deflection exceeds
about 0.5 mm, the signal threshold power is independent of the average
deflection.
As the noise deflection becomes smaller, the signal threshold
power rises; for very small deflections the signal threshold power is
inversely proportional to the receiver gain. This is the result expected
if we assume that in this region a given video signal deflection is required,
independent of noise power. This assumption is certainly reasonable in
view of the negligible amplitude of noise.
Dependence on Direction oj Sweep.—It has been reported in various
places that the direction of the A-scope sweep influences the threshold
signal; one of these reports indicated a difference of as much as 4 db in
threshold signal. The experiment has been repeated by Sydoriak, Ashby,
and Lawsonl using the six-position correlation method of evaluation.
‘The results show that the vertical sweep requires a signal substantially
the same as that for the horizontal s~veep. The observers felt, however,
that the longer experience obtained in viewing the horizontal trace had
created greater psychological difficulty in viewing signals on the vertical
trace. Lack of adequate training on the vertical sweep can easily cause a
difference of several decibels in the threshold signal. We may now be
assured, however, that there is no fundamental difference in signal perception on A-scopes that have different trace directions.
8.6. Dependence on the Product of I-f Bandwidth and Pulse Length.—
It is illuminating to look somewhat ahead and discuss qualitatively some
features that are to be expected as a result of limitation of i-f and video
bandwidths.
The effect of i-f bandwidth limitation is somewhat different
from the effect of video bandwidth limitation; this fact may seem surprising in view of the linear relationship between the modulation voltage
of the i-f carrier and the video voltage.
.4s has often been remarked,
value
of the i-f
however, the linear detector records only the absolute
envelope function; hence, with receiver noise that contains no carrier,
cross-modulation terms develop.
Video noise, then, even in a linear
detector, is caused by the interaction of i-f noise components.
The
spectrum differs from the i-f noise spectrum.
Hence the effect of reduction of video bandwidth differs from that of reduction of i-f bandwidth.
The highest important video frequency produced by the second detector
is numerically equal to the i-f bandwidth B, since this highest frequency
1Unpublished.
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is the result of the interaction of the noise components at the two edges
of the i-f band.
Therefore once the video bandwidth b is larger than B,
no effect of further widening the video bandw-idth will be observable; this
is a desirable condition for an experiment in which the effect of the i-f
bandwidth is investigated.
We are not so fortunate in fixing other parameters at appropriate
values. Therefore in the results that are to be presented a family of
curves will be shown; each member of the family will represent different
fixed conditions of other parameters.
It has been remarked in Sec. 8.1 that the total noise power in the i-f
amplifier is proportional to B. This fact led to Eq. (3), which will now
be rewritten in a more suitable form.
A new parameter has been chosen
for the signal threshold criterion because of its invariance to scaling,
namely, the input threshold signal pulse energy 7Psti. If we substitute
B for Aj in Eq. (3), we may write
(4)
Therefore, a measure of input signal threshold energy, which is independent of B, is the ratio of signal power to the noise power, the latter
being evaluated where Br = 1 (in other words, for a bandwidth equal to
This is the quantity which has already been plotted on the ordinate
1/7).
scales of Figs. 8“5 and 8.6 and which will be used throughout the foUowing
discussion of experimental results.
Experimental Results.-The
results, from a series of experiments by
Sydoriak, Ashby, and Lawson, are shown in Fig. 8.7. The abscissa represents Br on a logarithmic scale, although the results were actually
obtained with a fixed pulse length 7 of 1.0 X 10–e see, by varying B in
steps from approximately 106 to 107 cps. The ordinate represents the
signal threshold power Ps,a expressed in decibels relative to the noise
power in a band equal to 1/7. Several experimental curves are shown on
the diagram; they were obtained for different values of the PRF and the
signal present ation time e. The bottom curve shown was obtained for a
PRF of 3200 pps and a signal presentation time 0 of 3 sec; the other two
curves in ascending order were taken for a PRF of 200 pps and 12.5 pps,
The top curve is the
respectively, with o fixed at 3 sec for both curves.
result obtained for only a single trace on the A-scope.
Also shown on the
diagram is a line of 45° slope; this line represents the actual receiver i-f
noise power on the same ordinate scale. Other pertinent system parameters are stated in the figure legend.
The experimental points were obtained by the three observers
mentioned; the results for each observer are coded.
Each point on the
diagram represents the average over several trials. The results of about
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sting threshold signals used in these experiments removes the necessity of
nearly all psychological judgment on the part of the observer.
The general form of the curve seems to be relatively unaffected by the
different values of PRF and d, but its absolute value is considerably
altered. The significance of this will be brought out later. For the
moment it is sufficient to note that the curve has a broad, flat minimum
in the neighborhood of B~ = 1.2. For values of Br much larger than
this, the curve approaches asymptotically a line that is parallel to the
receiver-noise curve. On the other hand, for very small values of B, the
experimental curve appears to approach a line whose slope is —1, showing
that in this region the signal threshold power is inversely proportional
to Br.

1

.-

0.1

10.0

1.0

l-f bandwidthx pulse length B 7

FIG. S.S.—Signal threshold power VS.i-f bandwidth times pulse length.
System parameters
Pulse repetition frequency. . . . . .
PRF=200pps
Signal presentationtime . . . . . . . . . . . .
t7=3sec
Pulse length on screen.......,,,,,.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..05 mmr=O.O5mm

It seems wise at this time to interject one word of caution in the
interpretation of these results. The video bandwidth itself was made
sufficiently wide so as not to suppress video frequencies produced by the
second detector.
The higher video frequencies, however, are not
necessarily perceived by the observer with the same ease as the lower
frequencies.
This effect, which will be discussed at length in Sec. 8.7,
depends on the resolution of the eye and, far more important, on what
spatial separation of events as depicted on the A-scope face are most
easily seen.

Because

of the spatial selection

of the human eye and brain

jilter;
the connection
between the frequency and the space function is made by means of the
A-scope sweep. In this regard the observer may unwittingly limit the
effective video bandwidth.
This is indeed the case for the experiments
depicted in Fig. 8.7. For the moment, therefore, it will be assumed that
the results are valid only for the value of m shown; i.e., sr = 1.7 mm. To
show how the curve looks for a widely different value of ST the signal
threshold power was measured as a function of Eh when the pulse length
The result is shown in Fig.
on the oscilloscope w was set at 0.05 mm.
8.8, where all parameters other than m are the same-as those for the curve

the observer

may be considered

as a type of frequency
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of PRF = 200 pps in Fig. 8.7. It
can be seen that for a small value for
STthe effect is to raise the curve in
absolute magnitude and to flatten it
somewhat.
pear

to

rapidly

The curve
approach

for

large

does not ap-

the
values

45° line

as

of Br; this

effect will be shown in Sec. 8.7tobe
analogous
a

to the effect

restriction

which

from

in
the

video
above

expected

by

bandwidth,
reasoning

arises from the spatial discrimination
of the observer’s
These
the

,

effects

curves

eye and brain.
demonstrate

of i-f bandwidth

that
1? and

video bandwidth
b become inextricably entangled.
It is really not
possible to speak of the effect of one
of these parameters without bringing
in the other. For this reason when
we come to the discussion of video
bandwidth and also of sweep speed,
we shall find it convenient to study
the effects of these quantities by
curves of the type shown in Figs.
8.7 and 8.8.
The series of photographs shown
in Fig. 8.9 has been prepared to give
an impression of just what the observer sees when the i-f bandwidth
is varied. In each photograph Ascope sweeps are shown with two signals appearing, one at position 1 and
the other at position 6. The only
difference between successive photographs is the value of B~. As can be

FIG. 8.9.—A-scope photographs illustrating the effect of i-f bandwidth. The signal
at position 1 is 5 dh above noise power in a
receiver of handwidth I/r. The signal at
position 6 is 11 db above the same level.
System parameters
, = 1 #see
sr=lmm
PRF = 200 PPS
.6 = 0.2 sec
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seen, the optimum value of Br is in the neighborhood of unity.
The noise
changes greatly in character over the series of photographs.
This is the
The
result expect ed because of the change in video noise spectrum.
l-f noise has a much coarser and grainier appearance than h-f noise.
Theoretical ZnteTpretation. —Use will be made of the deflection criterion
discussed in Sec. 7.3.
For a souare-law
second detector there must first
.
be calculated the shift of the aver~ge value ~+. – ~ caused by the
presence of a signal and the variance PN– (~~)2for the noise alone. From
Eq. (7.14b) derived in Sec. 7.2 it follows that the signal threshold is
determined by
(5)
where C is a constant. 1 The numerator, as a function of time, represents
the shape of the pulse after it has gone through the i-f amplifier.
It is
easy to see that the maximum value (occurring, say, at time t = to)will
be of the form S~(Z), where Si is the
$>
signal power before the i-f amplifier
~<
and f(z) is a function of z = B7
!
Y%
which, for large x, becomes unity and
~(
~j
f(z)
which, for small z, is proportional to
Maximum
~Q
signal power
In fact, large z
X2 (see Fig. 8-10).
@
+~%
means that B >> l/r; hence the pulse
$2
is not deformed by the i-f channel,
k
and the signal pulse power thus rex=Br
—
Fm. 8.10.—Signsl and noise responssOU. mains equal to Si.
For small z or
Br.
B << 1/,, the incoming signal energy
(a Sir) will be reduced by the ratio B/(l/,)
after passing through the i-f
section, and the pulse length will then become of the order of I/B.
Therefore, if S1 denotes the average signal amplitude after the i-f amplifier, we
have

—
T

or
s; = s~(BT)’ = A!-&’.
The denominator in Eq. (5) represents the total fluctuating noise power;
it is proportional to W and, therefore, to B. According to the detect-

,,
——

1Cf. Eq. (7.14b); in addition we require that ~~ = 8w~, which follows from the
distribution function

()

e z w for ~oi~e alone.

+
on the number of observations (see
but is usually much less than 1.

SeC.

The constant f7 still depends

7.3) and is therefore not of the order of unity
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ability criterion, the maximum signal power after the i-f narrowing must
bea certain fraction of the fluctuating noise power for the signal to be
detected.
This condition leads therefore toaformula
for the minimum
detectable signal energy’ of the form
‘~’

(6)

= ConSt”f%’

where the constant has the dimension
kT. The function z/f(x) isproportional
tional to l/z for small z; hence it must
mediate value of x; this minimum value
umf y.
For a linear second detector and for
of Eq. (5),

of energy and is proportional to
tozforlargez
and is proporhave a minimum for some interwill turn out to be of the order of
weak signals, we obtain,2 instead

(7)
The signal threshold is therefore slightly higher than for a square-law
detector, but the difference is only about 0.2 db, which is hardly
observable.
The exact fwm of the function f(z) in Eq. (6) will depend, of course,
on the shape of the pulse and on the shape of the i-f pass band.
Using
the notation of Sec. 7“2, we can easily derive’ from Eq. (5)

/+m

q

rijfl(j,z(j,d-to

2U1
/_+m”
p(j),2(if

‘

‘=c

(8)

I The threshold signal power Ps, used earlier in this chapter, is the same as $,.
Siice with the deflection criterion, the signal threshold is not defined in relation to a
betting curve, the percentage of the number of successesis not specified; it would
affect only the value of the constant in Eq. (6).
2Using Eq. (7.14a), we get for the shift of the average value of r caused by the
signal
—.
TS+N — rN

=

q+;+-’]=%

’)/2W.
for small values of z = (a’ + E?

Equation

For the variance of r for noise alone we obtain

(7) then follows from the deflection criterion [Eqs. (7.31)].

aSiice the shape of the pulse before the i-f amplifier is symmetrical around the
mid-point, i%(t) = O can be put in ~q. (7.1). In Fq. (8) there has alsO been introduced
aO(O

=

sO~(O.

The quantity S: /2 is therefore the initial pulse power !n watts: G(j) is the Fourier
transform of the initial pulse shape F(t).
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This result will be written in terms of the minimum detwtable amm~~e
pourer P~i.l [instead of minimum detectable signal energy as in II;II.
(6)]; since

signal

~=g

+“
(IO

F2(t) dt,

–.

/

where ea is again the pulse repetition period, it follows from ILq. (8) that
~+rn W1.Z(j)12
—.

‘Q dtF2(t)
2U2C / -.

U+m

P.=K

—.

(9)

dj G( jjZ( j)ezr’l’o 2

*

To make the dependence on the bandwidth B and pulse length 7 mm-c
evident [in order to get the result in a form analogous to Eq. (6)] wc write

F(t) = F,

()
; ,

z(j)

= z,

~ ~
()

(lo)

The functions F,(z) and Zl(u), respectively, characterize, therefore, the
shape of the pulse and of the i-f pass band. It is easy to show then that
Eq. (9) can be written in the form
..
(11)

where
+.

q=

/ —a
j(z)

=

z=Br

Iz,(u)[’du,
X2

+1/

‘m F;(z) dz,
/ —.
2

G,(ux)Zl(u)e’”’UrO

—.

)

~ =

du

,

0=$

Let us now consider a few examples. 2
1. Gaussian pulse and Gaussian i-f pass band.
Fl(.z) = e–a’”,

Zl(u)

Theta

= e–~’’’”.

1 Usually the pulse shape is rectangular; hence ~~ti = S~r/130= Ps./~o; see also
footnote on p. 205.
z All these examples are somewhat academic, since for all of them the system
function Z(j) cannot be strictly realized. For all of them the shape of the deformed
pulse will be symmetric around the maximum value, which occurs for h = O.
f The numerical values of the constants a and a, depend on the way one defines
the pulse length and the i-f bandwidth. Defining them as the length and width at
the half-power points gives a = a, = 1.18.
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All integrals can be easily evaluated, and we get

(12a)
The right-hand

side is a minimum

a = al = 1.18), and the value

for z = aa,/r

= 0.44 (with

of ~~a at this point is

(F.,. ),”,. = ~.

(12b)

2. Gaussian pulse and rectangular i-f pass band. 1 Then
Fl(z) = e–”’”,
We obtain

21(?4)

for [u[ < +,
for Iul > +.

:;

I
–$ ()
‘TX

~=2u’c
mm

2
;“

efl

%

J3rf’

()

z
where

Erf(z) = 2/ti~

\o

(13a)

‘~

dt e–”

is

the

error

right-hand side is a minimum for z = 1.95a/r
a = 1,18), and the value at the minimum is

function.

The

= 0.72

(with

(13b)

(Pm.) .,. = 1.12 ~.
3. Rectangular pulse and rectangular i-f pass band.
rrx
2Lr2crr ()7
F,,,,. = ~
Q —Si’
r,
where Si(z) =

1“
for z = 1.37, an~l

dt (sin t/t).

Y

We find

(14a)

‘~
()

The right-hand side has a minimum

(F.ir.)~,n = 1.10 ~.

(14b)

Graphs of %Pti/2u2C as a function of z = Brand as given by Eqs.
(12a), (13a), and (14a) are shown in Fig. 8.11.
In the experiments described in the beginning of this section, the
] The same result is obtained for the case of a rectangular pulse and a Gaussian
i-f passband.
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A double-tuned
transitionally
pulse shape was practically rectangular.
r{Nlplcd i-f amplifier }VJSwscd, \rhich has the systcm function

z(f)

=

-(:)%:);

‘
hence

the shape of the i-f pass band is
\z(f)l’

1

=
1+

g’”
()

Figure 8.12 shows, for different values of the bandwidth 1?, the shapes of
an initially rectangular pulse after it has gone through the i-f amplifier.
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0.040.06
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0,40.6
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Br

1’IG.8.11.—Signalthreshold power OP,,,in/aZC
m. BT for different shapesof pulsesand of
i-f pws hand.

k’rom these curves the maximum value of the deformed pulse can be
dctcrmincd for different values of B; and by the application of the
deflection criterion [f3q. (5)], the signal threshold as a function of B7 can
he found. 1 The result is showm by the dotted curve in Fig. 8.11, from
Ivhich it is seen that it differs very slightly from the case of a rectangular
pulse and Gaussian i-f pass band. Since the calculations for a Gaussian
i-f pass band are much simpler, from now on the double-tuned transi1In the calculations the overshoot shown in two of the curves of Fig. 8.12 was not
taken into account; for these bandwidths the pulse was taken to be undeformed.
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tionally coupled amplifier will always be approximated by a Gaussian
amplifier with the corresponding bandwidth.
Figure 813showst hecomparisonw ithexperiment.
The constant C
was so chosen that the theoretical curve was an approximate fit to the
experimental points for small x. The agreement is not very good;
theoretically, the minimum occurs at about x = 0.7 instead of at z = 1.2,
The curve is, however, fairly flat
as indicated by the experiments.
around the minimum; hence this discrepancyy is probably not significant.
More serious is the disagreement for large values of z. For large z the
12
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FIG. S.12.—Shape of square pulse after passing through a double-tuned,transitional y

coupledi-f amplifier with different values of the bandwidth.

1
i

theoretical curve is much steeper than the experimental data would
indicate. This discrepancy is probably caused by the injluence of the
sweep speed. As will be explained in the next section, for a given sweep
speed the finite resolving power of the eye is equivalent to a certain
video bandwidth.
If this ‘‘ video bandwidth of the eye” is smaller than
B and B,>> 1, then the detectabilityy of the signal will be improved or
the signal threshold will be lowered.
From the influence of the sweep
speed on the signal threshold the apparent video bandwidth of the eye
can be estimated, and the sweep-speed correction can then be calculatd.
The result is shown in Fig. 8.13; evidently the correction removes to a
great extent the disagreement between theory and experiment.
This section is concluded with a remarkable theorem discovered by
Wiener, Hansen, North, and Van Vleck independently.
The theorem
states that the best signal-t~noise ratio (or the lowest signal thrmhold) is
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obtained if the shape of the i-f pass band is the Fourier transform of the
pulse shape. Van Vleck then says that “the i-f is matched to the pulse
the value of the signal-to-noise ratio is then
shape. ” When “matched”
independent of the pulse shape. 1 This theorem is illustrated by the
results obtained in Examples 1 and 2. At the minimum point for x the
Gaussian pulse and Gaussian i-f pass band matched, since the Fourier

E..+’orT-l-r
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I
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0.040.06

0.1

0.2

0.40.6
1
2
461020
l-f bandwidth B in Me/see
BT for squarepulsesandGaussiani-f
FIG. 8.13.—Signalthreshold powerVS.

passband,
comparisonwith experiment. Curve 1, infinite video bandwidth before correcting for
sweep speed (b = M), Curve 2, infinitevideobandwidthaftercorrectingfor sweepspeed
(b = 2.2 Me/see).

curve 3, correctedfor finite video bandwidthand sweepspeed (b = 0,5

Me/see).

The circles are experimental values obtained with b = 10 Mc /see,and the square,for
b = 0.5 Me/see.
The vertical linesthroughthe points show the experimentaluncertainty.
Pulse repetition frequency. . . . . . .
,, PRF=200pps
7 = 1 psec
Pulse length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
t?=3sec
Signal presentationtime. . . . . . . . . . . .
s = 2 mrn/psec
Sweep speed................,.,
K = 0.0535

At this point, therefore,
transform of a Gaussian function is Gaussian.
~.h must have the smallest possible value.
This is confirmed by Eq.
(13 b); for a rectangular i-f pass band (which is “mismatched”)
we obtain
at the minimum a value that is 12 per cent larger than for the Gaussian
case. However, from these examp~es it can al~o be seen that the differences are rather small; hence it will usually not be of practical importance
to try to match the i-f pass band to the pulse shape.
1If it is remembered (Parzeval theorem) that
;_+@MF’(O al = ~_+~” G’(j) df,
and if ezri~~is absorbed in Z(j), since this ailects only the phase spectrum, then the
proof of the theorem follows from Eq. (9) by the application of the so-called ‘‘ Schwartz
inequality. ” The integrals are equal if Z(j) is the Fourier transform of F(t), and this
is true for any F(t). The absolute minimum of ~ti is therefore 2a’C/f3,.
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8.7. Effects of Video Bandwidth; Sweep Speed, Focus. -As
was
mentioned in the last section there is a connection between the A-scope
sweep speed s and the video bandwidth b. This connection is explained
by the failure of the observer to see easily, on the A-scope, events that are
spatialIy too close. This statement is equivalent to saying that he fails
to see easily the high video frequencies, and therefore he constitutes a
10

b

5

0

-5

0.1
FIQ.

1
10
l-f bandwidthx pulselengthB T

S 14.—Signrd threshold power w. i-f bandwidth times pulse length for a fast

speed.
System parameters
Pulse repetition frequency. . . .
Signal presentationtime. . . . . . ,. .,,.,
....
Pulse length on screen. . . . . . . . . .

sweep

PRF=200PPs
e = :3sec
m = l,6mm

~<lo
g“s>
gs~
=.gg
+5=5
e-~
fig
~,;.;

*EO
0.1

1
10
l-f bandwidthx pulselengthB7

FIG. S. 15,—Signalthreshold power VS.i-f bandwidth times pulse length for a SIO,Vsweep
speed,
System parameters
Pulse repetitmn frequency, .,,
.PRF=200PPs
Signal presentationtime . . . . . . . . . . . .
@=3sec
Pulse length on screen..,...
.w = 0.05 mm

kind of low-pass video filter. By the same sort of argument there is a
connection between focus and effective video bandwidth.
Experimental
Results.—The
video bandwidth b has less effect upon
signal threshold power than does the i-f bandwidth.
The effect can be
most clearly appreciated by referring to Figs. 8.14 and 8.15. In Fig.
8.14 is shown a family of three curves, each curve representing an experimental 1% curve for different values of b7. The top curve shows the
result when ZWis set equal to O.1; the lower curve, which is actually two
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coincident curves, is the result when b? is set equal to 0.5 and 10.0. For
all these results the pulse length on the scope STis 1.6 mm, the PRF is 200
pps, and the signal presentation time o is 3 sec. These are essentially
the same conditions applying to one of the curves in Fig. 8.7. It can be
seen that for values of br greater than 0.5, no effect can be ascribed to
this parameter.
The curve for b, = 0.2 is displaced to a higher absolute
value and has a flatter minimum.
This effect is characteristic for
restriction of the video bandwidth; it will be calculated quantitatively
later on.

1.

-

0.1

0.2

0.40.6

1

2

4610

Video bandwidth x pulse length b?

Fm. 8.16,—Signalthreshold power w. video bandwidth times pulse length for a fast sweep
speed.
System parameters
~ = 1.7 mm
PRF = 200 PPS
Oscilloscopescreen s p7
O = 3,5 sec
Figure

8.15 shows similar results except

mm for all curves.

that sr has been fixed at O.OEi

The upper curve in this case corresponds

to a value

of br equal to 0.01; the lower curve, again really two coincident curves,
applies for br equal to 0.1 and 10.0. In this case the effect of video bandwidth disappears when b7 exceeds 0.1. This result may be anticipated
and explained qualitatively.
When sr is small, the observer, because of
lack of spatial discrimination on the A-scope face, acts like a video filter
whose bandwidth is small. Thus, no effect will be observed by varying
the video bandwidth in the receiver as long as the latter bandwidth
exceeds the ‘‘ observer” bandwidth.
On the other hand, if sr is increased
to larger values, the “ observer” bandwidth will increase a like amount;
therefore, the effect of receiver bandwidth will be noticeable for larger
values of br.
These results can be presented in a different form. Figure 8.16
shows the results of Fig. 8.14 plotted in a form in which the abscissa
represents br; each curve is taken for a fixed value of B?. Similarly,
Fig. 8.17 shows the same treatment of the results of Fig. 8.15.
The appropriate parameter connected with the sweep speed s is, of

i
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course, the pulse length on the A-scope, W. The effect of this parameter
has been implied in previous discussion.
From the sets of curves shown
in Figs. 8.7 to 8.13, we can observe the effect of a reduction in sr from
1

1,6 to 0.05 mm.
other values
formed

This,

of .s7.

in which

however,

Accordingly,

ST was varied

does not give

information

a threshold-signal
from

concerning

experiment

less than 0.01 to 10 mm,

was perwith the
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FIG. 8.17.—Signalthresholdpower w. video bandwidthtimes pulselength for a slow sweep
speed.
System parameters
PRF = 200 ppS
ST = 0.05mm
OscillOscOpe
screen = P7
o = 3.5 WC

0.004
~

$

0.01

0.1
0.02 0.04
0.2 0.4 0.6 1
Pulselengthon screen.s7in mm

2

4

6810

FIG. S.18.—Signalthreshold power m. pulselength on screen.
A-scope system parameters
Br = 1.2
PRJ? = 200pps
lw=lo

results shown in Fig. 8.18. Two curves are given, the upper one corresponding to the extremely short signal presentation time of 0.043 see,
the lower curve showing the results where the signal presentation time
was equal to 3 sec. All other parameters were fixed in the two cases;
their values are stated in the legend.
It can be seen that the curves exhibit flat minima in the neighborhood
of m = 1 mm. For both larger and smaller values of STan increase in
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threshold signal power is observed.
For small values of w the threshold
signal power is proportional to (s7)–~4. The curve shows very clearly that
the observer’s eye and brain mechanism responds best to the signal ~rhen
the latter is made approximately 1 mm in length. At a viewing distance
of 30 cm this corresponds to a subtended angle of about 0.2°. For small
values of sr the eye and brain still preferentially select events having a
spatial separation of about 1 mm, which corresponds to attenuating the
higher frequencies relative to the lower frequencies.
The effective bT of
the eye and brain is therefore of the order of magnitude of s,.
We are now in a position to reexamine the curves of Figs. 8.16 and
8.17. Since the effective bandwidth of the observer’s eye and brain is of
the order of ST, we should expect in these figures that b will have little
effect as long as it exceeds the value of sT. This is precisely what is
observed; the effect of b~ is only noticeable where it is smaller than ST.
Both of the curves shown in Fig. 8.18 are of similar shape. This
result might be expected at first sight, but closer reasoning shows that it
The top curve was obtained with only
is actually somewhat surprising.
about eight signal pulses and therefore requires a signal power several
times as large as the noise. The theory presented below concerning the
dependence of signal threshold power on S, holds strictly only if the signal
power is small with respect to noise power. Nevertheless the top curve
exhibits the same behavior as the bottom curve; the only difference that
can be noticed, apart from the absolute value, is the slightly flatter
minimum.
Now that the effects of video bandwidth and sweep speed or, more
properly, br and SThave been discussed, the effect of focus on the A-scoFe
Poor focus is not necessarily of a simple
visibility may be anticipated.
variety; there may be, and usually is, astigmatism in the focus of the
electron beam, which will produce a sharp line focus instead of a spot.
As the focusing adjustment is changed, the line shortens and broadens
until it becomes nearly a round disk; this procedure continues until
another sharp-line segment is formed at right angles to the first one. It
is thus possible to defocus in one direction without, at the same time,
defocusing in an orthogonal direction.
The degree. of astigmatism can
be made adjustable so that an experiment can be performed in which
the effects of defocusing in a direction parallel to the A-scope sweep and
in a direction perpendicular to the sweep can be separately studied.
We should expect these effects to be different.
Since defocusing in a
direction perpendicular to the sweep is equivalent to smearing out signal
and noise deflections, we should expect no pronounced effect until the
Defocusspot size becomes comparable to the average noise deflection.
ing in a direction parallel to the sweep, however, is equivalent to overlapping events that occur within the spot diameter.
This is analogous
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to the effect of spatial discrimination by the observer, and we should
expect the results to be similar in the two cases. Furthermore, because
theobserver does not appear to besensitivet oe vents that occur ~rithina
spatial distance of much less than 1 mm, ]ve should expect the effect of
defocusing to be very small as long as the spot size in a direction parallel
to the sweep is smaller than 1 mm. For spot sizes larger than about 1
mm, the effect should be similar to that of a reduced value of STor b7; i.e.,
the signal threshold power should be approximately proportional to the
squfi:e root of the spot size. This conclusion as.wlmes that the restriction
of effective video bandwidth is caused primarily by the spot size and not
by the receiver video bandwidth b itself.
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E’IG81 !).- Signal threshold power vs. focusing condition, The width of the pulse OILtl!c
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wreell ST = 0,05 mIII is indicated hy-the arrow at ~o]nt A.
System paraznet.ws
Key
PRF = ?00 pps
O Deiorusing parallel to sweep
B, = 1.2
8 = :3SC<,
m = 0.05 111111
A Defocusing perpendicularto sweep

These conclusions are substantiated by experiment.
In Fig. 819
two curves are sbovm, the upper one corrcsponcfiryq to defocusing in a
direction parallel to the s~~eep and the lower one corresponding to a
defocusing in a direction perpendicular to the sweep, The abscissa
represents the extent of defocusing, i.e., the length of the small-line
segment which is formed on the screen by the electron beam. The
ordinate represents the signal threshold power expressed in decibels
relative to the value of signal threshold power under focused conditions.
Under the best condition of focus obtainable, the spot diameter ~vas
measured
to be about 0.1 mm.
The maximum defocusing available gave
a spot length of approximately 3 mm. For this experiment the value of
STwas made very small, i.e., 0.05 mm, so that the receiver video bandwidth b would not limit the effect sought,
It is obviom from Fig. 8.19 that defocusing in a direction perpendicular to the sJvcep has practically no effect on threshold signals. The
maximum defocusing available produces a spot length comparable to the
average noise deflection; by the arg~lrnent that has just been given no
pronounced effect is expected.
Defocusing in a direction parallel to the
sweep, however, causes a rise in signal threshold power; this rise sets in
where the spot length is of the order of magnit~lde of 1 mm and continues

—
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This situation is analogous to the
to rise with increasing defocusing.
effect of ST shown in Fig. 8“18. In that case the dependence of signal
threshold power on the reciprocal of the square root of S, was reached
only for values of STthat were very much smaller than 1 mm.
Theoretical Interpretation.—If the video bandwidth is small compared
with the i-f bandwidth, then instead of Eq. (6) there will be obtained for
the minimum detectable signal energy an equation of the form
N(x,Y),

S& = const. ~(z,y)

(15)

where z = Br and g = br. The function N(x,y) is the fluctuating noise
power, and ~H(z,y) is the maximum value of the pulse after it has been
deformed by the. i-f and video amplifiers.
The qualitative behavior of
these functions can easily be discussed.
The function N is the square
root of the area of the continuous noise spectrum I of r2. In Sec. 3.8 we
saw that for a squardaw detector, the ordinate of the continuous specTherefore if the video bandwidth
trum at the origin is proportional to B.
is much smaller than the i-f bandwidth
(b << B), then the area will be
proportional to bB whereas, if b>> B, the area will be proportional to B2.
Therefore the function N(z,y) will have the’ asymptotic behavior
N(x,y) a

4%

(

x

for y <<x,
for y>> z. )

(16)

The function H(z,y) has the same asymptotic behavior as the function
f(x) in Eq. (6) for any fixed value of y and reduces, of course, exactly to
the function j(c) if y>> x. Therefore, for fixed y, IIcm’ for z <<1 and
H = constant (independent of x) for z>> 1. On the other hand, it is
Consequently, for fixed
easily seen that for fixed x, Hay for y <<1.
y, Pfi (or L$$) will be proportional to l/x for z <<1 and proportional to
V

for x>> 1; hence a minimum

value will always exist.

The region

~here ~tia ~
occurs when x>> y. Of course, when y itself is large,
Pa will be proportional to x in the region 1 <<z <<y, since in this case
the video bandwidth will have practically no influence and the results of
the previous section will hold.
The dependence of ~ti on y for fixed x is more complicated.
If
z <<1, from the asymptotic behavior of N and H we find that ~tial/fi
for y <<x and ~fi = constant (independent of y) for y>> x. The
quantity ~ti will therefore be a monotonically decreasing function of y;
1By definition, N~ = ~~ — (~)z.
According to the deflection criterion [Eq.
(7. la)] with j = rz (square-law detector). For noise alone the spectrum consists of
the d-c term and the continuous part. From the general formula of Sec. 3.3 it follows
that the area of the continuous spectrum is just the variance of r~.
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or in other words, if z = 1% <<1, then the narrowing of the video will
This is no longer the case if x>> 1.
the signal threshold.
always increase
Since ~,.,~al/~

for y <<1 and ~~~a

W

for 1 <<y

<<x,

there will be a

if Br >> 1, then
the narro~ving of the video will at first give an improvement, continuing
until ~mimreaches a minimum value. Further narrowing of the video will
If z decreases, then the minithen again increase the signal threshold.
mum of ~tim as a function of y becomes less pronounced, and it disappears
forz = 1.
For a square-law detector it is not difficult to find an exact expression
for the minimum detectable average signal power ~~~. We find that
minimum

for an intermediate

21J’C[ /_+mmd F’(t)]
=

eo

+ m

/

—.

value

of y.

Therefore,

[ /_+mmd ]Ztid(j)l’ /_+m- d.fl

df &d(j)e2TtJ’0

+ “ dj, G(f,)G*(j,
I —m

IZ(A)I’IZ(.H1)l’]%

– j) Z(j,)Z*(f,

– j)

“

(17)
The notation is the same as in Sec. 8.6; Zvid(j) is the system function of the
video amplifier; to is the time at which the deformed pulse is a maximum:
Zvid(f) = Ztd ( – f), from which it can easily be shown that the denominator of Eq. (17) is real. To put Eq. (17) in the same form as Eq. (15) we
must introduce, as in Sec. 86, the shape functional
F(t) = r,

()
~ ;

T

z(j)

= z,

()
j

;

Zvid(f)

= ()
21, vi. ~ .

Then we can write
= 2U2C N(z,y)
—00 y H(xjy)’
+.
+.
(:UIZI(U)[2Z1
‘u — $
NZ(z,y) = Z~
_ ~
dv IZ., ,,d(~)[’
/ —:,
/
+.
+.
dv Z,, ~id(v)e2WW7)
du G,(uz)G:(tix
H(z,y) = XV
/ —.
/ —.
~

m,.

1(

2

)1
,

–

Vy)

‘a – ; v 1

Z,(u)z:
()

(18)

As the first example let us consider the case where the pulse shape and
I The video handwirlth b will always be defined as the width between zero frequency
and the upper half-power point.

-——. ------
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the shapes of the i-f and video pass band are all Gaussian.

Then
~,v,

Fl(z) = e–”’”,
with a = 1.18.

Zl(u)

= e–”’”’,

ZI, .i. (!J) =

e

(19a)

4,

All the integrations can be carried out, and we obtain

v(”)
‘W+wi’

I

‘(z’) ‘(92[[’
+G)’][’
+w+a)-”
~=

J

7rl
-–.

2a

“9’)

JVe can easily verify the qualitative behavior of ~~~ as a function of x
and y, discussed in the beginning of this section.
For fixed y, ~mj as a
function of z, always has a minimum.
For y - ~ we again obtain the
result of the previous section [Eq. (12a)].
Of special interest is the
dependence of ~~i. on y for fixed x. Putting @~~/dy = O, we see that
at the minimum,
(20)
This shows that for rx/az > 1, ~min, as a function of y, has a minimum,
~vhich, as a function of z, is given by Eq. (20). For rx/a2 < 1, Eq. (20)
requires an imaginary value for y~, which means that the minimum has
disappeared.
If rz/a’ = 1, one is just at the minimum point of the
function j(z) [see Eq. (12a)], and the i-f pass band is just the Fourier
transform

of the pulse.

of J-an Tleck
is matched

and

This is in accordance

lIiddletonj

1 which

states

with the general
that

to the pulse shape, then any kind of video

filter will

the signal threshold.
The proof of this theorem follows from Eq. (17).
point” G(f) = Z“(j).
Putting

+=
!

dj, Iz(j,)l’lz(f

v’(f)

=

X(f)

= Z~.~f)e’”’{’”V(f),

theorem

if the i-f pass band
increase

At the “match

– fl)l’,

(21)

)

~re sce that
(22)

To find what video system function Z.,.(j)

\vill give the lowest signal

1J. H. Van Vleck and D. ilfiddlcton, J, Applied Phys., 11, 940 (1946).
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(22) by

djv’(f)
—.
1‘,
+-

[/

and, from the Schwartz inequality, we then find that the best choice for
X(j) is X(f) = V(j), which means, according to Eq. (21), that except for
a nonessential phase factor the optimum solution is .%d = 1, or no video
Jilter at all.
For the comparison of theory with experiment there will be discussed
as a second example the case of a square pulse and Gaussian i-f and video
pass bands. Then
=1, 121< *;

~l(z){ =0,

[Zl > +;

and again a = 1.18.

Zl(u) = e–”””;

21, vid(~)

=

e–%”’”’;

(Zh)

}

We obtain

2U’C
(d + 4? J’)J$
1
Pm,. = —
630 (2XZYZ + 4Y4)M m’

(23b)

where

(23c)
TAZLE 8.4.—VALUES OF (e/u2C)P~i~ FOR IhFFERENT VALUES OF z AND v [CF. Em
(23b) AND (23c)]
The numbers irr parentheses are 10 X the logarithms to the base 10 of the numbers
immediately above, i.e~ a “decibel” value.
Y

\

0.1

0.5

1,0

5.0

10

co

0,2

6.38
(8.04)
3.88
(5. 89)
4.52
(6. 55)

4,95
(6. 94)
2.33
(3, 68)
3.27
(5. 14)
5.53
(7,43)
8,39
(9.24)
9.55
(9. 80)

4,95
(6. 94)
2.39
(3. 79)
4,15
(6. 18)
9.60
(9.82)
17.2
(12 36)
22.8
(13.58)

4.95
(6. 94)

1

5,01
(7. 00)
2.34
(3. 69)
2,84
(4.53)
4.32
(6. 36)
6.40
(806)
7.39
(8, 69)

4 95
(6.94)
2.39

z

2
5

11
15

6.45
(8.10)
934
(9 70)

10,7
(10.3)

2.39
(3. 79)
4.22
(6. 26)

10.3
(10.13)
20,9
(13.20)
26.3
(14.2)

(3. 79)
4.23
(6.27)
10,5
(10.2)
23.3
(13,67)
31.8
(15.02)
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In Table 8-4 is tabulated (f3/u2C)PtiD
and Erf(z) is the error function.
for different values of x and y, and in Fig. 8.20 the same quantity is
shown as a function of ~ for different values of x. We see that the
qualitative behavior is again as expemed.
15

1

13

5

31

0,1

0.2

0.4

0.6 0.8

1

2
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6

8

10

u=bT

Fm. 8.20.—Signal threshold power 13Pmti/LT*Cm. br for squarepulse,Gaussiani-f, and

Gaussianvideopassband;the differentcurvesarefor differentvaluesof BT.

These results have been compared with experiment in different ~vays.
In the first place they have been used to explain the dependence of the
signal threshold on the sweep speed s. As mentioned before, the assumption that the human eye averages over a certain length 1 on the A-scope
is equivalent to ascribing to the eye the characteristics of a low-pass video
filter of width b = (s/1).
The experimental result that for small values
of s the signal threshold increases approximately as s–~~is then an immediate consequence
of the very general Eq. (15). Assuming that this
“video filter of the eye” has a Gaussian shape,’ we can use Eq. (23a) for a
quantitative comparison with experiment, since the i-f pass band is also
nearly Gaussian in shape. First we must determine the constant C.
This value has been determined from the experimental results giving the
signal threshold as a function of z = 11~for small values of z (see Fig.
8.8).
Since in these experiments b was much larger th:m B, and also
my —>1= ~—)~,
lFory<<z, N= &,Hmg;tht]sP~in
2This means that the “attention function” of tbc cyr is nlso C,:lllssi:m,and \vr
may define its width 1 as the s/1. tlslmlly s is cxpresswlill nlillitnctcrs
per n)irrosecond, so that if we express b in mrgacyrlrs pm scrond, I CO]))(Wm]i in )Ilillimct.ws.

i
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since the video bandwidth of the eye can be expected to be larger than B,
we can put y = ~ in Eq. (23a) and, of course, obtain Eq. (13a). The
experimental data are always expressed as the minimum detectable
signal pulse pow-er in decibels above the noise power for an i-f bandwidth,
BO = 1.0. Me/see.
Since for a Gaussian i-f pass band the noise power is

and since the pulse power is ~i3~,it is clear that the experimental quantity
plotted is
(24)
10 IOg’”e:J$)”
From Eq. (13cz) and Fig. 8“8, we find that for a l-psec pulse, an observation time of 3 see, and a PRF of 200 pps and for B < 1 Me/see, the best

0.06 0.1

0.2

0.40.6 1
2
4
SweeprateW inp sec/min

6

10

20

FIG. 8.21.—Signalthreshold power m. swssp rate; comparisonwith experiment.
,

fit is obtained if C = 0.535.
Using this value we can try to fit the experimental results of the signal threshold as a function of the sweep speeds by
choosing a suitable value of 1 and putting g = sr/1 in Eq. (9a).
The
result is shown in Fig. 8.21; 1 is found in this way to be 0.9 mm.
Referring to Fig. 8.13, we can now correct the experimental results for
large values of z. Since the sweep speed used was 2 mm/psec, the video
bandwidth of the eye was 2.2 Me/see, and g is therefore comparable with,
or smaller than, z and should have an appreciable effect on the signal
threshold. For the theoretical curve, Eq. (23a) was again used (with
C = 0.535, y = 2.2), and we see that there is satisfactory agreement
between theory and experiment.
In the same figure an experimental
point determined for an actual’ video bandwidth of 0.5 illc/sec is recorded.
To compare this result with theory we must, take into account the comI In the act,~lalrxperimrnt the PRF wae 3200 pps, According to the square-root
(SW= &=c. 8.8), 6.02 dh [ = 10 log,, (+~OoQ)>U]
was added to the experimental rwndt,
and this vtlae is shown in Fig. 8.13.
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i-f bandwidth; other fixed parameters are stated in the legend. It can be
seen that the threshold power is very nearly inversely proportional to the
square root of the PRF.
However, it will be noticed that a slight flattening of the lowest curve begins to take place at very large values of PRF.
This is the first intimation we hare had of the limitation of threshold
signal by a phenomenon
When

signals

are much

cliff erent from noise fluctuation,
smaller

than

noise,

namely,

the contrast

contrast.
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FIG. 8.23,—Signalthreshold power m. PRF.
System parameters
Pulse length on screen. . . . . . . . . ,,.
sr=l.7mm
b = 10 Mcjsec.
Video bandwidth. . . . . . . .
.,, ...,,
b’=3sec
Signal presentationtime.
Screen material. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..”
:.:::::::..:..:::P1

average signal plus noise deflection and the average noise deflection
begins to approach the value of contrast in light intensity that can just be
discerned by the human eye. This figure has often been quoted as 4 per
cent, but recent measurements show the 4 per cent figure applies for
nearly ideal conditions only. At any rate, when the average noise
fluctuation is reduced below this critical value, the signal must be recognized by contrast changes rather than by deflections exceeding noise
fluctuations; hence the threshold signal is expected to be independent of
PRF. This statement is not strictly true, however, for it assumes that
the observer makes use of light intensity which is proportional to tbe
average video deflection.
This is clearly not the case; the entire video
amplitude distribution is visible to the observer, and he makes use of that
part of it best suited to his needs. For a given small average signal
deflection the contrast produced on the A-scope is a function of the part
A contrast as large as desired
of the noise distribution under scrutiny,
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can be obtained by looking high enough in the distribution.
essential price that is paid in this procedure is the small fraction of time
that the video voltage is observed high in the distribution.
Ho\vever, if
~veare ~villing to ~rait long enough and have as many signal slreeps as are
desired, enough observations could be made in the high part of the distribution so that a proper statistical reading could be made.
In this
~vay, even with limited contrast discernibility, the observer should be
able to see as small a signal as he pleases if enough signal sweeps are presented to him. However, the dependence of signal threshold power on
total signal sweeps will not follow the same law; it can be shown that
when limited by contrast the signal threshold power changes only slightly
with tremendous changes in the number of signal sweeps. We should
expect the transition between the two regions of different behavior to
occur for a signal whose video deflection is a few per cent of the average
noise deflection, i.e., one whose i-f power is a few per cent of the i-f noise
power. This expectation is substantiated by experiment; when the
relative signal-to-noise power in the i-f amplifier approaches —10 or —15
db, the contrast limitation becomes easily apparent.
In order to demonstrate this effect and to give the reader a clear
picture of the various processes involved, a series of photographs were
taken of the A-scope.
These photographs (Fig. 8.24) differ from each
other only in the number of sweeps that are recorded.
In each photograph six signal positions are indicated along the base line by small white
dots, but for this series of photographs the signal does not occur randomlY
Signals on the first position always
on one of the six signal positions.
have a power 10 db relative to noise power in an i-f band of width equal
to l/~.
Similarly signals appearing on positions 2 to 6 have powers of
+5, O, – 5, – 10, and – 15 db relati~-e to the same noise power. In each
photograph two signals occur on adjacent positions, so chosen that
generally one signal is easily visible while the other one is not. As the
\veakersignal becomes more visible, through a change in the total number
of sweeps, the stronger signal is reduced in intensity to the appropriate
Yalue and moved to the appropriate signal position.
The various system
parameters that apply to these photographs are stated in the figure
legend.
The first photograph shows a single A-scope trace, i.e., N, = 1 with
signals occurring in positions 1 and 2. The stronger first signal is visible
with some difficulty, while the second signal is probably below the
threshold value. As the number of sweeps is increased in the succeeding
photographs, smaller and smaller signals become discernible; a reduction
of threshold signal power of about 5 db is possible for every increase in
Ns by a factor of 10. This procedure continues until the signal reaches a
power of – 10 db relative to noise.
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The signal is visible in the first photograph (N. = 1) because of its
large deflection compared with chance noise fluctuations.
In succeeding
photographs theaverage deflection of all of thesweeps isused to indicate
the signal. It is easy to see the smoothing effect of a large number of
observations; indeed the pictures for Ns > 104 show almost no “grain,”
or roughness, caused by noise. It is also easy to see by the density of
traces the probability distributions of video amplitudes due to noise.
The reader has no doubt wondered why the abscissa in Fig. 8.23
represented the PRF itself rather than the total number of signal sweeps

,.

100

20U
4OO6OO1OOO2WO4OOO
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FIG. 8.25.—SignaIthreshold poweros. SRF.
System parameters
Pulse length Xi-f bandwidth. . . . . .
. .. Br=l.2
= 1.7 mm
Pulse length onscreem
. ....
tJ=4sec
8ignalpresentati0n time.....
= 200 pps
Recurrencerate for sweepscontaining signal.

N. given by the product PRF and signal presentation time 0. Since we
should expect the signal threshold power to be dependent only on N8
(which in this experiment is equal to N~ the total number of sweeps),
Unfortunately,
it would seem better to use Ns directlv as the abscissa.
it is not so simple as this; for in the experiment whose results are shown
in Fig. 8.23, we cannot yet be assured that the human observer can
properly remember and integrate the sweeps over the complete signal
presentation time o of 3 sec. This problem has been studied, and the
results are presented in the next section.
Experimental
Dependence on SRF.—In the experimental results just
presented it has been assumed that each A-scope trace contains noise and
the desired signal pulse. It is useful to remove this restriction and to
examine the separate effects of the A-scope sweeps containing noise and
the sweep, containing the signal. In what is to follow we shall assume
all sweeps to contain noise; the number of such sweeps will be denoted by
N~; and the sweep repetition frequency by SRF.
Likewise the number
of sweeps containing the pulsed signal will be denoted by Ns and the
pulse repetition frequency by PRF, as before.
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In Fig. 8.25 is shown the experimental signal threshold power as a
function of SRF keeping the PRF constant at 200 per second.
It can be
seen that the signal threshold power is directly proportional to the square
root of SRF and, of course, also to the square root of N~. In a similar
type of experiment in which the SRF is held constant (at 3200 per
second), the signal threshold power is found to be inversely proportional
to the first power of the PRF.
This result is shown graphically in Fig.
8’26; the inverse linear relationship holds for several conditions as long
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FIQ. S.26.—Signalthreshold power VS.PRF.
System parameters
Pulse length Xi-f bandwidth. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. B7 =1.2
Pulse length on screen. . . . . . . . . .
=Imm
= 3200Pps
SERF. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
as the
Three

signal

threshold

power

is not

much

larger

than

noise

power.

curves are shown differing essentially in the presentaThe significance of these parameters
tion time and screen material used.
In addition to the experimental
will be brought out in the next section.
curves

experimental

there is shown a theoretical

by the methods
dependence
observer,
surprising;
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of the experimental

but the absolute
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ideal observer.
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It can be seen that the functional
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Theoretical Interpretitwn.-Since
thedependence of thesignal threshold on the total number of observations has already been discussed in
Chap. 7, and since we shall not attempt to describe quantitatively the
effect of contrast, we shall try only to interpret the regularities found with
regard to the dependence of the signal threshold on the SRF.
Let N. be the total number of sweeps, and let Ns of these contain the
signal while the others contain only noise. As in Sec. 7.3, we assume
that the observer determines the average value of some function j(r) of
the deflection on the scope at the signal spot and at a spot where there is
only noise, Or in other words the observer makes NN observations of the
deflection at the signal spot and compares the average value
N,v-Ns

N,

1
= T. [z

“+”

fS+N(rk)

+

fN(d

(26a)

2

k=l

k=l

with the average value
NV
1
fN(rk)
= TN z

‘“

(26b)

k=l

obtained from NN observations of the deflection at a spot where there is
only noise. As in Sec. 7.3 we assume further that the signal is just
detectable if the shift of the average value of y due to the signal is of the
same order of magnitude as the standard deviation of y when only noise
is present. Since the successive observations of T are independent, it
follows from (26a) and (26b)
VS.. = ~,

Hence

[Ns.i’s+N+ (NN – N.s)]N1,

~.

= 3N,

fi

= &

0

N

[NN~

~s+N — fl~
[~

+ NN(NN – 1)(]N)7

_

– (?iN)2]W

N,
fi

~s,N - j’.

(27)

[~ – (].)’]%”

Since for small signal power the shift of the average value of f is proportional to the signal power, the detectability criterion

clearly leads to a minimum detectable average signal power
Pm.-—.

V“a
N,

(28)
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Or in words: The signal threshold for constant observation time is
proportional to the square root of the SRF and inversely proportional
to the first power of the PRF, in accordance with the experimental facts
It hardly needs to be said that if all
mentioned earlier in this section.
sweeps contain the signal and noise so that i?N = Ns, Eq. (28) reduces to
the familiar inverse-square-root dependence of the signal threshold on
the total number of observations.
8.9. The Infiuence of the Signal Presentation Time and of the Screen
Material.
The Effect of the Signal Presentation Time. —From the discussion in the preceding section one would expect the signal threshold power

Signal presentationtime, .9, in sec

FIG. S27.-Signal threshold power w. signal presentationtime,

to be inversely proportional to the square root of the signal presentation
time @ when the PRF is held constant.
An experiment to test this
dependence was performed by Sydoriak, Ashby, and one of the authors,
and the results are shown in Fig. 8.27. Four curves are given; the top
two curves were taken for a PRF of 200 cps and a value for STof 0.05 mm.
The open circles show the experimental points for a PI (sh~rt persistence)
screen, and the solid circles the points for a P7 (long persistence) screen.
The lower two curves were also taken for a PI and P7 screen (using the
same coding), but the PRF was set at 3200 cps, and STwas fixed at 1.6
mm.
The expected dependence is obtained roughly for all curves, but
there are departures from a square-root relationship for both small and
large values of 0. For values of 0 smaller than 0.1 see, the signal threshold
power appears to be inversely proportional to the first power of 0; for
values of o greater than about 10 see, the threshold power is nearly independent of 0. Both of these facts can be easily understood.
It is well
known that there is a maximum frequency with which the eye can
perceive successive events; this so-called “flicker frequency” is dependent
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on many factors but usually lies between 10 and 60 cps. It therefore
follows that if the slveeps are being continuously presented on the A-scope,
the total number of cff’ective noise s\~eeps \rill nmrcr bc smalle: thun that
given by the produrt of the I>RF and tlic minimum rcsol{ition time of the
eye. Under conditions Jvhere e is very short, therefore, It-eshoul(l expect
NN to be constant and from Eq. (28) the signal threshold polver to be
inversely proportional to the first power of JV.$, The transition between
the regions of different dependence is expected to occur where 6 is of the
order of the reciprocal of the flicker frequency, i.e., somelvhat less than
0.1 sec. This result is precisely what is obseryed in Fig. 8.27.
It is clear that the human observer will not be able to integrate
properly what he sees over a very long time. If we assume him to have
a finite “memory”
time, ~ve should expect the threshold signal to be
nearly independent of @ ~rhen 0 exceeds the memory time. This follows
because the total number of effecti}’e signal and noise sweeps, i.e., those
occurring ~vithin the memory interval, is independent of 8. From an
inspection of Fig, 8.27 it can be seen that the effective memory time
appears to be perhaps 10 sec. It is not surprising that there is not a
sudden transition region for the effect; one ~vould indeed be astonished if
the human memory time ~vere characterized by sharply defined limits.
Nevertheless, the human memory time appears to be long enough so
that only slight help is noticeable in using the P7 screen, whose long
persistence acts to integrate noise and signal over a relatively long period.
It has heen found by Sydoriak, Ashby, and one of the authors that training an observer appears primarily to lengthen his memory time.
Untrained observers may find the 1’7 screen much more sensitive than the
PI, although, as training proceeds, the scoring on the P1 screen improves
to nearly that measured on the P7 screen.
It may seem surprising that in the curves for the P7 screen at small
values of t?,a rapid departure from the P1 results does not occur.
If the
P7 screen integrates all sweeps over an interval of a few seconds, it would
be expected to yield a signal threshold power inversely proportional to
the first power of @ for values of o less than this integration interval.
This was not observed; it is believed to be caused by the existence of the
short-persistence initial “ flash” on the P7 screen. For small values of e
this flash causes the P7 to act very much like the PI screen.
It is possible to check the assumption that was made concerning the
minimum resolution time of the eye and brain. It was stated that for
very small values of d, the total number of effective noise sweeps was
independent of 8 because of this minimum resolution time. However, it
is possible to conduct the experiment so that only the sweeps containing
the signal (and noise) are presented on the A-scope.
This can be done by
the commutator shown near the upper left-hand corner of Fig. 8.1.
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For this type of experiment the signal threshold power would be expectwl
to be inversely proportional to the square root of I?,even for the smallest
values
of 0. This is just what is experimentally observed.
The Ej7ect o.i the Screen Material.—Evidence has just been presented
that shows the effect on threshold signal of the use of different A-scope
screen materials.
The chief characteristic of the screen with which we
are concerned is the time required for the light to decay after excitation.
Screen materials are now available that show widely different life times;
the PI screen is the most commonly used short-lived material, and the P7
the most widely used long-lived material.
The decay of light from these
screens is not exponential; it follows more closely a law given by the
reciprocal of the time.
In the P7 screen an appreciable amount of light
can be observed several seconds after excitation, while in the P 1 screen no
appreciable light remains after perhaps 0.1 sec.
In any case the persistence of the screen may be thought of as an aid
in the integration of multiple sweeps, a process that has just been discussed. The degree to which this integration aids in detecting a signal
depends upon how effective the observer memory time is. It has been
shown in Fig. 8.27 that for a trained observer the signal threshold power
is only slightly influenced by the added effect of screen integration.
The
greatest influence, of course, is felt where the signal presentation time is
long; where the latter parameter is a few seconds, the P7 screen shows
perhaps a 2-db lower signal threshold power than does the P1 screen.
It is the importance of the observer memory time that led to the
early disappointment in the use of long-persistence screens. It was at
first believed that a substantial reduction in threshold signal would be
observed because of the screen integration.
We now know that such
integration will not be effective in reducing the threshold signal power
unless the screen life time exceeds by a substantial factor the observer
memory time. Even so, a better method is a photographic process.
Information can be stored on a photographic film over as long a period of
time as is necessary.
This procedure is easily demonstrated by observation of the photographs of Fig. 8.24. However, the usefulness of such
photographic storage is greatly limited by the contrast requirements of
the observer, already discussed, and the extremely long time inevitably
required for signal detection.
Furthermore scanning requirements and
target motion reduce its utility.
8.10. The Dependence upon the Number and Spacing of Possible
Signal Positions and upon the Attention Interval.
The Dependence upon
was categorically
the Number and Spacing ojPossible Signal Positions.—It
stated in Sec. 8.3 that the signal threshold power increases with the number
of possible signal positions.
The phenomenon is shown graphically in
Fig. 8.28 where the ordinate represents the signal threshold power in
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decibels relative to its value for 50 possible signal positions.
The
Two curves are
abscissa shows the number of possible signal positions.
shown, the lower one representing results when the positions had a
uniform spacing of 1 mm and the upper one representing results when the
fist and last positions were separated by 50 mm. The difference between
the two curves is not surprising; it has already been noted that the human
observer sees events on the A-scope face most easily when their separation
is about 1 mm. If we were to draw a curve representing results where the
total distance of search remains approximately constant, we should
probably obtain a curve similar to the dotted line shown.
This line,
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S,2S.-–Signaltbrcshold power VS.number of possiblesignal positions.
System parameters
Pulse length Xi-f bmLdwidth. . . . . . . .
.
B7 =1.2
Pulsclc:lzth cll.crccx . . . . . .
,.
= 0.05 mm
Key
O First and last positions50 mm apart
A Positions 1 mm apart
FIG.

hotrcver, is actually a theoretical curve sho~ving the expected dependence
on number of positions.
It has been derived by arguments that are given
in Se:. 7.5.
The agreement in shape between the theoretical curve and the average
experimental result lends support to the view that the fundamental
limitation in signal threshold power is due to the chance of a noise
fluctuation exceeding the average signal deflection.
The Dependence on the Attention Inter~al.—It is necessary to introduce
a new parameter called the attention interval d~. We have assumed in
all the discussion so far that tho observer searches for the signal only
during tile siSnal presentation time O. .4ctually we have seen that the
information which the observer assimilates may extend over a time
longer tlxu~ 0; the reason for this phenomenon has been stated to be the
minimum ms{l~l.tion time of the eye and brain. There is still another
mechanism, holvever, by which the total information may extend over a
time interval longer than f?. Let us suppose that the observer is told
that the signal is to appear at an unspecified time within an titerval 8A.
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To pick out the signal he will have to fix his attention on the A-scope
during the entire attention interval tiAeven though he knows the signal
presentation time itself to be 0. As 8. becomes much larger than 0, the
signal threshold power must rise to offset the increased chance of finding
a large noise peak that would be confused with the signal. This increase
is just analogous to the increase in signal threshold required for an increase
In other words, the total
in the number of possible signal positions.
number of possible signal positions is really the number of spatial signal
positions on the A-scope multiplied by ~he ratio d.4/d, since for any spatial
Inter-,’al there are 19*/dpossible time intervals.
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l’1~. S.29.—Signal threshold power OS.attention interval.
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Three types of coded points are indicated on the diagram; two of these
are experimental points, and the third represents theoretical results to be
discussed below.
The open circles show the experimental points obtained
when the attention interval was defined to the observer by ringing a bell
at its beginning and end. It was soon appreciated that for small values
of attention interval the reaction
time of the observer would cause
his attention to be spread over a
time interval not necessarily identical with the interval selected for
the appearance
of the signal.
This defect was remedied by triggering the A-scope trace only during the desired attention interval,
thereby giving the observer information during the specified time
only. This procedure yielded the
experimental points indicated by
squares. To show how the experimental curves agree with
simple theoretical considerations,
three theoretical points, shown by
triangles, are indicated on the
lower curve. These have been
derived from calculations made by
M. C. Wang following a suggestion of E. M. Purcell.
Using the
124816
s26~
probability distributions derived
Numberof observations,N
FIG. 8.30.—Signal power w. number of
in Sec. 7“5, she has, calculated the
observations N for various values of w. The
probability w that a given possisymbol w represents the probability that a
noise deflection exceeds the deflection of sigble signal position will display a
nal plus noise.
larger deflection due to noise than
The probability
w
the position actually occupied by the signal itself.
depends on the number of pulses N and on the signal strength.
The
results of these calculations are shown in Table 2.1 of Vol. 1 of this
seriesl and are reproduced in Fig. 8“30, where for various values of w the
signal strength is plotted against the number of observations, N.
For a given criterion of threshold signal one must require the probability w to be inversely proportional to the total effective number of
signal positions.
For the system parameters of Fig. 8.29 and with the
threshold power adjusted at one point in order to take into account the
1Ridenour, Radar System Engineering, Vol. 1, Radiation Laboratory Series, p. 39.
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difference between the ideal observer and the actual observer, one obtains
the theoretical points shown in Fig. 8.29.
8.11. The Influence of Video Mixing.-It
is often desirable to mix the
output indications of two or more separate receiving systems in such a
way that signals from either system can be seen. This can be done in one
of two ways: The video voltages of both systems may be added before
being applied to the indicator, or the A-scope sweep may be triggered
more rapidly than the repetition frequency of the various pulses, thus
h?.o
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Fm. 8.31.%ignal threshold power m. mixing ratio.
System parameters
Curve 1 (upper half of trace masked)
m = 1.7 mm
BT = 1.5
PRF = 400 ppS
t?=*sec
Curve 2, curve theoretical, points experimental
m = 0.083mm
B, = 1.5
PRF = 400 ppS
.9=&sec
Curve 3, curve theoretical, points experimental
ST = 5.8 mm
BT = 5.1

PRF = 720 ppS
8=28ec

allowing the video signals from the several systems to be interlaced in
time. In the latter method, if we assume the average noise voltages in
the several systems to be identical, we may consider the signal from a
given system to occur at a given PRF, while the noise occurs at a higher
SRF.
This is just the problem dkcussed in Sec. 8“8 in which the signal
threshold power was found experimentally and theoretically to depend
upon the quantity N.#/N,.
The quantities N. and Ns refer to the numbers of sweeps containing noise and signal, respectively.
In principle,
it does not matter whether the video voltages are added before the application to the A-scope or appear alternately on successive A-scope sweeps.
We have assumed in either case that the observer makes use only of the
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average video deflections; therefore the two procedures should yield
similar results.
Let us now consider the more general case of the mixture of two video
systems (which we shall label Channel .4 and Channel B) in which the
If the noise
average noise power in the two channels may be unequal.
in Channel B is much larger than that in Channel A, the threshold signal
measured in Channel A will have to be greatly increased to overcome the
On the other hand, the threshold
greatly increased noise background.
signal measured in Channel B will be hardly affected by the slight increase
in its noise due to Channel A.
It is convenient to introduce a new parameter, which we may call the mixing ratio. The mixing ratio is assumed

to be unity when the video noise levels in the two channels are equal.
Let us assume for the sake of simplicity that in this condition the i-f
power gains GA and G, for Channels A and B, respectively, are also equal.
Under general conditions

the mixing

ratio MA for Channel

A will then be

for Channel B is the
inverse, GA/GB. We may ask how the signal threshold power depends
upon these mixing ratios.
In Fig. 831 is plotted the experimental results for a two-channel
mixing experiment.
The system parameters are indicated in the legend.
The signal threshold power is shown on the ordinate scale, while the
Three curves
mixing ratio is indicated (logarithmically) on the abscissa.
Curves 2 and 3 have been
are shown for different system parameters.
computed using the deflect ion criterion of Sec. 7.3 in which the constant
k has been adjusted to fit the experiments for very small mixing ratios.
The open circles are experimental points taken by S. G. Sydoriak and
seem to agree satisfactorily with the curves. However, the experimental
given by the ratio G~/G~, while the mixing

ratio

MB

square points that were made with the upper half of the A-scope trace
masked lie about 5 db below the theoretical curve. This has been traced
to a peculiar method by which the observer recognizes the signal. For
large mixing ratios the signal in Channel A has practically no noise
associated with it, therefore displaces the entire noise distribution of
Channel B by a fixed amount.
Hence, just at the baseline the signal
creates a small open “hole” within which no noise fl~ctuations can be
observed. This small hole is clearly discernible if STis large enough and
the observer is no longer forced to average the entire noise deflection.
The “mouse under the rug,” however, will not be apparent if STbecomes
smaller than the spot size on the A-scope as is the case in Curve 2 of Fig.
8.31. The “mouse under the rug” effect is not apparent in Curve 3
perhaps because of the excessive value of ST.
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In Chap. 8 an account was given of the factors that influence threshold
It has been mentioned in
signals which are displayed on an A-scope.
Chap. 2 that other f orms of presentation are in wide use; indeed, for radar
the intensity-modulated display, such as the PPI or B-scope, is at present
more widely used than any other display.
For some applications the
detection of pulse trains by aural means is highly desirable, since by this
means the observer’s eyes are free for other essential tasks. In this
chapter an attempt is made to treat very briefly some of these display
systems.
They have not, however, been so intensively investigated as
the A-scope from the point of view of signal visibility, and in some cases
even the experimental observations are not completely understood.
INTENSITY-MODULATED

DISPLAY

(PPI)

9.1. Similarities to the A-scope.—In Sec. 2.6 a brief description was
given of the various commonly used intensity-modulated displays.
In
all cases the signal causes the trace on a cathode-ray tube to brighten; the
position and direction of the trace is made to display appropriate coordinates of the antenna.
In the ordinary PPI (plan-position indicator), the
cathode-ray trace is caused to sweep radially outward from the center of
the tube; range is indicated by the distance along a radius from the tube
cent er. The sweep is oriented at an angle corresponding to the azimuthal
angle of the antenna.
In this fashion the face of the tube displays echo
signals from reflect ing objects as bright spots; the positions of these spots
on the tube face correspond to the actual positions of those objects with
respect to the antenna.
It is this mapping feature of the PPI which has
made it one of the most widely used display systems.
The PPI will
therefore be treated in all the following discussions on intensity-modulated
displays; the results are, with minor changes, expected to hold for other
intensity-modulated presentations, such as the B-scope (which displays
the range-azimuth data in Cartesian coordinates).
The PPI differs from the A-scope in at least two ways.
(1) To prevent
defocusing of the cathode-ray spot by large signals, the strength of the
video signal must be limited before application to the oscilloscope termi
nals. In practice one finds that this limiting action must occur even
238
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for some of the normal noise distribution and, if carried too far, can
profoundly affect threshold signals. This fact ~vill be brought out in
Sec. 9.3. (2) '~hemanner in\vhich the PPIisused
nearly al~vays brings
In the use of the A-scope,
in a more or less complicated scartrtzrzgfactor.
discussed in Chap. 8, it was assumed that the signal pulse train was of
uniform amplitude for a time o called the signal presentation time;
however, as pointed out in Sec. 2.6, in the PPI the signal consists of a
finite~pulse train (because of thenarrow antenna bear nscanningoverthe
target), which isrepeated from scan to scan. Wemay already anticipate
from the A-scope results that this repetition feature may influence threshold signals through some form of integration; the extent of this influence
clearly must depend upon the memory time of the integrating device.
These effects will be discussed in Sec. 9.2.
In addition to these new features of the PPI, there is an important
feature that applies to both the PPI and the A-scope.
In radar search
problems one is seldom interested in the detection of stationary objects
producing steady echoes. An echo from an airplane, for example, continually fluctuates at rates that are generally functions of the nature of
the aircraft, flying conditions, and the wavelength of the radar system.
It is clear that the specification of threshold power for a fluctuating signal
is more difficult than for a steady one. Some remarks and observations
on this subject are given in Sec. 9.5.
In spite of the new features introduced by the PPI, much that has
been learned about the A-scope still applies.
Most important, the basic
ideas that were developed for an understanding of the A-scope can be
carried over to the PPI.
This feature has eliminated a great deal of
experimental labor.
in the case of the A-scope (see
The Influence of I-j Bandwidth. -As
Sec. 8.6), an important parameter is the product of i-f bandwidth B and
the signal pulse duration ~. A detailed experimental study of the effect
of E%has not yet been made; preliminary work by R. R. Meijer and S. G.
Sydoriak,’ however, has shown the same general behavior with the PPI
as with the A-scope (see Fig. 8.7).
There appears to be an optimum
value of B7, above which the threshold signal power rises approximately
proportional to the bandwidth and below which it rises approximately
inversely proportional to the bandwidth.
The reasons for this behavior
are the same as in the A-scope case. The essential difference between
the PPI and the A-scope curves, as indicated by the preliminary data, is
that the PPI curve is somewhat flatter and the minimum is shifted to
somewhat higher values of %.
Neither of these characteristics is certain; they should be verified by further experiments made under a wide
variety of conditions.
] L’npublkhed.
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The effect of sweep speed is, in fact, equivalent to a kind of video-bandwidth limitation; the connection between the two is made through the
In the A-scope case, experiment
characteristics of the eye (and brain).
showed that the eye was able to see signals most easily when the pulse
length on the oscilloscope face STwas approximately 1 mm. Experiments
on the PPI have shown exactly the same behavior; an experimental curve
taken by C. M. Allred and A. Gardner is shown in Fig. 9.1. Signal
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threshold M a function of puke length on the screen.
System parameters
ream width = 6.o”
Scanning time = 10 see/rev

= 1.2
= 320 pp8

threshold power interrns of receiver noise power is plotted (logarithmically)
as ordinate, and the pulse length on the tube face w is shown as absc~sa.
The behavior of the threshold power is just the same as for the A-scope
(e.g., cj. Fig. 8.18).
The conditions under which Allred and Gardner
took the data were approximately as follows.
The signal was made to
appear at one of six random range positions at a defined azimuth (known
to the observer).
The antenna beam width @ was constant at 6°, and
the scanning frequency was constant at 6 rpm. The ordinates shown in
Fig. 9.1 are PS,O, i.e., the signal power at 90 per cent correlation on the
“betting”
curve (see Chap. 8). During these experiments virtually no
limiting of video voltages was present.
While no detailed data on the influence of video bandwidth b (or more
properly the quantity br) are yet available to the author’s knowledge,
there is no information that indicates a markedly different dependence on
It is entirely possible, however,
this parameter for the PPI and A-scope.
that in the presence of severe limiting, different results will be obtained;
the limiter serves as a highly nonlinear element that distorts both ampliNevertheless, in the usual case
tude distributions and power spectra.
it is believed that the A-scope results will apply fairly well to the PPI.
There is, in addition to the connection between video bandwidth and
sweep speed, a connection between video bandwidth and f ecus. This
fact was recognized in the A-scope case by the observation that defocusing
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in a direction parallel to the sweep was not serious so long as the spot size
did not exceed 1 mm (see Sec. 8.7); this fact was in accord with the sweepspeed effect; for as long as the eye (and brain) partially neglects events
with a spatial separation of less than 1 mm, defocusing of this order of
magnitude was expected to have small effect. This same phenomenon
has been observed by R. Rollefson and J. L. Lawsonl on the PPI,
Defocusing parallel to the sweep was not detrimental unless the spot
exceeded 1 mm; defocusing in a direction perpendicular to the sweep had
no effect until the spot size exceeded the spatial size of the signal caused
by the antenna beam angle O.
9s2. The Influence of Scanning. -It is through the process of scanning
that various time factors are introduced which correspond to the
(A-scope) signal presentation time d. It is clear that because of the
scanning frequency and the antenna beam width @ an effective signal
presentation time 0 exists for each scan. The pulse train may or may not
be repeated on subsequent scans, depending upon the conditions of
operation. Scanning, therefore, involves time factors that are expected
to influence threshold signal power because of memory, or integration,
effects. The main parameters with which we are concerned are (1)
scanning frequency, (2) antenna beam angle O, (3) PRF.
The signal
presentation time t9 can be obtained from (1) and (2). A complete
ireatment of integration effects, which will not be possible here, would
also include extra noise svieeps (see Sec. 8,8), screen material (see Sec.
8.9), the number of possible signal positions (see Sec. 8.10), and the total
length of time the signal has existed. No experimental information
The screen material in a PPI
exists on extra noise sweeps, however.
is so universally P7 (long persistence) that data on other screen materials
are scarce. The signal will also be assumed to exist either for one scan
or for an infinite number of scans. Finally, in most of the experiments
that will be mentioned, only six signal positions (in range) were available
This correand those at a defined azimuth (known to the observer).
sponds to the conditions most used in the A-scope experiments (see Chap.
8) but does not necessarily represent the condition most often encountered
with a PPI in actual radar use. Preliminary experiments have shown
that in accordance with the theoretical arguments of Sec. 8.10, an increase
in the number of possible signal positions brings about a rise in threshold
signal power. This is a relatively important consideration in a highresolution PPI used for search purposes, where the number of possible
signal positions (all ranges and all azimuths) can easily exceed 106.
The Effect of Beam Angle &.—We may anticipate the effect expected
by a change in the value
Sec. 8.9.

If the scanning

of the antenna
frequency

1Unpublished data.
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mount to a change in signal presentation time 0 as long as the signal
For a constant PRF,
appears ononlyone scan, i.e., single-scan operation.
one would therefore expect the threshold signal power to vary as ~~,
and hence as 1#-~~;this result is expected only if integration or memory
exists over the entire interval 8 and if there is no inherent difference in
threshold power caused by the difference in geometrical shape of signal
on the oscilloscope face.

0.05 0.1

0.01

0.5

1

5

10

Signalpresentationtime Omsec
I

4.5

0,45

450

45

Beamangle+ Indegrees
FIG. 9.2.—Signal

threshold as a function of the presentation time for constant rpm.
System parameters
Pulse length r = 1 psec
s. = ().75 mm
BT = 1.1
Scanning time = 8 see/rev
PRF = S00 ppS

An experimental
9.2.

The ordinate

curve showing
represents

the effect

of @ is reproduced

the signal threshold

power

in Fig.

(at 90 per cent

correlation)
PS,O; the abscissa represents the antenna beam angle @
plotted logarithmically.
Also shown on the abscissa scale is the signal
presentation time d, which in this experiment is simply proportional to ~.
The data ~rere taken for beam angles from 0.18° to 360°, corresponding
to 0’s of 0.004 and 8 see, respectively; the PRF was held constant at 800
pps and the scanning frequency was constant at 7.5 rpm. As can be
seen, over most of the range the threshold power is proportional to ~–~~
in accord with expectation; however, deviations exist at both ends of the
range. For very large beam angles ( > 45°) it is lmderstandable that
signals are less efficiently seen, since one cannot simultaneously view the
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entire arc. Likewise for very small beam widths ( < 1°) the geometrical
size of the signal spot becomes smaller than 1 mm; one would expect
under this condition an increase in signal threshold POwer analogous to
the effect of sweep speed (see Fig. 91).
In other words the eye (and
brain) discriminates against the (geometrically) small signal in favor of
wider noise fluctuations.
The results shown in Fig. 9.2 are important in that they show no
essential change in signal threshold caused by the geometrical arc length;
the entire effect can be thought of as a change in threshold signal caused
by a change in the number of (integrated) individual signal pulses. This
conclusion is interesting in that it contradicts the widespread opinion
that the wider signal arcs from broad antenna beam angles are easier to
see “because they become more and more different from noise, which
+5

o

4)

-5
0.01

0.05 0.1
Scanmng

0.5

1

rate in rps

!

I

I

0.9

9
Beamangle@in degrees

90

FIG, 9.3.—Signal threshold as a function of scanning angle at ccnmtsnt sigmd presentation
time.
System parameters
Pulse length r = 1 usec
s, = 0.6 mm
BT = 1.2
Signal presentation time 0 = * sec
p RF = S00 ppS

appears as a uniform, grainy background. ” The fact is that the grainy
“uniform” noise can simulate false signals of any prescribed geometrical
shape; the particular shape is relatively unimportant as long as the total
number of signal (and noise) pulses is constant.
To show this effect in a
somewhat different way, an experiment was performed in which the
signal presentation time d and the PRF were held constant.
The beam
angle @ was varied by changing the scanning frequency.
Thus, throughout the experiment the signal arc length was changed over a wide range
but the total number of signal pulses was held constant.
The result is
shown in Fig. 9.3; it is evident that over nearly all the range the threshold
signal power is virtually independent of ~.
The results of Figs. 9.2 and 9.3 demonstrate that, at least in the range
from 1° to 45°, the antenna-beam angle @ per se has little to do with
signal threshold power.
It is important, however, in that usually the
PRF and scanning frequency are fixed; therefore the total number of

—
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signal pulses is proportional to 4. It is only through this connection
that the threshold signal power does depend upon +.
The Effect of Pulse Repetzt~on Frequency .-Figure
9“4 shows a singlescan experimental curve of threshold signal power as a function of the
PRF.
For this experiment the scanning frequency was constant at 2
rpm, the beam angle constant at 2°, and e consequently constant at ~
sec. The PRF, however, was varied from 25 to 6000 pps; this variation
produced the result shown.
As can be seen, over most of the range the
signal threshold power is inversely proportional to the square root of the
PRF; this is exactly the result expected for signal integration over the
interval O (see Sec. 8“8).

FIG. 9.4.—Signal threshold aS a function of PRF.
System parameters
sr = 0.S mm
Pulse length r = 1 *see
BT = 1.1
Signal presentation time @ = +3 sec
Beam width = 2°

The Effect of Scanning
Frequency.—It
can be anticipated
that if ~
is held constant, the scanning frequency would affect the signal presentation time 0 and hence the signal threshold po]rer; in fact the signal
power should be directly proportional to the square root of scanning
frequency.
Thi~ relationship, however, is not generally true at all for
multiple-scan data and only partially true for single-scan data. It is
approximately
true for single-scan operation provided the scanning
The lower limit is fixed by the
frequency is between certain limits.
maximum signal presentation time o over which effegtive integration can
take place; this maximum time has been found to be several seconds, in
agreement with the corresponding A-scope value (see Sec. 9.9). In
other words, the signal threshold pom-er does not decrease with scanning
frequency beyond the point where the signal is within the antenna beam
The upper limit of scanning frequency
for several (perhaps 10) seconds.
is fixed by the condition that at least one and preferably a few signal
pulses must be present during the antenna transit.
If this condition is
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not met, a high correlation on the” betting” curve may not be experienced
even for very large signals.
As soon as the signal is allowed to be present on several scans, a new
factor is introduced, namely, scan-to-scan integration.
Since there is no
reason to expect the system’s memory for scan-to-scan integration to be
longer than the largest useful value of o (about 10 see), one might anticipate that scan-to-scan integration would be appreciable only if the scanning frequency were higher than perhaps 6 rpm. This argument indeed
proves to hold; in fact, above 6 to 10 rpm the signal threshold power is
found to be relatively independent of scanning frequency.
This result
is shown clearly in Fig. 9.9.1 It is sufficient for the present to note that
for high scanning rates, the scanning loss, i.e., loss in decibels because of
(The
seaming,
is relatively independent
of scanning frequency.
scanning loss is, of course, proportional to the increase in threshold signal
power.) To understand this independence of scanning frequency it
should be noted that over a given integration interval, let us say 10 see,
the total number of signal pulses is independent of scanning frequency.
As the scanning frequency is doubled, the number of scans to be integrated
doubles but the number of pulses per scan is halved; hence the total
number of signal pulses is constant.
Using this argument, we can go one
step further toward understanding Fig. 9.9. The total number of signal
pulses in the integration interval maybe compared for the two conditions
(1) in which no scanning occurs (“searchlighting”
on the target) and (2)
One would expect the scanning loss to
in which rapid scanning occurs.
be simply proportional to the square root of the ratio of the number of
searchlight ing pulses to the number of scanning. pulses; this ratio is
clearly 3600/$.
This result is approximately verified in Fig. 9.9; for the
2° beam width applying to the aircraft data the expected scanning loss is
11 db, whereas for the signal-generator (2.8° beam width) data the
expected loss is 10.5 db. It should be emphasized that this simplified
method of computing scanning loss applies only for scanning systems in
which the frame-to-frame or scan-to-scan signal repetition frequencies are
relatively high.
Although the qualitative effects of scanning are understood, the extension of simple formulas to the very high discrimination radar sets (short
pulse and narrow beam angle O) must be made with great care. If
searching is done with extreme definition, it may happen that the total
number of signal pulses per integration interval is only two or three. This
condition usually invalidates the simple formulas; recourse must be had
1The lower curve was taken with a (steady) signal from a signal generator; the
upper curve shows the results obtained with an actu[d (fluctuating) airplane echo.
The significance of the difference bctwm-n the two curves will be brought out in Sec.
9.5.
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to the exact statistical calculations,
such as those indicated in Sec. 810.
Such calculations usually indicate that the sensitivity of the highdiscrimination system is somewhat reduced over that given by the simple
formulas.
9.3. The Influence of Limiting. -In
the usc of the 1’1’1 a certain
This limiting is necessary in order to
amount of video limiting occurs.

prevent the oscilloscope from being defocused by large signals. In
addition, limiting has been found helpful in reducing the effect of certain
types of interference such as ‘‘ railing “ interference (see Sec. 12.6). The
degree of limiting required depends upon the indicator, sweep speed,
amount of interference, etc.; the proper amount is usually estimated arid
set by the observer.
It has been found that, if limiting is not severe, the
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FICT.9.5.—Betting

curves for the one-channel

limiting experim ?nt.

signal threshold power is not greatly affected by it. The unfortunate
characteristic of limiting, however, is that under certain conditions the
observer cannot tell by an examination of the noise background pattern
on the PPI whether the limiting is or is not severe. In other words, it is
very easy to set the limit level in terms of rms or average noise voltage at
a point such that the signal threshold power is very large, without being
aware of such a condition.
For this reason it has been urged that the
limit level be set by a suitable instrument rather than on the basis of the
operator’s estimate; when this practice has been followed, it has pre
vented large “unknown”
decreases in system sensitivity.
The important characteristic in limiting is clearly the ratio L of the
limit-level voltage to the average video noise voltage.
Some other feature
of the video noise amplitude distribution could, of course, be chosen as a
reference; however, the average noise volt age is convenient as it can
usually be measured directly with a d-c meter. Large values of L indicate
only mild limiting; small values of L (perhaps less than 2) show relatively
strong limiting.
The effect of the limit level L k made evident in at least two important
ways:

(1) The signal threshold

rises as

L is reduced:

power at any point on the”

betting”

curve

and (2) the slope of the betting curve decreases
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curves are shown for different

values

of L.

The data were taken by Sydoriak. 1 In this series it can be seen
that as L is reduced, the signal threshold power increases and the slope of
In fact, for a value of 0.56 for L, it is not
the betting curve decreases.
certain that the betting curve ever actually reaches 100 per cent correla-

limit level
FIG. 9.6. —One.channel limiting.
System parameters
~=]~ec
PRF = 400 ppS
B, = 1,7

8r = 0.0S mm
Limit level = 2,5 volts

tion. The reason for this effect appears to be that a highly limited signal
cannot necessarily override chance noise fluctuations if the tube spot size
is large compared with the signal pulse. On short sweeps the effect is
much less noticeable; this observation is in accord with simple reasoning.
The relationship of signal threshold power to limit level L k shown in
Fig. 9.6 for a typical case. It can be seen that for values of L less than
unity a substantial increase in signal threshold power occurs. Therefore
in the operation of a PPI care should be taken to ensure that L is larger
than unity.
It has been found

that when video

one has to be especially
which one channel

careful

is severely

about

limited

mixing

occurs

(see next section),

limiting.

Consider the case in
\vhile the other is not; the mixed

1S. G. Sydoriak, “The Effects of Video Mixing Ratio and Limiting on Signal
‘rhrmhold Power,” unpublished.
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video output will show no ~vell defined “ceiling” because of the unlimited
part of the noise. Consequently, the appearance on the PPI will be
nearly normal regardless of the limiting in the first channel; the operator
is, therefore, completely unable to judge the system sensitivityy by an
examination of the noise pattern.
904. Video Mixing.-The
influence of video mixing on signal threshold
power with PPI presentation is similar to that with an A-scope display

T
1

I

-1I

I

0.5
Mixing ratio

FIG. >.7.—Signal

threshold as a function of the mixing ratio.
System parameters
B, = 1.5
0 = +6 Sec
.$=l.
PRF = 400 ppS
w = 0.0S mm
RP,M = 6

(see Sec. 8“11). In the A-scope case, hmvever, it VM possible to utilize
the “mouse under the rug, ” i.e., “holes” near the baseline of the amplitude distribution, to obtain greatest sensitivity.
In the PPI, the most
sensitive part of the amplitude distribution cannot be selected; the entire
distribution is averaged in some manner to create the total li~ht output
from the screen. (he might expect intuitively, therefore, that the PPI
would give mixing results more in accord ~vith simple theoretical
considerations.
Experiments by R. R. Meijer, S. G. Sydoriak, and D. Gillette’ on
two-channel single-scan PPI mixing have yielded results similar to those
shown in Fig. 9.7. In this figure the system conditions were as follows:
1Unpublished,
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scanning frequency 6 rpm, beam width @ 10, PRF 400 pps, B7 = 1.5,
SY= 0.8 mm. The curve agrees qualitatively with a mixing theory
similar to that for the A-scope (see Sec. 8.11).
However, unlike A-scope
presentation, the PPI does not permit one to see any “mouse under the
35 clb

FIG. 9+3.—Scattering cross

section

of a B-26 airplane at a wavelength of approximately

10 cm.

rug”; the brightness of a spot is proportional to an average of a function of
This function of the amplitude disthe entire amplitude distribution.
tribution is uncertain; it is determined by the linearity of the video
amplifier, the limiting, and the dependence of the screen brightness on
the exciting current.
9.5. Signal Fluctuations and Target Movement.—In many instances,
for example, in radar search, one is interested in the detection of a feeble
signal that is not necessarily steady but may fluctuate in time. A reflec-
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is shown in Fig. 9.8 to help the reader

This pattern was
of such fluctuations.
obtained on a special automatic recording device that plotted the relative
back-reflected signal strength (at a wavelength of approximately 10 cm)
A B-26 airplane was placed on the
as a radial deflection on the diagram.
ground and slowly rotated in azimuth with respect to the incident (and
reflect ed) radiation; the azimuthal coordinate of the airplane was automatically recorded on the diagram in Fig. 9.8. Care was taken to
illuminate the airplane uniformly without appreciable reflection from the
ground.
Although it is true that the finished plot does not represent
correctly the reflection pattern of a B-26 in flight (because of different
aspect, etc. ), it does show clearly the type of detailed structure and the
extent to which the reflection intensity varies at different azimuth
settings.
The concentric marker circles shown on the diagram represent
It is easy to see that
relative reflected signal power expressed in decibels.
the total range in reflected intensities exceeds 35 db, or more than a
factor of 3000 in power, and that the change in intensity with even
minute changes in azimuth angle can be fairly large. It follows that the
echo from an airplane in flight (which necessarily changes azimuth more
or less constantly) fluctuates over wide limits; the amplitude of these
fluctuations is shown by Fig. 9.8, and the frequency of fluctuation is
determined primarily by radar wavelength and flying conditions.
In
addition to the fluctuation caused by the gross movement of the airplane
there are rapid contributions caused by the rotating propellers, 2which can
yield frequencies up to 1000 or 2000 cps.
In dealing with fluctuating signals care must be exercised in carrying
over the results obtained with a steady signal. We have seen that under
some conditions, e.g., severe limiting, the slope of the betting curve can
be greatly altered; it is obvious that, if the signal fluctuates over a wide
amplitude, the conclusions arrived at with the steady signal ought to be
disregarded.
With respect to scanning loss, one can see qualitatively
what to expect.
Over a long time interval (such as would be obtained
“ searchlighting”)
the chance of utilizing a large fluctuation peak is
relatively great, whereas for a single-scan measurement with a narrow
beam and hence a small signal presentation time 0, the chance of finding
a high signal fluctuation is relatively smaller. Therefore one would
expect a greater scanning loss with fluctuating signals, e.g., airplane
echoes, than with a steady signal. An experimental confirmation of this
reasoning is shown in Fig. 9.9, where the scanning loss in decibels is shown
appreciate

the

magnitude

1This pattern was taken by R. }1. Ashby, F. W. }fartin, and J. L. Lawson. See
their “ Modulation of Radar Signals from Airplanes,” RL Report Ifo. 914, Mar. 28,
1946.
2 Ibid.
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as a function of scanning frequency in revolutions per minute.
experimental curves are shown; the lower curve is the result obtained
with a signal generator; the upper curve shows the result using actual
echoes from an airplane in flight at a wavelength of 10 cm. All system
parameters for the two curves were the same, with the exception of the
effective antenna beam width; i.e., PRF = 400 pps, B7 = 1.5, ST = 0.5
mm. The beam width for the upper curve was 2° and for the lower curve
2.8°. It wifl be noticed that the airplane-echo scanning loss was 4 db
12
●
●
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●

0

2
.

Aircraft

signals

o Signal generator

0

o

10
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FIG. 9.9.—Scanning
Upper curve airplane echo
PRF = 400 pp9
B, = 1.5
87 = 0,5 mm
,+ =2.

40
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RPM
loss M a function of scanning rate.
Lower curve signal generator
PRF = 400 ppS
B, = 1.5
87 = .0.5 mm
+ = 2.8”

Scanning

rate in

higher than that for the signal generator, of which 0.5 db can be accounted
for in the difference of beam angles (see Sec. 9.2).
It appears that the
remaining 3 .5-db loss is due to the fluctuating character of the signal, in
line with qualitative expectations.
In addition to the lack of complete treatment of fluctuating signals,
answers do not exist at present to a number of interesting and fundamental questions.
One of these questions is the effect of target movement
on signal threshold power. It is clear that the scan-to-scan integration
which leads to a scanning loss independent of (high) scanning frequency
might be upset if the signal is displaced appreciably on the PPI from
scan to scan. Certainly no screen integration takes place under these
conditions; yet it is possible that the eye and brain can recognize uniform
movement and still perform the equivalent of integration.
Some

————.——
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9.6. Theoretical Results for the Signal Threshold.—The
aural and
meter methods of detection of a radar signal have been described already
in Sec. 2.6, and a rather complete theoretical discussion of the signal
threshold has been given by Van Vleck and Middleton. 1 Only a short
account of the theoretical results will be presented, since no systematic
experimental investigations have been made with which the theory can
be compared.
In the aural method of detection the observer listens to the audio tone
produced by the PRF of the signal. In terms of the spectrum of the
signal and noise (cj. Sec. 7.2) the audio tone is represented by the signal
peak at the frequency 1/90 if G is the pulse repetition period.
Since E)O
is always much larger than the pulse length ~, the power of the signal peak
will be the same as the power of the d-c component, that is, the average
value of the power distribution in the pulse train after it has been
If,
deformed by the i-f amplifier and rectified by the second detector.
before the i-f amplifier, the pulse is represented by
s(t) = &F

()
:

Cos27rjct,

then it can be easily shown (cf. Sec. 7.2) that the average value of the
deformed and rectified pulse train is given by

where

+-

4
eo

-.

G(z)

=

Sgr

2

dx G(z)Z,

~

()1

,

(1)

+/ —.

dy F(y)e–2”~vs

and Zl(f/B)
is the system function of the i-f amplifier, which has the
bandwidth B. A quadratic second detector has been assumed.
The qualitative behavior of the function
(2)
1J. H. Van Week and D. Middleton, “ Theoretical Comparison of the Visual,
Aural and Meter Reception of Pulsed Signals in the Presence of Noise, ” J. Applied
Phys., 11, 940 (1946).
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For small values of B, the i-f amplifier lengthens
the pulse from ~ to 1/B and diminishes the signal amplitude from S0 to
S@7.
The average pulse power is therefore in this case of the order

can be seen as follows.

On the other hand for B,>> 1 the pulse will not be deformed by the i-f
amplifier, so that the average power will be S~T/GO. Therefore the
function h(B,) approaches unity for B,>> 1 and is proportional to B, for
small values of Br.
The power of the signal peak has to compete with the noise power in a
narrow range of frequency A around the audio tone 1/90.
Since 1/F)Ois
so small, one may take the initial value of the continuous noise spectrum,
which for a square-law detector is proportional to the bandwidth B.
Hence in the notation of Sec. 7.2, the square of the noise power in the
frequency range A is [cf. Eq. (7.28)]’
&#BA.

(3)

According to the power criterion (cf. Sec. 7.3) the minimum detectable
signal power is determined by putting the ratio of the signal power to the
noise power equal to a constant.
Thus one obtains

‘-

‘(2).1
.=’”2$%

(4)

At this point it is good to remember that in the aural method of
detection one usually gates or strobes the incoming signals. In this way
a considerable improvement of the signal threshold can be achieved,
since it is clear that the gat ing will not change the power of the audio tone
whereas the noise power will be reduced.
In fact it can be seen that if 1
is the length of time that the gate stays open, the signal threshold is
reduced by the gating factor (1/130)~s. A simple formal proof of this statement runs as follows.
With gating, the noise amplitude after the i-f
amplifier can be represented by
N(t) = j(t) [X(t) cos 2rr~Ct
+ Y(t) sin 27rj<
t],
where ~(t) is a function that is unity when the gate is open and zero
otherwise. Assuming a square-law detector, the video output will be
r-z(t) = jyt)(x’

+ Y’) = j’(t)?-:(t).

To find the spectrum we calculate first the correlation function
R(T) = r-’(t)r’(t + 1) = 4w’p’(T) &
1 Thk is for a rectangular

/

~e”dtjqt)jqt

i-f pass band of width 1?.

+ 7),

(5)
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where we have made use of the fact that for a square-law detector and
without gate the correlation function of noise alone is equal to 4W2P2(7)
No}v if 1>> l/B, then for all values of r for which p(7)
(cf. Sec. 73).
is different from zero, the integral in (5) is very nearly equal to 1. The
gating therefore reduces the correlation function by the factor l/@.
Consequently, the square of the noise power in the frequency range A will
be reduced by the same factor; and since the power of the signal peak has
not changed, the signal threshold will be lowered by the factor (1/eO)$4.
method
of detection the aural signal is rectified and
In the meter
impressed on an ordinary d-c meter. The deflection of the meter
determines the presence of a signal. In terms of the spectrum the situation is clearly similar to the case of the visual detection of a c-w signal.
The audio filter takes the place of the i-f pass band and the meter is
analogous to a low-pass video filter. Further investigation is necessary,
however, to show that for the rectification of the audio signal and noise
the formula of Sec. 7.2 can be used again. The difficulty lies in the fact
that the audio noise is not Gaussian, since it originates from the rectification of the original Gaussian noise passed by the i-f amplifier.
In general,
therefore, tile different frequency components of the audio noise are not
independent of each other, nor are their amplitudes distributed according
to a Gaussian distribution.
However, it can be shown that, if the width
A of the audio filter is small compared with B, then the noise passed by the
audio filter is again approximately Gaussian. 1 In this case, therefore, the
equations of Sec. 7.2 can be used again. Using again the power criterion
it is then easily shown that for the meter method of detection
(6)
where Am is the width of the low-pass filter, which is characteristic for the
d-c met er, and km is a constant of the order of magnitude unity.
9.7. The Equivalence

with the Visual

Method

8.7 it has been shown that for the visual method
detectable

signal energy

is given

by an expression

(soT)mk,= u

,

c N(z,y)
~(z,y))

of Detection.

of detection

—In

Sec.

the minimum

of the form

(7)

where x = BT, y = br, and C is a constant, which still depends on the
time of observation.
The function N(x,y) is the fluctuating noise power,
and S~H(Z,y) is the maximum value of the pulse after it has been deformed
I Cf. M. Kac and A. J. F. Siegert, “On the Theory of Noise in Radio Receivers
with Square Law Detectors,” J. Applied Phys., 18, 383 (1947).
In this paper a
detailed study is made of the probability distribution of the output of the audio filter
for different values of the ratio A/B.
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For an explicit expression of the funcby the i-f and video amplifiers.
tions H and N see Eq. (818); here we will need only the qualitative
dependence of s~r on the i-f and video bandwidths.
As has been shown
in the beginning of the theoretical part of Sec. 8.7, S~Twill be an absolute
minimum if z = 1% is of order unity and if y >> x. The ratio N/H is
then of order unity.
Suppose, furthermore, that the train of pulses has
the length O, so that it contains 6’/00 pulses. Every time a pulse is presented, a visual observation can be made; and if the observer can integrate
all the observations, then, as has been shown in Sees. 73 and 7,5, the
constant C will be inversely proportional to the square root of the total
number of observations, so that
(8)
In the case
where km is a constant of the order of magnitude unity.
BT == 1 the visual method can therefore detect, at best, the average signaI
power Pmi. given by
(w)

Let us compare this result with Eq. (4), which gives the minimum detectSince for
able average signal po~ver for the audio method of detection.
B, = 1, h(B7) is of order unity, one would get from Eq. (4)

(9b)
which is usually much larger than the value given by Eq. (9a).
However,
as already mentioned in Sec. 9.6 a considerable improvement can be
achieved by gating or strobing the incoming signal. The improvement
factor is (1/(3,) ~~if 1is the length of time that the gate stays open.
Clearly
it is best to take 1 = ~ in order to admit the maximum amount of signal
power and the minimum amount of noise. For a pulse train of length o
the signal peak will have a width of the order 1/0.
The best value for
the width A of the audio filter will therefore also be of the order 1/0.
Taking in Eq. (9b) A = I/@ and multiplying Eq. (9b) by the best gating
factor (r/f30)~ lead to an equation of exactly the same form as Eq. (9a),
which shows that in the case Br = 1 the visual and aural method of
detection are equivalent.
The same conclusion is reached for the case 1?, <<1.
With the visual
method of detection it is best to take the video bandwidth b much larger
than B. Since for y>> x and x<< 1, N = x and H = x’ (see Sec. 8“7),
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one obtains from Eqs. (7) and (8)
~~,. = k.u’

11
<~.

r,”

(lea)

An equation of the same form is obtained for the aural method from Eq.
(4). Since for B~<<l, h(B7) = Br, Eq. (4) becomes (with A = 1/8)
P.,.

= k<u2~—
d%

&“

(lOb)

Since the pulse is now strongly deformed, so that the pulse length has
become of the order I/B, the gate length 1 should now be taken equal to
I/B.
Multiplying Eq. (lOb) with the best gating factor (1/BeO) ~~one
obtains an equation of the same. form as Eq. (lOa).
Finally consider the case B,>> 1. With the visual method of observation an improvement can now be obtained by narrowing the video
band~~iclth b to a value of the order 1/,.
Since for x>> 1 and y = 1,
N/H is of order z>:, one obtains from Eqs. (7) and (8)

P.,.

= km~’ -&

v%.

(11)

An equation of the same form is obtained for the aural method from Eq.
(4), since for B~ >>1, h(l?r) = 1, A = 1/8 and the best gating factor is
(r/e,) ~+.
method one reaches the same conclusions, since
Also for the meter
obviously the best choice for the meter bandwidth Amis also 1/0, just as
the bandwidth A of the audio filter. This choice makes Eqs. (4) and (6)
of exactly the same form, so that the arguments given for the aural
method are also applicable to the meter method of detection.

CHAPTER
MODULATED

10

PULSE TRAINS

This chapter treats the problem of the modulated pulse train. As is
pointed out in Sees. 2.7 and 2.8, many types of modulation are possible,
namelY, a-m pulses, f-m pulses, width-modulated
pulses, etc. These
methods differ somewhat in detail, but the general solutions are similar.
A detailed discussion of the a-m pulse train will therefore serve as a
To be
suitable example for other types of modulated pulse trains.
specific, let us consider the case where the amplitude modulation consists
of propeller modulation on the radar echo pulses returned from an aircraft. Before examining the effect of the propeller modulation itself
(see Sec. 10.4), however, the behavior of the receiving system in response
to a single modulating tone or frequency must first be discussed in detail
(see Sees. 10.1 and 10.2).
The Rectivcr.-As
is pointed out in
10.1. The Receiving System.
Sec. 2:7, the receiver is usually of a superheterodyne type with a linear
second detect or, with a linear third detector (or “boxcar”
generator),
and with some form of AGC.
A block diagram of such a receiver is
shown in Fig. 2. 1%~~To be definite, let us assume the demodulated audio
signal to be the voltage output of the third detector, or boxcar generator,
and the AGC feedback to be derived from the average value of the audio
signal. This average value is, of course, obtained from several cycles of
the modulation, and it can be assured if the low-pass filter in the line
between the third detector and the gain-control connection has an h-f
cutoff much lower than the lowest desired audio frequency.
The third detector will be assumed to be a boxcar generator of the type
described in Sec. 2.7. In the formation of boxcars the potential of some
storage element, such as a capacitor, is made to assume the voltage of
video signal at the instant of the latter’s occurrence.
The storage element
is then disconnected from the video system and remains so until the
arrival of the next video signal. In this fashion, flat steplike segments
occur in the boxcar output voltage waveform, whose amplitudes are
governed by the desired signal. As is pointed out in Sec. 2.7, the
advantage of the boxcar output over other forms of audio demodulation
is that it furnishes a large audio amplification plus a type of filter action
that completely suppresses the PRF and all its harmonics.
There are several methods that make the storage element assume the
257
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potential of the signal. In order that only thedesired signal be made to
actuate the storage element, a selection circuit is needed to sensitize the
This selection circuit may conboxcar generator at the desired instant.
sist of an accurately timed irnpul sethatis made to coincide in time with
the desired radar echo and allows the boxcar circuit to be activated by
thedesired video signal. Thus theerrors intiming that can be tolerated
in this form of selection circuit are obviously less than the radar pulse
duration, i.e., usually less than 1 psec. Since this precision is difficult
toobtain, it iscustomary toprovide a time gate, or strobe (see Sec. 2.6),
which sensitizes the video section only during a defined range interval.
This range interval may be several times the pulse length; hence it is
much easier to set the gate on the desired echo than in the case of the
accurately timed impulse already described.
The gate length G has a
direct bearing on signal detectability, as will be shown in the next section.
Within the time interval allowed by the gate, it is possible that besides
the desired echo, both receiver noise and perhaps other undesired signals
or interference will appear.
The signal-modulation perceptibility in the
boxcar output depends upon how the boxcars are formed from the gated
video signals. Two methods of formation are customarily considered.
In the first method
signal within
tional

the boxcar

the gate,

height

is proportional

and in the second

method

to the peak video signal in the gate.

detectability
convenient

depends

upon the method

to distinguish

them.

If the

to the a.veroge video
the height

is propor-

Since the signal-modulation

of boxcar

formation,

boxcars

are formed

from

the

boxcars;
and if they are formed from the peak-video-signal model, they will be
It is clear that peak-value boxcars
denoted by “ peak value” boxcars.
tend to accentuate the effects of the larger video signals within the gate;
and since the largest signal is usually the desired echo, the peak-value
boxcar circuits are usually desirable.
The AGC is indispensable to keep the average value of the thirdThis is done to reduce the effects of
detector output signal constant.
signal fading.
In the absence of input-signal fading the AGC is
essentially inoperative and can therefore be neglected in the following
As will be shown in the next section, the properties of the
discussion.
system depend, however, upon the ratio of carrier signal power to noise
power; therefore, as a function of this parameter, the magnitude of the
output voltage of the audio system will depend upon whether the AGC is
used or not. If the AGC is used, the average value of the third-detector
volt age output is constant; if not, the over-all gain of the receiver is
constant.
With this in mind, a little thought will show that in both cases
the average value of the boxcar-generator output is independent. of the
PRF.
This characteristic makes such a type of audio demodulator ideal
average

video signal, they will be referred to as “ average value”

it vvill be
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for deriving AGC voltages in a system with a variable PRF.
It is probably the only type of demodulator that has this desirable feature.
There are certain practical difficulties in the construction of a highquality boxcar generator, chiefly the provision of a storage element that
has a small leakage of charge between pulses and can be rapidly charged
or discharged during the desired video pulse. The circuit developed by
H. L. Johnson and J. L. Lawson’ produces exceptionally high-quality
They are flat to within a few per cent for time intervals as long
boxcars.
as 1 see, yet they can be actuated by a video signal as short as 0.03 ~sec.
This is accomplished in two steps: (1) The video signals are “stretched”
into pulses perhaps 20 ~sec long by a special diode circuit; (2) then the
“stretched” pulses actuate the condenser storage element.
In this way
the storage-element leakage can be minimized because the maximum
charging current is kept low. The entire circuit is shown in Fig. 10.1.
It is designed to accept positive video input signals not greater than 5
volts in amplitude and will deliver audio boxcars of approximately 20
volts for such video signals. It also requires an input trigger from the
radar set occurring at times corresponding to the transmitted radar pulse.
The video signals are put on the grid of Vi,.
The three tubes VI,,
VW and V16constitute a wide-band video amplifier that serves to produce
a negative video signal of about 60 volts in the 300-ohm plate resistor of
V16.
The
plate
of V16 is direct-coded
to
the
cathode
of the special
diode V~q, whose plate is, in turn, run at a bias voltage of about +150
volts.

This

interelectrode

diode

was chosen

capacitance.

VI, will not conduct

for its large

Unless

conductivity

and its small

V,7 is made to conduct,

the diode

even for the large video signals produced by

~16.

However, when the gating pulse, whose generation is discussed below, is
produced in the plate circuit of VIT, the negative video signals will cause
the diode to conduct until its plate assumes the most negative value
This value of voltage
reached by the video signals in the gate interval.
will be maintained until a positive pulse in the grid of V20 returns the
plate voltage of V19 to its original value. The plate voltage of Vlg
therefore amounts to a stretched video pulse. The cathode follower Vii
reproduces the stretched pulse (perhaps 20 psec long), and during this
time the storage condenser in the cathode of V.2Zis made to assume this
same potential.
This is done by the action of a positive pulse on the grids
of V22 and V2S produced by VM just at the end of the gate itself. The
positive pulse on V22and VZScauses one or both of these tubes to conduct
so that the cathode of VZZassumes the voltage of the stretched pulse on
the cathode of Vjl. The cessation of this “clamping” pulse produced by
1See R, M. Ashby, F. W. \fartin, and J. L. Lawson, ‘‘ hfodulation of Radar Signals
from Airplanes,” RL Report No. 914, Mar. 28, 1946.
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V,, disconnects the storage condenser until the next pulse is produced.
The cathode potential of VZ*, and hence of the cathode follower Vzl,
therefore, is the audio boxcar voltage desired. For convenience, the
major portion of the d-c voltage is removed by the connection to Vjs,
whose out put voltage is essential y the desired boxcar audio component.
The tubes V26, V2T,and V28,serve as a direct-coupled amplifier from which
the AGC voltage may be derived.
The low-pass filter in this AGC link
is placed in the grid circuit of V2E;its frequency limit can be made higher
or lower than the modulation frecmencies as desired.
The production of the delayed gate and associated timing pulses is
For
accomplished by the tubes VI to Vlo and their associated circuits.
any trigger pulse from the radar set that operates the blocking oscillator
Vl, a standard trigger pulse of uniform shape appears on the grid of V2.
The tubes Vz, V,, V,, and V, forma high-precision delay circuit operating
the blocking oscillator V6, which, in turn, produces the delayed trigger.
The amount of delay is controlled by the delay-control potentiometer
that adjusts the potential on the grid of V,.
An idea of the precision
available in the delay time may be obtained by noting that for a delay
time of 2000 psec a flutter, or variation in delay, of less than O.I psec is
ordinarily

experienced.

monostable-state

The

multivibrator,

delayed

trigger

or “ flip-flop”

operates
circuit,

the tubes

in the

VT and V8, which

produces a small additional delay in time before operating another flipflop circuit, composed of Vg and V1O, producing the gating pulse. This
small delay is helpful in observing the gate or gated signals on an external
R-scope (see Sec. 2“6) operated from the delayed trigger itself. The
gate-generating circuit whose output is connected to the power tube V17
is shunt-peaked for adequate transient response and can generate a
satisfactory gate. The gate length is adjustable from 0.1 to approximately 50 ~sec. The trailing edge of this gate actuates the flip-flop
circuit VII that generates the relatively long clamping pulse as described
above.
The trailing edge of the clamping pulse, in turn, generates a
short pulse in Viz, which causes the stretched pulse, produced by the
diode V,,, to terminate.
Several precautions have been taken to prevent hum voltages from
appearing in the audio output.
A “hum balancer” is shown in the
cathode of Vlf,, and all hum-sensitive tubes are operated with d-c filament
voltages.
These tubes are V2, Vs, Vi, Vs, V18, V21, V22, V2S, V24, VZ,,,
By
~26, and V27 and are for the most part pentodes operated as triodes.
these methods the hum appearing in the audio output has been reduced
to a value less than 10 mv peak to peak.
The storage element, as can be seen, is a O.OO1-P~ condenser in the
cathode circuit of Vjj. To reduce the leakage from this condenser to a
satisfactory value, it is necessary to operate the filaments of the tllbes
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V,,,
v23j ad
VZ4 at about one-half the rated voltage.
If this is done, the
boxcars will be flat to within a few per cent even for time intervals as long
as 1 sec.
The charging time of the boxcar generator is governed by the video
response of the circuits between the video input terminals and the cathode
terminal on V,O. Up to the plate circuit of VIG the circuit is simply a
conventional shunt-peaked
video amplifier.
However, the forward
resistance of the diode Vlgj appearing as a series element in the coupling

FIG. 10.2.—Audio-frequency

reed meter.

circuit, is large enough to upset the peaking design of this network.
The
best value of inductance to use is most easily found by trial. With the
value indicated in Fig. 10. lb the over-all video bandwidth to the halfpower point exceeds 10 Me/see.
This ensures an adequate response for
video signals as short as 0.03 psec.
The Indicator. -Many
forms of indication are possible, but for the
sake of brevity only one method will be discussed—that suggested by
R. M. Walker, which has lent itself well to experimental work. In this
indicator a bank of electrically excited reeds is incorporated with the
necessary audio amplifier.
Each reed is characterized by a particular
resonant frequency and by a damping term that fixes its bandwidth, or
equivalent Q. Inspection of the bank of reeds will provide an audio-
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amplitude analysis of the audio signal, provided the bandwidths of the
successive reeds are roughly similar. A photograph of a set of reeds
suitable for experimental analysis is shown in Fig. 10.2. The frequency
range covered by this instrument is approximately 16 to85 cps. In this
photograph is shown the response of the instrument to a 70-cps audio
modulation in receiver noise. Further details will be discussed in the
next section.
, The problem of driving such a bank of reeds from an audio source of
varying amplitude is similar to the problem of making the radar receiver
respond to a varying input signal. The problem of finding some method
of alleviating saturation in the amplifier is solved by providing the
necessary audio amplifier with an AGC that operates from the rnodukctiorz
amplitude.
In this way the average audio voltage driving the reeds will
be “maintained essentially constant.
If this audio AGC is used, the
indicator system can be made to operate at maximum sensitivity.
10.2. Experimental Results.-In
discussing the experimental results,
it is desirable to consider controlled experiments made under four
different conditions.
These conditions are chosen by fixing various values
of signal, noise, modulation frequency, and fractional modulation.
Behavior oj a Noiseless Receiving System in the Presence oj a Signal.—In
the following discussion the signal-carrier amplitude will refer to the
unmodulated pulse amplitude.
When modulated less than 100 per cent,
the average pulse amplitude is, of course, equal to the unmodulated pulse
amplitude and plays the same role in this problem that the carrier plays
in ordinary radio modulation.
Let the signal pulse length be represented
by r, the gate length by G, the signal modulation frequency by p, and the
fractional modulation by c. When the signal falls within the gate, the
receiver AGC adjusts the receiver gain so that the average height of the
video signal and therefore the average output voltage of the peak-value
boxcars are held at a constant value. Since the signal is the only voltage
in the gate, the entire behavior of the system is independent of the gate
length G and the section of the gate in which the signal is found.
The frequency analysis of the boxcar output can be found from Eq.
(2.29).
It is necessary in that expression only to put in a value for pulse
length equal to the reciprocal of the PRF j,.
A convenient nomograph
for obtaining all the output frequencies is shown in Fig. 2.12, where the
vertical lines located at the PRF and its harmonics must be eliminated.
In this nomograph the amplitudes of the various frequency components
are unchanged by traversing the diagram in a vertical direction.
It may
seem strange that if two input signals of equal modulation amplitude, one
at 20,100 cps and the other at 100 cps, are introduced into identical boxcar generators whose PRF is 1000 pps, the two outputs will have the same
amplitude and the same frequency, name] y, 100 cps.
This, however, is
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the case; and if the boxcar-generator output voltages are analyzed under
the two conditions, they will be found to be identical.
For a linear receiving system there are at least two interesting
phenomena regarding the boxcar output worthy of discussion.
1. If the injected wave consists of several modulation frequencies, the
output frequencies are represented in the diagram in Fig. 2.12 by
the intersections of the lines at the modulation frequencies with the
array of 45° lines. There are no cross terms due to “beats”
between the input modulation frequencies.
In other words, effects
produced on the output by input modulating frequencies can be
thought of as only the sum of the individual effects of the individual
modulating frequencies.
This is one very cogent reason why a
linear receiving system is desirable.
2. If the input wave consists of a modulation term that is itself
modulated at a slow rate (c can be thought of as a very slow sinusoidal variable), the slow modulation frequency itself will not appear
in the output.
Only sidebands will appear in the output frequencies, separated from the main frequencies by the frequency of
the slow modulation.
Here again the input frequencies are p and
p + u, where u is the modulation frequency of c. The output
frequencies are on y those given by the independent action of these
three input frequencies, and u itself will not appear in the output.

I

I

These remarks apply when the input modulating function has a
definite time phase. They do not apply when the injected wave is, for
example, receiver noise. This case will be discussed below.
In practice the receiving system is not quite linear, and cross terms
may be detected.
The greatest nonlinearity appearing in the receiving
system just described is in the audio amplifier, whose harmonic generation, however, is very low. The entire receiving system can be made
sufficiently linear to reduce the effects of harmonic generation to negligible
values.
Behavior of the Receiving System in the Presence of Receiver Noise
Alune.-In the absence of a signal the audio output voltage appears to be
a function of both the gate length G and the PRF ~,. Experiments have
been performed varying both of these parameters, and results are depicted
in Figs. 10.3 and 10.4.
The dependence of audio noise on the gate length G is shown in Fig.
10,3. An experiment was performed in which the average value of audio
noise voltage in a frequency range of approximately 10 to 40 cps was
measured as a function of the gate length G. A receiver whose i-f bandwidth was 2 Me/see was used. The experimental results are plotted i~
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Fig. 10.3 along with a theoretical curve that will be deduced in the next
It can be seen that the noise output falls with increasing gate
section.
length. For both cases (receiver AGC on or off) a good agreement is
obtained with the theoretical results.
The dependence of noise on the PRF is depicted in Fig. 10.4. Curve 1
indicates the total noise power in the channel from approximately 20 to
90 cps, and Curve 2 shows the total noise in the channel of 10 to 40 cps.
It can be seen that for both curves (normalized at a PRF of 400 pps)
the noise power is inversely proportional to the frequency at a sufficiently
high PRF, as predicted by the theory to be presented shortly.
At a low
PRF observed deviations from this law are more severe for the 20- to
90-cps channel than for the lower-frequency audio channel.
These
deviations are undoubtedly the result of the nonuniform spectrum of
noise itself, that is, to the term

in Eq. (7), where

Behavior

of the Receiving

System in the Presence

of Receiver Noise and

Signuls.-In
this case the total output noise power is a
function of three quantities: the pulse length r, the gate length G, and the
ratio of signal carrier to receiver noise power, which we may denote by z.
The last two quantities are more precisely defined as follows:
Unmodulated

1. The gate ength G may be written as n, and is approximately

equal
to n/B if B is the limiting system bandwidth up to the output of the
video system.
This limitation may be in the i-f unit or in the video
system.
The quantity B is ordinarily approximately equal to 1/,.
If the limitation is in the video system, however, B represents twice
the video-frequency bandwidth.
2. Let z be defined as the ratio of signal carrier to receiver noise power,
which is measured in the i-f unit after the i-f narrowing has taken
place.

I

Figure 10.5 shows the experimental results of noise output power as a
function of z. The equipment used in obtaining these data was a linear
receiver, a linear detector, and a peak-value boxcar generator using the
AGC. The output noise power shown is measured in decibels relative
to its value for no signal carrier. The receiver i-f bandwidth was approximately 2 Mc/secj and the pulse length was 1 ‘Usec. It will be noted that
two curves are shown, representing the results obtained for a narrow gate
(n = 1) and the result for a wide gate (n = 10). Both of these curves
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become identical for large values of z, as they should in a peak-value
device.
That is, if the signal is large enough, the gate length is unimportant.
For low values of z, a maximum is obtained whose position and
amplitude is a function of the gate length.
The slope of the curves for large values of z becomes – 1, and the
essential reason for this is the receiver AGC, which causes the output
receiver noise power to be inversely proportional to the signal-carrier
input power. It will be noted, however, that for the values of z larger
+10.

G=1O psec
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g
.: -20
E
$ -~
.Z
-40
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-

curve2
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Ratioof signalcarrier to noise
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a
+30
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FIG. 10.5.—Dependenee of noiea power on the signal carrier power.
Curve 1 shows the
results with inadequate receiver gain control.
Curve 2 shows the reeulta with extraneous
M-cps input. Curve 3 chows results with adequate gain control. Curves 1 to 3 coalesce
in regiom of intermediate sign~carrier
power but separate into two curves at low power
depending on the gate length G.

than 1000 (+30 db), deviations from the inverse relationship were found
to occur. Three representative experimental conditions are shown in
Fig. 10.5.
1. Curve 1 shows an asymptotic approach of the output noise power
to a value of – 33 db. This resulted from an oversight in the
design of the receiver gain control that was placed in the customary
position, that is, in the control-grid line of the first stages in the i-f
amplifier.
The residual output noise was found to be contributed
by the late stages in the i-f amplifier, which were not connected to
the gain control.
This defect waa rectifiecj by applying the gaincontrol voltage to more stages in the receiver.
2. Curve 2 represents the results obtained on a trial with adequate
gain control but in which the output noise waa observed to

,
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approach a constant value of – 43 db. At the same time the output was observed to consist almost entirely of a 26-cps component.
This was traced to a microphonics effect in the receiver. At
this level of operation, microphonics difficulties were encountered in
several places in the receiver, and extreme care had to be exercised
to reduce them. The principal sources of difficulties were the i-f
stages themselves.
3. Curve 3 represents the most satisfactory result obtained.
Because
of occasional microphonics difficulties, it has not always been
reproducible, but it can be obtained under certain conditions.
Extreme care had to be taken with the receiver power supply to
achieve this result.
J

1

i
I

I

!
i
/

In any case excellent agreement was finally obtained between the
experimental results and the theoretically expected results presented in
the next section.
Detection of Modulated Signal in the Presence of Receiver ~m”se.—lt
may be asked why this question has not been solved by the independent
analysis of signals and noise just given. The paradoxical nature of this
problem can be illustrated by showing that the desired solution cannot be
derived from the previous results.
It has been shown that the behavior of the system in the presence of a
signal alone is independent of the gate length G. It has also been shown
that the output noise power in a system in the absence of a signal is
reduced by a long gate. By simple reasoning, therefore, one would come
to the conclusion that a long receiver gate is desirable for a good signal-tonoise ratio, hence good sensitivityy for the detection of weak modulation.
This, however, is completely wrong; the actual result is that a short gate
is preferable for the best sensitivity.
This illustration shows that each
case must be treated separately.
Fortunate y the problem has been completely solved, with ccrt ;iin
restrictions, by M. C. Wang and G. E. Uhlenbeck. I The solution ~~illbe
given in Sec. 10.4. A simple formula may be given that expresses the
percentage of signal modulation necessary for various degrees of visibility
in receiver noise, namely,
~, —
_ 21<b
~
C(Z,G),
(1)
where
~ = the fractional audio modulation.

I

j. = PRF.
z = signal-carrier-to-receiver-noise po}ver ratio.
b = indicator reed noise bandlvidt,h.
1See Appendix I in RL Report No. S-10, hfny 16, 1944, cntitlrd “ Drtrrtion O:
Propeller and Sambo Modulations,” J. L. Lawson, editor.
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C(Z,G) = a correction term that is approximately unity for values of z
greater than 10. Itisgiven
explicitly in Sec. 10.4.
K= the ratio of audio signal power delivered to the reed to the
average noise power on the reed.
The constant K may be set to the smallest value for consistent visibility, and under these conditions the above formula gives the corresponding value of c. This will be the smallest fractional modulation that can
be detected.
+60
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Fractional modulation 6 in per cent

FIG. 10.6.—Dependenceof signal carrier power on modulation for K = 20,

Complete agreement with the preceding formula is obtained experimentally, as is shown in Fig. 10.6. These curves are taken for K = 20,
where the signal is easily visible.
For the three experimental curves the
following conditions apply:
1. PRF = 5000 cps, G = 1 psec, r = 1 psec.
2. PRF = 1000 cps, G = 1 psec, r = 1 psec.
3. PRF = 1000 cps, G = 10 psec, r = 1 psec.
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Along with Curve 2 are shown some theoretical points for comparison.
Excellent agreement is obtained both in the shape of the curve for low
The astonvalues of signal carrier po-l~er z and in the absolute value.
ishing agreement in absolute value is perhaps fortuitous, but it should
be mentioned that there are no arbitrary constants.
The value of K

#
K =2.5

K=1O

K=6

K=20

I

,. 3s ; z-.
K=40

K=80

..~
K =160

K =32o

Fm. 10,7.—Photographsof reed meters at various values of K.

I
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was measured experimentally by the reed deflections-with
noise :md
with the audio signal added.
Therefore, it appears that Eq. (1) is
completely valid if the receiving system is properly designed and
constructed.
One striking thing about this is the extremely low values of c that can
be detected.
One experimental point was obtained for ~ = 10–4; z
itself was +56 db.

40
FIG.

64

10. S.—Variation

lcs)

200

of signal

400 m
10MI
2000
Pulserepetitionfrequency in pps

carrier

power

required

for

4CC0 m

detectable

modulation

1(XOJ
ve.

PRF

for e = 1 per cent.
The smallest
very

controversial

observers.

value of ~that
matter

and

permits
takes

visibility

of signals innoise

on as many

For this reason a signal was photographed

values

as there

for various

isa
are

values

of K; these photographs are reproduced in Fig. 10.7. For the smaller
values of K, fluctuations occur from one instant to the next, and so
several photographs are given that were taken at regular 15-sec intervals.
The modulation signal in all cases occursat 29 cps. Itis the opinion of
most observers that the photographs show up the signal slightly better
than does visual observation because of the absence of time fluctuations
in the photographs.
Nevertheless, it will be seen that for K = 2.5,
it would be an extremely good (and undoubtedly optimistic) operator who
could point out the 29-cps signal without previous knowledge of its
existence.
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The effect of PRF upon visibility is illustrated in Fig. 10”8. In this
experiment t was fixed at a value of 1 per cent. As the repetition rate
was changed, z was adjusted to maintain K at a value of 20. It can be
seen that the product of z and the PRF is constant, as is predicted by the
general formula [Eq. (l)].
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10.9.—Variation
of signalcarrierpowerrequiredfor detectablemodulation(K = 20)
vs. gatelengthG for 6 = 100 per cent.

The loss in signal visibility accompanying the use of long gate lengths
is noticeable only for small values of z and therefore large values of C.
A curve of the necessary value of z required for consistent visibility
(K = 20) as a function of gate length G is shown in Fig. 10.9. The PRF
was set at 1000 cps for this run. It can be seen that an immediate drop
in signal visibility is encountered as the gate is made longer than T.
However, this represents the one set of conditions in which z is most
nearly sensitive to G, namely, c = 100 per cent. For most values of

‘“(t)+
Time ——

FIG. 10. 10.—Boxcar

output voltage.

signal intensity encountered it appears that a relatively wide gate could
be employed without serious loss in signal visibility.
A wide gate,
however, is undesirable from an interference standpoint.
1003. Theoretical Derivation of the Boxcar Spectrum of Noise Alone.
When there is receiver noise but no signal, the boxcar generator will
produce a step curve, where the heights of the steps vary in a random
fashion.
This is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 10.10. There will be a
probability distribution P(y) dy that the height of one boxcar will lie
between y and y + dy. This distribution will depend on the probability
dktribution of a noise deflection before the noise enters the boxcar generator, and it will depend on the gate length of the boxcar generator.
How to find P(y) will b- discussed later in this section lsee Eq. (12)].
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If it is known, the spectrum of the boxcar output can be computed according to the methods explained in Chap. 3. In fact in Sec. 34 the problem
of finding the spectrum of a series of pulses of random height but fixed
repetition interval has been considered, and the results obtained there
In Sec. 34
can be immediately adapted to find the boxcar spectrum.
it was shown that for a series of pulses of the form

F~(t)

=

z

(2)

y~F(t – M&),
k

where the~kare the random heights and whereF(t) represents the shape
of a single pulse of unit height, the spectrum is given by the expression

where
r+.

B(j)

=

/

(4)

dx F(z)e–zmiJ’

J–.

For the boxcar spectrum,

is the Fourier transform of the pulse shape.

– E)o

1

F(t) =

{ o

i

+(3,

for~<t<~,

(5)

otherwise,

so that
(6)

Since B(j) is zero for j = n/G, the ~-functions in Eq. (3) will not contribute for n # O and can therefore be omitted.
Only for n = O will
there be a contribution; this represents the d-c term of the spectrum.
The final result for the average power spectrum can therefore be written
in the form
G.(j)

2 sinz @30
= ~POT

This result can be described
spectrum
determined

I

by saying

(u)’]

+ g

by the fluctuation
P(y)

further

of the boxcar
heights.

(7)

.

that besides the d-c term

If a

but that

heights

more must be known

of the boxcar

?(j)
1

is the same as that of a single boxcar

To proceed
tribution

—
[?42–

about

Jinear

[~

–

(~) 2, the

its intensity

is

(~) 2].

the probability

dis-

second detecto~ is used,

i
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the probability distribution of the noise voltage in the video stage, i.e.,
before the noise enters the boxcar generator, is given by’
(8)

D

where N2 is the average noise power after the i-f amplifier and r is the
voltage.
The cases of the short and of the long gate will be considered
separately.
Short Gate.—In the case of the short gate, G is smaller than or, at
most, equal to the correlation time of the video noise. Since this correlation time is of the order of l/B and B = I/r, where ~ is the pulse length,
we shall assume that
G=T.

(9)

The distribution function P is then identical with Q, and from 13q. (8)
it follows that

Long Gate.-Since

the height y of the peak-value boxcar is equal to the

1

peak noise voltage in the gate G when the gate is long, the probability

i.

distribution of the maximum noise voltage in G must be determined.
To
do this exactly is a complicated problem, but an approximate answer can
be found by dividing G into n parts, each of length r. Therefore’
G = n,.

(11)

The noise voltages in these n parts may then be considered to be independent of one another, and the probability of a maximum value y is
given by

‘(y)

‘nQ(dP’r4n-’
—
—

2ny

~

e

-X~2

(1

—

1P
e ‘~*).-l.

(12)

This gives 3
1See Eq. (3.71a), where r is denoted by L and the average noise power by U2;
N~ has the samemeaning as the symbol 2W used in Chap 7.
z This definition of n should not be taken too literally. The correlation distance
in the video stage is only of the orderof 7, For a more precise comparison with experiment, it would probablv be better to introduce an adjustable constant here.
3The notation is such that
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‘=$+’’+’(M’

(13)

k=l

n
~EN~

~.

(14)

z
k=l

Numerical values of these functions for different values of n are given
hi Table 10.1, and their behavior is shown in Fig. 10-11.
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Ration of gate length to pulse length
1 is for a quadratic
power
on gate length.
Curve
detector without receiver AGC; Curve 2, a linear detector without receiver AGC; Curve 3,
~ quadratic de+ector with receiver AGC; and Curve 4, a linear detector with receiver AGC.
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l.—Dependence
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‘1

Qu.aolrcdti Detector.-For
the sake of completeness, the results for a
quadratic second detector a-e also given. The formulas used in this
latter case are as follows:
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n

g=N2

z

!.
k’

k-l

7

=’N’&-’)’+’(2)i

“6)

n
~_(@2=N4
z

1
~2 “

(17)

t-l

,.

The dependence of the spectrum G.(j) on the gate length G can be
computed in the following way: When no AGC is used, one determines
~ – (J)’ as a function of n (or of G); with AGC, the (~)z is always brought
TABLE 10.1 .—DEPENDENCE OF CERTAIN FUNCTIONS ON n FOR A LINEAR AND
QUADRATIC DETECTOR
Linear

I

Detector
p

$
1
2
3
4
6
8
11
15

1
1.29
1.46
1.57
1.72
1.82
1.92
2.02

1–:

1
1.5
1.83
2.08
2.45
2.72
3.02
3.32

~
(Zi)’

()

~,

z

– (J)2

N,

.j?

FOE

– (~)1
()

: – 1

Value

Db

Value

Db

1
0,875
0,786
0.726
0.651
0.600
0.553
0.512

0
–0.57
–1.04
–1.40
–1.86
–2.21
–2.58
–2.90

1
0.524
0.370
0.296
0.223
0.183
0.150
0.124

–2.81
–4.32
–5.28
–6.52
–7.37
–8.24
–9,05

0

Quadratic Detector
b

n

j_

N,
Db

1

——
1
2
3
4
6
8
11
15

1

1

1.50
1.83
2.08
2.45
2.72

1.75
2.36
2,88
3.75
4,45
5,34
6.29

3.02
3.32

l–

.—
1
1.25
1.36
1.42
1.49
1,53
1,56
1.58

0
+0. 97

1
0.556

+1.34
+1.53
+1.73
+1.84

0.32
0.248
0,207

+1,92
+1.96

0.170
0.144

0.405

o
–2.56
–3,93
–4,84
–6.06
–6.84
–7.70
–8.42
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down to the same level, so that then one determines [~ – (~)Z]/@’
as a
function of G. For the comparison with experiment see Fig. 10.3.
1004. Theoretical Derivation of Signal-modulation
Threshold.-In
order to derive the minimum detectable amplitude modulation of the
pulse train, one first has to obtain the boxcar spectrum when a signal is
superimposed on the noise. The same procedure as in Sec. 3.4 can ke
followed.
We can represent the modulation frequency by p and the
fractional modulation by e. Since in the averaging over all possible
boxcar heights the average values will be different in the successive gates
because of the modulation, one obtains for the boxcar spectrum, instead
of Eq. (7), the following expression:

M–1

M–1
G8+N(j)

=

2
sin’ njOO
——
(rj)%o

ljrn

~

M+.

M

[n –

(!h)’1 +

{z
k=O

E
k=O

(

1}.
2

q~e–2mi10&

(18)

Let us assume that again a linear second detector is used and again divide
the discussion on the basis of gate length.
Short Gate.—The probability distribution for y, when a short gate is
used, will be the same as the probability distribution for the voltage in
the video stage, and this is known to be’
F’(y) = Q.+.(y)

2y -v
= ~j e

2ys
IQ=@’
()

1

(19)

where Sz is the signal power and 10(z) is the Bessel function of zero order
and with purely imaginary argument.
For the average values the
following is obtained:
(20)

where F denotes the confluent hypergeometric function. 2 To evaluate
the expressions in brackets in Eq. (18), it must be remembered that
because of the modulation, the signal strength S depends on k; in Eq. (20),
therefore, S is replaced by
Sk

=

SO(1

+

6

sin %k&P).

i

(21)

We shall assume c to be small. By developing in powers of c up to # and
using Eqs. (18) and (20) one finds that the spectrum is
1See Eq. (7.13a); one obtains Eq. (19) by replacing in Eq. (7.13a) az + L+by S,
and by writing again for the average noise power the symbol N2 instead of 2W,
2See Eqs. (7.14a) and (7.14b); for a summary of the properties of the confluent
hypergeometric function F(a, b; z) and for some of the h-teg~als, which are needed,
see Sec. 7.6.
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G.+.(f)

=

DERI?’ATIOiV

W2 sin’7rfE)0
~(l+z)–
2Tf ‘e,
{[ lr
–

2Z2FF”

~~(J

OF THRESHOLD

F’+’e’

:–

z22Ff2

–

#~f

(

)1+&[

1

F + ~ C2(ZF’ + 22’F”) 2 b(j)

In this equation F stands for F( –~, 1; —z) and the primes denote differentiations with respect to .z, where z is defined by

~=~
N, =

unmodulated signal power.
noise power

(23)

In this approximation the spectrum (Fig. 10.12] consists of a continuous
part (given by the first term inside the braces) on ~vhich there is superimposed, besides the d-c portion (as given by the second term), the signal

f

1

10. 12.—Frequency

spectrum

Frequenzy
of a pulse, amplitude-modulated

with frequency

p.

spectrum, which has just the same frequencies as those given by %.
(2.29).
It can easily be shown that, in fact, for N ~ O, Eq. (22) gives
precisely the squares of the amplitudes of the Fourier development
[Eq. (2.27)].
On the other hand, for S ~ O or z -O, Eq. (22) goes over
into the pure noise spectrum [Eqs. (7) and (10)].
It should be emphasized that only when higher powers of c are
Developing this
neglected do no new discrete frequencies appear.
theory further, we should also get, for instance, the discrete frequencies
s,(r~ 2P; their intensities will be of the order of C4and will go to zero

i

when .V -+ 0.1
For further discussion of Eq. (22) it is well to neglect the effect of
I Equation

(22)

and

the following

results

e is not too large, say less than 30 per cent.

I

can

therefore

be trusted

only when
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the modulation of the signal’ on the continuous part and on the d-c part
of the spectrum, so that Eq. (21) simplifies to

This can be checked experimentally in different ways. The depression of
the continuous noise spectrum caused by the presence of a signal carrier
can be determined.
If an AGC receiver is used, this corresponds to
measuring the function
!(l+Z)–
l).(z)])

= r

F’

4
— _l~2
T
()’

(25)

where we have fixed the constant su that for z = O, DL = 1. For large z
we obtain
1
31
DL(Z,l) =
(26)
l–~+~–”””
;
(
)
2:–12
()
for small z
2
D.(z,l) = 1 – 2(4 l_ ~, Z2 +
(27)
3(4–7r)z3
-””””
TABLM 1O.2.—RELATWE

INOISE OUTPUT AS A FUNCTION OF THE SIGNAL CARRIER

STRENGTH FOR A LINEAR OR A QUADRATIC DETECTOR

z=

signal carrier power

—

DL(Z,l)
(linear detector)

noise power

Value

Db

Value

I

Db

I

o
0.30
0.75
1.0
1.4
2.0
3.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
13.0
30.0
100.0
1000

—

1

– 5~2
– 1.24
0
1.46
3.01
4,77
6.02
7.78
9.03
11,14
14,77
20.0
30.0

0.964
0.858

-

0.16
0.66

0.795

-

1.00
1.52
2.29

-

3.36
4.28

–

5.79
6.89

0.703
0.553
0,425
0.374
0.263
0,205
0.133
0.0596
0.0182

0.00183

0

– 8.78
–12,25
–17.41
–27.38

DQ(z,l)
(quadraticdetector)
Value

Db

1
0.948
0.816
0.750
0.660
0.555
0.438
0.360
0,266
0,210
0.138
0.0635
0.0197
0.002

o
- 0.24
- 0.88
- 1.25
– 1.81
– 2.56
- 3.58
– 4.44
– 5.76
– 6.78
– 8.62
–11.98
–17.06
–27

I
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Numerical values of D.(z,l) are given in Table 10.2 and in Fig. 10.13.
Also included are the results for a quadratic detector.
The formula is
then simply
DQ(Z,l) = *.

(28)

Since for large z this reduces to 2/2, on a logarithmic plot D.(z,l)
D~(z, 1) will become parallel and about 0.4 db apart.

and

o

\

-1
F
I
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Lint

i
1

L
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1
I

i
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+4 +5

+6

h db
F1& 10.1 3.—Noise reduction factor D (z, 1) caused by unmodulated
unmodulated signal power
z=
noise power

+7

+9

+10

z/1

signal in a short gate.

A more important result, which can be derived from Eq. (24), is the
detectable modulatim
h.
It may be
determination of the minimum
expected that the discrete frequency p (see Fig. 10.12) will be detected
when its power is a certain number, for example, Kti, times the power in
I
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the noise of approximately

the same frequency.
How large K~,mhas to
he can be determined only experimentally.
How much noise power the
signal has to compete with depends on the bandwidth b of the final reed
detector.
Let us define b in such a way that when the power response
1 - -----—-—--—.——
al
!4
0

n
g

&
3
2
0

r

Jr
Frequency

FIG. 10. 14.—Schematic

reed-detector

response

curve;

b’ = 3 db bandwidth,

bandwidth.

b =

noise

curve of the reed detector is so normalized that its maximum is unity the
area under the curve is equal to b (Fig. 1014).
Therefore (~ti will be
determined by the equation
&Dz2F’2

=Kmir,b

eo

[

~(l+z)–
T

F’,

which can be written
C:in =

1

(29)
i

2Km.@,b
CL(Z,l),
z

(30)

with

+.)+
CL(Z,l) = T
For large z,

c.

(31)

ZF)2

approaches unity as
CL(Z,l)

11
=l+~+~z+”””;

and for small z,
2(4 – m)
l+;
C.(Z, 1) = -—y
(
!n Table
correction
detector,

10.3 and Fig.

10.15 are presented

Z+...

.
)

the numerical

values for the

fact or CL (z, 1), together with the values for the
where the formula is simply
1+2Z
CQ(Z,I) = ~.

quadratic

(34)

I
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Long Gate.—When the gate is long, the formulas become rather complicated.
First there must be determined from Eq. (19) the probability
distribution of a peak value y in G; this can be done in a way analogous to
the derivation of Eq. (12) from Eq. (8). We find
2ydye-U~I0
P(Y) dy = ~

~~

()

2y dy e–;,

+(n–1)~

(l

_

_ ~’
( I _ e W)?a-1

e–~:).–z

~‘2xdze–~10
~

=%+,gl

_2SZ .

/

()

N,

(35)

From this must be calculated the average values ~ and ~; then S must
again be replaced by i% [as given by Eq. (21)] and developed in powers
3.6
3.4
32
3.0

1

2.8

s 2.6
w-

\

G 2A
i
2.2

I

2.0
\‘
—

1.6

.

1.6

Quadratidetect
or

I
- Linear
detsctor

\
\

1.4 ~
\

12

\
\

:

.

+5

+6

Lo

-7

-6

-5

-4

Fm. 10. 15.—Correction

-3

-2

-1

0 +1 +2
Z/l in db

+3

+4

factor C (z, 1) as a function of z, in a short gate.
detectable modulation is given by
#mh =

2K6h
—~ c

(2,1).

+7 +8

The minimum
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of C. An expression of the same general form as Eq. (22) is then obtained
for the spectrum, except that now the three parts (continuous spectrum,
d-c term, and signal spectrum) will depend on the gate length n cr G as
well as on z. If one neglects the effect of signal modulation on the
TARLE1O.3.—CORRECTION
FACTORS
FORA LINEARORA QUADRATIC
DETECTOR
z

CL(Z,l)
(linear

Db

Value

CQ(Z,l)

detector)

~uadratic detector)

-m

o
0.2
0.5
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
30,0

– 6.99
– 3,01
0
+ 3.01
+ 6.02
+ 7.78
+ 9.03
+10.0
+10.79
+14.77

3:6
1.94
1.41
1,17
1.073
1.045
1.034
1.026
1.021
1.0

3:
2.0
1.5
1.25

1,125
1,0s3
1.063
1.050
1.042
1.0

continuous part and the d-c part of the spectrum, as in Eq. (24), the final
result can be written in the form

+ ‘+
where

()
~

)

‘ b[j – (s.fr ~ p)] ,

1

(36)

n—l

‘L(z)”)
= ‘+z+z(-’y+’h
‘)&)’-&z
’37)
1=1

and
n—l

‘L(nJz)

‘e-z2(-1)’+’ril)
1=0

(,:l)~Fcl’&,)

n—1

+:z(-l)l+’r~l)Jr(’+l)
dzRF(:’’”)l‘3”)
1=1
Of course for n = 1, A. becomes 1 + z and B,. becomes
‘–zF

(;,

1; Z) = F(— TJ

so that Eq. (36) goes over into Eq. (24).

‘

1 1“ —z),
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a quadratic detector is used, the same type

@adratic
Detector. -When
of equation is obtained:

G.+.(f)

OF THRESHOLD

2AQ(z,rz) –B;(z,n)

+&

+~(g)’lf

B:(z,n)&(j)
–(sjr+p)l},

(39)

where

‘0(2”)

=1

+zz+iz’+%+’t~

1
——z
1

‘)&)

1=1

21+1

[

1(1+1)+(1:1)2

e

‘+1

,

(40)

i6
&

.6

%
.=
~
f!

k‘:‘‘;‘“““‘‘‘
=10

-8

n=l

-9

-10

C9

-4

Fm. 10.16.—Noise

-3

-2

reduction
z=

-1

+2
+3
+4
+5
+6
2/1 h db
factor l)~(z,n) caused by unmodulated

unmodulated

0

+1

signal power

noise power

+7

+8

+9

+10

signal, with a linear

gate length
n = pulse length’

Modulated
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and
11~(.z,n) = A=(z,n).

(41)

'rheresults forasbrt
gate follo}v again from this bymakingn
= 1.
From Eq. (36) there can be drawn the same kind of conclusions as
from Eq. (24). The depression of the noise resulting from the presence
TARLE1O.4.—DEFENDENCE
OF NOKSE
D(z,n) ONTHESIGNALCARRIERz

AND THE

GATE LENGTH G

The gate length is n,; numbers in parentheses are in decibels

z

I ~=zI

*=5
!

n=lo

I

n=15

Linear Detector

o
0,:–4
(–3.01)
1
(o)

2.5
(+3 98)
4.0
(+6.02)
6.25
(+7.96)

0.524
(–2.81)
0.513
(–2.90)
0.495
(–3.06)
0.409
(–3.88)
0.332
(-4.79)
0,247
(–6.07)

0.252
(–5.98)
0,259
(-5.86)
0.266
(–5,75)
0,282
(–5.49)
0.271
(–5.67)
0.223
(-6.52)

0.159
(–8.00)
0.162
(–7.90)
0.179
(–7.48)
0.222
(–6.55)
0,223
(–6.52)
0.195
(–7.10)

(–8.70)
0.185

0,181
(–7.43)
0,186
(–7.30)
0.199
(–7.01)
0.212
(–6,74)
0.231
(–6.37)
0.251
(–6,00)
0.254
(–5.95)
0.245
(–6.10)
0.223
(–6.52)
0.170
(–7,70)

0.146
(–8.36)
0.150
(–8.24)
O. 158
(–8.02)
0.170
(–7.70)
0.191
(–7.20)
0.216
(–6.66)
0.228
(-6.42)
0,228
(–6.42)
0.215
(–6.68)
0.169
(-7.73)

0.124
(–9.05)

0.135

(–7.32)
0.195
(–7.10)

Quadratic Detector

o
O,g–m)
(-3.01)
1
(o)
1,4
(+1.46)
2.0
(+3.01)
3,0
(+4.77)
4,0
(+6.02)
5.0
(+6.99)
6.5
lo (+8.13)
(+W

0.556
(–2.55)
0.545
(–2.64)
0,518
(–2.86)
0.494
(-3,06)
0.454
(-3.43)
0.390
(-4,09)
0,337
(–4,73)
0.294
(–5.32)
0.245
(–6.10)
0.173
(–7.62)

0.281
(–5.52)
0.288
(–5.41)
0.301
(–5.22)
0.311
(–5.08)
0,318
(–4.98)
0.313
(–5.05)
0,294
(–5.32)
0.270
(-5.69)
0,235
(–6.29)
0.172
(–7.65)
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of the signal carrier is given by the function
~ AL(z,n) – B~(z,n)

D~(z,n)

—T
/.

>

\

4
—
– 1
7r

N

(42)

B; (Z,?z)

which for n = 1 becomes equal to Eq. (25). For z = O, DL becomes
equal to the relative boxcar fluctuation for pure noise as derived from Eq.
TARLE 1O.5.—CORRECTION FACTOR C(z,n) FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF SIGNAL CARRIER z

AND ~,ATE LENGTH G
The gate length is nr
z
fi=~
Value

I

Db

~=5

n=lo

~=1~

33 ,;7
4.76
1.41

53 .~8
6.2
1.58

11:9
4.76
3.08
2.14
1.55
1 32
1,21
1.12
1.06
1

17.67
6.34
3.84
2.49
1,69
1 39
1.25
1.13
1.06
1

1
Linear Detector

o

0.2
1
4.0
30

~_@lm
– 6,99
0
+ 6.02
+14.77

~
6 37
1.87
1.12
1

1.5.74
3.03
1.24
1

Quadratic Detector

o
0.5
1
1.4
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.5
10
30

—
m

E

: ;.01
0
1.46
3.01
4.77
6.02
6.99
8,13
10
14.77

3’30
1.91
1.61
1.40
1.24
1,16
1.12
1.09
1.05
1

6,04
3.04
2.23
1,72
1.38
1.23
1.16
1.10
1.06
1

(13) (see Table 10.1 also) ;forz–’
~, DLbecomes inversely proportional
;O z. Forintermediate
values of z, D. (z,n) goes through a curious
maximum, which begins to appear when n > 2 and shifts to larger
values ofzwhen nbecomes largm-(~ig. 10.16). Theminimum detectable
modulation can again be written in the form
2Kn,,n0b
~~n = —
C.(z,rt),
z

(43)
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where
–2 1 B~(z,n)

~A.(z,rz)
CL(z)n)

=

(44)

m

z—
()

aB~
az

2

Just as for the function D.(z,n), C.(z,n) can be discussed only numerically.
The results can be found in Tables 10”4 and 10”5 and in Fig. 10.17.
60
m
40

30
20
Gi
10
8
6
5
4
3
2

1’
‘6

‘4

-2

0

+2

+4

+6

+8

+10

+12

+14

+1

zll in db
FIG. 10. 17.—Correction

factor CL(z,n) as a fu”ct ion of z for a long gate and a linear detector.

The minimumdetectable modulationis given by
&h

2K0b
= ‘C=(Z,~).
~

OTHER METHODS

OF MODULATION

10.5.
Propeller Modulation.-The
preceding sections have shown how
a receiver and indicator can be made for the detection of modulated radar
pulses. One important example of their use is the detection of propeller
modulation.
To understand the results to be presented, the characteristic of propeller modulation should be discussed briefly.
As the aircraft propeller rotates, the scattering cross section, or
echoing area, of the aircraft varies in a cyclical fashion.
The fundamental frequency of this cyclical variation is not, in general, the propeller-

SEC.

I
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MODULATION

shaft rotation frequency but the frequency with wbmh the indhidual
blades pass a given point.
Thk result is caused by the symmetry
properties of the propeller, that is, each blade is exactly like its neighbor.
Furthermore, the cyclical pattern is not generally sinusoidal but is
usually very complicated, exhibiting many harmonics of the fundamental
blade frequency.
There may be 20 or 30 harmonics of sufficient ampli-

I

[

I

[

I

I

I

[J

59 Q
Output
FIG.

10.18.—Output

frequencies

frequencies

from boxcar

in cps

generator

at PRF

= 417 pps.

The (a,r)

values for each line are given.

I

tude to be easily detectable, and these may cause extra responses at low
frequency in the reed indicator by their “ beats” with the PRF and its
harmonics.
Because’ of the changes in audio spectrum accompanying
changes in either the PRF or fundamental blade frequency, however,
the harmonic responses can be recognized.
The method by which this
can be done will be described below.
It is of interest to construct a sample nomograph that describes the
output audio frequencies produced by a given modulating propellerblade frequency f~ interacting with the PRF j,.
The chart shown in Fig.
10.18 was constructed for only a very limited region, since it will be used
to explain some particular results; the rang; of” frequencies can be
extended if needed. Such a chart is valid for only one value of $,.
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(a) Front aspect at 12na~
Modulation frequenry
Observed
Cps
28 5

32
36
44
64
71.5
84

I

Theoretical
Cps

28.0
31.8
36
43.5
63.65
71 2
84

[cal miles
(s,.)
values
(1,7)

(o,+)
(1,6)
(3,19)
(0,1)
(2,12)
(3,21)
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(b) Front aspect at 12 nautical miles
.Modulationfrequency
(s,,)
Theoretical
Observed
values
Cps
Cps
(1,7)
28.0
28.0
I
32
36
44
55.5
64

31.8
36
43.5
56
63.65

(o,+)

(1,6)
(3,19)
(2,14)

(0!1)

(dl Rear amect at 10 nautical miles
(c) Rear aspect at 10 nautical miles
Modulation frequency
I
(8,,)
Observed
Theoretical
values
Cps
Cps

>lod”lation
Observed
Cps

frequency
Theoretical
cps

(.,r)
values

30.3
40.5
47.2
54
60.55

(o, +)
(3,20)
(2,13)
(1,6)

(0,1)

30 5
41
47
54
61

(1,8)
(2,15)
(3,22)

68
74
81

67
74
81

(1,8)
(2,15)
(3,22)

30
43
55
60.5

30.2
43.2
55
60.4

(o, +)
(3,20)
(1,6)

66
72
78 5

66
72
78

(0,1)

FIG, 10.19, —Foursample
reed-meter displays showing the a-f spectrum of theecho ofa
small two-engined training aircraft (SNC) in flight, The observed frequencies can be
checked by comparing with Fig. 10.2. The theoretical frequencies are those determined
Figure 10.18 inapplicable, since the PRF was
using Fig. 10.18 and the listed (u,r) values.
417 Cps.
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In Fig.

from O to 100 cps, and the ordinate,

59 and 67 cps.

The output

of a horizontal

s and r.

interacts
ponent

frequencies

line whose ordinate

of oblique

indices

define the harmonics

represented

In Fig.

of ~n to produce

by the intersection.

the high harmonics

more a given a-f spectrum

precise

These photographs

value

frequencies

responsible

for

of Fig.

audio
and

the

for

It

the indices
frequency,
that

from

Furthermore,

noticed
the

These

many

obtained
llg.

strong

are shown in
on a vibrat-

for these tests are

(O,+).

This

SNC
of

that

a small

32-cps

is caused

by

which

to

be

produces

a
a

the blade frequency.

the

responses

magnitude
blade

are

frequency.

are stronger

are not at all surprising

pattern

resulting

of the aircraft.

represents

of the four-blade

“fitted”

assumed

response

of

the

are

appreciable

harmonic

a

Since

under each picture
with

propeller,

that is, one-half

responses

intensity

for a fixed aspect

this test is the time

be noticed

namely,

64 cps.

than

itself.

10.20, where the ordinate

rotation

aircraft

together

of the high-harmonic

harmonic

the radar

and the abscissa

This

obtained

(.s,r) that

responses

twenty-first

that due to the fundamental
examines

type

of approximately

will

in the two-bladed

It

observed

can be obtained.

conditions

indices

term at the shaft rotation
be

Further-

10.18 was constructed,

frequencies

the indication.

asymmetry
also

audio

It is because

identified.

are not very clear, a table is presented

theoretical

will

for f~

The

is obtained.

observed

is listed

in the

value for the PRF.

of 417 cps and a blade frequency

response

change
produce

rapidity.

show the responses

those for which the nomograph
the photographs

fractional

reed meter.

A host of responses

slight

to

similar to that shown in Fig. 10.2 except for the absence

of the lowest-frequency

the

is similar

to a chart similar to that shown

of actual flight trials with an SNC

ing reed assembly

lists

which

a-f com-

for a single modu-

and the PRF

can be properly

of course, assumes a known

Results

that

nomograph

with relative

can be “fitted”

10.18, and a very

Fig. 10.19.

the particular

frequencies

of f-

that change frequency

of this fact that these components

PRF

This

output

by two

of the PRF,

are given.

blade frequency

procedure,

with the

such line is characterized

10.18 it can be seen that for a given

components

by the intersections

These

the one shown in Fig. 2.12, where
lating frequency

are obtained

audio

between

is the desired blade frequency

Each

indices

the output

the values of j;

lines shown.

with the rth harmonic

in Fig.
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10.18, ~r is 417 cps, the abscissa represents

frequencies

array
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represents
time.

propeller

between

The

from

when

propeller

Such a pattern

is shown in

the amplitude

of returned

time

for

required

of the B-26 medium

the successive

prominent

one

rotation,
echo

90° of shaft

bomber
minima.

used in
This
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is the fltered

pattern

boxcar

of 10,000 cps to obtain
The complex

includes
with

output
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voltage

the necessary

of the receiver

using a PRF

detail.

shape of the curve shows the presence of high harmonics

of the blade frequency.
tion pattern

PULSE

of Fig.

harmonics

The harmonic

10.20a is given

analysis

in Fig.

of the propeller-modula-

10”20b.

This analysis,

a swept-frequency

up to the tenth, was recorded
of the blade
analyzer. 1 The harmonics

audio

(a)
Fm. 1O.2O.—(IZ) Propeller

(b)
modkdation pattern.
(b) Corresponding
harmonic
Harmonics of the blade frequency are numbered.

frequency

are

harmonic
nearly

numbered,

is recorded

and

the

information

concerning

to the original

10.6. Theoretical
Besides

of

scale.

Analysis

there are many

already

other types

ninth

analysia.

in each

harmonic

is

7 per cent, etc.

For more complete
studies,
the reader
is

cited.

of a Pulse-width
which

modulation

The

propeller-modulation
reports

the a-m pulse trains,

sections,

percentage

on a logarithmic

10 per cent; the tenth, nearly

referred

which

of the blade frequency

have

Modulation

been treated

System.—

in the previous

of pulse modulation,

some of which

have been described in Sec. 2“8. The analysis of each puke-modulation
system will follow the same general lines as the analysis given in $ecs.
10.3 and 10.4 of the receiving
case,

the

essentially

theory

must

on the number

As a second example,
pulse-width

modulation

system

be developed

for a-m pulses.
separately,

and type of nonlinear

elements

we shall give a short account
system,

However,

since

it

will

in each
depend

in the receiver.

of the analysis

of a

in which a slicer (cf. Sec. 2.8) is used as a

I R. M. Aahby, F. W. Martin, and J. L. Lawson, ‘( Modulation of Radar SignaLe
from Airplanes,” RL Report No. 914, Mar. 28, 1946.
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of the slicer on a series of pulses

in Fig.

10”21.

Clearly,

voltage

and the slicing level are both high compared

output

of the slicer will be a series of rectangular

if the carrier

to the noise, then the

pulses that are approxi-

i

1

8

i

i

II

U

Detector output without noise

b Detector output with noise
C Slicing level
d Rectangular pulse after slicing
FIO. 10.21.—The effect of slicing a seriesof pulseswith and without noise.
mately
effects

at

the

same

position

as the

original

signal

of the noise will be the small and random

of the pulse, which
Consider

are indicated

pulses.

The

only

shifts of the two edges

by a and @ in Rig. 1021.

now a series of signal pulses of which the width is modulated

in a sinusoidal

fashion.

In the absence of noise the output

will be a train of rectangular

F,(t) =

z

pulses represented

of the slicer

by

Aj(t),
1

where

Aj(t) =

[

for jeo – ~,i

~

< t < jeo + *i,

otherwise,

(45)

‘i = ~(1 + c cos 27rpjeO),
and (30 is the repetition
fractional

modulation

ability

of p and

Fourier

analysis,

the

period,
of
PRF

the
j,

p the modulation
pulse

length

~.

= 1/E)O, one finds,

frequency,
Assuming

and e the
commensur-

by a straightforward

,1

I Parts of this analysis were first given by Z. Jclonrk in some unpublished British
reports.

I
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22

F,(t) =:

k=ol=o

2– 6,.2–
d,, J,[7rT,(lp+kf,)]
——
2
2
lp +kf,

I

Sin7r7(@ + kjr) + i&,oddcoS~~
[61, even

+Jz[7rT6(2p –k.f,)]
lp – kf,

[a~,....sinn(~p

—

kj,)]cos2r(lp

(1P +

kf,) +

i&,

oddcos7U(lP

cos27r(1p
where Jl(z)

is the Bessel function

of order 1; the symbol
1
~

and 81,~d = 1 –
bination
When

131,
,.~.

frequencies

All

noise is present,

k.f,)]

– kf,)~),

(46)

J1,e.- is defined by

for 1 odd,

the harmonics

are therefore

—

for 1 even,

(

at, .. .. =

+ kj,)t

present

of

f, and p and their com-

in the spectrum

the edges of the jth

of the signal.

pulse are shifted

by the

used
in Examples 3 and 4 of Sec. 3.4, the power spectrum of signal and noise
can be written in the form
random

amounts

a, and /3j. By an analysis

similar to the analysis

N

G,+..(j)

=

&

[z

27Z;N9
(W
o
j-o

–

la,l’) +

l&@-i’’e{21
’47)
j-o

where
In order to obtain the ensemble averages 6, and ~
the probability distribution of the a, and /3, must be found.
In Eq. (47), the assumption
has been made that the a’s and P’S of different pulses and, therefore, the
different a,’s are independent of each other. This, of course, will always
be the case, since eo is always large compared witlf l/B if B is the i-f
bandwidth.
For simplicity, we shall assume in addition that the a’s and
~’s of one pulse are independent of each other. This implies that B >>1,
so that the original signal pulse is only slightly deformed by the i-f
amplifier.
The probability distribution F’(a) da follows immediately from the
probability distribution of signal plus noise [cf. Eq. (7.13)]:
s,+,,
rdr –TIO
W(r) dr = ~
e

_rS
() W

(49)

by putfiing r = h, S = h + cdgd,, dr = da tgO,, where h is the slicing level
and tgill is the slope of the signal pulse after the i-f amplifier and at the
height h. Replacing
Eq. (49) with the Gaussian approximation
[cf Eq. (713a)], which is allowed, since S’2>> 2W, one finds
P(a)

da = —
~;

da

~-~

(50)
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In the same way one finds for ~ a Gaussian diswhere u: = W/tg’0,.
tribution with the variance u; = lL’/tg29Z.
The average values indicated in Eq. (47) can now be evaluated.
The
results are

Substitution of these results in the first sum in Eq. (47) leads to the
continuous part of the power spectrum.
We will neglect in this part, as
we did in Sec. 10.4, the effect of the modulation of the signal. The
continuous spectrum becomes therefore

&o (m –

M’)

=

Z+.

(2 –

,-4r’/’cL’ –

.-4.%, %22).

(52)

The substitution of Eq. (51) in the second sum of Eq. (47) leads to the
discrete spectrum due to the signal. Using the expression (45) for ,j and
developing in powers of c up to e2, one obtains for the discrete spectrum,
when p < f,/2,

.

~&

[e-4”’J’ul’ +

e–4r,jW

-2

cos 2rj7e-2”z’’c~’’+””)] ~ L$(j- Sfr)
,=0

.=’O
(53)

If there is no noise, u: = u; = O, and Eq. (53) goes over into the power
spectrum of the signal alone, which, provided the same powers of c are
kept, agrees with the power spectrum that follows from Eq. (46).
According to the power criterion (cj. Sec. 7.3), the detectability of the
modulation ~ depends on the ratio of the power of the signal peak at the
frequency p to the power of the continuous noise spectrum with which the
signal has to compete.
Suppose that a narrow audio filter of width b is
used; it follows from Eq. (53) that the power of the signal peak at the
frequency p is

whereas it follows from Eq. (52) that the power of the continuous noise
spectrum is
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is therefore given by

2 – exp ( –47r2p2u~) – exp ( –47r2p2u~)

7r2T2p2j, exp ( —47r2p2a~) + exp ( —47r2p2u~) + 2 COB27rpr exp

[– 27r’p’(LT; + ‘@]j

(54a)

where k is a constant, which has to be determined experimentally, just as
in Sec. 10.2.
For further discussion we shall assume that the i-f amplifier (bandwidth 1?) deforms the pulses in a symmetrical fashion, so that ul = az = u.
Then
Assume further that pu and even p. are much smaller than unity.
Eq. (54a) reduces to
(54b)
For a Gaussian pulse and a Gaussian i-f pass band, uz and r can be calculated exactly, and Eq. (54b) becomes

(55a)

where SOis the pulse amplitude before the i-f amplifier, h is the height of
the slicing level, and z = S~/2W.
For the case of a square pulse and a
Gaussian i-f pass band, one obtains in the same way
c~.Ek——

1.78b 1
f,
2X’

~–z[ 1–( 2WSO)]!,

(55b)

where z = Bro is the product of the i-f bandwidth and the original pulse
length.
In both Eqs. (55a) and (55b) z is assumed to be large compared
with unity.
For a Gaussian pulse ~= is independent of x, whereas for
a square pulse CL goes to zero when x - cc. This difference can easily
be understood.
The influence of the noise decreases for increasing slope
of the pulse at the slicing level. For a square pulse the slope increases
indefinitely when z ~ ~ ; whereas for the Gaussian pulse the slope will,
of course, remain finite.

—
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SIGNALS

IN CLUTTER

INTRODUCTION

11.1. Comparison between Clutter and Noise.—In

many ways noise
and “clutter” are similar. In the following pages are discussed some of
the similarities as well as the differences bet}veen them.
The similarities
have given rise to the argument that both types of interference have
similar effects, but this conclusion is not a valid one.
The frequency spectrum of receiver noise is essentially uniform at the
input of the i-f amplifier; the frequency spectrum of the clutter is influenced by the transmitted pulse itself. For practical purposes all frequencies in the neighborhood of the transmitter frequency are, on the
average, equally reflected by clutter.
Hence the long-time-average
power spectrum of the clutter will be just that of the transmitted pulse,
that is, usually a(sinz z/z’) spectrum, where z is the frequency deviation
from the center radio frequency.
Thus noise and clutter would be
expected to behave differently with respect, for example, to a variation
in receiver bandwidth.
The amplitude probability distributions of clutter and noise at the
receiver second detector differ only with respect to a multiplicative constant. This property comes about because both phenomena are random;
they are produced by the random interaction of many small processes.
The average values of the amplitudes at the second detector of noise and
clutter behave differently, however.
In noise the average value is
constant in time, but for clutter it varies in time, i.e., radar range, not
only with geometrical factors but also with the different scattering
properties of the illuminated medium.
This varying average amplitude
of clutter causes much difficulty since, without special circuits, saturation
in the receiver \vill not be avoided in regions of strong clutter return.
For receiver noise, however, a setting of the receiver gain control can be
found where saturation by receiver noise can be easily avoided.
In
addition to the total variation in clutter amplitude, possibly requiring
some form of receiver AGC for satisfactory operation, the rate at which
this clutter-amplitude variation occurs, i.e., as the range changes, will be
important.
This rate of change will determine the speed with which the
AGC must act to be effective.
One other important property of clutter is the rate at which the clutter
297
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configuration changes in time. If the radar return from a single transmitted pulse is examined, a complicated time pattern will be obtained that
contains all frequencies up to very high ones, a pattern that is similar.
except for spectrum differences, to receiver noise. This pattern, or
configuration, \vill remain essentially unchanged, however, if a second
The configuration is therefore relatively
pulse is used shortly afterward.
stable in time, perhaps for as long as a second, although its shape may be
complicated.
The reason for this stability is that the returned signal
depends on the physical positions of the reflecting objects.
Changes in
relative position and therefore in the signal amplitude occur comparatively slowly.
The consequences of this fact v-ill be discussed more
fully in Sees. 11.9 and 11.10, where it ~villbe shown how this phenomenon
can be used to reduce the effects of clutter.
11.2. Threshold Signal in the Absence of Saturation. -In the absence
of saturation, problems connected with the perception of signals in clutter
are similar to signal-perception problems in noise. Even though clutter
is relatively stable, the configurational changes are usually sufficiently
rapid to be visually somewhat similar to normal noise fluctuations.
Clutter has a somewhat coarser and more grainy appearance than ordinary noise, however.
h“evertheless, as with receiver noise, the desired
signal must be of the order of magnitude of the average clutter (plus
noise) power to be recognizable.
These remarks apply exclusively to
clutter in which the configurational changes are relatively rapid, for
example, sea return and rainstorm echoes. They do not apply, however,
to ground return, where the clutter configuration is virtually stable.
In
the case of ground clutter, a satisfactory criterion for signal perception
is all but impossible.
A small desired target may produce an echo large
enough to be clearly seen, but it will not, in general, be recognized as the
desired target because of confusion with other similar echoes in the
neighborhood.
Consideration of ground clutter will for this reason be
reserved for Sec. 11.9, where it will be shown that the desired signal may
ba~re properties differing from those of clutter, for example, velocity
properties.
The problem posed by the perception of a desired signal in fluctuating
clutter, for example, rainstorm clutter, is complicated by several factors.
First, unlike the case for receiver noise, the average amplitude of clutter
return depends not only upon transmitted pulse power but upon the
total volume of rainstorm illuminated at any given instant by the pulse.
in other words, at any given instant the receiver input is collecting from a
region of rainstorm reflectors power that is as large as the packet of r-f
energy sent out by the transmitter in one-half the pulse length.
Therefore an increase in transmitted pulse length by a factor of a produces an
cz-fo!d increase in the scattering cross section for the clutter.
For the
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perception in clutter of a desired discrete target, one whose cross section
or echoing area is independent of the pulse length, short pulses should }JC
used. This argument makes it clear that the signal threshold power in
clutter should be directly proportional to the pulse length, provided, of
course, that the receiver i-f bandwidth is as wide as or wider than optimum
for the pulse length (see Chap. 8) and that the intensity of clutter is
sufficient to override all receiver noise.
This reasoning was confirmed by an experiment in which the output
pulse of a signal generator was introduced into the r-f receiving section of a
radar system.
The power of the pulse was known and variable, and its
phase adjustable so that it could be made to coincide with the radar
echoes of a local rainstorm.
When the lengths of the radar pulse and of
the signal generator pulse were changed from 5 to 0.05 see, the observed
threshold signal was 18 db less as compared with the theoretical 20-db
This proportionality betmeen pulse length and signal thresdifference.
hold in clutter can also be qualitatively confirmed by studying the effect
of antenna beamwidth on the perception of discrete targets in clutter.
one would expect that the cross section of clutter extended in three
dimensions would be proportional to the antenna-beam solid angle, since
the illuminated part of the clutter is proportional to it. For clutter on a
plane surface, such as sea return, the clutter cross section is proportional
to the width of the antenna beam. No exact quantitative information is
available on this point, but it is a well-known fact that narrow-beam,
high-discrimination radar sets are much less affected by extended clutter
than are radar sets having an equivalent wavelength but a broad antennabeam pattern.
One of the complicating features in the quantitative
determination of the effect of the beamwidth is the difficulty of securing
clutter that is essentially uniform over the large areas likely to be illumiFurthermore, when the discrimination of
nated by a broad radar beam.
the radar set is very high, that is, when it has very narrow beamwidth and
small pulse length, the clutter itself is no longer uniform but generally
breaks up into a number of distinct reflecting volumes.
This characteristic is particularly true of sea clutter, where the discrimination of the set
may be made high enough to resolve individual reflecting sea waves.
When this happens, the experimental determination of the minimum
detectable signal is difficult, not because of insufficient signal amplitude
or clutter fluctuation but because of confusion with other clutter peaks
that appear to be discrete.
Nevertheless, for the perception of a discrete
signal in clutter, high-discrimination radar sets have proved much more
useful than low-discrimination sets.
One point should be emphasized: As long as there is sufficient radar
power for the clutter echoes to be much stronger than receiver noise, the
signal threshold power in clutter is independent of transmitted power but
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is markedly

in receiver

noise

(see

different
Chap.

8).

in
clutter of the various receiver parameters, such as i-f bandwidth, video
bandwidth, presentation sweep speed, etc., could be investigated.
These
variables would be found to have a somewhat different effect from that
For

a given

pulse

length,

the

effect

on signal

threshold

power

observed in the presence of receiver noise because, as was shown in the
preceding section, the spectrum of clutter, as viewed in the i-f amplifier,
differs from that of receiver noise. For the same returned power the
clutter spectrum is, in fact, the same as that of the desired discrete echo,
except that all components of the spectrum of clutter are, in general,
independent or noncoherent; for the discrete echo, the various components are coherently related. Since the spectra of the signal and
clutter are the same, it might be argued that changes of i-f or video bandwidths would have no effect on the signal threshold power. Because of
the difference in coherence, however, this is not true. For very narrow
i-f bandwidths, it is the amplitude of the signal response and the power of
the clutter response that will be proportional to bandwidth.
This
situation is analogous to that for receiver noise; obviously, therefore, the
signal threshold power will vary inversely with the i-f bandwidth in this
region.
The

For

wide

responses

i-f

bandwidths

to both

clutter

the

situation

and signal

is different,

approach

however.

asymptotic

values,

becomes independent of i-f bandwidth.
Thus there is no optimum i-f bandwidth, although a receiver is usually
required whose bandwidth is nearly optimum for noise, since both types
N’o good experimental informaof interference are usually encountered.
tion is available on this point, however, although rough experiments have
shown that the argument is probably correct.
As for noise, video bandwidth has a less pronounced effect than i-f
bandwidth on signal threshold in clutter.
For receiver noise at optimum
i-f bandwidth the signal threshold power is increased when the video pass
band is narrowed from either the high side (low-pass filter) or the low side
This characteristic is not necessarily
(high-pass filter or differentiator).
and the signal

true of clutter.
and clutter,

threshold

power

Because

a low-pass

of the difference

video

filter

increases

in coherence
the threshold

between
signal.

signal
The

video clutter components are essentially independent; hence for small
video bandwidths the average amplitude of clutter response is proportional to the square root of video bandwidth, whereas the amplitude of
signal response is directly proportional to the video bandwidth.
In
contrast to this situation, Middleton and Sutrol have shown that when a
1D. Middleton and P. J. Sutro, ~,~aly~i~ of a Possible A/J System Against
Window,” RRL Report No. 411-128,Dec. 9, 1944.
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high-pass filter is employed, an improvement in signal perception is to be
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and therefore reduce the effectiveness of the latter.
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however,
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the “eye

is universally
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important.
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that

is

being used for long-range search, the one function for wh~ch the avoidance
of clutter is so important.
These difficulties will be clearly evident from
the results presented
One important
filter.
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in Sec. 11“8.
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the response

Saturation. —Signal
exists in the receiver.

of the receiver

to incremental

to occur in the
video system as a result of limiting; but as was pointed out in the preceding section, its occurrence can be largely avoided by using a high-pass
filter or differentiator between the second detector and video system.
Even with such a device, however, saturation may still occur inthe i-f
amplifier itself. The i-f amplifier tubes may be driven into an overload
region by the clutter signal. An obvious (but in practice inadequate)
palliative is the use of larger tubes; the customary device used to alleviate
this overload effect is an AGC, which regulates the gain of the receiver in
accordance with the total voltage appearing in the output of the second
The possibility of sudden changes in clutter amplitude makes
detector.
it imperative that this AGC have a rapid action, but its action must not
be so rapid that it causes serious distortion of discrete echoes. This
input signals is essentially

form

of gain control

control,

or IAGC,

operated
Sec. 2.7).

.,

Saturation

has been referred
to

distinguish

is most likely

to as instantaneous

it from

automatic

the more conventional

gain

.kGC

from a third detector and having a relatively
slow response (see
NIore will be said about practical circuits and optimum adjust-

ment for the IAGC

I

zero.

in the next section.

The major cause of m“gnal loss in clutter is saturation in either the video
or i-f
amplijier and not any of the causes mentioned in the preceding
Saturation is in many ways extremely unsatisfactory, since
section.
virtually no quantitative information can be given on its effects.
The
conditions for saturation in either the i-f amplifier or video system vary
enormously from one receiver design to the next; they depend upon manv
factors beyond the scope of this discussion, such as tube characteristics
and stability.
About all that can be said is that once saturation occurs,
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SATURATION

There are in current use tlvo general means of reducing i-f amplifier
The first is to use IAGC to keep
siituration in the presence of clutter.
the e,verage clutter amplitude at the second detector essential y constant.
‘he second is to use an i-f amplifier whose response is logarithmic, that is,
Irhose output i-f voltages are proportional to the logarithm of the input
i-f voltages.
Both schemes require additional circuits to alleviate
IVhen the clutter is essentially uniform
the effects of video saturation.
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proved useflll, that is, the use of a time-varied
generates a simple time-dependent \i-ave shape that varies the gain of
the receiver in such a ~vay as to compensate for spatial variations in
c]uttcr arnplit{ldc.
11.4. Instantaneous AGC.—I3ell and Ashbrook’ have developed an
1,i( ;C rircllit in ]rhicll the ~verage negative d-c component of the rectified
secon(i detector voltage is applied to the control grid of the next-to-thelast i-f ampli(ier tulle. To maintain low impedance from the grid of
the i-f tube to ground, this connection is made through a cathode follower.
The f,irc,uit is then similar to that shoum in Fig, 11.1. The circuit is
operated in the follolving way: As soon as a strong video signal appears
at the second detector, ~vhether produced by clutter or by the desired
1P. 1{. IIrll and F. .Ishbrook, “ Some General ~~icrowave ..4nti-jam Design Conand W.rformmcr of a Special Receiver, ” RI, Rrport h-o. S-8, Feb. 24, 1944.
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echo, the i-f amplifier acquires a bias voltage that increases until the
video voltage at the second detector is reduced to some equilibrium value.
This equilibrium value is such that it equals the bias voltage on the i-f
amplifier needed to reduce the gain of the latter to a point where the
incoming signal or clutter voltage produces the indicated output equilibrium voltage.
This circuit is a standard degenerative loop used for
AGC whose novel feature is the speed of respcnse.
The tightness of
control is the ratio of the output amplitude change to the input amplitude
change.
An IAGC circuit of this type has two drawbacks: (1) The tightness of
control is usually not sufficient to prevent video saturation; (2) the total
dynamic range of input voltages that can be handled before saturation of
The second disadvantage can be
preceding stages occurs is limited.
overcome by adding another IAGC “ring,” as shown in Fig. 11.2, complete with another second detector operating from an earlier stage. The
addition of the second ring aids considerably in the handling of input
voltages varying over wide dynamic limits; but because of relatively
loose control, it does not permit the operation of the video system with
the small limit level desirable for the rejection of c-w interference (see
Chap. 12).
A new type of IAGC circuit with almost ideal characteristics has been
developed by Josephson, Lawson, Linford, and Palmer. I This circuit
makes possible extremely tight control, extreme speed of response without
instability, and economy of components.
A single degenerative ring
is shown schematicallyy in Fig. 11.3. Each ring is applied around only
one i-f stage to avoid possible complications arising from phase shift in
the i-f amplifier.
This phase shift is troublesome if rapid response is
required, since oscillations may develop at certain frequencies.
Tests
have shown that with the ordinary design of i-f amplifiers, protective
bias should be applied to each of the last few amplifier stages and not to
alternate stages if all amplifier tubes are to be operated in the optimum
Failure to do this will cause an unnecessary
part of their characteristics.
loss in pulse gain.
Each ring consists of a double-triode tube and associated elements;
one section of the tube acts as a diode rectifier, the other as a” bootstrap”
cathode-follower amplifier, so named because of the feedback tlmough
the diode rectifier from cathode to grid. With the switch closed, the
total voltage appearing on the diode load resistor R3 is the sum of the
rectified i-f voltage and the cathode potential of tube V%, the latter being
reduced by a small factor by the potential divider Rq and R~. It can be
I V. Josephson, J. L. Lawson, L. B. Linford, and C. H. palmer, Jr., “Anticlutter
Circuits for .ki?W,” RI, Report No. S-52, Aug. 1, 1945.
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shown that the actual voltage appearing on the cathode of tube V2~under
these conditions is larger than the rectified diode voltage by a factor of
approximately
(R4 + R5/RJ.
This ratio can easily be made of the
order of 100; therefore, the tube Val, acts as a high-gain amplifier and
cathode follower.
The speed of response can be controlled by R, and CS
and can be easily varied from a fraction of a microsecond to several

J

Iti:c

FIG.

11.3---S Lt.emat
ic diagramof an IAGC circuitutilizinga regenerative
cathode-follower
amplifier.
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a video

voltage

proper

design

will be described

pages.

11.5. Logarithmic
exhibits

bias

Because

an adequate

11.8 and 119

not only of the lAC.C

of

to cutoff.

output

i-f envelope

“logarithmic

voltage

essentially

voltage.

scheme

i-f amplifier. ”

This

used to reduce i-f
Such an amplifier

proportional

to the logarithm.

characteristic

can be achieved

1See Vol, 23, Radiation Laboratory Series,p. 583,
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this type

(envelope
separate

the last i-f stage will make almost

of amplifier

detectors)
video

signals.

A,

voltage;

this

condition

will

persist

For

the sole contribution

to the video signal, and the video response will be essentially
to the input

by

to each

until

proportional

the

i-f voltage

becomes large enough to saturate this last stage. For larger input
voltages the last i-f stage will contribute nothing to the output, but the
next-to-the-last i-f stage will make a contribution up to input voltages
for which it saturates, etc. This procedure can, if desired, be continued
for all i-f stages in the receiver. The final result will be a receiver whose
video output voltage is approximately proportional to the logarithm of
the input voltage; the approximation to the smooth logarithmic curve
consists of a number of straight lines (representing linear response) of
varying slope (the slope depending on the over-all gain up to the particular contributing detector).
For such a receiver the video response is
always finite for incremental changes in input voltage; hence saturation
in the sense described in the preceding section is not possible.
R. A. McConnell has suggested another method of constructing such
a logarithmic receiver.
This one also depends upon successive saturations in the i-f stages to secure a logarithmic over-all response, but the
voltage addition for successive stages is made in the i-f amplifier rather
than in the detector or video sections.
Only two additional points must
be noted in connection with a receiver of this type: (1) The i-f voltages
from stage to stage are usually in phase opposition; and in adding i-f
voltages in appropriate phase, reversal must therefore be made in all oddnumbered stages; (2) i-f buffering must generally be used to prevent
feedback from the output to an antecedent part of the i-f amplifier.
Both conditions are easy to bring about, and some satisfactory logarithmic receivers have been constructed in this way.
In the two types of receivers discussed the logarithmic characteristic
extends over a limited region of input voltages.
Up to voltages that
begin to saturate the last i-f stage, the response is essentially linear.
From this point up to voltages that saturate all stages the response is
essentially logarithmic, and above this point the dynamic gain is zero.
Therefore these receivers are most commonly referred to as linearlogarithmic receivers. The crossover point between a linear and logarithmic characteristic is determined by the saturation of the last i-f stage;
in terms of the input voltage the crossover point can be adjusted to any
desired value by an appropriate setting of the over-all gain of the receiver.
Unfortunately, adequate trials of a logarithmic receiver for use in
clutter

have not yet been made.

tively,

shown promise, results comparable

Although

such receivers

have, qualita-

to those shown in Figs. 11.11 to
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variety
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the logarithmic
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but
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for

IAGC

the results

are

have been extensively

used in connection with the moving-target-indication
schemes described
in Sees. 11.9 and 11.10,
11.6. Video Saturation. -Both
the logarithmic receiver and the
IAGC-protected
receiver require additional means of preventing video
In the logarithmic receiver the d-c value of video output
saturation.
voltage continually rises with increasing input voltage, but the output
jlu.ctuations remain nearly constant,
It is therefore customary to remove
the d-c term by means of a high-pass filter or differentiator before injecIn this way video saturation can
tion into the limited video amplifier.
be almost avoided.
In the IAGC, however, not only the d-c term but the fluctuations
The d-c term rises because of some looseincrease with input voltage.
ness of control; the fluctuations increase because of the nonlinear amplification of i-f stages near their cutoff bias. Most of the video saturation
can usually be removed by the use of a high-pass filter bet~veen the
This procedure is of great value
second detector and the video system.
only where a relatively loose IAGC circuit is used. However, to reduce
which are
in the detector output the amplitude of clutter juctuations,
troublesome only where the i-f amplifier becomes nonlinear, a circuit
called the detector balanced bias, or DBB, has been developed by
Josephson, Lawson, Linford, and Palmer. 1 The circuit, shown schematically in Fig. 11.4, is in many ways similar to the IAGC circuit
shown in Fig. 11.3. Instead of biasing the same i-f stage degeneratively,
however, the rectified output voltage from the last i-f stage is used to bias
The amount of applied bias is controlled
the following second detector.
by the gain of the bootstrap amplifier Vi., which is controlled, in turn,
by the potential divider RI and Rz.
With certain approximations (low
internal impedance of the diode V15) the gain of the bootstrap amplifier
can be shown to be RZ/Rl; this gain is simply the ratio of video voltage
produced on the cathode of V2= to the rectified diode voltage produced
by Vlb. The cathode video voltage of tube Vza, which is applied to
bias the cathode of the second detector VI., can therefore be made smaller
than, equal to, or larger than the peak i-f voltage also appearing on the
second detector cathode.
The adjustment is usually made so that the
appearance of clutter on the indicator is only slightly more intense than
receiver noise background; that is, the second detector is nearly biased
off by clutter.
1V. Josephson, J. L. Lawson, L. B. Llnford, and C. H. Palmer, Jr., ‘‘ Anti clutter
Circuits for AE W,” RL Report No. S-52, Aug. 1, 1945.
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The operation of a simple circuit such as that illustrated in Fig. 11.4
leaves much to be desired. Several useful modifications are shown in
Fig.

11.5.

Unless

a slow action

echoes as well as clutter
delay line can be inserted

between

Vzc, as shown in Fig, 11.5.
,!
P

or delay

will be removed.

in time

is provided,

To eliminate

the diode

desired

this difficulty

a

V1~ and the cathode follower

If the total delay is made of the order of the

pulse length, there will be little distortion
delay line must be electrically

matched

of desired discrete echoes.

at both ends to Frevent

The

‘‘ ringing. ”

B+
C*

R 10

RFC

—

J_
=

B+

w

.4
\

+-Bias
FIG.

4
J

.4.—Simplified

circuit of a DBB amplifier.

This matching is effected by making the characteristic impedance equal
to R,, which can be shown to provide a match at the output end, and by
placing a resistor Rs, also equal in magnitude to RI, across the input
terminals of the line. A line-delay mechanism of this kind is not feasible
in the IAGC circuits previously described becwse of the IAGC feedback
characteristics.
The circuit would oscillate violently at a frequency for
which the phase shift in the line is approximately 180°.
The purpose of the combination Cl and RS is to provide different bias
amplifications

I

11

for rapid transients

and for steady

i-f voltages.

[r

I

A larger

gain in tube Vza is required for clutter than for c-w interference (see
Chap. 12). The arrangement shown in Fig. 11.5 allows the gain for each
type of interference to be adjusted separately.
The gain for clutter is
essentially R~/R,; that for c-w interference is essential y R2/ (R, + R~).
The purpose of Cl is to provide an appropriate time constant making
possible maintenance of transient gain throughout a typical clutter area
on the one hand, and, on the other, reducing the effect of c-w interference

‘
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at a low a-f rate.
With the addition to the circuit of R, and
Cl, the grid circuit of Vz. must be provided with a d-c restorer to obtain
proper d-c voltages after a large section of clutter. This d-c restorer is
the diode Vz~.
The resistors RIZ and R,S provide appropriate grid bias to tube Vza
in its quiescent state; this bias is adjusted in such a way that the second
detector V,c is barely nonconducting.
The diode Vl~ is operated
modulated

B+

AI(
:=‘ :6
RFC

~

B+

la

RFC

-------

c~

-------

R,.

RF

c~

Rl,

#

IAGC

s~

d? L,

c.
RI

‘

-3
---

----sections

R3
T

R2
q

Va
---

:

Vti
+1

R8
-----

+

FIG, 115.-Complete

-

T

DBB circuit.

normally somewhat past cutoff, with the result that normal noise level in
thereceiver will not operate the DBB circuit.
This adjustment is made
byproper choice of R,, which carries the normal current passed by the
cathode follower V,a. The resistor R, is initially adjusted so that its
voltage drop just equals the normal grid-cathode potential of tube V~a
and thus ensures nearly zero potential difference around the loop comWith this arrangement proper operation of
prising R,, R,, R,, and R,.
the circuit for normal variations in the electrical characteristics of the
tubes can be secured; R,, must be adjusted each time V2 is replaced,
however.
The bias voltage is applied to the second-detector cathode through
an r-f choke and parallel damping resistor Rio. The capacitor C~ must
be small enough to present a high video impedance to the c~thoc!e of tube
v,., yet large enough to pass the r-f voltages appearing on the plate of the
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the i-f circuit to the appropriate value.
Onemore circuit detail should be noted.
JVhenrelatively sharp video
voltages are applied to the cathode of the second detector, some effect of
these voltages is ordinarily seen in the detector output load resistance R1l.
This effect is produced by the small interelectrode capacitance of the
second detector VI=) which, together with Rll, acts as a high-pass filter
or differentiator for the biasing video voltages.
This differentiator
action can be nullified by the neutralizing arrangement shown. A
voltage of sign opposite to that of the biasing voltage is obtained from the
plate of Vta through the plate load resistor Rg and is applied to RI]
through

a small

voltage

appearing

capacitor
through

(7,.

As a result,

the interelectrode

the effect
capacitance

of the

biasing

CP~ of VI. is

approximately
neutralized if the product of Rg and L’5 is made equal tc
the product of R, and Cpk. The capacitor C~ k necessary to make t}ic

pl~io-rccovcry characteristic of the cathode follower V!- similar in form
This sknilarity is achieved if Cd i?
to its cathode-recovery charmtcristic.
made approximately equal to (C2 + C4)R6/R9.
The final circuit shown in rig. 11.5 can be made to perform very well.
In response to pulsed signals it behaves much like a “line” differentiator,
that is, one that preserves satisfactorily the shape of the leading edge of
the pulse. Areas of clutter can be made nearly invisible on an intensitymodulated display, such as the PPI (see Sec. 2.6), by proper adjustment of
R,, that is, the gain of the biasing amplifier.
Interfering C-Wsignals can
be handled smoothly even ~~ithout a subsequent video high-pass filter,
The circuit possesses two important features
provided R, is appropriate.
not available
of the biasing

in the simpler
amplifier

video

high-pass

and the delay

time

filter-the
of the line.

adjustable
Both

gain

features

in final operation;
therefore, the circuit is in principle
more satisfactory than a simple high-pass filter. This superiority is not
often easily demonstrated, as evidenced in Figs. 11.11 to 11“13, but the
circuit has been found helpful under many conditions.
11s7. The Time-varied Gain Control.—The time-varied gain, TVG,
control is used to vary the gain of a receiver as a function of the time after
the transmitted radar pulse. It is sometimes called a “sensitivity-time
control,” STC, or a “temporal gain control.”
The desired gain pattern
is ordinarily accomplished by generating a voltage wave of a prescribed
form, initiated by each transmitted pulse. This voltage wave is applied
to the i-f amplifier gain control lead, and it thus varies the receiver gain
with time according to the shape of the applied voltage wave. If this
voltage wave is propcrl y shaped to conform with the clutter pattern,
The essential difficulty with this
receiver saturation may be avoided.
should be helpful
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scheme is producing an appropriate ~rave shape. For simplicity’s sake,
it is convenient to consider only simple waveforms, such as step functions
oranexponential curve. Simple waveforms will match ordy those clutter
patterns which are relatively uniform in azimuth and which change
relatively smoothly in range; therefore, they are not generally useful in
rainstorm clutter.
The TVG control has proved to be successful in
operation with sea return (see Figs. 1111 to 11”13 for photographs illus+200V
to +W3v
On-off
switch r

+t.@gef

—---

B

<

& :
To receiver

input

!~

gain control
terminal

R,
imo

RI
look

+

-/

‘=

adjuatsdby R2

R6 ~

100k’
1

l’1~. 11.6.—Schematic

diagram of a TVG control.

trating its eficacy).
The circuit of the particular TVG used for these
photographs is shown in Fig. 11.6. The circuit is interesting because,
although characterized by simplicity and economy of components, it will
produce an easily variable wave shape.
When the switch is closed, the operation is initiated by a trigger pulse
from the transmitter; the output waveform consists of an initial, stepIike, flat segment followed by an exponential return to the initial voltage
le {cl. The depth and length of the step are controllable, and the time
In addition, the d-c
constant of the exponential curve is adjustable.
level of the entire wave, that is, its quiescent Ievcl in the absence of triggers,
is adjustable.
This last adjustment amounts to the usual receiver gain
control.
Typical waveforms at selected points in the circuit are indicated.
At
A the trigger input waveform is shovm. The tube V1. charges the condenser C, to a potential governed by the potentiometer R, during the
applied trigger pulse. The potential across C, decays exponentially at
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Thus the waveform at

11.6, v-here the initial

height

of the

This waveR,.
form would ordinarily be faithfully reproduced at point C because of the
cathode follower Vl~, but the presence of. R~ prevents the cathode from
following the grid potential during a part of the voltage wave. A
sufficiently large negative voltage swing on the grid of tube Vti will
produce only a limited negative swing in its cathode; this swing is, in
fact, the product of R, and the normal quiescent current flowing through
the tube V,~. Thus a flat section to the output wave will occur when the
input voltage drops to a critical value. The depth of the flat section is
controlled by Ri, and its length by RI (and, of course, R2). The d-c level
of the output wave is controlled by Rd. One other circuit peculiarity
should be noted: the potential divider Rs and Re. This divider is used to
fix the quiescent grid bias on Vlb at such a value that the cathode of ?“Ib
is at ground potential; in this way the interaction between the controls
RS and R4 is eliminated.
The fotrr parameters of the waveform, namely, the d-c level, depth of
step, recovery time constant, and length of step, are therefore adjustable
by means of the four controls Rd, R,, R,, and R,, respectively.
If adjustment is made in this order, little difficulty is experienced in arriving at
final settings; this procedure usually requires only two or three successive
approximations.
1108. Efficiency of Cucuits Used for Reduction of Clutter Saturation.
Results are now available that show graphically the improvement
obtained by the use of IAGC, DBB, and a high-pass video filter of the
simple IW-type.
To obtain beneficial results, however, these circuits
must be designed with particular values of time constants and operating
potentials.
The following general conclusions may be derived from results presented in Figs. 11.7 to 11.13:
exponential

function

is controlled

by the potentiometer

1. The time constant of a simple high-pass filter is not critical; a value
equal to the reciprocal of the pulse length appears satisfactory.
2. The time constant (product of Rz and C8) of the IAGC circuit
shown in Fig. 11.3 should be much larger than the radar pulse
length; a value of approximately 50 ~sec has been found desirable.
Probably more important than the pulse length in determining this
time constant is the rapidity with which the average value of
clutter (or other) echoes changes in time.
3. Proper operation of the DBB circuit in clutter is obtained with a
transient gain probably from three to four times as high as the
d-c gain. This adjustment is best made in actual trials.
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of either
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however,

he viewed
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combined
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alone.

and a high-pass
it may
Its

greatly

adjustment

and its use for actual

field

with some misgivings.

These conclusions were de;ived from data obtained in trialsin which
an airborne radar set ~vas used for the study of the effect of sea return.
The radar set employed a beam pattern whose main lobe measured
approximately 8° vertically and 3° horizontally.
The wavelength was
approximately
10 cm, and the pulse length approximately
2 psec.
Enough sensitivity was available to obtain clutter from sea return out
to ranges often in excess of 100 miles. The intensity of sea return was
usually sufficient to cause video saturation out to ranges of 40 miles,
provided no special circuits were employed.
Typical PP1 photographs
taken at an elevation of 7000 ft are shown in Figs. 11.7a, 11.9a, 11.10a,
and 11.lla.
The concentric circles are described by electrical range
marks separated by time intervals each representing 10 miles. As can
be seen, the total area represented in the photographs exceeds 3 X 104
square miles, yet it impossible toobtain strong echoes inmost of this area.
These pictures were taken in the region of Boston, lfass.; the pattern
of Cape Cod, Martha’s Vineyard, and A“antucket can easily be seen.
The central portion of the photograph, however, is for the most part a
uniform white region within which it is not possible to see any detail.
‘1’his is the region where video saturation has taken place for both sea
clutter and land return, as well as for such desired discrete targets within
the clutter as ship echoes.
In this region even such prominent features
as the shore line between Massachusetts and the ocean immediately to
the east cannot be recognized.
The improvement effected by the use of a simple high-pass filter is
shown in Fig. 11.7b, c, and d. Each photograph was obtained using a
different time constant in the filter. The white portion in the center
extending out to the 20-mile range mark is an unfortunate addition to the
photographs; it is caused by a marker introduced for reasons not pertinent
to this discussion.
It can be seen, however, that some improvement is
made possible by the use of the high-pass filter; the region of complete
saturation is smaller than that in the normal case (see Fig. 11”7a). The
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value of the time constant is not critical; careful inspection of the original
photographs

shows that a value equal to the pulse length is probably

most

desirable.
The improvement

shown in Fig.

11.7 is not marked;

this is explained

by the presence of i-f saturation and some residual video saturation.

The

FIG, 11.7,—Photographs
showing the effectiveness of a high-pass video filter: (a)
results with a normal receiver and (b), (c), and (d) results of varying the values of the
(d) RC = 2 p.ec.
product RC’ of the filter,
(b) RC = 0,25 psec.
(c) RC = 1 #sec.
The pulse length 7 was 2 ~sec.

great improvement
Fig. 11.8.
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saturation
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still remains,
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I
FIG. 11.8.-Photographs shoting theeffectiveness of the I.4GCcircuit with ahigh-p~
video filter. They show the effect of varying the time constant of the lAGC circuit.
(a) RIC~ = 0.20 #sec.
(b) R,(’, = 1.2 we.,
(c) R, C’, = 6 psec.
(d) R,C, = 60
ySW,

compare with Figs. 11.ia or 11.9afor normaloperation.

The operation of the DBB circuit is illustrated in Fig. 11.10. The
three photographs (Fig. 11.10b, c, andd) weretakenw ithdif’ferentv alues
of transient gain. As can be seen, the use of too much gpin result sina
“reversal” of the land areas. Too little gain fails to effect the desired
improvement.
When the proper gain is used, the land areas are exily
recognized, yet sea clutter is kept below strong saturation.
For these
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photographs IAGC was used to prevent i-f saturation.
The proper gain
setting lies between the vaJues used in Fig, 11. 10b and c.
The TVG is extremely effective, as can be seen in Fig. 11.1 lb. Strong
sea-clutter saturation is completely prevented, although there remain
a few completely black areas, which represent a more than sufficient

FIG. 11. 10.—Photographs showing the effectiveness of IAGC and DBB.
They show
the results of varying the gain of the DBB circuit. The IAGC circuit is set the same M in
Fig. ll@d. (a) Receiver normal; (b) gain = 3; (c) gain = 5; (d) gain = 7.
receiver

gain reduction

areas than would

and therefore

have been desired

The six photographs

of Figs.

a lower

system

sensitivity

m those

in principle.

11.11 to 11-13 illustrate

the final results

obtained by the use of the various circuits described.
A normal picture
is shown, together with one showing the evident improvement obtained
by the use of IAGC and either a high-pass filter or DBB circuit.
In
addition are shown the results obtained by the use of the TVG and,
finally, by the use of both the TVG and the proper combinations of IAGC,
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FIG. 11.13.—Photographs

.

——

—

(a)
(b)
showing the effectiveness of IAGC and DBB circuits (a) without TVG and (b) with TVG,
normal receiver see Fig. 1l.lla.

For comparison
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It is evident that the use of either combinahigh-pass filter, and DBB.
tion of three circuits as shown in Figs. 11~12b and 11.13b gives the best
results; sea return is nearly invisible, yet many ship echoes can be clearly
seen.
It should be clearly understood that only some of these circuits will be
The dramatic improvement effected
effective for other forms of clutter.
by the use of TVG as shown in Fig. 11“11 readily suggests that this circuit
alone would suffice for all practical needs, but this assumption does not
obtain in cases of clutter originating in storm areas. The complicated
spatial pattern of such storm areas makes TVG useless, and reliance must
therefore be placed on the other circuits.
Figure 11.14 shows how
effective appropriate circuits can be. Figure 11. 14b shows a PPI whose
radius represents approximately 20 miles. The faint concentric circles
are range marks separated by intervals representing 5 nautical miles.
The strong circle at a range of 8 miles is an artificial echo from a test
signal generator injected directly into the receiver. Since this signal is
not collected by the antenna, it has no dependence on azimuth; hence it
appears on the PPI as a circle. The echoes seen in the photograph are,
for the most part, produced by objects on the ground.
The ground return
is confined mainly within a radius of 10 miles because the radar set was
located at an elevation of about 100 ft. Some discrete ground targets are
In the photograph
still noticeable out to the edges of the PPI, however.
are also shown the echoes from some storm areas; they are recognized by
the extended nature of the returned pattern and the undefined, fuzzy
These clutter areas are noticeable
edges characteristic of such clutter.
in the left-hand and in the lower right-hand sectors of the photograph.
There is also a clutter area at the lowest part of the signal generator circle
sufficiently intense to obliterate the signal generator echo in this region,
as well as many discrete land echoes.
The improvement afforded by the use of proper IAGC and DBB circuits is shown in Fig. 11.14a. The clutter f~om the storm areas is
practically removed, and the underlying discrete ground echoes can be
seen. Furthermore. the signal from the test generator can be seen in its
entirety, with the exception of three or four small breaks; these are due to
the small recovery time of the IAGC, operated by an intense preceding
land echo. These breaks do not represent poor performance of the L4GC
circuit; they occur in regions for which the test signal was already invisible
in the original photograph.
Ordinarily no desired signals are lost when
the clutter circuits are used properly and in the proper combination;
Furthermore, the improvement in
Fig. 11.14 bears out this statement.
operation resulting from the use of clutter circuits is substantial, provided
the circuits are properly designed.

FIQ. 11.14.—Photographs

(a)
showing the effactiveness of anti clutter circuits on storm clutter.
receiver normal.

(b)

(a) Receiver with L4GC and DBB circuits;

(b)
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INDICATION

11.9. General Description. -In
the preceding discussion of signal
threshold in clutter most of the properties of clutter were shown to be
similar to those of the desired signal; hence conventional methods of signal
separation do not yield spectacular results. The fundamental purpose
of all the clutter circuits mentioned is to re~ce the saturation likely to
occur in various parts of the receiver. After the saturation is removed,
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these circuits may not be able to select preferentially the desired signal
from strong clutter echoes or from other interfering discrete echoes, for
example, those coming from objects on the ground, for the reason that a
reflecting object on the ground has been assumed to yield a signal of the
same type as that given by the desired target. This assumption may not
be correct.
Most of the time the desired object differs from a ground
object in one important respect: It is usually moving. This fact may be
utilized in devising a method of discriminating between the desired target
and interfering fixed objects.
Many schemes for making this discrimination have been suggested, and at least one or two have been developed
to a highly successful degree. One such scheme, developed by R. A.
McConnell and his colleagues, is explained in the following discussion.
The essential differences between the scheme for moving-target
indication, or M TI, and the conventional method of radar operation lie
in the form of reception and in the way the video signals are handled
before they are presented on the PPI.
A typical system is shown jm
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block form in Fig. 11015. The transmitted mdse is produced in the
conventional way by the action of a pulse-forming modulator on the r-f
transmitter.
The received echo signal is injected into the superheterodyne converter along with the local oscillator, but in addition there is
injected the output of a coherent r-f oscillator, or “ coho. ” This oscillator
is restarted at each pulse with a phase defined by the transmitted r-f pulse
and delivers into the receiver a constant r-f voltage larger than any
desired echo voltage.
Therefore the signal voltage from the desired
echo, added to the coherent-oscillator voltage, will produce a change in
r-f voltage; either an increase or a decrease will result, depending upon the
relative phases of the echo and the coho. This scheme is therefore one in
which the output voltage in the i-f amplifier not only is a function of echo
amplitude but is dependent on the phase of the echo return relative to the
coho and hence relative to the main transmitted pulse. Since the total
echo phase relative to the transmitted pulse is dependent only on the
distance from transmitter to reflecting target and is, in fact, a measure of
this distance in terms of the r-f wavelength, phase variations will occur
only by radial target movement.
One wavelength change in radial
distance will result in a 47r change in r-f phase of the echo and hence,
because of the local oscillator and converter, in a % change in i-f phase
relative to the i-f coho voltage.
The i-f amplifier that follows the superheterodyne converter is of a
nonsaturating variety, protected either by IAGC or by linear-logarithmic
The i-f amplifier output is split into two channels; one of
construction.
these channels produces a conventional video signal, and the other
produces an exact replica of this signal except that it is delayed in time.
The delay in time is made to correspond precisely with the interval
between the initiation of successive transmitted pulses, that is, the
reciprocal of the PRF.
In this way two video outputs, obtained from
successive transmitted pulses, are available.
These two video channels
are then put into a circuit that takes their di~erence. In the output line
of this channel-from-channel subtraction circuit will appear only signals
whose phases have changed appreciably in the time between pulses.
Echoes from fixed objects will have a fixed phase and amplitude from
pulse to pulse; hence they will give identical video signals in the two
channels and therefore be completely canceled out in the subtraction
circuit. The complete system up to the output of the subtraction circuit
therefore represents a scheme by which echoes from moving targets are
made visible and echoes from fixed targets are completely removed.
The moving target, to be visible, must move an appreciable fraction of
a wavelength in the time between successive pulses.
If the cancellation is to be effective, the two video channels must have
exactly equal signal amplitudes and shapes; this can be effected if the i-f
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bandwidth at the input of each second detector is the same and if the
over-all gain through the delay line and post-delay amplifiers is properly
set. These conditions are not especially difficult to obtain.
The delay
line itself has usually assumed the form of a liquid transmission medium
Quartz crystals are generally
in which supersonic waves are propagated.
used to convert electric energy into sound energy and vice versa. The
over-all attenuation of such a delay line depends upon the bandwidth
desired and for the usual case is of the order of magnitude of 60 db. Thus
the amplifier following the delay line must have an over-all gain in excess
of 60 db with adequate bandwidth and negligible noise. Such an
amplifier is, however, easy to construct and adjust.
Another scheme devised to obtain delayed video signals uses a
cathode-ray storage tube.
It has not, however, been so highly developed
as the one using a supersonic delay line. In this system the video signals
are stored on a suitable cathode-ray-tube scrccn and are later taken off
This system has generally suffered
again for purposes of comparison.
by comparison with the supersonic line for two reasons: (1) The signal
definition is usually not so satisfactory because of the finite area of the
electron beam and possibly the “graininess” of the storage surface; (2)
the time over which adequate storage can be maintained is limited because
It appears, however, that these
of charge leakage in the screen material.
limitations are not too serious; already storage tubes that show adequate
length of storage time have been built.
The output from the subtraction circuit invariably contains signals of
both polarities depending upon the change in phase of the signal from
pulse to pulse. It is customary to convert these signals into signals of one
The operation with an intensitypolarity by means of an echo rectifier.
modulated display, such as the PPI, is thus made considerably more
satisfactory.
A video amplifier between the echo rectifier and the PPI,
as shown in Fig. 11“15, is used to bring the signals to a satisfactory value
for easy visibility.
The construction of an actual system similar to that shown in Fig.
11.15 has shown up certain difficulties that have necessitated minor
changes.
To ensure an adequate coho, whose r-f voltage is larger than
that produced by the largest desired echo, enough i-f voltage from the
coho and local oscillator must be produced to overload even a carefully
designed i-f amplifier.
It has therefole become customary to inject the
coho as an i-j voltage directly into the second detector input, as shown in
which is started at
Fig. 11-16. In this case the coho is an i-~ oscillator,
the time of the transmitted pulse but is locked in phase to the i-f pulse
produced by the conversion of the r-f transmitted pulse. This scheme,
like the one shown in Fig. 11.15, is sensitive to the phase of the echo, but
the coho voltage itself never goes through the i-f amplifier and cannot
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T]lc transmitted
pulses must be formed at precise time intervals,
determined essentially I)y the delay time of the delayed video channel.
An elegant scheme, attempted in \arious forms, is to trigger the modulator
for the transmitter from pulses derived from the delay line itself. These
may be obtained in several Jvaysj but care must be taken not to interfere
with the usual video operation of the delay line. In any case the time
difference between the delay in the delayed video channel and the
interval bet!vcen transmitted pulses must not be greater than a small
fraction of a pulse length.
In spite of the many requirements for stability, however, systems have
been built that perform exceptionally ]J-ell. .4n example of the efficiency
of the device is Shelf-n in Fig. 11’17, ~~here the PP1 pictures are shown.
In each of these photographs an easily recognized sector slightly larger
than 90° displays normal system operation and normal ground clutter.
Within the ground clutter not only is it impossible to recognize desired
signals, such as those from aircraft, but even land configuration is lost
in the intense saturation.
outside the sector showing normal system
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operation the ill 1 I s.vstem is in effect tincf shows the phenomenal SUCCU::;
Several signals are visible, all
achieved in suppressing ground clutter,
due to aircraft, in the 31TI sector.
Although the lITI ;vas originally cfeveloped tocwmbat the effects of
ground clutter, its effectiveness in counteracting most other forms of
It was pointed out in Sec. 11.1 that the
clutter was soon appreciated.
configuration of reflectors, which causes sea clutter or storm clutter,
changes relatively slowly with time; therefore the channel-from-channel
subtraction circuits of Figs. 11.15 and 11.16 should almost cancel the

l~[u. 11.17.—Photographs
showing the effectiveness of LIT1 iu removing ground clutter.
Several aircraft signals are visible in the sectors covered when NITI was operating.

clutter echoes, and they actually accomplish this. An example of the
effectiveness of cancellation is sholvn in Fig. 11.18. The first photograph
shows a normal PPI picture ~vith a 30-mile sweep. Return from storm
areas is easily visible at azimuths of about 15° and 150° and near 30
miles range and at 60° azimuth and 15 miles range. The second photograph is an LITI picture, taken approximately at the same time, and
sho~vs almost no evidence of storm clutter.
It has become customary to express the effectiveness of LITI operation
in terms of the subc[utter
visihi[ity,
This term specifically expresses, in
decibels, the ratio of the strength of the echo that, produced by a signal
generator of random phase, is barely detectable on a PPI in clutter with
which it coincides in range during normal system operation, to the
strength of the echo barely detectable ~vhen the 3 ITI is in opwation, and
the adjustments are such that the clutter itself is not visible.
In ground
clutter a subclutter visibility of —20 db in the field or perhaps —30 db in
the laboratory
PRF

can be achieved

of approximately

at a wavelength

2000 pps.

Storm

clutter

in the 10-cm region and a
can be reduced

as much
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SYSTEM

as 10 to 15 db, the figure depending on the spatial velocity and, preThere are instances where little
sumably, the turbulence of the storm.
or no reduction of clouds has been observed.
Nevertheless these figures
represent an improvement by an order of magnitude over the usual radar
detection capability, even ~~hen the radar is equipped with the special
There is no improvement, however, for
circuits previously described.
slow-moving targets.

FIG. 11. 18.—Photographs

showing the effectiveness of MTI in removing clouds, particularly
those in the upper right-hand quadrant.

11.10. Threshold Signals in the MTI System.—The MTI system just
described makes use of two general principles: (1) the production of a
Threshold
coherent video signal, (2) a delay and cancellation principle.
signals in the over-all
parts

separately.

attempted

system can best be analyzed

An

exhaustive

treatment

here, but it is hoped that the discussion

into the mechanism

by considering

of the subject

the two

will not be

will give some insight

of signal perception.

Coherent S’ystems.-The analysis of threshold signals follows much the
same pattern as that used in Chap. 8 for the ordinary system.
Certain
striking differences are noted in the quality of the output signal, however.
The appearance of the signal depends upon its phase relative to the coho
and especially upon whether the phase is unchanging, continuously
increasing, or continuously decreasing.
The case for a fixed target whose
phase is optimum, that is, in phase with the coho will be considered first.
Fixed Target.—In this case the signal is recognized by an amplitude
deflection that exceeds random noise deflections.
These deflections can
all be measured relative to the amplitude of the coho voltage since this
latter voltage is the amplitude that exists in the absence of both noise and
signal. Since the signal is in phase with the coho, the signal deflection
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The noise, however, has a random
is simply given by the signal voltage.
phase with respect to the coho and therefore produces a zero-average
deflection amplitude, whether the signal is present or not. Nevertheless
the noise produces chance fluctuations in the total voltage that depend
upon the rms value of the noise voltage itself. Therefore for a single
observation the threshold signal voltage will be of the order of the equivalent noise voltage.
As is well known, however, for a number of observations the fluctuations are reduced to a value that is inversely proportional to the square
Threshold
signal
voltage

44
o
II
~~

Noise
fluctuation
voltage

j!
/

\
I
1

II
I
1

/’!

Detector output voltage averaged
output voltage averaged
over many Obsewations
over a faw observations
FIG. 11. 19.—Schematic bebavior of detector oqtput voltage with signal plus noise in a
coherent sy%tem.
Detector

root of this number.
This follows from the Gaussian nature of the noise
amplitude distribution and is the same consideration that has been
applied to noise in the usual noncoherent system (see Chap. 8). We can
therefore write the conditions for threshold signal in the following form:
(1)

where Vs,O and Ps,O are the voltage and power of the threshold signal
respectively, V~ and P~ are the rms voltage and power of the noise,
respectively, and .VS is the total number of observations.
It has been assumed in the preceding discussion that a coho voltage,
I~rge compared with either the signal or the noise, and a linear second
(!etector are used. In the comparison between signal power and noise
power, the linearity of the second detector need not be assumed provided
t~lecoho voltage is large. The usual quadratic detector will be essentially
Iiaear under this condition; it is the same kind of condition that makes the
,s.~perheterodyne converter linear in its action.
An illustration of the quantities involved is shown in Fig. 11.19. In
the first drawing a plot is made of the relative probability of finding a
given detector output voltage as a function of the given output voltage
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averaged over a few observations.
The bell-shaped curves are produced
by the Gaussianlike noise fluctuations; the threshold signal is one that
shifts the average output deflection by an amount approximately equal
to the width of the noise distribution.
For a large number of observations the average noise fluctuation is reduced in accordance with Eq. (1);
and as the second diagram of Fig. 11.19 shows, the threshold signal
voltage can be reduced by a like amount.
It will be noticed that the dependence of signal threshold power on the
number of observations, that is, integration time, differs from that noted
in the noncoherent system.
This difference was first pointed out by
Emslie,’ who showed that in the coherent system the total threshold
This consignal energy is independent of the number of observations.
clusion means that for fixed targets the sensitivity of the coherent system
The improvemay be far higher than that of the noncoherent system.
ment is accounted for by the better integration from pulse to pulse arising
from the linear form of signal deflection, even though the signal is smaller
than noise itself.
A better criterion than Eq. (1) could be obtained; in fact, from accurate curves of the type shown in Fig. 11”19 betting curves similar to those
shown in Chap. 8 could be constructed.
This is beyond the scope of this
chapter, however.
It is sufficient hereto point out that apart from these
refinements, Eq. (1) must be interpreted properly.
The total noise power
is, of course, essentially proportional to the i-f bandwidth; the signal
deflection is proportional to the i-f bandwidth for small values of the
latter and independent of bandwidth for large values.
Thus the signal
deflection will depend on i-f bandwidth and will have a maximum in the
neighborhood of Br = 1, where B is the i-f bandwidth and r is the pulse
length. This is the same situation that was found in Chap. 8; therefore
Eq. (1) should be used only where the signal deflection is, in fact, not
seriously affected by insufficient i-f bandwidth.
The complete dependence on i-f and video bandwidths could be calculated, if desired, by
methods similar to those used in Chap. 8.
Unfortunately, there are at the present time no good experimental
results that confirm Eq. (1). The dependence on the total number of
observations N~ has been checked qualitatively, however.
The results
obtained show that the signal threshold power is inversely related to a
power of N.; the power was found to be greater than ~ but less than unity.
This conclusion is not entirely unexpected; for signals very small with
respect to noise, that is, for a large number of observations, the effect of
It is believed therefore that Eq. (1)
contrast
limitations
was
anticipated.
probably holds only where N. is small and fails when Ns is large because
I A. G. Emslie, (‘Coherent Integration,” RL Report No. 103-5, May 16, 1944.
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of the finite contrast required for perception by the human eye and brain
mechanism.
For fixed targets not at optimum phase with respect to the coho, the
same arguments apply, except that the signal deflection is not given
It is simply the product of the signal
directly by the signal voltage.
voltage and the cosine of the phase angle between the coho and the signal.
Moving Targets.—For
moving targets the signal deflection averaged
over a large number of cycles is zero. This is because the time spent in
any particular phase is the same as the time spent in the opposite phase;
therefore the signal is not recognized by an average deflection in output

~

‘

FIG. 11.20.—Schematicbehavior of detector output voltage for in-phaseand out-of-phase
signalsin a coherent system.

voltage.
The signal, however, acts in such a way as to broaden the output amplitude distribution.
This can be observed qualitatively by
averaging the distributions of signal and noise for both in-phase and outof-phase signals; this process is indicated in Fig. 11.20. The first diagram
indicates in dotted lines the distribution of in-phase and ou~of-phase
signals added to noise. The second diagram indicates by a dotted line
the average value of these two conditions and compares the resulting
dktribution with that in the absence of a signal. The signal can be seen
to broaden the distribution.
It can be shown analytically that with
signals small with respect to noise power, this broadening is proportional
A signal will be recognized when the
to the square of the signal voltage.
broadening is of the order of magnitude of the noise fluctuation; therefore
the threshold condition will occur if
(2)
where V~,O and Ps,O are the voltage and power of the threshold signal,
respectively; VM and PN are the rms voltage and power of the noise
respectively;
therefore,
inversely

and Nfl is the total number
that

for

noncoherent

of observations.

signals

the

threshold

It can be seen,
power

varies

with the square root of NS; this is the same dependence

on N8
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that is observed to hold for signals obtained on the usual noncoherent
system. Equation (2) is, like Eq. (l), subject to limitations of i-f bandwidth and contrast; these quantities have not been carefully investigated
Since the dependence on N is
either
experimental y or theoretically.
t!~e same as for the usual noncoherent case, however, it is convenient to
know how the threshold signal depends upon the introduction of the
coho. This dependence has been checked experimentally, and the
introduction of the coho found to increase the threshold signal power by
approximately 3 db. It is believed, therefore, that, with the introduction
of this correction factor, the problem of the perception of a moving target
in a coherent system is essentially the same as that solved in Chap. 8.
For the sake of completeness, the statement just made requires one
In principle the starting phase of the coho can be changed
reservation.
at a rate that makes its phase relative to the moving target stationary.
Under this condition the moving target echo will behave like the fixed
echo previously described, and Eq. (1) will be valid.
However, this
requires that the radial velocity of the moving target be known or found
quickly; this condition is not generally found in practice and may therefore be neglected.
principle of delay and cancellation used
Delay and Cancellation.-The
in MTI alters the signal and noise responses. The signal response will
first be considered, then the noise response, and finally the signal response
in the cn-esence of noise.
1. Signal response.
The signal is essential] y a series of pulses whose
amplitude is varied sinusoidally at a frequency determined by the rate
This frequency $ is, in
of phase shift brought about by target motion.
fact, the Doppler shift in returned radio frequency produced by target
movement and is given by

f=:,

(3)

where u is the radial target velocity and k is the r-f wavelength.
The
amplitude of an output signal pulse in the delay-and-cancellation scheme
is essentially the difference between the amplitude of a given pulse and the
signal output deflecamplitude of the preceding pulse. The maximum
tion will occur at the point of maximum difference in the sinusoidal
signal-amplitude curve. For a signal of unity peak amplitude (each
side of the no-signal amplitude) the maximum amplitude of the output
signal will be given by
A_

=

2 sin 21r–
;’

(4)

where jr is the PRF.
A plot of Au vs. j, as shown in Fig. 11.21, shows
that the signal response has maxima at a frequency of half the PRF and
Likewise, at a frequency of the
at all odd harmonics of this frequency.
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PRF itself or its harmonics, the system will give no output indication
whatsoever.
For very low frequencies, ~<< ~., the system is relatively
unresponsive; this is the feature which permits the system to reject fixed
ground clutter and also relatively slow-moving sea or storm clutter.
‘l’he curve shown in Fig. 11.21 is a bit disturbing because there appear
to be regions in f and hence in radial target velocity v where the system is
This is indeed the case, but the situation is not so serious as it
“blind.”
seems. Because of the presence of propeller modulation, as discussed in
Chap. 10, these blind speeds are not
z~3
actually
observed when the target
[
+<
is an airplane.
The propeller modu-

I!iw

lation

prevents

returned

series

the envelope
of

pulses

of the

from

as-

suming a simple sinusoidal form; the
3.$
2fr
1blind speed regions are thereby” filled
Doppler frequency f
in, ” and the signal loss within these
FIG. 11.21 .—MTI “ blind speeds. ”
regions is considerably less.
to noise.
The video noise that appears in the output of
2. Response
the cancellation network is easily calculated.
Since the noise distribution
in the coherent video system has a symmetrical shape about the axis, the
addition of two independent noise channels will give the same average
Thus the
noise distribution as will the subtraction of these channels.
noise fluctuation voltage in the output of the cancellation circuit will be
larger than the voltage in each channel by a factor of ~
and will have
approximate y the same Gaussian shape.
of noise.
In the presence of
3. Response to a signal in the presence
noise, the signal will consist of a series of pulses modulated by a sinusoid
of frequency j. The amplitude of this sinusoid is governed both by the
input signal amplitude and by the PRF, shown graphically in Fig. 11.21.
The auerage value of the signal output voltage is zero; therefore for signal
visibility a broadening of the noise distribution must be effected in a way
“similar to that for which Eq. (2) is valid.
Therefore the threshold signal
power will vary inversely with the square root of N. The various system
parameters are expected to have effects similar to those described in Chap.
8 for parameters in a conventional noncoherent system.
It is necessary,
however, to normalize the threshold power for two effects: the first is the
action of the coho, the second, the effect of target velocity.
As was
mentioned previously, the effect of the coho is to increase the signal
threshold power by about 3 db; the effect of the target speed is shown in
Fig. 11.21. In a practical case in which aircraft are used as targets, the
average signal threshold increase produced by various target velocity
blind spots does not appear to be serious. Either the blind regions are so
small that they are seldom encountered, or they are filled in satisfactorily
by propeller modulation.
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12.1.
Effect of C-w Interference.-A
description of the c-w interference itself is almost unnecessary; it consists essentially of a constantamplitude, constant-frequency voltage, which ~ve assume exists at the
The signal pulses and equivalent
input terminals of the i-f amplifier.
Our problem is to consider
noise also appear on these terminals, however.
the interaction effects of all three voltages in an attempt to evaluate the
threshold signal. Because many receiver and indicator characteristics
are involved that do not lend themselves to easy analysis and measurement, the task is a difficult one. Wherever possible, however, quantitative results ~vill be given.
Interaction
of
6-w
Interference
u,ith
Signal.—Let
us assume, for
simplicity’s sake, that the C-TVvoltage is large compared with the pulse
voltage.
The signal will cause a change in the output voltage of the
second detector.
As the pulse and the c-w interference may occur \vith
any relative phase and with any difference in frequency, the video signal
will consist of a small element of length proportional to 7 (the pulse
duration); this element has an amplitude that cliffers from the video
voltage (produced by the interference) by an amount proportional to the
pulse voltage,
The video frequency during this element is the difference
between the pulse and c-w frequencies,
The situation is shown in Fig.
335
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maintained

the video signals from many pulses take on all
possible phase combinations.
If the c-w interference is at the same frequency as the pulse, i.e., infrequency c-w interference and the i-f bandwidth is sufficiently wide, the
video rignal will evidently consist of a number of video pulses of duration
r and of varying amplitudes, depending upon the phase relationshi~ of the c-w interference and
the”
signal. On the average it is
oequally likely for the c-w interference to be in phase with the
signal as to be out of phase; there-

from

pulse

to

pulse,

C-w i-f interference voltage

l-f signal pulse

A

o__J _________________
Video voltage

1 LG. 12.1.—Voltage waveforms when signal
pulse and c-w interference are mixed.

FIC. 12.2.—Voltage waveforms of video signal in presence
of on-frequency
interference.

c-w

fore the average video deflection over a large number of pulses is zero.
(We still assume that the signal deflection is the change in video deflection caused by the signal.)
The appearance of the signal on an
A-scope, however, will be similar to that when no c-w interference is
present, except that the signal is “filled in” and extends both sides of the
baseline (see Fig. 12.2). It is already clear that the signal threshold
power probably will not depend upon the average video deflection.
The
peak deflection of this video signal depends upon the type of second
detector: for a linear detector the peak deviation from the baseline is
unchanged by the interference, whereas for a quadratic detector the
amplitude of the video signal depends markedly. on the intensity of the
c~w interference.
For this reaaon the linear detector is generally pref-
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erable; comparison of signal amplitudes is possible even in the presence
of the interference.
(These statements are valid only if overloading is
avoided in the receiver. Prevention of overload is a very difficult task,
yet it can be accomplished with some success.)
spectrum
of the video signal in the case of on-frequency
The amplitude
c-w interference is simple.
It is the same as the spectrum of the pulse
in the absence of c-w interference but with a different over-all multiplicaFor a single pulse it is clear that the shape of the video
tive constant.
pulse is unchanged by the interference; its amplitude, however, depends
upon the phase of the pulse relative to the c-w interference.
For off-frequency c-w interference the spectrum of the video signals
is altered. One can appreciate this by noting that the video signal is
derived principally from the beat tones between the c-w interference and
the puls~ freq~en~ies.
Typical spectra for several cases are shovm in Fig.
12.3. As can be seen, the spectrum for a given pulse can be derived by
“folding” the original pu!se spectrum about an axis that represents the
c-w’ frequency; in this way the beat tones, which are the video frequencies,
are made evident.
The diagrams show-n in Fig. 12.3 assume that the
phase in each case is adjusted in such a ~~-ayas to make the video ~vaveform symmetrical with respect to the center of the pulse, that is, it conSimilar diagrams can be drawn for the
sists only of cosine functions.
antisymmetrical waveforms representing sine functions; these are shown
in Fig. 12.4. To derive the amplitude spectrum for any phase difference
between c-w interference and signal, the video signal must be separated
into sine and cosine functions ~rhose origins are located at the center of
the pulse. The spectrum of each of these functions is obtained as shown
in F@. 12.3 and 12.4, and the amplitudes of the resulting components
are added vectorially at right angles. In this way the video spectrum
for any specific case can be rapidly computed.
Intmaction
of C-U1 Inter
fcrcncr
unl~l
Receiver
,Voise.—As in the case of
the signal, the c-v.- interference voltage is assumed to be large compared
~vith the receiver noise. In such a situation the video noise, like the
signal, becomes two-sided, that is, it “ beats” below the baseline as often
Furthermore, as might be surmised
as it appears above the baseline.
from the preceding discussion, the spectrum of the resulting video noise
is altered by the interference; it consists simply of the beat tones between
the i-f c-w-interference component and the i-f noise components.
Assuming the i-f noise components to be equally distributed over the i-f bandwidth, we can obtain the video amplitude spectrum of noise by folding
the amplitude response curve of the i-f amplifier at the frequency of the
c-w interference in much the same way as was done for the signal
frequency components in Figs. 12”3 and 12-4. In this case, how-ever, no
relationship exists bet\veen the noise components of the two folded halves;
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therefore the resulting spectrum is obtained by adding these halves in
quadrature, i.e., vectorially at right angles.
The amplitude of the video-noise fluctuations is increased by the
addition of the interference; for a linear detector this increase is approximately equal to @
and is independent of the amplitude of interference
For a quadratic detector, however, the
for large values of interference.
increase depends on the intensity of interference; for this reason the linear
detector is generally preferred, especially when video overloading is
considered (see Sec. 12.4).
From what has already been said it can be inferred that the introduction of interference in a system with a linear detector will not appreciably
impair the signal response, nor will it increase the noise amplitude by
more than the factor {2.
This inference is, of course, justified only if
the video bandwidth is sufficient to pass the signal video frequencies and
if the interaction effects between signal and noise are essentially
unchanged by the interference.
The effect of inadequate video bandwidth will be discussed in Sec. 12“4; it is su5cient for the moment to note
that if the video bandwidth is as large as the full i-f bandwidth, adequate
signal response can be assured.
The interaction effects between signal and noise in the presence of
c-w interference can be investigated theoretically.
This effort, however,
is probably not yet justified, since the ultimate criterion for signal visibility is not yet established.
It has already been remarked that this
criterion can no longer be obtained from the average deflection, because
the average deflection for both signal and noise is zero. It is probably
more realistic to choose the average absolute value of deflection for a
criterion.
Nevertheless, no matter what criterion is chosen, one still
does not know how to take into account the fluctuating character of the
signal. Thus experimental results are probably most reliable and useful.
Experiments performed by H. Johnson, and J. L. Lawson,l and by
Stone* demonstrate conclusively that if overloading is avoided, the signal
threshold power increases approximately 3 to 4 db because of on fr~
quency c-w interference.
This threshold increase is independent of the
intensity of the interference, provided the interference is strong compared
with signal and/or noise power. It must not be inferred from these
experiments, however, that this relatively small increase in signal
threshold power is all that is usually found.
In actual fact the major
effects ordinarily encountered are caused by overloading phenomena in
either the video or i-f sections of the receiver.
These will be discussed
later.
1Unpublished, but see RL Report No. 910, Mar. 22, 1946.
2A. M. Stone, “Synthetic Radar Echoes in the Presence of Jamming,” RL Report
;o. 70S, June 22, 1945.
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12.2.
Video Overloading.-Overloading
or saturation in some part of
the video system is the most common and most serious effect produced by
c-w interference.
The severity of the effect varies with the type of
indicator, the intensity-modulated
indicator, such as the PPI, being in

Second —

—

Filter

detector

—

Linear

—

Limiter

amplifier

—

Indicator

L

12.5.—Block diagram of typical video eyatem.
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A block diagram of a typical video system is shown in Fig. 12”5.
The output voltage from the second detector is first filtered by an
appropriate high-pass filter whose
purpose will be described below.
The filtered voltage is amplified
by an essentially linear amplifier
before it is applied to the indicator
system. The peak output voltage
that can be applied to the indicator is limited to some chosen
value. The limiter can follow or
precede the linear amplifier; for
convenience it usually precedes
the amplifier and does, in fact,
usually involve merely the cutoff
bias of the first amplifier tube.
In the absence of c-w interference the filter indicated in Fig.
12.5 is not needed; the output of
the second detector may be direc~
coupled to the grid of the first
C-w power.in db above receiver noise power
Fm. 12.6.—Signal threshold power in
amplifier stage. In this condipresenceof c-w interference. Direct coupling
tion, however, as soon as the c-w in video amplifier.
interference produces ad-c seconddetector voltage sufficient to bias the amplifier tube to cutoff, i.e., to the
assigned limit level, nearly all signal information will be lost. Signal information will occur only for signal pulses out of phase with the interference
It
and of an amplitude approximately equal to that of the interference.
is only under this condition that the second-detector voltage will be small
enough to permit conduction in the first amplifier stage and hence make
possible the conveyance of signal information.
The signal is recognized on
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the A-scope by a negative deflection from the baseline.
It is to be expected
that for very large intensities of c-w interference the signal will make its
appearance only for values of signal nearly equal to the c-w voltage.
This is actually found to be true; Fig. 12.6 shows an experimental curve
The signal is seen in the
obtained with a direct-coupled video system.
unshaded area to the left of the line and is not seen in the shaded area.
The ordinate in this diagram represents the signal power in decibels
relative to the receiver noise power; the abscissa represents the c-w
interference power in decibels relative to the receiver noise power. .ks is
shown in the diagram, for large values of c-w interference power the
threshold signal power is almost equal to the c-w power.
It is clear from Fig. 12.6 that a relatively small amount of c-w interference is enough to remove virtually all traces of the signal, a result of
the saturation, or limiting, in the receiver.
(This limiting, we have
already seen, is necessary to prevent defocusing, or blooming, on intensitymodulated indicators. ) Indeed, even with the A-scope, the limiting
voltage level, in terms of noise level, cannot be made indefinite y large; in
the best designs a value of perhaps 100 can be realized. The problem is,
then, to avoid limiting for the C-Wvoltage and yet to maintain the proper
limit level for pulses. The solution to this problem is fortunately simple:
A high-pass filter, shown schematically in Fig. 125, is employed between
the second detector and the video system to pass the major part of the
important pulse frequencies while removing the deleterious d-c term due
to the c-w interference.
If this is done before limiting, virtually no signal
information will be lost. If a linear detector is used, the resulting signal
and noise level will be relatively unaffected by’ the interference.
A
quadratic detector is much less favored because of the interferencedependent levels of signal and noise, which have been mentioned.
Since the d-c term arising from the c-w interference is the main difficulty, it could in principle be removed by an FW-filter, even though the
l-f cutoff were set to a value of a few cycles per second. This, however,
is true if the video amplifier uses no d-c restorers. (D-c restorers prevent
the coupling condensers from being charged by pulses of polarity opposite
to that of the conventional video pulse. ) Ordinarily, however, a large
pulse of opposite sign, i.e., pulse and c-w interference out of phase, will, by
means of d-c restoring action (possibly caused by grid current in one of the
amplifier tubes), reinstate the d-c potential on the coupling condenser,
thereby nullifying the action of the filter. For this reason a high-pass
filter, whose l-f cutoff is perhaps 1/27, where r is the pulse length, is usually
preferred. Strong pulses will not affect the filter operation for subsequent
desired pulses, nor will an appreciable increase of threshold signal be
required in the absence of c-w interference.
Furthermore, should the
c-w interference be slowly modulated in amplitude, the high-pa.sssfilter
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will successfully remove the slow modulation components as well as the
cl-c term.
It is desirable at this point to consider briefly the action of a high-pass
filter in receivers that aresupplied witha “gate” and that subsequently
employs third detector (see Chap. 2). If the “gating” is done in the i-f
amplifier, the operation of the gate on the c-w voltage will obviously
convert the d-c second-detector output to pulses. The high-pass filter
~vill “differentiate”
these pulses in the same fashion as desired signal
pulses. Toavoid this added difficulty indiscernibility thegating should
be done in the video section qfter the high-pass filter; in this way the RCfilter will remove the c-w voltage before it can cause a “gate pulse. ”
The use of a high-pass filter in the video system can successfully
eliminate video saturation provided a linear second detector is used.
With a quadratic detector, onthe other hand, therise insignal and noise
amplitudes due to the interference voltage is usually sufficient to cause by
Therefore, whenever c-w interference is
itself serious video limiting.
expected, as has been repeatedly emphasized, aquadratic detector should
not be used.
Even when a suitable high-pass filter and linear second detector are
used, serious limiting effects may be noticeable in the receiver. These
The next section conare all traceable to saturation in the i-f amplifier.
siders what methods can be employed to alleviate this situation.
12.3. Intermediate-frequency
Overloading.—When
an i-f amplifier
is subjected to strong c-w interference, several undesired effects may be
encountered.
For example, the entire amplifier may be thrown into
oscillation; this phenomenon, however, is usually due to inadequate
Nevertheshielding and filtering, a condition generally easily remedied.
less to avoid this difficulty special precautions with regard to amplifier
stability must be taken. Nearly all amplifiers are considerably more
unstable in the presence of strong c-w interference because the various
tubes are forced to operate in regions of higher mutual conductance.
It
is perhaps easiest to recognize this form of instability by obtaining a curve
of the kind shown in Fig. 12.7. In this figure the curves indicate the
threshold signal power asa function of c-w interference power. A stable
amplifier yields a monotonic curve; irregular behavior usually denotes
instability.
The latter condition is depicted in the first curve of this
diagram; the second curve shows the result when no instability appears.
This type of plot is onc of the best criteria of receiver stability in the
presence of c-w interference.
It will bc noticed, however, that in Fig. 12.7 even though the receiver
is made stable and video saturation is eliminated by the use of a high-pass
filter, ultimately alargeincrease insignal threshold occurs.
The knee of
the curve is observed always to occur at the point where receiver noise is
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no longer visible on the A-scope.
What appears to happen is simply a
reduction in the “pulse gain, ” that is, the incremental gain, of the
receiver.
Eventually this pulse gain of the receiver turns out to be
approximate y inversely proportional to the c-w in’ erference power. In
general, all i-f amplifiers exhibit this behavior; the saturation properties
of the amplifier can be measured either in terms of the knee of the curve

-20
Fm.

-10

12.7.—Signal

0
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C.wpowerin db above receiver noise power

threshold
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in presence
coupling.

of c-w interference.

+90 +IW+l IC
High-paas

videm

or in terms of the ratio of interference to pulse power in the region above
the knee of the curve.
Obviouslyz in comparing receivers standard
conditions must be used throughout.
Many factors contribute to i-f saturation.
Before these are considered, however, a brief calculation will indicate why the kind of results
shown in Fig. 12.7 need not be surprising.
For an unchanged gain over
the range of c-w power indicated on the abscissa, let us roughly calculate
the undistorted output power required of the i-f amplifier.
Let us assume
that in the absence of c-w interference, the average noise level at the
second detector is about 1 volt, measured across 1000 ohms; this is a
fairly representative figure. An unchanged gain for a c-w power 100 db
above this level would require a continuous power output of 107 watts from

A

J

the second detector, or more than ten times the output power of the most
powerful present-day broadcasting transmitter.
Thus the power-output
capability of the i-f amplifier and second detector is an important
criterion. In general, the gain reduction observed in an i-f amplifier
subjected to c-w interference is caused either by plate saturation in the
Intermediate-frequency
amplifier tubes or by grid loading or by both.
grid conduction loads the preceding i-f stage, hence reducing its gain.
Because of transit-time effects i-f loading can easily occur withou~ d-c
grid current.
Two types of amplifier gain have been mentioned.
The conventional
gain is defined by the c-w output voltage divided by the c-w input
voltage; the “pulse gain, ” by the output pulse signal relative to the input
pulse. At first glance these two definitions of gain might appear to be
identical.
The circuits can be so arranged, however, that the “ pulse
gain” is far higher than the c-w gain—by automatic biasing of the i-f
tubes in accordance with the c-w power so that only the very tips of the
c-w voltage oscillations appear in the conduction region of the tube. In
gain of the amplifier is almost maintained, while
this way the incremental
The foregoing procedure is illustrated in
the c-w gain is reduced to unity.
Fig. 12.8. In the conventional scheme strong c-w oscillations swing the
tube over the entire characteristic; the output voltage will be saturated,
If automatic biasing is used, however,
containing no signal intelligence.
only the tips of the i-f input voltage wave appear in the operating region
of the tube and signal intelligence appears in the output voltage wave.
Automatic biasing can easily be made to eliminate plate saturation and
grid loading entirely.
It does not, however, maintain pulse gain
ratio in the plateunchanged because the duty ratio or “mark-to-space”
current impulses is reduced.
Figure 12”8 shows that if strong c-~v interference is encountered, the plate-current impulses, while still changing
amplitude in accordance with the signal by an amount that is independent
of c-w power, become very thin “ spikes” whose width depends (inversely)
upon the c-w power. The i-f components of these current impulses
falling within tbe i-f pass band, therefore, diminish as the c-w power i:
increased. In spite of this duty-ratio factor, however, automatic biasing
can greatly improve the operation of a receiver. In Fig. 12.9 three
curves are shown, all of them taken with the same receiver and under the
same standard conditions.
The first curve was obtained with no i-f
biasing and no video high-pass filter; the second curve shows the improvement afforded by the use of the high-pass filter. These two curves are
the same as those shown in Figs, 12.6 and 12.7. The third curve shows
the very substantial improvement brought about by automatic biasing
of the i-f amplifier.
The automatic biasing is accomplished by means of
circuit, or IAGC, of Fig. 113 and
the instantaneous automatic gain control
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FIG. 12.8. —Intermediate-f requency waveforms illustrating automatic biasing.
(a) Waveforms without automatic biasing; (b) waveforms with automatic biasing.
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FIG. 12.9.—Signa1 threshold power in presence of c-w interference,

Besides automatic biasing, rejection jilters in the i-f amplifier can be
used to reduce the effects of c-w interference.
These filters are designed
to provide infinite attenuation at some adjustable frequency made, in
practice, to coincide with the frequency of the offending c-w interference.
A typical circuit of such an infinite-rejection filter is sho~~n in Fig. 12.10.
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In the absence of the variable resistor shown, the circuit is simply a
conventional “wave trap”; the variable resistor mav, ho}vever. be
adjusted to provide infinite attenuation
at the
resonant frequency.
Its effect is to compensate for the coil losses in the resonant circuit.1
In practice,
the infinite-rejection
filter is Input
voltage
output
‘
not satisfactory,
especially for receiversin
the
voltage
The principal difficulty is
microwave region.
the necessity for continual frequency adjust+
ment.
Furthermore,
even though
the freFIG, 12.10,—Infinite-rejection
quency were properly adjusted, it is rare to find
filter,
a source of c-w interference
whose stability is
adequate to “stay in the notch. ” Usually l-f sidebands are present that
are not properly attenuated by the filter.
12.4. Dependence of Threshold Signal upon C-w Interference Frequency.—The effects of c-w interference have been briefly discussed,
both in the region where no saturation occurs and in the region of video
or i-f saturation.
These effects have been treated largely for on-frequency interference, however, and for adequate video bandwidth.
In
this section a theoretical analysis will be attempted of the effects connected with other interference frequencies and video bandwidths.
The
analysis will be carried out with the assumption of no overloading; the
variables with which we are concerned are therefore (1) the c-w power, (2)
the video bandwidth, and (3) the difference between the c-w and signal
frequencies jf,w – ~,. For simplicity’s sake, it will be assumed that the
signal frequent y is centrally located in the i-f pass band2 and that the i-f
pass band is symmetrical and Gaussian in shape. Assuming in addition
a square pulse shape, the signal can be represented as
“,

E

s(t) = {

S sin (27r~,t + 0,)

[O

for Itl < ~~

otherwise,

while the continuous wave can be ~vritten as
E(t) = E sin (27rjCUt
+ Oa).
The total input is tbe sum of the signal and tbe c-w voltages and can be
written in a form analogous to Eq. (1) of Sec. 7.2:
s,.(t)

sin2dsL
= S(t) + E(t) = aO(t) cos 27rf8t+ Po(t)

1A. LI. Stone and J. L. Lawson, “ Infinite Rejection Filters, ” J. Applied Phys.,
18, 691 (1947). See also .4. NI. Stone and J. L. Lawson, “ Infinite Rejection Filters, ”
RL Report No. 72-6, June 1, 1943; A. hf. Stone, ,1.4 ~T~te on Pulse Distortion bY
Rejection Filters)’] RL Report No. 422, Sept. 16, 1943,
z In the notation of Sec. 72 this means that f. is equal to the carrier frequency f..
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where
for It[ < ~)

E sin [27r(f.~ – .f.)t + oti] + S sin 0,

c-lo(t) =

otherwise,

– $,)t + O.W]
[ E sin [27r(.fCW

for Itl < ~,

E COS[27r(fcw– fs)t + o.w] + ~ cOs d.

Al(t)=
otherwise.

{ E COS[27r(j,~ – ~,)t + L]

If we assume further that the i-f bandwidth B is much larger than 1/7, so
that the pulse will be practically not deformed, we obtain for the output
of the i-f amplifier
S..,(t)

= a(t) cos 21rf.t + ,f3(t)
sin 27rf,t,

where
E exp

[

–

a (t)=

(

E exp

_ az(jc~l)—
B’
B;
_ az(.fcw

E exp

1
~”
1

az(.fcw– .fS)2 sin [27r(jCw – f,)t + O,w]
~,

s

for ltl < ~

+ S sin 6.

sin [27r(jw – j,).!+

j.)’
1

O.W]
otherwise

(’0s [2iT(jcw— j,)t + 0..]
for

+ s Cos f?,
— ~a(f’~j;

E exp

Cos [27r(jcw – js)t

~s)z

(la)

+

Itl <

~

(lb)

O,w]

1

otherwise
and a = 1.18.
As in the previous

sections

of this chapter,

for

the case of actual

interest,

the original c-w power is much larger than either t!~e signal or the
As~uming
a ~inear second
detector,
the detector output of
noise power.

[
1

the c-w plus signal plus noise will be a nearly Gaussian distribution
form given

by Eq.

(7” 13a) and with an average

E exp

~=

(a2

+@z))!

=

+

–

s Cos

E exp

1

az(f.w — fJ 2
~,

[27r(fcw– j,)t

_ az(jti — j.)z

[

of the

value

+ PI

for Itl
< ~7

(2)

otherwise,

B,
1

where q = oti — d. and where terms proportional to S2 have been
neglected.
One sees from Eq. (1) that the average value of the detector
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will oscillate inside the pulse because of the beat frequency
between the c-w and the signal. In addition the average value T will

output

vary from pulse to pulse, because the phase difference pwill vary and will
assume any value between zero and 2ir. Clearly, as a result of this phase
fluctuation, the introduction of the signal will only widen somewhat the
original Gaussian distribution without changing the average value
E exp [ – az(f~ – j,)2/B2].
Because of these reasons the detectability criteria of Sec. 7.3 are not applicable, and to proceed further additional
assumptions have to be made.
First, we shall consider only the case of a very narrow video bandwidth; for this case the variations of r inside the pulse will not he significant. Therefore for the detection of the signal only the average value
of r over the pulse length r will play a role. This leads to
E exp

;=

I

[
–

az(fm
—
fa)z
1+

{Sin [T(.fu

E exp

–
[

s
%r(fm – .f.)r

~z

– fs)T +

P] +

1

a’(~cw — ~8)2
~2

9]}
with signal,

sin [T(f.. – fa)~ –

(3)

without signal

Second, in order to take into account the phase fluctuations, we shall
assume that the observer will average over one-half of the widened (hut
symmetrical) distribution resulting from the variations of the phase ~.
AU values of p will be assumed to be equally probable, or in other words
the probability for the phase to be between P and P + dp will be asmmecf
With all these assumptions, the quantity that determines
to be dp/2r.
the detectability of the signal and that we denote as in Sec. 7,3 by
~s+~ is given by

where ?U+, and ?.. are the two values of the average deflection given hy
Eq. (3). The integrals in Eq. (3) cannot be carried out exactly, hut onc
can develop in powers of S2/2 W; keeping on]y the first two terms, one
obtains
(5)

As in Sec. 73 we will assume that the detectability of the signal will
depend on the ratio of (~~+.~– 7N) to the fluctuation of the output ~vhen
no signal is present.
The assumption of a very narrow video bandwidth b implies a further
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in the output signal by the familiar factor fJ7. Hence one

‘8+”
–‘“=–R __w’:;,y
12.
S267
4W

sin r(f

2W
rr

(6)

The fluctuation of the video output in the absence of the signal can }m
computed by means of Eq. (7.20 b). The a’s and P’S there are given hy
Eq. (1) with S = O. Since E >> W, the main contribution to the (,(Jntinuous

spectrum

of the linear

detector

output

comes

from

the term

to p. Retaining only this term, one obtains for the correlation function of the c-w plus noise
proportional

ala” +
m

=

wp(t2

–

[(~?

= Wp(h –

/31/32

tl)
tl) cm

+

B;)(~;

[2T(jm –

+

1%)1~

.f.)(t’
–

h)],

(7)

from which follows the spectrum in the usual way. Using Eq. (7.21 ) and
(7.26) of Sec. 7.2, one finds for the spectrum of the linear detector
G.(f)

= W[Q(f..

– f, + f) + Q(.fcw – f. – f)],

(8)

where
(9)
is the normalized spectrum of the intermediate frequency, which we had
assumed to be of Gaussian shape. For a narrow video bandwidth b the
fluctuation of the video output will be simply G,(0)b.
Using again the
notation of Sec. 7“3, we obtain therefore, from Eqs. (8) and (9) for the
fluctuation of the video output, the expression

‘- “N)’=
t%exp[-2a2(’cE’-f’)21

(lo)

In analogy to the deflection criterion of Sec. 7“3, we shall assume that the
minimum detectable signal power is determined by the equation
Fs+.v —

F.N

[T – (T,v)’pi

(11)

= c,

where C is a constant, which may still depend on the observation time.
Combining Eqs. (6) and (10), one then finds for the minimum detectable
average signal power

where in order to put the dependence

of

~mi.on

the bandwidth

B in

DEPE,VDEXCE
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evidence we have expressed TV in terms of the noise po~ver U2before the
intermediate frequency and the bandwidth B according to

Before discussing I~q. (12) and comparing it \viLhexperiment, one should
remember that Eq. (12) holds only if (jw – j,) < 1?, since w-e have
assumed that the c-w power is large compared with the signal and noise
power. For very large detuning, one may clearly consider the c-w to he
absent. In this case the average of the linear detector output is
[See I’:q. (7.14a)]

if

Sz/2W

instwd

<< 1.
of Ikq.

For a narrow video bandwidth

one obtains therefore.

(6),
7S+,V —

~.v =

m}~’i$2bT

J-

(13)

— —.
2 41}’

For the continuous noise spectrum of the detector out put we get, using
Ikls. (720a) and (7.2(i) of Ser. 72,
c,,(f)

= ~+

_ +

—

+.

‘/a;.” .g

~fl Q(.fl)fiw

413

e

+ fl)

“

The fluctuation of the vi(lco output ,vit,h ~vhich (13)
:1s before C,, (0)b or

has to be compared is

,,
(14)

I’or large detuning, the minimum
1Iwrefore be given by

detectable

average

signal

power will

(15)
These results can be compared }.itb some experiments performed by
.1, I,. Gardner and C. 11. Allred \rith apparatus specially constructed
for this purpose.
In these experiments the injected c-lr poiver v-as 40
([1) above receiver noise pol~er, the i-f band)vidth was rather wide
(B, ~ 2.2), and the video bandlridth v-as quite narro,v. It was first
noted that ]rith the frequency of the continuous wave in the middle of
IIw i-f pass bond (on-frequency interference) the signal threshold \vas

I
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about 3.5 cib higher than With no continuous wave present.
compared with Eqs. (12) and (15), from which follows

ISEC. 12.4
This can be

(16)

or 4.75 db. Detuning the continuous wave increases the signal threshold
still further until the detuning has gone so far that the continuous wave is
practically not present any more. The experimental results are shown
TABLE12.1.—EXPERIMENTAL
ANDTHEORETICAL
V.ALUESOF

SIGNAL Loss

WITH

DETUNING

db, relative to threshold at

$ignal threshold,

i.. - f.

f.w–f.
Experimental

1

55
13.5

1.5

11

2
2.5

15

0,5

3,5
4
4.5

Theory*
3.6
m
10.75
10.;

9
5
0
–2,5

3

=o

–3.5

* For (f,- —f.)r larger than 2.5, Eq. (12) is no longer applicable; hence, no theoretical values me
given.

in Table

12.1 together

with

the theoretical

equation
Pm.

FJmti(o) = e

-a-

values

calculated

~(jcw
—
j’J7
12

[ sin r(~ti — j,)7

‘

from

the

(17)

which follows from Eq. (12). The agreement between theory and experiThe theoretical infinities for integral
ment is as good as can be expected.
values of (j- – f,), are due to the neglect of the terms proportional to
S’ in Eq. (2). However, the experiments give exceptional y large values
for the signal threshold for these values of (f~ – ~.)r, so that the firstorder theory seems qualitatively justified.
In the case of a wide video bandwidth it is not the average value but the
envelope of the pulse that is significant.
Since the envelope is not
sensitive to detuning, no increase in signal threshold with detuning is
expected.
This is confirmed by experiment.
An experimental curve
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SIGNAL

showing the effect of detuning when a relatively wide-band video system
is used~s given in Fig. 12”11~ It
can be seen that the signal threshold varies little and remains a few
decibels above the value when no
continuous wave is present. It
is fortunate that a great improvement in signal perception can be
Detuning of (&-/J
obtained by employing a video
FIG.
12.11 .—Signal threshold power vs.
the detuning of the c-w signal with a wide
system whose bandwidth is apamplifier.
The
threshold
in the
video
proximately as large as the i-f
absence of c-w interference is indicated.
band\vidth. since this condition is
desirable for proper signal perception even in the absence of c-w interference (see Chap. 8).
THRESHOLD SIGNALS IN
NOISE-MODULATED CONTINUOUS-WAVEl~TERFl%RENCE
It has just been shown that given proper video bandpass characteristics and absence of i-f or video overload, the effect of unmodulated
c-w interference is not very serious. Even for very large amounts of
interference a maximum rise in signal threshold power of only 3 or 4 db
occurs.

The essential

reason for this is that the interference

jiuc~uations which would tend to mask the signal.

contains

no

It is almost an accident

any deleterious
effect occurs at all; the experimentally observed
values come about principally because of a change in form of signal and
The next step is to consider
noise brought about by the interference.
interference effects produced by modulated c-w power. That an infinite
variety of modulating functions exist is clear; in the following treatment,
however, discussion will be limited to “noisy” functions, that is, those
which are nonrepetitive and of a statistical nature. The random nature
of noise has been shown repeatedly to be principally responsible for the
efficiency with which it is able to mask signals; therefore we can expect
that “noisy” interference will most readily mask desired signals.
h’oisy interference can be produced in a variety of ways; perhaps the
most obvious way is simply to amplify r-f thermal noise. The properties
of this type of noise have been described in Chap. 4; it has a uniform power
spectrum (in which the frequency components are unrelated) and a
Gaussian amplitude distribution.
From an interference point of view
the problem has already been solved; the noise has the same characteristics as internal receiver noise whose effect on signal threshold power has
been described in Chaps. 8 and 9.
Radio-frequency thermal noise interference of large power is usually
hard to produce because of the usual difficulties with r-f amplification;
that
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consequently, it is generally expedient to modulate an r-f c-w carrier with
This modulation can be applied to
an appropriate video noise function.
the carrier amplitude, frequency, or phase. Frequent y and phase
modulation are shown in Chap. 2 to be similar; one can proceed from
frequency to phase modulation and vice versa by the use of appropriate
and jrequency
modulation
filters. We may therefore consider amplitude
Although it is quite possible to
operations.
as the two fundamental
consider in detail the effects of each type of modulation, only the a-m
case will be presented in the following discussion.
12.5. Continuous-wave Interference Amplitude Modulated by Noise.
Let us assume for simplicity that the video-voltage noise function produces corresponding changes in the r-f amplitude within the limitations of
the r-f amplifier.
Ideally these limitations are felt in two ways: (1) The
r-f amplifier has a minimum power output (zero) that the modulating
function must not try to cross, and (2) the r-f amplifier has a definite peak
output-power capability.
These limitations mean that any of the noise
functions which we are likely to consider will not be immediately applicable to modulation; these functions must first be passed through limiters
to prevent overdriving the r-f amplifier on large noise peaks and to prevent
cutoff of the r-f amplifier on large negative peaks. This limiting action
may, of course, be provided by the r-f amplifier itself; however, in computing the spectrum and amplitude distribution of r-f noise it is convenient to think first of limiting the video noise function, then of applying
purely linear amplitude modulation to the r-f carrier.
The problem confronting us, then, is essentially the c-w interference
case discussed in Sees. 12”1 through 12”4, except that in addition to the
The properties
c-w carrier we now must consider the r-f noise sidebands.
of these noise sidebands depend upon the properties of the video noise
function as well as on the degree of limiting, or “clipping.”
That this
problem is complex is proved by the complicated effects of even the
unmodulated c-w carrier. Consideration of the general case will not be
attempted.
Discussion will be limited to the behavior of the system
under the following set of conditions:
1. The receiver is fitted with an adequate i-f filter and has an adequate
video bandwidth.
2. The noise modulating function is to be video thermal noise with
Gaussian amplitude distribution and bandwidth defined by b..
This bandwidth is ordinarily determined by the video amplifier
characteristics.
3. The limiting, or clipping, is symmetrical about the average value of
the Gaussian noise function.
This implies that the r-f amplitude
is modulated about a value equal to one-half the peak value.
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With these restrictions in mind we are in a position to discuss qualitatively the effects to be expected.
The signal threshold power will depend
essentially on three factors: (1) the amount of receiver noise present, (2)
the r-f interference carrier, and (3) the spectrum and amplitude of the
interference noise. The first two factors have already been discussed
in Chaps. 8 and 9 and in Sees. 12”1 through 12.4; let us therefore consider
the interference noise itself.
We shall be concerned with two properties of the interference-noise
sidebands: (1) the power spectrum that incidentally will give the total
sideband power relative to the carrier power and (2) the quality of the
noise, which must be measured in terms of the efficiency with which it is
able to mask a desired signal.
The first property has been calculated
by Van

Vleck.’

He has assumed

the video noise function.

symmetrical

limiting,

If one defines the fractional

or clipping,

modulation

of

result-

ing from the noise as m, where m is the ratio of rms video noise voltage

before limiting
clipping

to the limiting

has little

than unity.

Furthermore,

the carrier power
unity.

For

appreciably

noticeable
is given

values

level itself, then Van Vleek
effect

on the spectrum

the total
simply

of m greater

by the clipping,

noise sideband

power

by ~mz again for values
than

unity

and the total

has shown that

for values

of

of m less than

the spectrum

noise sideband

of m less

in terms

is modified

power

is not a

Where m becomes infinite, a condition Van Vleck
simple function of m.
describes as “super clipping,” he has shown that the total sideband power
is just equal to the carrier power.
distributions
video

for

m = 1 are

noise function

Representative

shown in Fig.

is assumed

12”12.

to have a uniform

spectra and amplitude
In this diagram
spectrum

the

out to the

limit b..
In what is to follow the region of particular interest is that for which
the fractional modulation m is less than unity.
Therefore we can easily
calculate the total noise sideband power and its spectrum from the modulating video bandwidth bn and the fractional modulation m. The
problem might appear at this point to be nearly solved; this would be
true if one knew precisely how efficiently the clipped interference noise
(compared with unclipped noise) masks the desired signal. Unfortunately this property of the interference noise is not easily susceptible
Figure 12.12 makes it clear that the noise-amplitude
to calculation.
distribution is profoundly altered by the clipping.
The apparent “ceiling” produced by the limiting action provides a more or less definite
amplitude baseline over which a relatively small signal can be noticed.
Therefore the ceiling produces a qualitative change in the noise that may
bandwidth

1J. H. Van Vleck, “ The Spectrum of Clipped Noise,” RRL Report No. 411-51,
July 21, 1943.
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outweigh considerations of total noise power. The ceiling effect, as
shown in Fig. 12”12, is dependent upon the sharpness with wh~ch limiting
takes place and upon the fractional modulation m. This would also be
the ceiling effect as seen on the A-scope provided the receiver r-f bandw~dth B were sufficiently large to pass the entire spectrum shown in Fig.
]2.12.
If thereceiver i-f bandwidth l?islessthanthe
total interferencenoise bandwidth 2b., however, the output noise of the receiver ~vill lack
some of the frequency components needed to reestablish the well-defined
ceiling; therefore the ceiling effect will be less pronounced than that shown

I

Carrier

L
~

Frequency+

(a) No limiting on clipping.
(b) Limiting at rms value (m = 1).
FIQ, 12. 12.—Amplitude and frequency distributions for clipped noise.

in the diagram.

We may expect

the ceiling

effect

to vanish

completely

Therefore according to this reasoning the ceiling effect
depends upon two parameters, the fractional modulation m and a quantity
~ equal to 2b~/B, that is, the ratio of interference-noise bandwidth to
receiver i-f bandwidth.
A clipping factor F. is introduced, representing
a measure of the loss in interference-noise effectiveness caused by clipping.
This factor is most conveniently expressed as the logarithm of the ratio of
actual interference-noise sideband power to the equally effective unclipped
noise power. A clipping factor F. of 3 db therefore represents a condition
where the clipped noise power falling within the receiver i-f bandwidth is
equivalent in effectiveness to unclipped noise of approximate y one-half
the power. The clipping factor F,(m,@ is most readily determined by
experiment; its limiting value when m is small and B is large approx!lcs
O db.
when B << 2b~.
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In anelaborate
series of experiments
Stonel has shown that the foregoing conclusions appear to be valid; he has obtained empirical values
for the clipping factor as a function of m and @ and has plotted them in a
most convenient form.
This plot
1.0
~
is reproduced
in Fig. 12.13; m is
0.8
shown as ordinate,
and ,8 as ab0.6
scissa.
The contour lines represent different
clipping
factors;
m
Curvaa not
these lines do not appear in an area
0.4 reliable in
this region
near the left-hand edge of the diagram because in this region selfconsistent
results
were not
C.2
obtained.
Stone’s results,
how
o
1
10
100
ever, clearly show the clipping factor to be extremely
important,
FIG. 12.13.—Fracti0nal
modulation m as
a function of (3 = 2b*jB for various values of
especially
when
the fractional
the clipping factor F..
modulation
exceeds unity and the
interference-noise
bandwidth
2bn is comparable
to the receiver i-f bandwidth B.
For large values of interference
power the rise in threshold
signal
caused by the interference
can be evaluated as follows:
1. Calculate
receiver

the total interference-noise
i-f

bandwidth

The calculation
ference-carrier
modulation

power

interference-noise
conveniently

with

is made from a knowledge

m, and

interference-noise

sideband

in comparison

value

bandwidth
power

expressed

of B, which
to

in the

noise

itself.

of the ratio of the inter-

to the receiver-noise
the

power falling
receiver

receiver

(in terms of receiver

power,
is the
i-f

the fractional
ratio

bandwidth.

noise power)

of total
This
is most

in decibels.

2. Add about 3 db to Item 1 to account for the effect of the carrier.
3. Correct for the clipping factor F, by means of the curves in Fig.
12.13.
This correction in decibels is to be subtracted
from Item 2.
4. The final answer represents the increase in signal threshold power
caused by the interference.

1

This procedure appears to be valid as long as m ~ 1 and as long as
the interference
is strong compared
with receiver
noise.
It is also
assumed that no overload or saturation
effects occur in the receiver; this
can be assured by methods discussed in Sees. 12.2 and 12.3.
One additional
point is worth mentioning.
For a fixed interferencenoise bandwidth
the clipping factor F. is a function of i-f bandwidth B.
1 A. M. Stone, “ Synthetic Radar Signals in the Presence of Jamming, ” RL Report
h’o.

L_

708, June 22, 1945.
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Therefore,
in measuring threshold signals as a function of B, in a way
similar to that shown in 1 ig. 87, the smallest threshold signal energy will
be found at a value of B, somewhat I igher than the value determined
for
A. 31. Stoncq has found the, t under certain conditions the
receiver noise.
optimum value of B~ could be shifted by L factor of as much as 3 or 4.
It does not appear,
of receivers,

howc”,er,

that

this situation

for the wider bandwidth

for off-frequency
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of Pulsed

an attempt

c-w interference

should alter

gives a greater

the design
opportunity

interference.

12.6. Description
this chapter

generally

IN PULSED INTERFERENCE
Interference.

was made

even though

-In

to analyze

modulated

the first two
the deleterious

in amplitude

parts

of

effects

of

by a complicated

noise function.
Other forms of electronic interference exist, one of the
most common of which may be termed puked interference.
Here, the
interfering

wave

may conskt

of a train of r-f pulses whose repetition

quency may or may not be constant
length
radar

may

or may

reception,

not

pulsed

correspond
interference

and whose radio frequency
to that

of the desired

~vill very

likely

arise

fre-

and pulse
signal.
from

In
other

near-by radar sets operating on nearly the same radio frequency.
Such
interference will appear on the radar A-scope as a series of intense
saturated signals, which usually differ from genuine echo signa!s in their
nonsynchronized
positions and in their relatively great intensities.
Because of the resulting fencelike appearance on the A-scope, the interference is usually known as “railing” interference.
Several interfering
radar units produce several sets of interspersed railings whose relative
positions continually change. A discussion of railing interference and
methods of suppressing its effect is given in Sec. 12.7.
Because of the relatively large peak powers that can be produced \vith
pulse techniques the possibility of producing damaging interference by
It can be shown that no power is
this means should be considered.
‘‘ wasted” in a carrier and that a “ noisy” function can be produced by
random variations in the interval between successive pulses. The conditions determining threshold signal power for this situation are discussed
in Sec. 12.8.
12.7. Railing Interference. -In railing interference one must consider
not only the effect of the main interfering pulse but also the trailing
interference echoes produced by near-by reflecting objects.
These
echoes, though very weak in comparison with the main interference pulse,
may still be large enough to exceed a desired signal. In practice these
trailing echoes can be detected for perhaps 100 ~sec after the main pulse.
1 Ibid.

RAILING

Sm. 12.7]

3!;9

INTERFERENCE

In spite of these trailing echoes there is generally a considerable period
during which the receiver is not affected at all by the interference; in
these time intervals signal detection can be maintained at nearly normal
sensitivity.
For this reason railing interference of low-duty ratio does
not materially affect threshold signals; the effect of interference duty
ratio is to alter the fraction of time during which the signal may be seen.
In a sense this is equivalent to an alteration of PRF, shown in Chap. 8 to
have only a mild effect on threshold signal. According to this argument,
one would expect to find a rise in threshold signal pow-er of 1.5 db when
the interference duty ratio is as large as 50 per cent. In actual practice a
somewhat larger rise in signal threshold po]ver is obtained because one
does not completely neglect the time elements occupied by the ifiterIn an intensity-modulated indicator the bright spots produced
ference.
by the interference are annoying and fatiguing to the observer; they are,
however, more of an annoyance than a real hazard to s~gnal perception.
General methods of alleviating the pulsed interference effects consist
in causing the interference to operate some device that, for the duration
of the interfering pulse, desensitizes the
receiver or indicator.
In this way there
is no perceptible indication of the interE%
ference; the desired signals can be seen
ES
SE
under nearly normal conditions in the free
$m
intervals between interfering pLdses. To
remove only the interference so that the
desired signal still remains, one must utilize

some

special

characteristic

interference.

The

teristics

interference

of the

desired
shape
ods

signal

are

or length.

for

three

(1)

the

These

interference

of

common
that

lnPUt signal amplitude

Fro,
1214.
ltcsputlsc
r},ar:scteristic of t.vpicul pulse-amplitude

the

characmay

amplitude,
three

h

‘iscrirni’’ator”

differ
(2)

the

characteristics

from

the characteristics

radio
suggest

frequency,

of the

and

corresponding

(3)

the

meth-

suppression.

Amplitude
Discrimination
.—Several
devices have been developed to
provide pulse-amplitude discrimination and selection.
All of them ha~,e
operated on the same principle, but the applications to receivers have
differed.
In all these devices a modification to the over-all recei~-er
response characteristic has been made.
The resulting characteristic is
similar to that shown in Fig. 12.14: the response to input voltage Iargel
than a given input amplitude is made zero. ‘1’hus if the receiver gain
is so adjusted that all desired signals are of a size to give a satisfactory
output, all interfering pulses of high in tcnsitj, ~~ill hc elirninat etl.
\

Although

it is true

with a desired

that

an interfering

signal pulse will remove

which this happens

pulse

occulring

simultuneollsly

the signal, the frartion

is only the duty ratio of the interfering

of time in

pulse.

,,
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The response characteristic shown in Fig. 12-14 can be produced in a
number of ways.
The normal video output of the receiver can be
“swamped”
by a video signal of opposite polarity, which at low signal
level is made inoperative by an appropriate bias voltage.
This swamping
action can, if desired, be accomplished directly in the output of the
second detector; in this case it is derived from a biased second detector
of opposite polarity.
Perhaps the simplest technique, however, is to
use a video signal derived from one of the i-f stages to bias the grid of the
following i-f stage; in thk instance a strong input signal will bias the i-f
stage to cutoff, and no output voltage will occur.
The principal difficulties with any of these schemes are of two kinds.
(1) The desired signals actually have a large range in amplitude, and the
must therefore be made extremely wide.
amplitude-selection
“slot”
Under these conditions satisfactory removal of railing interference is not
usually possible.
(2) As was mentioned previously, railing interference
consists of an intense leading pulse followed by a train of reflection echoes
These trailing pulses, usually of
lasting for a number of microseconds.
much longer duration than the original interfering pulse, are nearly
always of the same general size as the desired signal pulse and cannot
therefore be removed by this procedure.
These two difficulties can be
overcome by a slightly different form of interference suppressor developed
by Lawson.
This suppressor, designed to combat railing interference,
was required to remove completely the railing pulse together with its
trailing echoes, without removing any desired (radar) pulse.
To remove the railing pulse and echoes, a “blanking gate” of controllable length was supplied; this gate was initiated by the interfering
signal and could then be made long enough to remove the trailing echoes
as well as the interfering pulse. To make sure desired radar pulses were
It is clearly desirable to
not removed, a new system was devised.
trigger the gate from video signals in which the interfering pulses are
enhanced by comparison with the desired signals. This enhancement
can be assured by receiving the interfering pulses on a separate nondirectional antenna.
The scheme offers no improvement if the interference comes from the same direction as the desired signal; otherwise
the improvement is proportional to the directional gain of the receiving
antenna used for signal reception (radar antenna).
In spite of the separate nondkectional
antenna and interference
receiver the main transmitted radar pulse and close radar echoes will be
strong enough to trigger the blanking gate unless a gate “ deadener” is
applied.
This deadener can take the form of a multivibrator triggered
from the main radar pulse, preventing operation of the blanking gate for
a certain time after the transmitted radar pulse. This time can, of
course, be controlled by the multivibrator time constant and can be
adjusted so that the interference suppressor removes no radar echoes.
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The interference suppressor system is shown in block form in Fig.
12.15. As showm in this diagram the interference receiver is of the
superheterodyne type, using the same local oscillator as the signal
receiver; this connection is desirable to obtain comparable sensitivity
The other elements shown in this
and selectivity in the two receivers.
Directional
radar
antenna

Video

Delay

—

Video

blanking
unit

line

output

I,

t
Local
oscillator

t
Nondirectional
interference
antenna

Blanking

Interference
receiver
-

‘ate

FIG. 12 15,—Elements

dingram
actual

are self-explanatory,
production

the purpose

with the exception

of the blanking

of the delay

before the interfering

“m

of interference suppressor.

gate requires

line.

The

a small but finite

of the delay

time;

line is to assure arrival

pulse arrives

way all traces of the interference

through

of the blanking

the signal

channel.

gate

In this

can be removed.

/
I

(a) PPI,

100-mile sweep; normal operation

l:l~. 1216.-Photographs

(b)

PPI,

illustrating the performance

100-mile sweep; suppressor in
operation
of the interference suppressor.

Typical results that can be obtained by the use of this interference
suppressor are illustrated by the PP1 photographs shown in Fig. 12“16.
In these photographs the PPI sweep length represents 100 miles. The
first photograph sho~vs railing interference striations normally present as
a result of the presence of many near-l)y radar sds, one of them l(wate(l
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generator
situation
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is still visible,
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recovery
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after

a

interfering
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0
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discrete
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improvement
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out to ranges of about 20 miles; some thunder-

echoes can be seen at various
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Unmodified frequency discriminator
(b) Modified frequency discriminator
Flu. 12.17 .—l:requency discrimination response curves.

transmitters
generator

nearly
with

coincide

extremely

in time
short

and

recovery

can

be avoided

by

using

a gate

time.

No radar echoes need be lost by the use of this device.
Echoes may ke
lost with the pulse-length-selection devices to be described shortly because
a radar echo has a length that depends upon the nature and extent of the
target under surveillance.
Frequency
Discrimination.—We
can discriminate between desired
signal and interfering pulse by means of the radio frequency itself. The
easiest way is to enhance the response of the interference receiver shown
in Fig. 12.15 to off-frequency signals by using, for example, an ordinary
frequency discriminator with subsequent pulse rectification.
The pulse
response of the over-all receiver to incoming pulses of various frequencies
will be as shown in Fig, 12.17a. In this arrangement no blanking of
(radar) echoes or interfering pulses exactly at the radar frequency will
occur. If, however, the response is altered as shown in Fig. 12.17b, by
adding to the response indicated in Fig. 12.17a the output from the
unmodified receiver, blanking of on-frequency interference can be effected.
‘he ratio of on-frequency interference to radar echo will be as high as in
the unmodified receiver; this ratio will increase for off-frequency interference, thus providing more complete interference suppression.
Hence
frequency discrimination may be received as an additional aid and not as
an alternative scheme to amplitude discrimination.
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Pulse-shape
Discrimination. —Radar
echoes from discrete point
targets have the same shape as the transmitted radar pulse. It is
natural to inquire whether or not this information can be utilized to
reduce the effect of interference with a different characteristic shape or
even to reduce the signal threshold power in receiver noise. In the
following discussion theradar pulse will reassumed to be of rectangular
shape; the important “shape factor” is in this case simply the length of
the pulse. A circuit can be constructed that will satisfactorily pass
rectangular pulses of a critical length; pulses of a substantially different
length will be completely rejected.

!I

INTERFERENCE

Out@

voltage

coincidence

~oi

from

circuit

FIG. 12, lS.—Waveforms

illustrating pulse-length

selection,

Let us consider the input video pulse of length r applied to a “ delayline clifferentiator,” whose function is to add to the input voltage wave an
equal wave of opposite sign, which, however, is slightly delayed by a time
rl. The output voltage from such a device will consist of two pulses,
each having a duration rl equal to the slight delay in time previously
mentioned.
These pulses will be of opposite sign and separated by the
original input pulse length r; they have an appearance suggested by the
derivative of the input pulse. This two-pulse ~vave is next applied to a
coincidence circuit; the other input voltage to the coincidence circuit is a
replica of the two-pulse wave but reversed in sign and delayed by a fixed
amount ,..
The coincidence circuit is of a type in which the output
voltage is the product of the two input voltages.
With the arrangement
just described the output of the coincidence circuit will register a pulse
only if the original pulse length ~ is close to TO;no output pulse will bc
registered at all if r < TO– ~1 or if ~ > TO+ 71 (see Fig. 12.18).
The
preceding result can be formulated in mathematical terms. Let the
input video VOItage function bc! represented by f(t).
The output of the
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Iinedifferentiator will begiven bytheexpression
j(t) –j(t –r,).
voltage output of the coincidence circuit can then be expressed as
E..,

= [j(t) – j(t – ~,)][–j(t

The

(18)

– To) + j(t – -r, – .,)].

Let us assume
If we now insert the value of j(t), we can evaluate E..,.
the input pulse to start at t = O, to end at t = T,and to have an amplitude
A.

For this particular

E.., = A z

function

one finds by means of Eq. (18) that

forro<t<r+Tl
for~<t<70+~l
[

ifTO—71<r<T0
if70<~<~O+~l.

(19)
I

Thus the output pulse length within the proper interval is seen to be
simply 71 — I(~ — TO)I; therefore if we represent the circuit response by
the output pulse energy, we obtain
This diagram shows graphically
that the circuit is a pulse-length discriminator whose selection properties
are determined by the delay
(m
‘heresultshOwninFig’12”1’
o
70+ 1
To-1
TO
time ,, and ,1. These delay times
Pulse length, ~
being easily adjustable,
~ wide
FIG. 12.19.—Responsefor pulse-selection range of operating conditions is
circuitfor inputpulsesof lengthr.
readily produced.
Pulses outside
the interval shown in Fig. 12”19 are rejected completely; this property of
the pulse-length discriminator would appear to permit complete rejection
of an interference pulse of length substantially different from the desired
signal mdses.
In practice the rejection is not complete with respect to railing interference, nor is there the ideal response to all desired radar echo pulses
shown in Fig. 12.19. This apparent failure of pulse-length discrimination
is caused by two different effects. (1) Even though the input pulse to the
receiver may have a defined length To, the output video pulse has a
different length, because of the finite rise time (or bandwidth) of the
receiver and the video limiting action.
For a nonlimited pulse, the video
pulse length at one-half ampfitude is approximate y equal to’ the input
pulse length; however, as soon as limiting sets in, the video pulse broadens.
For very large input signals the broadening will generally be sufficient to
cause complete rejection of the pulse. (2) The signals with which one
deals are not necessarily discrete pulses; the interference also does not
consist of rectangular pulses. In this event the desired signals will be
largely rejected and some of the interference will be passed.
‘f’his
situation can be quantitatively calculated by using the proper voltage
function f(t)in 17q. (18); the output voltage will then usually not, he
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Nevertheless,

discriminator

to be of the same order of effectiveness

discriminator

many forms

PULSES

this

noise

does not

signals are not larger

pulsed

signals

and

noise

become mixed, the mixture distorts the signal shape. This distortion is
so severe that the pulse-length discrimination is of little value. In an
actual experiment by R. M. Ashby and J. L. Lawson the signal threshold
power measured on an A-scope was not perceptibly changed by the use
This result might be different if the
of a pulse-length discriminator.
initial conditions were such as to cause the threshold signal to be considerably larger than noise, but this case was not investigated
experimentally.
12.8. Randomly Spaced Interference Pulses.-In
Sec. 12.7, a discussion was undertaken of railing interference, characterized chiefly by
intense pulses of relatively low duty ratio. To combat the effects of this
interference some form of discrimination between interference and desired
signal is used to desensitize the indicator during periods of interference.
The free time between interference pulses is then used for signal observation. None of the interference-suppression methods proposed are suitI R. M. Ashby and 1,. Neher, i1pulse Lengths Selector and MultiP1e pulse
Decoder.” RI, Rmmrt No. 917, Mar. 21, 1946.
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able when the duty ratio of the interference becomes high and where the
time interval between successive interference pulses becomes comparable
to the signal pulse length (strictly, the reciprocal of the i-f bandwidth).
In the limit where the interference pulse interval is extremely small
compared with the reciprocal of i-f bandwidth, the interference is-handled
by the receiver just like c-w interference; in such circumstances methods
for c-w interference suppression are often found helpful (see Sees. 12.1 to
12.4).

If the interference pulses are randomly spaced in time, one might
expect a relatively large rise in signal threshold power because of the
“noisy” appearance.
This is only partially true. If the average pulse
spacing is large compared with the reciprocal of the i-f bandwidth, many
free intervals are available for signal detection.
This form of interference is like railing interference and can be handled accordingly.
If
the average interference-pulse spacing is small compared with the reciprocal of i-f bandwidth, however, the output of the receiver will show amplitude noise fluctuations.
This noise depends among other things upon
the function that determines the interferenc~pulse spacing; whatever
this function is, one finds the greatest similarity to nonlimited noise if
the reciprocal of i-f bandwidth is extremely large compared with the
average pulse spacing.
For this condition the interference energy is
spread over a relatively great band; the fraction falling within the receiver
bandwidth is relatively small. Hence the interference is not generally
so effective as some other forms of noisy interference.

CHAPTER

i

4

THRESHOLD
MODULATIONS
AND FREQUENCY-MODULATED

13

FOR AMPLITUDE-MODULATED
CONTINUOUS-WAVE
SYSTEMS

13.1. Introduction.-In
this chapter we shall discuss the problem of
determining the minimum detectable modulation for a-m and f-m c-w
systems.
The problem has been investigated by Crosbyl both experimentally and theoretically for the case that the carrier power is large
compared to the noise power.
Our main purpose is to extend the
theoretical results of Crosby and to show how the application of the
general methods of Chap. 7 lead to a unified treatment of the problem.
For a description of the main parts of the receiver we refer to Chap. 2.
For amplitude modulation only the superheterodyne receiver will be
considered, whereas for frequency modulation only the case of complete
amplitude limitation will be discussed in detail.
The modulation will be assumed to be sinusoidal, so that for amplitude
modulation the signal will be represented by
s.(t)

= SO(I + 6 Cos 21rpt) Cos 2W-J,

(1)

where SOis the carrier amplitude, j, the carrier frequency, p the modulat ion frequency, and c the fractional modulation (cf. Sec. 2.1).
The
spectrum consists of the carrier and the two sidebands of amplitude cSO/2.
For frequency modulation (cf. Sec. 2“3) the signal is represented by
S,(t)

\

,

= SOcos

(

2mfJ + $ sin 2@

)

(2)

.

The modulation index cf./p will be assumed to be large, so that of the
sidebands (frequencies j, + np) only those which lie within the frequency
excursion interval have appreciable intensity.
The half width of the i-f
amplifier will be assumed to be larger than the frequency excursion ~.f.,
so that the i-f amplification of the signal will not give rise to any appreciable deformation of the signal.
The main ~roblem is to find the minimum detectable fractional
modulation ~~inwhen the signal is disturbed by the presence of noise. To
determine ~~,. the power criterion will be used just as in Sec. 10”4. In the
power spectrum of signal plus noise there will appear a signal peak at the
I M. G. Crosby, “Frequency Modulation Noise Characteristics,”
472 (1937).
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frequency p and with power z # superposed on a continuous background
of noise. The signal peak will be just detectable if its power is of the
same order of magnitude as the power of a segment of the continuous
noise spectrum around the frequency p. The application of this power
m-iterion ~villlead to t.,ti expressed as a function of system parameters and
of the ratio z of the unmodulated signal power to the noise power (cj. Sec.
7.3). The establishment of this function constitutes the main result of
the theory.
13.2. The Minimum Detectable Amplitude Modulation.-For
amplitude modulation all the necessary formulas have been derived already in
Sec. 7.2. Only the case of the linear detector will be considered.
The
starting point is then Eq. (7.18), in which one has to substitute
al

=

SO(1

~2 =

+

f Cos

SO(I +

6 Cos

p, = o,
27rpt),
p, = o.
2?rp(t + T)),

The first term of llq. (7.18) is developed in powers of c. Keeping
terms up to C2,one obtains after averaging over the time t
1,(1)12(2)

= ~+

[F’

+

C’ZF(F’

+

2ZF”)

+

Cos 27rpT +

2,’Z’F”

only

. . . ],

\rhere z = JS’~/2W, F = F(—~,
1; — z), and the primes denote differentiations with respect to z.
In the further terms of Eq. (7.18), which are proportional to p(,) and
P:(r),
the modulation of the signal can be neglected.
Using the recurrence
relations for the hypergeometric
function F (cf. Sec. 7.6), one obtains
finally for the correlation function of signal plus noise

‘(”)‘%’2(-*
1’-z)+$’’2(i+z)c@

+~F2(:’2+’)+~’2(”
{F2(+’1’-Z)+[4J
-’)
-F(~2’-z)121
‘3)
in which
With

the contribution

w ~z in the d-c term has still been neglected.

the help of the general

formula

of signal and noise can be deduced

[Eq.

immediately

(7.26)1 the audio spectrum
from Eq. (3).

The result

is clear; the first two terms give the d-c peak and the signal peak at the
frequency
ground.

p; the third and fourth

term give

It is easy to show that for W ~

R(r) —Si
z-) m

l+;

(

the continuous

O or z ~
cos2Tpt

,

)

noise back-

m (3) goes over into
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whereas for z + O

‘(’)=57’
‘~p’(’)l’

4

which is, up to terms - ‘Z, the correlation function of noise alone.
It should be emphasized that Eq. (3) is only an approximation, since
terms of higher order than p2(7) and C2have been neglected.
The term
= C4would give rise, for instance, to a discrete line at the frequency 2p, so
that although the detector is linear in the presence of noise, the harmonics
of the signal will appear.
It can be shown that the intensities of these
harmonics go to zero both for z ~ ~ and for z ~ O. For our purposes
they can be neglected.
The power criterion can now be applied.
To be specific, we shall
consider the case that the shape of the i-f pass band is rectangular of
width B and that the audio spectrum is passed through a square low-pass
audio filter of width b s ~B.
The signal peak at frequency p has then to
compete with the integral of the continuous noise spectrum from zero to
b. Putting the ratio of the powers equal to a constant k, we obtain for
the minimum detectable modulation ~~,. the result
(~%,)ml = ~
z,~i

1

(

[F; + (F, – F,)’ + 2ZF,] ;

The constant k has to be
where F, = F(+, 1; ‘Z), F2 == F(*, 2; —Z).
determined by experiment.
In Fig. 13.1 (,~,.)a~/k has been plotted as a
function of z for the two cases b/B = ~ and b/B = +. As is to be
is a monotonic decreasing function of z, and it can be
expected, (Cli.)am
easily shown that for small z
(4b)
(“i.’am=~:(’
whereas

for large z

f

I

-*)

M!.

(,:in)am —+

(4C)

2B

2!+.

13.3. The Noise Spectrum for an F-m Receiver.—The calculation of
the minimum detectable frequency modulation is more involved because
the f-m receiver contains besides the detector a second nonlinear element,
the amplitude limiter.
We shall consider therefore first the spectrum of
noise alone.
The output of the i-f amplifier can be represented by
N(t) = x(t) cos 2m~Ct+ y(t) sin 27rf,t
= ~xz

+ y’ cos

(

)

2rjCt – tan-’ ~ ,

(5)
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FIG. 13. 1.—Minimum detectable modulation as a function of z for a-m and f-m syatema and
for different values of tbe deviation ratio n = B/2b.
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where, when only noise is present, z(t) and y(t) are independent Gaussian
random functions, with a spectrum determined by the shape of the i-f
pass band (cj. Sec. 3.8 or 7“2). The output N(t) enters now the amplitude
limiter. Assuming strong amplitude limitation the result will be

N1(t) = cos

4

)

(

Zrjct – tan–l ~ ,

which is a wave of constant amplitude
frequency

UN(t)

but with the variable angular

y)

=~(

%jct — tan–l–

z

“— a,
=2mfc+$+y2

(6)

The slope filter transforms thk variation in frequency into a variation in
amplitude, so that its output will be a high-frequency wave with an
envelope given by (6). With a linear second detector the final audio
output will therefore be given by u~(t).
To find the audio spectrum one has first to calculate again the correlation function

+y’:G%)+Rii7
‘7)

4

$

where the indices 1 and 2 refer to the two time points t and t + r and
where the ensemble averages have to be performed with the joint probability distribution of the eight variables xl, YI, iI, YI, ZZ, Y2, iz, ~z.
Clearly,

this

Gaussian

distribution,

Sec. 3.7.
the
3

probability

For the calculation

Gaussian

distribution

characteristic
2,,22,

...,

distribution

function

will

be

an

eightdimensional

which can be found with the method
of the averages
expre~ed

(cj. Sec. 3.5).

as the

explained

in

in Eq. (7), it is best to keep
Fourier

Denoting

transform

the eight

of

variables

its
by

zs, one can then write

+Jv(zl,zz, . . .,28) =*8

//

. . .

—.

dt, . . . dt8 exp

(-~zbkz’k’’+izz$)’
k,l

where bk~ = ~

i

‘8)

can easily be calculated from the defining equations for
With the same notation as used in
Sec. 7.2, the results are

z(t)and y(t) (cj. Sees. 3.7 and 3.8).
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Clearly, the average values in the second and the third term of Eq. (7)
are zero, since the functions, which have to be averaged, are odd. To
calculate the fourth term of Eq. (7), the following 16-fold integral has to
be evaluated:

T&J‘“”
“““‘z8d’1
““““8z1m’3z5m’7
—./dzl
‘Xp(-izbk’’+iz
“0)
k,l

j

The integral over the variables Z1 . . . zS, which will be performed first,
can be written as the product of two fourfold integrals of similar form.
The first one is

—
—

‘1
—
e’<zl’l+zJ’j
dz, dz,
z; + z;

–4rr%a(tJLY(t4)
//

—.

(11)

using the integral representation

+-

J(t) =

& _.
/

.
dz eitz

of the Dirac ~-function.
The integrals over z, and ZZcan be performed by
introducing polar coordinates ZI = r cm 0, Z2 = r sin 0 and by using Eq.
(761 ) for the integral over O, and

I
1
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The result is

+-

4

Zlzd
////

FOIL AN

2; +

z;

exp

z)tj

i

(z

—.

. . . dz,

dzl

=

(2r)’6(@’(t,)-tl
t; +

)

;=l

--t;

(12)
The integral over Z6 . . . za is completely similar. Introducing these
results in Eq. (10), one sees that the integrals over h, ti, h, and k can he
carried out immediately so that one is left with the fourfold integral

+1
G,

dtldt,

dt,

dt,

ti(tlt,

+t,t,)
(t;

////

—.

exp

—
[

+
+

W

v’(t2t5
(t;

+

–

tltti)’

t;)

g(t;
+t;+L%
+to
–

U(tlt,

By putting
t, =Tcos(q+
tr! = lcos$o,

t2 =rsin(q+
q),
L, = 1 sin q,

+tzt,)

1
.

(13)

q),

the integrand becomes independent of q, so that the integration gives 2m.
The q integration can be carried out by means of Eq. (7.61), and the r
The hypergeometric function~
integration by means of Eq. (7.62).
~(a, b; z) that appear at this stage of the calculation have positive
integer values for a and b, so that they can be expressed in exponential
functions and polynomials
in z. The last integration over 1 is
elementary.
The final result is
RN(T) = 47r’fl + ;

()
: – $

log (1 – P’),

(14)

where p(r) = U(7)/W is again the normalized correlation function of the
1.0
noise at the output of the i-f amplifier. Since
P(7) ~ 1 when
0.9
7 ~ (), it follows from Eq. (14) that
0.8

li~(,) becomes logarithmically in~ 0.7
finite when r approaches zero.
~ 0.6
The reason for this strange be
>
havior is the fact that in the cal- Q 0.5
0.4
culation, the width of the slope
filter has not been limited.
At
0.3
the output of the amplitude lim0.2
0 0.1 0,2 0,3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0,7 0.8 0.9 10
iter, the instantaneous frequency
f/B
will vary mainly in the i-f range,
Fm.
13.2.—Noise
spectrum
for an f-m
receiver.
but occasionally [when z(t)and
y(t) become small at the same time], the frequency can become very high.
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With a slope filter of unlimited width one will therefore get very high peaks,
which are responsible for the logarithmic infinity of the correlation function RN(T). In practice, the slope filter will have a finite width so that the
peaks will be cut off, which will make the correlation function finite for
For small values of,, Eq. (14) cannot therefore be trusted.
How7=0.
ever, since this will affect only the h-f part of the spectrum, it is not necessary to consider it for further calculations.
Assuming again the shape of the i-f pass band to be rectangular of
width B, so that
sin 7ri?7
p(r) = ~,

the spectrum

one obtains from Eq. (14)

.
C(j)

= 27rB

/o

‘

~z Cos xx sin2 x – X2
B
X2 sinz x 10g(l

-%

’15)

This integral has to be done numerically.
The results are shown in
Table 13.1, and the shape of the spectrum is shown in Fig. 13”2.
TASLE 13.1.—CONTINUOUS

NOISE SPECTRUM FOR AN F-M RECEIVER
G(f)

J

4TB

B

0,955
0,816

o

0.1

0.698
0.586
0,501
0,428

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.373
0.329
0.295
0.266

1.0

0.242

13.4.
The Spectrum of Signal Plus Noise for an F-m Receiver.—For
the case when a signal is present with noise, the calculation of the spectrum proceeds along the same lines as for the case of noise alone. The
aud~o output will be given by

Yx
@s+N(t)

=

2m~0

+

X2

– XF
+

Y2

J

(16)

where
x(t) = a(t) + z(t),
Y(t) = f?(t) + y(t),

}

(17)

‘
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and

a(’)‘soc0s($sin2@)
~(t)

=

–SO sin

cf.

(
;

)1

(18)

sm 27rpt

Here the assumption of a wide i-f pass band has been made, so that the
signal is not deformed by the i-f amplifier and is still represented by Eq.
(2) or by
S~(t) = a(t) cos 27rfJ + p(t) sin 27rfrt,
where a(t) and ~(t) are given by Eq. (18).
For the correlation function R.+., (T), one obtains an expression analogous to Eq. (7) except that s(t) and y(t) must be replaced by X(t) and
Y(t); and in addition to the ensemble average, a time average over the
initial time t has to be performed.
The ensemble averages of the second and third terms in the expression
for l?.+~(,) will not be zero as they were in the case of noise alone. Since
the joint probability distribution of X(t), Y(t), X(t) and Y(t) is given by
w(x,

Y,X,

Y) = ~.,;~
—

‘=P [ -

(x – a)’ + (Y – (3)’
2W
(i
—_(1 – a)’+
2V

– j)’

11

where V and W have the same meaning as in Eq. (9), it is easily found
that

(19)

It is clear that the time average of this expression is zero, and therefore,
the second and third terms will not contribute to the final result for

R,+~(7).
There remains the calculation of the term
Y,xl – X,YI
x; + Y;

Y,X* – X*Y*
X;+Y;
‘

(20)

which is analogous to the fourth term in Eq. (7). The ensemble average
can be carried out in the same way as in the previous section.
The
probability distribution of Xl, Yl, ~1, YI, Xz, Yz, ~z, Y~ can again be
found by the method explained in Sec. 3.7, and the result is similar to
Eq. (8) except that in the integral the z, have to be replaced by Z, – u,,
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~vhere the Zj’s denote the eight variables Xl, Yl, Xl, Yl, X2, Y2, ~z, Yz,
and the uI, u2, . . , U8’Sstand for al, PI, til, 61, a~, 82, &Z,~z, respectively.
The integrals over Z,, Z,, .
, Z, and eve; t,, t,,
t,,
and t,can be performed in exactly the same way as in the case of noise alone, The remainand t~) is more complicated than Eq.
ing fourfold integral (over tl, tz, t5,
(13). It is found to be

—.

Since an exact evaluation of this integral does not seem feasible, a few
apmwximations will be made at this stage. It is clear that the first term
between the braces is proportional to C2and will give rise to the signal
peak in the spectrum of signal plus noise. Therefore, in this term we
neglect the U(7) and obtain

..

+.

1
h’

m

(it,
dt2dts dtti

&,82t2t5 + p~tizt,tfi
(t; +

—.

— Ciiciztztc — pJ3~t,t5
f;)(t:

+ t:)

This integral can be written as a linear combination of products of double
integrals.
13ach double integral is of the same form as the one occurring
in I~Jq.(11) and can therefore be evaluated easily. Thus, it is found that
the fourfold integral (22) is equal to

The remaining terms between the braces in 13q. (21) will give rise to the
continuous noise spectrum.
In these terms, therefore, we shall neglect
the modulation of the signal and put
al =

a’

=

SO,

&=/32

=&=

ff2=jl=

jz=o.
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These terms then reduce to the integral

Substituting in (24),
tz = R sin Osin (q + q),
t, = Rsin 6’COS(q + p),
tE = R COS6 Sin V,
ts= R COS8 COSq,
one sees that the integrations over q and R can he carried out by means
of Eqs. (7.61) and (7.62).
The remaining two variables 6 and q are then
transformed into
z = sin 219cos ~,

y = sin 26 sin q.

The integration over y is elementary, but the final integration over z can
be reduced only to the integral logarithm Ei(u), defined as
u

Ei(u)

=

I

—.

:

dz,

where for positive u, the principle value of the integral has to be taken.
The final result for the integral (24) can be written as

R,(7) + R,(7) +

~3(7),

where

+:-’)4)1’
_-’-’($
=+2’-’(%+:-’)”’(%
’)1
N%:)] ‘25’)
(25a)

‘1(’)

‘$[’

R47)

=

.2

2e-”

$2
[

“2 l&Pe-*p
R3(7)=$

[

(25b)

_ ‘–:

~_p

($+:-

and z = S~/2W.
With all these
The average over the time t affects only Eq. (23).
approximations, the correlation function for signal plus noise becomes
R,+~(,)

= 47r’j: + 27r2c2fi (1 – e-z)z cos 2mPT + ~l(T)

+ R2(~)

+ R3(7)
(26)

with R,, R2, R3 given by (25). Equation (26) is the analogue of Eq. (3)
for the case of frequency modulation.
Since for small u

Ei(u)=log

u+c+

u+;;+”””,
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2?S+~(r) goes over into RN(T)
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by

as given

For large u
Ei(u

)=:

(

1+:+:2+”””

)

J

from which it follows that for large z
Rl(T)~–

~:+(p’

+&2+....

(27)

whereas Rz(r) and ~~(~) go to zero for z + cc as exp ( —z) and exp
(– 2: ~(1 + p)), respectively,
so that they will be negligible compared
with RI(7)
The first two terms in (26) become, of course, for z - cc the
c orrelat ion function for the signal alone.
The spectrum Gs+&f) follows from (26) by a numerical integration.
Again we have assumed a rectangular
i-f pass band of width ~ and have
calculated
the spectrum
for z = 1.5 and for z = 10. The results are
presected in Tables 13.2 and 13.3 and are shown in Figs. 13.3 and 13.4.
TABLE13.2.—PARTIALSPECTRAANDTOTALCONTINUOUS
SPECTRUMOF SIGNALPLUS
hTOISE FOR Z = 1.5

f
B

4TB

—

o
0.2
0.3
0.4
0,6
0.8
0.8.5
1.0

–0,001

–0.001

–0,051
–o. 106
–0.149
0.021
0.130
0.166
0.291

0.108

0.236
0.405
0.081
0.037
0.015
–0.083

T.ABLE 13.3.—PARTIAL

0

o

0.1

0.0033
0,0132
0.0294
0.0520
0.0809

0.6
0,7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.014
–0,071
–0,089
–0.132

G,(f)
~
x

4mB

0.0023
0.0027
0.0028
0.0025

GS+A4f )
4rB

0.134
0.182
0.243
0.348
0.116
0.096
0.092

0.136
0,125
0.113
0.092

0.076

SPECTRA OF SIGNAL PLUS NOISE
GI(,f)

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

I

G~

FOR z = 10

103

G,(f)
~

x 10’

–0.0013

0.0151

–0.0034

0.0146

–0,0078

0.0138

–0.0112

0.0109

–0.0108

0.0078

–0.0070

0.0043

0.0017
0.0004
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The quantities Gl(fi, G2(f), Gs(j) are the spctra corresponding to Rl(~),
For large z, only Gl(j) is of importance;
R*(7), and R~(7), respectively.
for z = 10, it has a discontkuity at f/B = 0.5. For small Z, all three
The total continuous
spectra contribute in a rather erratic fashion.
spectrum (represented by Curve 4 in Fig. 13.3) clearly hasa shape intermedmtebetween the shape of thepure noise spectrum (Fig. 13.2) and the
shape of the spectrum for z = 10 (represented by Curve 1 in Fig. 13.4,
I

I

i

I

I

0.4

-0.1

-

-.

u.< I
o

I

1

1

I

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

I
,0

f/B
FI~. 13.3.—Spectrum of signal Plus noise in f-m systems: z = 1.5. Curves 1, 2, and
3 are the partial spectra G1(f)/4TBi G2(fl/4~B,
and G~(f)/A~B.
curve 4 is the ‘Otal
Bpectrum G( fl /4uB.
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the contributions
of Gz ~j) and Gj (f) are negligible).
In addition to
these continuous spectra, there are, of course, the d-c peak and the signal
peak at frequency p, which follow from the first two terms in Eq. (26).
since

0.09

0.08

0,07

0.06
~ 13J35
<
~
Q 0.04
\
=a#
0.03

0s-)2

1

1’

0.01

0

0.1

0.2.

0.3

0,4

0.5
f/B

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

FIG. 13.4.—Spectrum of signal plus noise in f-m systems, z = 10. Curves 1, 2, and 3
are the partial spectra G,(f) /4TB, Gz(\) X 103/4mB, G3U) X 103/4n-B. TOtal spectrum
coincides with Curve 1.

13.5. The Minimum Detectable Frequency Modulation. -We
are
The power in the
now in the position to apply the power criterion.
signal peak is clearly given by
P. = 2r2c2fl(l

–

e–Z)2.

(28)

Assuming, as in Sec. 13.2, a rectangular audio filter of width b s B/2, the
noise power PN, with which the signal has to compete, is obtained by
integrating the continuous noise spectrum between zero and b. For the
numerical calculation, it is more convenient to perform this integration
before carrying out the Fourier transformation of the correlation function
(26). The noise power can then be written as the single integral

L,

i
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I+pe-&

—
l–p

-=.+’

)

+%’’-’’’+’2’’[’4
+”) -E’(9-E’(W1)J
(29)

where p(x) = sin z/z and the dots denote differentiations with respect to
x. The symbol n = B/2b; in the paper by Crosby, this is referred to as
the deviation ratio.
In order to make a fair comparison between the a-m and the f-m
systems, it is better to replace c in Eq. (28) by

(30)
Putting

the ratio

of

P.

to PN

equal to a constant k, it is

then found

that

(31a)
TABLE 13.4.—MINIMuM

DEmCTABLE MODULATIONFOR A-M AND

DIFFERENT VALUES OF z = ~/2W

AND

OF

n

=

F-M SYSTEMS
FOB

B/2b

&

-r

z

A-m, n =
+0

0.1
0.2
0.3
1.5
3.0
8.0
10
dw

which

F-m, n =

1

3/8z’
37.5

1

1/1 .2Z’
83.4

13.5
6.96
0.769
0.352
0.125
0.10
1/2

20.8
9.71
0.433
0.124
.......
0.033
1/3z

15/128z*
11.7

3.89
1.97
0.199
0.090
0.031
0.025
I/&

F-m, n = 4
l/3.62zS
27.6

6.9
2.83
0.072
0.011
0.00052
l/192z

The noise power PN has been
4 and for different values of z.
results for (&)J~
are presented
in Table
13”4, where
The corresponding
the values of (&J~~ computed from Eq. (4) are also recorded, and both
are shown in Fig. 13.1. It is clear that for large z, the f-m system is
The factor is 3n2, which can be seen as
better than the a-m system.
follows: For large z, l?,(,) and Its(,) can be neglected in Eq. (26), whereas
the first term in the asymptotic series (27) can be used for l?,(r).
This
must

calculated

be compared

numerically

with Eq. (4).

A-m, n = 4

for n =

1 and n =
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gives for PA.
sin z

.
P. E–=:
since p(z) = sin x/x.

/

dx
o

p(X) —n
x

r2B2

= m

Substitution in Eq. (31) leads to
(31b)

+40

+30

.:
2

E

I

-lo

0
Ratio of

signal power

+10

+20

+30

P~ to noise power PN for a.m receiver

FIG. 13.5.—Compariscm of a-m systems with f-m systems for different values of the
deviation ratio n = B/2b; AE and A.r are the experimental and theoretical curves for n = 1;
BE and BT are the same for n = 4.
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which has to be compared with Eq. (4c). This shows that for large z,
the f-m system is better by the factor 3n2 or by 4.76 db for n = 1 and by
16.8 db for n = 4. This is in agreement with the theoretical results of
Crosby.
For small z, the correlation function RN(,) for noise alone can be used
in the calculation of P.v. Since PA will now be only a function of n,
it follows from Eq. (3 la) that (~~i.)j~ will become inversely proportional
to z*. The proportionality factor, however, has to be calculated numerical~y for the different values of n. Thus, it is found that for z ~ O

For small z, therefore, the a-m
which has to be compared with Eq. (4b).
system is better than the f-m system by the factor 2.22 (or 3.46 db) for
n = 1 and by the factor 2.36 (or 3.73 db) for n = 4.
TABLE135.-S1GNAkTWNOISERATIOFORF-M

AND A-M SYSTEMS

FOR DIFFERENT

VALUES OF z
Deviation
z

ratio n = 1

Abscissa

Ordinate

a-m system

f-m system

+*

Deviation
Abscicaa
a-m system

4.76db
above a-m

0.3
+0

4.54
1,14
–8.43

“9:08
3.64
–9.87
3.46 db
below a-m

Ordinate
f-m system

......

10
3
1.5

ratio n = 4

16.8db
above a-m
32.6
19,6
11,4
– 4.51

15. !32
10.45
-

7.02
2.94
., .,..

3.72
below

db
a-m

The results are preeented in another way in Fig. 13.5 (based on Table
13.5), where the ratio of the signal power ‘P, to ~he noise power P~ for
frequency modulation is plotted against the same ratio for amplitude
modulation.
Both abscissa and ordinate are expressed in decibels.
The unmodulated signal-t~noise ratio z is (in Fig. 13.5) simply a parameter. It is clear that the a-m system gives a 45° line. The two dotted
curves, marked A = and B=, are the theoretical curves for the f-m system
for n = 1 and n = 4. The two solid curves, marked A z and B,, represent the experimental results found by Crosby. 1
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